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Professor Robert Horwitz, Chair
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In 2009, the Bay Area Video Coalition (BAVC), a non-profit with over forty years of
experience training independent producers and freelance media workers in the Bay Area,
assumed management over public access television after state cable franchising rules eliminated
80% of the access TV budget. They proposed to combine expertise with new technology to

xv

expand public access beyond TV into a new transmedia community center. Among other
changes, BAVC closed a million dollar access facility on San Francisco's main thoroughfare,
Market St., and moved operations to Mariposa and Bryant—a neighborhood aggressively
gentrified during the late 1990s. Many community producers believed BAVC's transformations
would ruin the access community they had struggled to maintain for over forty years. As BAVC
assumed management, many in the community simply quit. In this dissertation I look at why the
access community rejected BAVC's transformation by posing questions about the role of space,
place, and scale, from critical and human geography, in community media projects.
As our new media ecology expands access for community media making, some say that
access to cable TV is no longer significant. However, to understand the significance of new
technologies for community media today, I consider the significance of space, scale, and
infrastructure to questions of access. In particular, I demonstrate how a complex relationship
between San Francisco's cable franchise, telecommunications policy, urban redevelopment,
community video and television production practices, and the communities involved, coconstruct spaces that enable and constrain the ability of actors to create stable, coherent places
and practices that allow them broader access to decision-making arenas. To maneuver through
these complex relationships, I rely on a connection between spatial relationships and scalar
relationships—that the construction of space is also a construction of scale. Here scale articulates
an intersection of social conflict between competing federal, state, and municipal authority,
global and local/commercial and non-profit production practices, between the neighborhood and
the city, and the individual and broader community. These intersections are found in the material
spaces and practices of public access television and highlight the importance of space, scale, and
infrastructure to the future of public access television and community media resources.

xvi

Introduction:

On one of the walls at the Bay Areas Video Coalition (BAVC), hang a number of portraits
of public access television producers from SF Commons, San Francisco's public access
television organization (Image 1). SF Commons access producers are volunteer TV makers
from the community, not the usual people BAVC caters to. For the last forty years BAVC has
transitioned from cultivating independent video producers and artists in the late 1970s, to a top
workforce-training program for the Bay Area's growing freelance, multi-media economy. This
means TV and film production have become less and less a priority. As a way to recognize the
access producers for their effort at SF Commons, a former SF Commons director took photos of
ten producers and sent them off to be developed and framed. In the meantime the SF Commons
director ended up leaving BAVC. So when the portraits arrived, and with little instruction,
BAVC staff simply hung them up not knowing that the new portrait wall would cause a drawn
out, and at times, heated conflict between staff and access producers. Some access producers
were angry they did not get their picture taken, others were upset that they did not have a chance
to approve their portrait before it was hung on the wall. Over time, more and more producers
wanted to know how to get their portrait on the wall, and still others thought some of the
producers on wall should not be there at all. There were hurt feelings, angry emails and demands,
and two producers insisted their portraits be removed. Yet there was no formal procedure for
deciding who could have their portrait on the wall, no designated staff to take the portraits or
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Image 1. The SF Commons producer portrait wall at BAVC. Photo by author, 2016.

allotted funds to pay for them. After three years Anne Simmons, now the director of SF
Commons, decided that the only way to solve the problem was to shoot and hang portraits of any
producer who wanted to be on the wall. When I asked her if BAVC had enough wall space for
everyone she told me she believed it did (A. Simmons, personal communication, May, 2017).
The portrait wall is in the main hallway right off the lobby and much of the wall space on
both sides of the hallway in the past have displayed posters about projects, films, and awards
BAVC has been involved in (Image 2). Most of the other rooms and labs are used for BAVC's
other projects like the youth oriented programs Next Gen and Bump Records, the workforce
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Image 2. The front lobby at BAVC. Photo by author, 2016.

training programs for TechSF, BAVC's video preservation work, and multi-purpose spaces for
corporate events and training workshops. These programs generate revenue or fulfill grants in
ways that SF Commons does not. But in the midst of such tension could BAVC simply scrap the
portrait wall instead? The wall became a way for public access TV producers to claim physical
space at BAVC, to claim a margin of visibility within the organization and, by extension a media
culture where television in general, and public access television more specifically, is a sort of a
dinosaur and merely one of a broad range of media projects.

3

Image 3. The "producer only" computer delineates space.
Photo by author 2016.

The producer portrait wall is not the only SF Commons spatial fix at BAVC. A large office
space off the lobby was turned into an official Access Lab for public access producers with a
sign designating it for SF Commons. There is also a computer in the lobby with a screen saver
that reads “SF Commons PRODUCERS ONLY” (Image, A.3). The private public access
computer delineates physical space and technology for access TV producers as it simultaneously
reminds all other participants who participate in the many different projects spaces at BAVC that
SF Commons producers are somehow different than others.
These particular spatial arrangements, or spatial differentiations, are but a few moments in
a much longer forty-plus year history of public access television in San Francisco. One particular
4

spatial arrangement had to do with the location of the public access facilities that relocated
within the city six times since 1975. Each relocation reveals conflict between the city, the cable
operator, and the public access community that is also steeped in issues of racial and class
dislocation and resource allocation. Another significant shift happened in 2006 when San
Francisco's jurisdictional authority over their municipal cable franchise was preempted by the
state as a result of California's Digital Infrastructure and Video Competition Act (DIVCA). First
created in 1964, the shift in cable authority deterritorialized the control of city space from the
telecommunications infrastructure eliminating the City's ability to influence its construction and
public benefit. An additional significant shift manifested when a single operator studio replaced
the three-camera television production studio traditionally used by the access community in
2009. As fallout from DIVCA, this transformation in production space caused many veteran
access producers to abandon public access television entirely.
The significance of these spatial arrangements in public access television in San
Francisco is at the center of this dissertation. More specifically, I demonstrate how a complex
relationship between the history of San Francisco's cable franchise, telecommunications policy,
urban redevelopment, video and television production practices, and the communities involved
in access television co-construct spaces that enable and constrain the ability of actors to use
public access television and by extension their ability to create stable, coherent places and
practices that allow them broader access to decision-making arenas. To maneuver through these
complex relationships, I rely on a connection between spatial relationships and scalar
relationships—that the construction of space is also a construction of scale. Here scale articulates
an intersection of social conflict between the different and competing interests of federal, state,
and municipal authority, of global and local/commercial and non-profit production practices, of
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the neighborhood and the city, and the individual and broader community. These intersections
are found in material spaces and practices of public access television.
When we think of public access television we do not usually think about the particular
physical spaces of access they create or the significance of space and scale to television and
video production practices. In contemporary considerations of social media production, often
public access television through cable TV is considered an archaic infrastructure and practice,
one that was important at some point in the 1970s and 1980s, but relatively insignificant in our
contemporary social media ecology. Internet technologies like simple chat rooms, blogs, vlogs,
YouTube, Facebook, SnapChat and Twitter that hallmark the ubiquitous addressability and
interconnectivity of users are understood as production practices that provide a potentially global
scale of access to audiences and discourses by non professionals that public access pioneers
could only have dreamed of. The collapse of all of these applications into mobile phone
technologies seems to dissolve past concerns over localism, proximity, access, and the politics of
city space that cable technologies seemed to address.
Today's social media technologies appear to realize the foundational access philosophies
that have guided public access television practice in the past. Historically, access advocates have
argued for continuing support for public access television by characterizing it as a public forum
and appealing to free speech and the First Amendment rights, to the tenet of first come, first
served, non discriminatory access to television production facilities, to the value of teaching the
public media literacy as a means to democratize audiovisual production, and to challenge the
dominance of commercial television over public discourse.
One particularly stalwart and elastic discourse employed by public access advocates is
the idea that local public access television organizations empower their residents by providing
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access to the marketplace of ideas (Koning, 2002). The marketplace of ideas discourse suggest
there is a level playing field where ideas are negotiated and debated among equal actors leading
to the application of agreeable policy and actions. It is similar to the public sphere discourse
proposed by Habermas; that there exists a space where ideas, interests, and opinions are
negotiated and vetted according to established and agreed upon sets of competencies and
rationalizations. Because of its dominance over the dissemination of culture and politics,
commercial television in many ways became a large and dominant sector of the marketplace of
ideas. But there were very few avenues for the public to participate in television production
before the 1970s. Access through cable television channels became an important way the public
could participate in producing, negotiating, and challenging cultural and political discourse. The
more involvement by the public in the debates of the day, the more informed, inclusive, and
democratic the discussions and solutions could potentially become. Public access television
practice in this sense was understood as a tool to empower the public to be politically active in
their communities by producing and disseminating television programs they created themselves.
Though many access producers today have successfully incorporated various online video
distribution and messaging applications like YouTube, Facebook, Twitter, and Skype into to
both their programming and their individual branding, the capabilities of broadband technologies
have aided arguments by large corporation like AT&T that cable access is no longer relevant.

Thinking about access TV through space and scale

An important argument made in this dissertation is that ideals of civic participation, first
amendment, and empowerment—said to be more fully realized through the internet—are less
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useful for legitimizing public access television today because they potentially obfuscate material,
cultural, and political structures of space and scale that continue to contribute to unequal access
to audiovisual expression. Therefore, an important assumption in this research is that public
access television—as a local, geographically proximate media practice—intersects, negotiates
and reproduces everyday spatial relationships already embedded in the political and cultural
landscape of the city. Where public access television is in this story, affects what, when, and how
the reproduction of public access television practices can occur, and who, or who is not, present
to do so (Agnew, 2011). This provides a way to interrogate the more material character of ideas
about access by uncovering its conditions: what has to come together to create access, and what
exactly people have access to. I want to look at public access television not necessarily as a
democratic ideal in itself, as many already have, but as a material practice within a broader
communication infrastructure of the city.
By addressing the spatial and scalar organization of public access television, other concepts
from critical and human geography contribute to the theoretical framework. “Scale jumping” in
Neil Smith's (1984, 1993) work and what Anna McCarthy (2001) describes as “scale shifting”
are important concepts in this discussion because they help to characterize the types of
opportunities available to access producers to influence the cable access infrastructure. Political
struggle, Smith suggests, is a conflict of scale in which there are battles over the boundaries of
where the conflict takes place in physical and social space: “By organizing the fractal spaces at
one scale into a coherent place, struggles elevate themselves to the next scale up the hierarchy”
(p. 232). McCarthy uses scale shifting to describe how television settings are spaces where
commercial and corporate interests are imposed on local cultural practice and vice versa. In this
sense, conflict over the cable franchise, the organization and management of the public access
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TV operation, and access TV production practices create both a scalar hierarchy of interests,
places, arenas, and governing bodies that the actors engage or “jump” their influence or ideas to.
Another important concept I rely on is the idea of infrastructures of affect. In an article in
Flow, Lisa Parks (2014) calls for a phenomenology of infrastructure and affect that begins by
“excavating the various dispositions, feelings, moods or sensations people experience” in a
“continuum that recognizes, on one end, the general tendency of infrastructures to normalize
behavior (such that they become relatively invisible and unnoticed), and, on the other, as the
potential for disruption of that normalization, which occurs during instances of inaccessibility,
breakdown, replacement, or reinvention” (Parks, 2014, para. 5). Accounting for affect in an
infrastructure means taking seriously what people say about their experiences with, and feelings
about, the infrastructure to be an important part of how the infrastructure functions.
Finally, the dissertation draws on the concept of human extensibility, a term that implies
“the expansion of opportunities for human interaction” through developments in transportation
and communication technologies (Janelle, 1973). It “measures the ability of a person (or group)
to overcome the friction of distance” (Adams, 1995). Geographer Paul C. Adams broadens the
concept of extensibility …and is a “function of location insofar as it depends on access to roads,
wires, books, satellite dishes, and other technologies which are unevenly distributed” (1995, p.
276). Therefore extensibility is a concept that engages with scale jumping and shifting to move
beyond the presumptions of more idealized discourses of media access to interrogate the
materiality of public access television, its spaces and practices. I understand extensibility in my
work as the potential or circumstance for participants to scale jump or scale shift their personal
and collective interests beyond their own communities into the decision making spaces like city
hall, the state legislature and in federal and global policy communities.
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Considering these concepts, I look historically at public access TV in San Francisco
through three particular scale shifts; the cable franchise agreement, the location and relocation of
access facilities, and the transformation of production practice. The first scale concerns the cable
television franchise agreement and a history of conflict over state and municipal jurisdiction. It
illustrates a slow historical shift of cable jurisdiction away from the city and with it the city itself
as a space and scale for residents to engage in conflicts over access to the cities
telecommunications infrastructure. The second scale shift traces politics behind the relocations of
public access television within the city since the 1970s, and interweave issues of urban
redevelopment and the efforts by the city to develop and control telecommunications citywide.
Most prominent in this scale shift are the changing relationships between the city, the cable
operator, public access producers, and advocacy groups as the cable infrastructure develops and
the city's influence is eventually eliminated. The third scale shift involves the transformation of
video production practices and spaces at BAVC from a tradition television studio to a single user
production suite. In their proposal to the city to run public access TV, BAVC suggested that the
technological and economic environment in 2009 called for revisiting the “who, how, and what
is produced” for public access television (BAVC, 2009, p. 6). This meant turning access TV into
a “transmedia community center for the future... delivering a suite of integrated services and
platforms...” (p. 5). In retooling public access production practices to compliment contemporary
and more individualized production technologies and practices, BAVC lost a number of access
producers who saw the collective nature of a large studio television production space as an
important part of their public access experiences.
As a former public access TV producer, employee, and advocate myself, the San
Francisco story raises a number of questions that traditional access philosophies struggle to
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account for. None of the traditional access discourses seem to account fully for the conflict that
arose between access producers, BAVC, and the City. BAVC's SF Common's still provides
access to cable channels, it still provides production facilities and equipment, it has plenty of
room on its weekly cablecast schedule, and it provides producers training with state of the art
technology and expertise. So what is at the heart of the conflict? What are the stakes in BAVC's
reconceptualization of public access TV practices and spaces for SF producers and for
community media projects in general?
Because my project focuses on San Francisco, I also felt it was necessary to address their
public access TV conflict through situated tensions within the city politic itself. Historically, the
questions of who can build, occupy, and use space, and for what purposes, are at the center of
political consciousness and debate in San Francisco. The instant-city chaos of the nineteenth
century Gold Rush, the relocation and rebuilding of the city and its residents after the 1906
earthquake and fire, the transformation of the city from a working class manufacturing center to
a global finance and business capital of the West in the 1970s, and the massive redevelopment
and dislocation of urban neighborhoods in the late 1990s by the Dot com and information
industries have all imprinted a sensitivity to geography and city space in the political
consciousness of San Franciscans. Not addressing space and scale in a study of a community
communication infrastructure in SF would be a misrepresentation of the context of social conflict
that belies the city's public access TV transformation.
Another reason that discussions of space and scale are important to address in a study
about public access television is that, like mediums of mass communication, public access
television navigates a broad range of imagined space: between the global and local, public and
private, mainstream and marginal people and places, imaginations of time, speed, and distance,
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of materials, legal and political infrastructures, and the imagined spatial boundaries of culture
and ideology. In the 1970s, the implication of farther and faster, of increased portability, the
movement from local, marginal, or immediate to the visible national or global stage, all became
important characteristics of cable access and its techno/cultural imagination. These
characterizations also have implications for understanding video and television as a material and
geographical practice. The material/geographical are also the conceptual scaffolding behind
media-centric structures like McLuhan's “Global Village”, Habermas' “public sphere”, and
Appadurai's “Mediascape” – terms that draw on communication theory, communications
technology, and geography. Building on these frameworks, I try to reveal how the political,
economic and cultural imagination of the city’s geography have contributed to the conflict and
practices in the public access television infrastructure in San Francisco.

Organization

The organization of this dissertation is as follows. I first discuss three different ways that
public access television has been understood and point out certain inconsistencies in their
explanation. I then suggest that my conceptual framework, centered on considerations of space
and scale, is one that can ask new questions about access television as well as suggesting that
scale is an important way to understand the access TV conflict in San Francisco. The last three
chapters articulate my deployment and construction of three different scales through which
public access television and the conflict surrounding its transformation in SF in 2009 occurred.
Finally, in the conclusion I addresses different ways this research might be expanded further to
address new phenomena.
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Chapter one presents three approaches to understanding the competing cultural, political,
and economic interests that culminate in public access television practice and discourse.
Together these approaches address a seemingly simple question: What are the political, social,
and economic problems which public access television became a solution to? The first approach,
corporate liberalism, is a historical model of institutional arrangements between political and
economic elites, engineers, scholars and labor that began to address the strategic implementation
of early radio. In this framework, the conflicts public access television in the 1970s proposes to
address were attempts to maintain a strong corporate control over the television market during
the rise of cable television in the late 1960s, while neutralizing growing social discontent from
liberal, conservative, religious, and other interests groups against the oligarchy of corporate
media power. This approach suggests that public access television was a symbolic compromise
between political and economic elites in order to mediate conflicts surrounding television
content, ownership, and public interest that threatened the established oligarchy of a few
corporations.
The second and third approaches are more normative models of public access practice
embedded in the corporate liberal framework. The social problems imagined by the alternative
television approach, concerned creating legitimate and practical alternatives to the structural
inaccessibility of commercial television. However, the approaches success hinged in many ways
on the video practitioner’s access social capital. The last approach, the vision of empowerment,
saw public access TV as a way to combat apathy, depoliticization, and marginalization of
underrepresented communities through civic participation and media literacy. Problems with this
approach stem from the murky recognition it’s own political perspectives within the social
context that empowerment and literacy programs engage. Though the three approaches are
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interrelated and exist simultaneously in both the practice and mythology of public access TV, the
regulatory structure and civic function of public access became inherently elastic in order to cater
to both political and economic power. I suggest that none of these approaches, singly or together,
can fully account for the cultural and spatial barriers to access created in San Francisco in 2009.
Chapter two proposes an alternative framework for looking at public access television
through issues of space and scale. It describes the historical relationship between cable TV and
urban space through discourses of decentralization, dispersal, and local authority over urban
redevelopment building off of work of scholars (e.g., Paul C. Adams (1995), Stephen Graham &
Simon Marvin (2000, 2001), and Jennifer Light (2003)) that look at the geography and
materiality of urban internet and communication technology (ICT). As a cable technology,
access channels are an inherent part of this history about reshaping urban life through
communication systems. The chapter also establishes the importance of understanding public
access televisions as not only a material communication infrastructure but one that is profoundly
determined by the experiences of dislocation, racial and class conflict, and marginalization as
part of San Francisco own political and cultural history. It suggests that one important way to
understand public access television is as a coherent place where individual can “scale jump” or
“scale shift” their interests between different levels of social practice and decision-making
spaces.
Chapter three constructs the first of three scales that public access television in San
Francisco negotiates: the cable franchise. Described as a scale of jurisdiction, the discussion
traces the history of franchising in California, beginning with the railroad in the late nineteenth
century through the 2006 state cable franchising law. Because the cable franchise necessarily
negotiates federal, state, and municipal claims, cable television jurisdictions have historically
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become political spaces where battles over resources and urban development are engaged. The
chapter looks specifically at the conditions and arguments of legislation for state cable
franchising between 1967 and 1975, in an effort to historicize the passing of DIVCA in 2006.
The shift in the scale of cable franchise jurisdictional authority from the City of San Francisco to
the state of California's Public Utility Commission, I argue, ended an important boundary and
arena for political engagement by community members in the future development of
telecommunications in city space. It also tells the story of an effort by SF Board of Supervisors
Robert Gonzales to pass a moratorium on cable build out in 1973 until Viacom complied with
both federal policies governing cable access channels and stipulations in the city's franchise
agreement meant to prevent the company from redlining cable services. I argue that Gonzales'
ultimately failed moratorium began a broader effort by the city to take seriously the potential of
cable TV to further dislocate marginalize communities surrounding downtown SF.
Chapter four establishes the political and cultural history of conflict between access
producers, the city, and the cable operator that influenced the protests over BAVC's management
of public access television in 2009. It does so by demonstrating how the scale of the cable
franchise intersects the urban scale by mapping the relocation of public access television stations
within the city since the 1970s. This second scale of public access television practice
encompasses the history of the location and relocation of the public access television facilities
within the city from the mid-1970s to its current location at BAVC in the Mission District. In
doing so, the discussion illustrates how location and relocation of the public access station
intersects both a history of urban redevelopment policy in the city and attempts by the SF Board
of Supervisors to organize a master plan for governing the development of telecommunications
citywide. The chapter traces changes in administration and organization of the public access
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facilities and the neighborhoods where they were located highlighting a series of conflicts
between producers, the city, and the cable operators over access TV resources. It also looks at
the history of different committees and commissions established by the city to counter Viacom's
efforts to minimize the use of public access facilities as well as establish spaces for producers to
participate in the development of cable access practices.
Lastly both of the scales constructed in chapter three and four influence the types of
production practices that became contentious in the transition to BAVC as well as the access
producers understanding of their new relationship to the broader media ecology of San
Francisco. In chapter five, I look at the scale of production spaces before and after BAVC took
over access TV management to further contextualize the conflict over the administration of San
Francisco's public access television organization in 2009. Here I present the experiences of SF
access producers and their ideas about the relationship of access TV and production practices. I
discuss a relationship between studio size and organization to programming and production
aesthetics and how this relationship reflects the particular branding or character of modernization
and productivity. I compare the floor plans for public access television facilities before and after
BAVC took control of public access and the way in which the organization of space continue to
affect how producers view and use cable access. I also look at BAVC itself, its history in the
development of the independent video producer and evolution into workforce programs for hightech and multi-media freelancers. This evolution, I suggest, has particular consequences for how
public access television in San Francisco operates today.
The analysis presented in this dissertation contributes to the study of public access
television by arguing, and enacting, that the use of scale as an analytic lens can broaden our
ability to trace the scope of influences and discourses, of geographies and infrastructures that co-
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create the particular social practices that emerge in this object of study. Simply focusing on the
transformation of public access TV production technologies in San Francisco decontextualizes
the conflict between BAVC and veteran producers from their experience as communities of
dislocation by urban redevelopment and by the scope of the cable franchise agreement. It is in
this way that access television's physical and representational spaces are important to its actual
accessibility. In this sense, SF Commons was not a successful scalar fix, which means it did not
effectively organize discourses, materials, and bodies at a particular scale to create a mechanism
for negotiating conflict and contradiction. Despite its expertise and new technology, BAVC
could not negotiate the needs of the communities of users it inherited with the interests of the
state, the city and broader economy of San Francisco. In my conclusion, I then address different
ways in which this dissertation work can provide conceptual and methodological resources for
looking at other community media practices, and interactions between community and corporate
interests around YouTube's new physical production facility in Los Angeles, YouTube Space.
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Chapter One:
Three Approaches to Public Access Television

Set against the backdrop of post-red scare America, and amid the war in Vietnam and the
civil rights movement, the creation of public access television in the U.S. in the late 1960s was
an intervention into the national commercial television system, one that hoped to use access by
the public to liberate the means of television production from broadcast television corporations.
Like mass communication technologies of the past and present, public access television
presumed to negotiate several perennial contradictions: between ideas of regulation vs. free
markets, the individual vs. society, public vs. private, rational vs. affective. It proposed a
participatory and local form of television more in line the 1934 Communication Act's proposition
that television work in the public “interest, convenience, and necessity.” Yet today public access
television stations around the country struggle to remain part of city budgets as economics,
telecommunication policy and technology, and media practices change. In this chapter I present
three approaches to understanding the competing cultural, political, and economic interests that
culminated in the public access television movement. They establish a baseline of interests and
obstacles that public access television proposed to address in order to make new arguments about
the relevance of the infrastructure today. These approaches or frameworks address a simple
question: What were the political, social, and economic problems which public access television
proposed a solution too?
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The first approach presents a historical model of institutional arrangements I discuss is an
institutional, corporate liberalism embodies an administrative, market-based approach to cable
access television. This approach suggests that public access TV evolved as a compromise
between political and economic elites in order to mediate conflicts surrounding television
content, ownership, and public interest that threatened the established oligarchy of a few
corporations. The approach is limited because it does not account for the actual media practices
of citizens, nor does it acknowledge a long history of conflict between the FCC and commercial
television over the relationship between television and public interest.
The alternative television and vision of empowerment approaches are normative
frameworks that guide public access TV practice. Both imagined new forms of civic
participation guided by ideas about appropriate uses of production of video. They too are limited
because they present very situated forms of knowledge and practice somewhat uncritically. The
vision of empowerment framework relies on an unproblematic relationship between
empowerment and social change, while the alternative television framework hinges video's
counter hegemonic potential on access to social capital.
This is not an exhaustive look at all of the ways scholars have studied public access TV.
Issues of democratic participation and First Amendment rights (Kellner, 1990, Linder, 1999,
Olsen, 2000) identified progressive claims to media access in general, are generally assumed in
all three approaches. Instead, the focus is simply on understanding historical conceptions of
public access TV itself. The approaches are interrelated and exist simultaneously in practice and
mythology, yet I argue that they are ill equipped to legitimize its continued support in our
contemporary media ecology today.
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Corporate Liberalism: Early Radio and Cable TV
Perhaps for the moment community television is best described as an apology
expressed by a nation unwilling to allow public access to the established and
powerful broadcast media.
- Chad Hannah, Thunder Bay Community Program (Gillespie 1975).
Corporate Liberalism is a set of ideas shared among federal regulators, politicians,
experts and technicians, private business, and community organizations who cooperate as a
“policy community” to construct legal, ethical, and technical frameworks to guide federal
regulation and economic practices. The goal of the policy community is to create social and
economic stability in a coherent market structure that maximizes control of the market while
attempting to stem negative social externalities like monopoly and lack of diversity. Its basic
tenets are a reliance on a rational, organized economic order through the regulation of market
competition, an ultimate faith in professionals and expertise, the promise of progress through
new technology, and a liberal belief that the market is the proper place for arbitrating social,
political and economic conflict. In his book Selling the Air (1996), Thomas Streeter claims that
access channels became an instrument to stabilize the cable television market nationally and a
way to counterbalance widespread criticism of the large television corporations by outspoken
activists groups in the late 1960s and the broadcast reform movement in the 1970s.
Public access television formed as part of a more progressive “discourse of access” that
also accompanied a broader “discourse of new technologies” surrounding cable TV, data
networks, video, and satellite technology during the later 1960s and 70s (Streeter, 1996). These
discourses linked technology to economic stability and social order by reinforcing technological
innovation and practice with ideas of equality, liberty, and freedom. For Streeter, the Cable
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Communications Act of 1984 (which formalized cable access in the cable franchise and reregulated broadcast television) illustrated a necessary “technocratic corporate liberal adjustment
useful for maintaining smooth relations between corporations and the consuming public”
(Streeter, 1987; 1996, p.195). In other words, in the corporate liberal framework local cable
access channels are a compromise between continued corporate control over the television
market and the consuming public's interest in programming that was more responsive to their
varied interests.
As a discourse, corporate liberalism emerged in the early twentieth century as an attempt
to arbitrate the disruptive social inequalities created by laissez-faire capitalism. The discourse
drew on a strong version of liberal individualism and autonomy at a time of robust
industrialization in American domestic production and a “hands off” regulatory approach to the
market and labor relations. Bloody clashes between labor and capital, increasing inequality,
immigration, staunch nationalism, and American socialist and communist movements against the
concentration of corporate power contributed to an overall atmosphere of instability and unrest.
By coordinating the interests of business, labor, and government, the ideas and habits of thought
that characterize corporate liberalism were meant to act as a wedge between the growing
popularity of ideas about redistribution in support of workers’ rights, and factions of anarchist,
laissez-faire capitalists (Skylar, 1988). While corporate liberals remained faithful to the ideals of
a free market, their policies reflected a preference for a more stable and rational market
environment achieved through regulation, rather than an unstable, “all-or-nothing” market
dominated by a few industrialists. Market oriented regulation would better establish both
political and economic security for both business owners and workers and at the same time
marginalize extremist influences on policy.
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Government regulation emerged during this time as a matter of promoting, rather than
supervising the market (Rowland, 1982). The merger of industrial corporate capitalism and a
more social interpretation of liberalism (as opposed to a market interpretation) that linked ideas
of property and individualism with broader social stability, sought to establish a pattern of
coordinated and rationalized relationships between business interests, labor, and the state in a
regulated market order (Weinstein, 1968, p. 39). Policy communities made up of federal
agencies, non-government trade associations, and policy recommendation boards composed of
industry experts, political elites, scholars and labor representatives formed to promote widespread implementation of science and technology into broad political reform (Noble, 1979;
Rowland, 1982; Streeter, 1996). The establishment of trade organizations like the National Radio
Broadcasters Association in 1922 (later renamed the National Broadcasters Association) and the
Federal Radio Commission in 1927 (renamed the Federal Communications Commission in
1934), are examples of the types of political institutions corporate liberals organized and
promoted. Rather than heavy-handed control by the State, lawmakers increasingly deferred to the
economic and technical expertise of policy communities. The Federal Radio Commission which
was made up of industry engineers, business leaders, and politicians, for instance, proposed
operating licenses and standardized technical requirements that required vast amount of capital
investment and expertise, rather than stronger regulations over programming and diversity in the
distribution of broadcast spectrum. In general, technical regulations inevitably favored corporate
control over broadcasting.
In the early twentieth century there were a variety of competing interests in the shaping
radio regulation and practice. Corporations wanted a free market model, the military wanted
control over the spectrum for national defense, while amateur enthusiasts wanted free access to
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the spectrum for inventing and communicating. Rather than debating claims to public interest,
corporate liberals focused on radio's technological features like “spectrum scarcity” and “radio
interference” and relied on the complexities of national and international policy to create
regulation. In this way discourses about individual rights, property, and public interest translated
into technical language and capabilities, which only experts in radio and global policy experts
could fully understand and resolve. Framing interest and competition in radio as a technological
problem rather than a crisis in democracy reinforced technical innovation and market
competition as the appropriate and productive expressions of individual rights and national
interests. To this end, a system of bandwidth licensing and an extensive array of technical
standards was incorporated into the 1927 Radio Act establishing an economic and political
hierarchy for corporations over public use in a market-dominated radio system (Streeter, 1996).
Herbert Hoover, who Streeter calls the “quintessential corporate liberal” (1996, p. 41),
embodied this functionalist systems approach by bringing together broadcasters, technical
experts, and businessmen (many affiliated with Radio Corporation of America or RCA) to work
alongside lawmakers within the American Bar Association to create a broadcasting regulatory
system. Together they imagined a communication system of business and civic interests,
developed and dominated by the commercial radio industry under the premise that they were
trustees of the public interests and would provide programming that served the communities they
benefitted from. However regulating radio in the “public interest, convenience and necessity”
was, in Hoover's vision, never the dominant framework for American broadcasting (Streeter,
1996). For Hoover, the public “is not opposed to capital interests but part of those interests”
(p.43). In other words, a market friendly conception of “public interest” was employed to act as
an ethical counterbalance to commercial domination within the national radio market.
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What we learn from the early radio about the corporate liberal perspective is that
corporate liberals saw unregulated use and competition between elites and the general public as a
barrier to a stable national market. They also appreciated the future orientation of corporations
but sought to counter anti-competitiveness with policy influenced by a variety of actors – elites,
politicians, technicians, experts and labor interest – that could represent the public. Though a
balance between public v. private and individual vs. society was an inherent part of the corporate
liberal organization of radio, in practice this balance remained tied to control by elites in the
service of a commercial national market and an endearing faith in expertise and technology.
Prior to the 1970s, the broadcast policy community viewed cable as an ancillary
technology for relaying network television, and therefore early cable regulation squarely dealt
with insulating network television from competition. Between the late 1960s and the 1984 Cable
Communications Act, the FCC enforced must-carry rules, restrictions on importing distant
signals, and syndication exclusivity rules to keep the cable industry from any pretense of
competitive advantage. But in the 1970s the policy community did an “about-face” in their
orientation towards cable (Streeter, 1987, p.175). House and Senate subcommittees began to
commission private economic and political foundations such as the Carnegie Commission and
the Rand Corporation to study and recommend new telecomm policies that reflected potential
economic strategies imagined by the new technical developments of cable, satellite and data
processing technologies (Rowland, 1982, p. 23-24). Rather than posing a threat to the dominance
of network television, these reports imagined the cable television industry as a legitimate part of
the national infrastructure, a potentially important source for diverse and alternative
programming, and a necessary means for the expanding the television market as a whole
(Streeter, 1996, p.175).
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This new sentiment towards cable television regulation was also situated within the
cultural and political context of the civil rights, anti-war, and countercultural movements of the
1960s and 1970s. Those pushing for broadcast reform and those pushing for the creation of
alternative television outlets found similar interest in the development of cable's multi-channel
technologies. Public interest advocate Everett C. Parker, founder of the Office of Communication
of the United Church of Christ, called the cable age a “great awakening” and challenged the
public to promote the growth and utilization of the cable industry (Price & Wicklein, 1972, viiix). Far from a united front, some factions of this movement pushed for more realistic
representations of race and gender on primetime television, while others factions looked to block
or censor what they believed were inappropriate, immoral, or destructive messages and images
(Montgomery, 1989). Those on the left in particular pushed for more avenues for public
participation in television to balance what they saw as the exploitive power of corporate media.
Together both liberals and conservatives saw programming by network television as “mind
numbing” and increasingly unresponsiveness to public sentiment and began to boycott corporate
advertisers and challenge television licenses through the FCC (Guimary, 1975; Horwitz, 1997;
Montgomery, 1989).
From a corporate liberal perspective, cable technology became an attractive solution for
facilitating the growing interest in diversity by an increasingly reactive public through the
economic growth of a national cable television system (Streeter, 1996, 174-180). Like Parker's
metaphor of a great awakening, ideas about diversity, access, and democracy promoted by media
advocates, journalists, cable engineers, scholars and regulators became wedded to the
development of cable systems and technologies such as video, fax, and satellite (Streeter, 1987).
More importantly, a “new technologies discourse became an important factor in how the FCC
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looked at new broadcast and cable policy” (Horwitz, 1989, p.251). The dominant
characterization of cable systems changed from one emphasizing expansion, control, and
commercial television deregulation, to diversity, access, and community governance. The
corporate liberal perspective easily championed these more liberal and democratic promises
within the discourse of new technologies and used them to “smooth relations between
corporations and the consuming public” (Streeter, 1996, p. 195).
As part of the need to facilitate diverse interests, cable and cable access channels then
were instruments used to rebalance social, political and economic conflict surrounding television
at the time. One flagship example of this balance occurred in 1971, when what appeared to be an
unlikely coalition of local cable operators, federal regulators and funders, and state and
municipal officials, collaborated with activists, artists, and university faculty and students to
coordinate one of the early community cable access television experiments in New York City.
Under professor/filmmaker/activist George Stoney and professor/ IT entrepreneur Red Burns
(and with the help of FCC Chairman Nicholas Johnson and funding from the New York City Arts
Commission, the Markle Foundation, and the cable operators Sterling Information Services and
TelePrompTer), the Alternative Media Center (AMC) at New York University began a project to
demonstrate the potential of a cable access television structure nationally. Four cable channels,
two for city government use and two for public use, were made available. With the help of
Theadora Skylover's Open Channel project funded by both Markle and Stern foundation funds,
production equipment and staff assisted residents in creating over two hundred hours of
programming a week (Olsen, 2000). The apparent success of this coordination helped to both
legitimize public access television as a viable community asset and make cable television appear
to be a more socially responsible medium than broadcast television had been (Engelman 1996;
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Streeter, 1997). The next year the FCC not only gave cities the right to require cable systems to
provide access channels, but they also lifted the ban which forbade the cable industry from
entering the top 100 television markets in the country (Streeter, 1997). Interestingly, the policy
that created access to local television production and programming also liberalized the national
cable market itself. Yet this momentum of liberalization would eventually pave the way for mass
consolidation of the broadcast industry in the years to come.
The creation of a standardized national cable market through the 1984 Cable Act was
consistent with corporate liberalism's functionalist systems vision of a national communications
market dominated by corporations. While cable, broadcast, and satellite television are different
mediums carrying a set of different regulatory obligations, the political community envisioned
them in the 1970s as working together in a standardized global market (Streeter, 1996, p. 176177). The success of the AMC experiments, the development and success of pay-per-channels
like Home Box Office (HBO) in 1972, meant there was a very real possibility for greater
diversity in media outlets providing niche and local programming needed to fill them. As a
result, arguments for oligarchical broadcast television economics and for obliging network
television to create more locally relevant programming traditionally based on spectrum scarcity
no longer held regulatory sway (Horwitz, 1989, p. 246-247).
Moreover, Horwitz (1989) suggests that the promise of diversity from cable, satellite and
microwave technology compelled the FCC to move away from policies that indirectly policed
program content produced by local broadcasters to policies that promoted broad market
competition (p. 244-245). More specifically, increased channel capacity and the potential for
new, diverse media outlets affected how the policy community viewed broadcasters’ traditional
obligations to provide locally relevant television programming. This regulatory slant mirrored
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early efforts by corporate liberals to reinterpret federal regulation as the promotion of the market
rather than interference in it. From a corporate liberal perspective, rules and regulations meant to
compel broadcasters to provide local and relevant programming were unnecessarily redundant as
cable TV infrastructure expanded into a nationally integrated communication system (Young,
1984-85, p.381). Shortly before the 1984 Cable Act passed in October, for example, the FCC
eliminated regulation that dealt with requisite types of programming, community ascertainment
rules, and station programming logs for local broadcasters (Young, 1984-85). As a part of a
national integrated television system, cable access channels embodied both popular discourses
about localism and democracy and ideal of civic participation as well as provided an argument
for unburdening, or deregulating, the broadcast television industry.
At the same time, the corporate liberal vision of cable access channels as merely
concession between political and economic interests, or as an apology for the massive market
consolidation in the 1980s and 90s, is too reductive. It ignores a long history of media activism
and the important role of localism as counter discourse to …dating back to the progressive era.
Though ambiguous in their actual practice, localism and locally relevant television
programming, have served historically to guide federal policies on licensee behavior, spectrum
allocation and ownership limits (Horwitz, 1989, p.158). Rules and strategies for nonentertainment programming, commercial limits during a single broadcast, community
ascertainment rules, and program logs were all politically motivated means by which the FCC
has historically pressured broadcasters to provide programming relevant to the region their signal
covered. Mass communication scholars like Robert McChesney (1993) and Victor Pickard
(2015) also have shown how progressives since the turn of the twentieth century have used
arguments about access and localism to challenge the idea that the commercial market for
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broadcasting was a natural course for radio and television. The corporate liberal framework of
public access is also overly dismissive of the different and sometimes oppositional uses of
community television – particularly by marginalized and immigrant communities – and the ways
in which they can navigate the local cable franchise agreement for support. In this sense, the
corporate liberal perspective has little to say about agency and practices of citizenship through
local media production and distribution, and even less to say about the political subjectivities
community media and cable access structures include or exclude.
The next two approaches to understanding the context and function of public access
television, the alternative television and vision of empowerment, are situated within the cultural
and political environment of the broadcast reform and alternative media movements in the 1960s
and 1970s. The difference between the two is their orientations to local community based
citizen's television (Boyle, 1997). The alternative television approach engaged in rhetoric of
access but relied on social and cultural capital, and discourses that combined technology with
self-enlightenment, to push for distribution on national television distribution. The vision of
empowerment framework focused locally through grassroots organizations, serving nonprofessional residents in their communities. Though video was an important tool for cable access
and non-commercial video production, Chris Atton (2008) suggests that much of alternative
media scholarship has been overly celebratory about its achievements. Scholarship tends to
demonstrate how alternative media are adapted to political movements, but are less engaged with
what Atton calls alternative media's “industrial practices,” i.e., what they do and why they do it
in particular ways (p. 213). In other words, celebratory scholarship champions how different
media work in concert with political movements, but say less about the politics of creating
alternative media itself. While I address more industrial practices of public access television in
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the chapters that follow, the two frameworks discussed below form a celebratory mythology
about public access TV that construct political and cultural discourses about community video
production.

Alternative Television Framework
…any person who can afford a new car can afford his own recording, storage,
and playback system (Griffin, 1971, p.26).
The alternative television framework for public access television stems from a
conglomeration of different cultural ideas about video practice and cable access television
imagined by video artist and activist movements in the 1960s and 70s. Terms like “electronic
soapbox”, the “people's channel” and “alternative television” construct a working mythology that
identifies a purpose and function for cable access television in the U.S. Combined, these terms
and ideas propose public access television as a counter-force against the over-corporatization of
U.S. systems of mass communications and their dominance over the social and political
functions of agenda setting, cultural representation, and popular culture. Those active in using
video during this time, especially in the artist collectives and the young intellectual circles in
NYC, had tried to conceptualize the medium as both an avant-garde art form with distinct
aesthetic qualities, forms, and critiques, and as a tool “for the people” that could democratize
television and society in general. However, the meeting of these two distinct spheres, art and
community, did not easily converge at village theaters or gallery performances. Despite video's
low costs in comparison to professional television and film production, those who could afford a
new car and could spend that money on video equipment instead were in an entirely different
social sphere than those video proposed to emancipate.
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Deirdre Boyle (1997) describes Michael Shamberg, NYC's Raindance video collective
member and founder of Top Value Television in San Francisco, and his book, Guerrilla
Television (1971), as the general embodiment of the alternative TV, or guerilla video movements
in the late 1960s and 70s. As a former Time-Life correspondent, Shamberg's “guerrilla
television” philosophy was a new strategy derived from journalism and social documentary that
took advantage of video’s portability to capture people and events that were rarely the focus of
network television. Though the term “guerrilla” draws on an imagination of violent tactical
warfare, the analogy nonetheless captures an intersection of technological innovation, street-level
production tactics, and counter aesthetic practice meant to disrupt traditional forms of television
and film with a new sense of authenticity and self-awareness. These groups imagined video as a
tool and a tactic for unlocking experiences of alternative states of mind and body, cultivated by
the counterculture movement, and performed as new televisual realities. Shamberg and others
called for the decentralization of an aesthetically bankrupted and commercially corrupt television
medium so that it could be made by, as well as for the people (Boyle, 1997; Turner, 2013).
Through video, a new epoch of society was being ushered in by electronic information
“transfers” into all aspects of daily life (Boyle, 1997, p. 241). The raw, grainy, and unfinished
look of video and its portability both allowed the video makers to record life as it happened. This
made the experience of video production more like a continuously unfolding process rather than
a tidy, finished program that network television would create. Fueled by the celebratory
philosophies of the electronic age in the work of Marshall McLuhan, video became an extension
of their sensibilities and physical bodies. Video became a lifestyle, an existential experiment that
commercial television could not easily appropriate and commodify. Video practice thought of as
a process drew from the belief in production as collective, collaborative and ever evolving. The
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ability to quickly rewind and review video tape made feedback and adjustment an inherent part
of production as well as lending to videos imagination as naturally anti-authoritarian and
democratic in practice (Greenwald, 2007). The video collective culture drew from these new
techno-sensibilities as well as ideas of consciousness and personal freedom espoused by the
counterculture movement at the time to propose a new future of television; a broad critique of
commercial television and the PBS system for their cultural and political authoritarianism and a
valorization of new video and cable technologies as restoring a “media ecological balance”
(Boyle, p.242; Turner, 2013).
Fred Turner (2006, 2013) broadly identifies the merger of technology and counterculture
ideology as a reaction to the post WWII fear of global annihilation by nuclear war and a broader
political disruption of traditional social hierarchies during the 1960s. This “bohemian
technocratic” worldview mixed a technocratic, systemic functionalism with ideas of selfawareness and Eastern enlightenment (2013). Turner describes how counterculture groups
associated with “New Communalists” and Stuart Brand opposed both cold war industrial
bureaucracy and a consumptive mass culture yet, in their own practices, appropriated “a systems
framework for understanding the social and natural worlds that combined both technological
innovation and eastern mysticism” (2006, 2013). Video artist and scholar Gene Youngblood
typifies this sentiment in his 1970 book, Expanded Cinema, where he evokes a systems theory of
information from cyberneticist Norbert Wiener to describe the difference between art and
commercial entertainment as a transfer of adequate information and feedback in a system (p. 5965). “We have defined the difference between art and entertainment and have found
entertainment to be inherently entropic, opposed to change, and art to be inherently negentropic,
a catalyst for change” (p. 65). For Youngblood and other collectivists television entertainment
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had little redeeming value or information for promoting social change. The techno-collaborative
affordances of video would help people visualize the “radical evolution” they believed society
was experiencing at the time (1970).
Unlike the direct political action of the New Left and Students For a Democratic Society
who relied on more explicitly political protest and direct confrontation to promote social change,
the counterculture collectivists used LSD, light and sound equipment, video and projection,
geodesic domes, alternative fuels, computers, satellites, and the early internet technologies –
products of the cold war military and industrial complex – to promote social change through new
orchestrated and collective experiences (Turner, 2006, pp. 4, 35-36). Though opposed to the idea
of the “American war machine” dominated by corporations, Turner suggests that many in the
video culture embraced a similar industrial, technocratic vision of a future dependent on new
technology and guided by artists and activists efforts to build a new type of shared
consciousness. They saw themselves as reclaiming technology to “turn them into tools with
which to redistribute the globe's resources” (2013, p. 147).
In Deirdra Boyle's view, many video collectivists and artists were more interested in the
art, the format, the technology, and potential national distribution on network television and
cable than they were in building grassroots organizations for community empowerment (1992,
1997). They were, “university-bred intellectuals in awe of video excitedly inventing new uses for
it and spinning radical rhetoric that announced their intentions,” (1997, p.11) and hoped to carve
out careers in the process. The improvised and evolving practices of video production allowed
collectivists to use their new techno-spiritual experiences in ways that expanded the boundaries
of commercial television, film, the university system, and the art scene, increasing their own
autonomy and social capital in economic sectors that had traditionally high barriers of access.
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For instance, in 1969, the collective Videofreex worked with CBS producer Don West on a pilot
that proposed to be “so revolutionary that their format would destroy everything in front of it and
behind it so that television as it was then known would never work again” (Boyle, 1997, p.22).
Shamberg and Top Value Television (TVTV) also produced a number of programs throughout
the 1970s for both network television and PBS. Early video pioneer, Nam Jun Paik, also made
his career on federal arts funding and appointments at universities. Though the bohemian
technocratic ideal recognized the importance of video in terms of its potential to destabilize the
dominant, top-down relationship between television and the people, it nevertheless failed to
restructure the economic or cultural hierarchy of network television production or distribution in
any revolutionary way (Boyle, 1997; Engelman, 1996).
An important factor, then, in the narrative of countercultural video collectivism is its
relationship to universities, galleries, art commissions, federal arts funding, and the commercial
media. These types of relationships create and reproduce the social capital inherent to social
status and class. In France in the 1960s, Pierre Bourdieu observed that class entailed a
determinative set of social competencies he referred to as capital. While in traditional Marxist
terms “capital” refers to a general process by which money is used to make more money
(Harvey, 2014), Bourdieu suggests that there are other types of capital connected to the ability to
garner economic capital that obscure and problematize this connection. These cultural and social
competencies are acquired and deployed as symbolic power in struggles for authority and
prestige within different social fields (1993, p.7). While class distinction in France is far more
acute than in the U.S., class for Bourdieu is not simply defined by one’s direct relationship to
production as Marx theorized, but “by a whole set of subsidiary characteristics which may
function, in the form of tacit requirements, as real principles of selection or exclusion without
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ever being formally stated” (1984, p. 102). Age and generation, sex, race and ethnicity, wealth,
family, and geography all factor into the creation of a heterogeneously and hierarchically
organized social structure of distinctions made between high, low, or popular culture in art,
fashion, language, and taste, and in our ability to access particular institutions, funding, and
opportunities.
For Bourdieu (1993) access to higher education curates these sets of tacit requirements
and measurements. They are objectified in the types of appreciations and sanctions in practices
of art, music, and literature, and by the types of conversations and criticisms that form a
hierarchy of cultural dispositions within any field. “Access to works of art,” Bourdieu claims,
“cannot be defined solely in terms of physical accessibility, since works of art exist only for
those who have the means of understanding them” (1993, p.22). Bourdieu goes on to say that
“artistic competence...is the result of a long process of inculcation which begins (or not) in the
family, often in conformity with its level of economic, academic and cultural capital and is
reinforced by the educational system” (p.23). Competency, technique, style, aesthetic vision, and
taste all mask hierarchies of education and economic capital needed to reproduce this sense of
knowledge and practice.
Through the lens of the bohemian technocracy and contextualized by Bourdieu's theory
of social capital and cultural distinction, the ideas about political participation through video
championed by many of the art collectives were predicated on disparities in social and cultural
capital (Har-Gil & Davidson, 2010). For instance, the iconic Paper Tiger Television collective
began as a show produced mostly by educators, university students, and those working in the
media industry (Halleck, 2002, p. 114-123). They were able to enlist scholars such as Herbert
Schiller, Stanley Aronowitz, Noam Chomsky and Murray Bookchin as hosts as well as many
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established artists, activist and authors (Halleck, 2002). By 1983 Paper Tiger grew to become a
“media training, production, and distribution collective” in NYC supported through
“contributions, distributions fees, and small grants from the New York State Council on the Arts
and a few foundations” (p. 123). This type of access to people, institutions, and funding is
necessary for keeping nonprofit organizations alive, yet it is far removed from the realities of the
marginalized or poor communities that public access advocates and grassroots community
organizers imagined video and cable access channels could help. Video artists and collectivists
focused on producing video and television that disrupted their imagined audience's normative
sense of television in ways they thought would re-visualize/re-represent the world. This new
video work was not necessarily produced by the people, so much as it was produced for the
people.
To be clear, there is nothing inherently wrong with video collectives accessing funding
and support through pooled access to cultural capital. Even though in the early 1970s video
equipment and videotape were less expensive than film, the cost was still prohibitive for the
general public. To offer training and equipment is a large and expensive project, and not all
collectives were interested in the sometimes soul-consuming process of local television
production. San Francisco based groups like Paper Tiger West and Public Eye spent a great
amount of time and energy in organizing training programs, workshops and participating in the
diverse producer community surrounding public access television there. Jesse Drew from Paper
Tiger West produced programing specifically for public access TV and volunteered on countless
programs for producers at the access station while also serving on the board of directors (J.
Drew, personal communication, January, 2017). In 1973, Bonnie Engel, a founding member of
Public Eye collective, served on San Francisco's first cable task force that pushed the city to
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mandate the creation and funding of public access TV in San Francisco. Engel also served on
numerous committees as well as the city's first telecommunications commission created in 1997.
Paper Tiger West and Public Eye joined community members in support of public access
television and pressured the cable operator (Viacom) and the Board of Supervisors to support the
infrastructure. Douglas Kellner (1990) also describes a “progressive alternative media
movement” that centered on creating left-oriented programming through the establishment of
public access television centers throughout the country. Paper Tiger founder DeeDee Halleck's
project to create a progressive national satellite channel, Deep Dish, relied on the efforts of
public access TV programs made by community groups around the country (2002). In this sense,
we can draw an important distinction between the more countercultural alternative television
project and what Kellner (1990) described as the progressive alternative media movement: the
particular arenas of support to which the two factions appealed. Those involved in public access
television worked through a political and legal apparatus determined by the local cable franchise
and the FCC rather than federal and private legacy funders whose funding priorities changed as
tastes and politics did. The stories that compose this dissertation involve individuals who may
also embrace an individual and collective awakening through video production. However, many
of their experiences are predominantly outside the types of social networks necessary to compete
with dominant television and film platforms in the way that many of the artists and collectivists
discussed here could. Their access rests exclusively on the character and affordances of the
structure and funding of municipal public access television and the local cable franchise.
In trying to generalize how cultural capital played a distinct role in the countercultural
alternative television mythology, it becomes apparent that the framework also offers little insight
into the influence or practices of television by marginalized individuals and groups. Turner
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describes how despite the rhetoric of civil rights and new forms of consciousness and living in
the late 1960s and 1970s, a majority of the “new communalists” were white, middle class and
college educated, and the day-to-day business in the communes mirrored the traditional
patriarchal hierarchies they proposed to want to escape (2006). Similarly, in 1970, among the
bricolage pages of Radical Software, the default trade magazine for the video movement, video
chronicler Marco Vassi (1970) noted the disparity within the new video “revolution”. “Women
are conspicuous by their absence or relegation to minor tasks. One sees no black faces; the gays
have not been involved. Several Wall Street advisers are on the scene” (p.26). More
contemporary work celebrating the alt-video revolution as the foundation of the community
media project also continues to praise video art and activist efforts to challenge the status quo of
“white male authority” without a critical look at the class, race, and gender disparities within the
movement itself (Greenwald, 2007; Horsfield, 2006).
The alternative television framework offers a way to recognize the important ideological
connection between cultural and political conflict and new video and cable technology that
fueled the cable access movement. It problematizes an understanding of public access television
as simply a concession or solution for the continued dominance of network television proposed
by the corporate liberal framework. In the end, the dominance of the alternative television
framework by early video arts and collectives resulted in an incomplete account of the actual
practices of access (industrial practices as Atton (2008) suggests) provided by public access
television. This means that access TV histories can potentially overlook the ways in which class,
race, gender, education, political ideology, and access to social and cultural capital have
determined what is considered legitimate or appropriate types of media competencies, training,
and practices for the public today.
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The last framework, the vision of empowerment, draws on discourses of emancipation
engendered in the alternative television history in that it also imagines video and cable as
creating a culturally and politically oppositional and participatory television production and
distribution structure. The vision of empowerment approach also opposes the corporate liberal
framework in that it legitimizes public access television practice as important in and of itself,
rather than simply a compromise among elites and institutions or as an alternative access to
commercial television market. Yet the cultural policies and tendencies that imagine community
video production as a tool for empowering the powerless potentially mask problematic
tendencies towards civic governance.

The Vision of Empowerment
Understood as a means of combatting exclusion and powerlessness, relations of
empowerment are, in fact, akin to relations of government that both constitute and
fundamentally transform the subjects capacity to act; rather than merely
increasing that capacity, empowerment alters and shapes it (Cruikshank, 1999,
pg. 71).
In the late 1990s, the “discourse of new technologies” that mythologized the development
of cable television in the 1970s, was recast in discourses championing the democratic potential
of new digital technology, most fervently those technologies invested in the World Wide Web.
The new affordances of the Internet, many activists and scholars thought, could reduce the costs
of production and distribution of media created by the public. Cyberspace, it was thought, would
facilitate new political coalitions and connections and create new forms of social and political
engagement that would steer society towards a more utopian sense of democratic sociability
(Margolis & Moreno-Riańo, 2009). The rapid evolution and adoption of the Internet in the
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1990s, with its promises of cheap and endless channels and networks, threatened to make the
analog-based cable access structure obsolete (Kellner, 1990). At the same time, massive
consolidations of trans-national media corporations and a looming uncertainty over the rapid
commercialization of the internet sparked a new grassroots media reform movement that
championed alternative media production and use (Nichols & McChesney, 2000).
Many cable access proponents joined the reform movement defending public access
television as a powerful alternative to global media and a means of empowering citizenship
through local production and the exercise of their First Amendment rights. During this time, John
Higgins, a community television scholar, activist, and access TV advocate in San Francisco,
wrote a series of particular articles promoting media literacy through community cable access
television as an important practice of individual and community empowerment. Reminiscent of
earlier arguments for community television the late 1960s, Higgins, like DeeDee Halleck (2002)
and Douglas Kellner (1990), argued that training in video production through public access
television would encourage participants to become more critical of the media they consume, and
by creating community oriented television, create a new awareness of self, others, and society
(Higgins, 1991a, 1991b, 1993, 1995, 1997, 1999, 2002, 2004-2005). Though other scholars and
activists engage in the same discourse and promotion, Higgins' work most succinctly describes a
traditional yet stable progressive narrative about public access television and its legacy through
citizen empowerment, media literacy and television production. Higgins vision of empowerment
draws from theories of education and social change in the work of Paulo Freire. These theories
define empowerment as becoming aware of one’s self and, by extension, aware of others in
relation to the self (1999). In a context of political or cultural liberation, Freire charged,
education and literacy were tools to help people develop a critical consciousness
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(conscientization) and to recognize their own self-worth and their ability to change and transform
their social reality (Higgins, 1997). But beyond mere recognition, Freire's theory of dialogical
action, prompts us to take actions to change society in ways that express an environment of
cooperation (Freire, 1970/2005; Smith, 1997, 2002). The goal of empowerment is to move
towards liberation through praxis, or a “dialectical movement from action and reflection upon
that action that leads to new action” (Higgins, 1997). Public access television, through video
production training and cooperation with others, can articulate this ideal Freirean process of selfawareness and empowerment and, at least, thus holds the potential for social change (1997,
1999).
Higgins is skeptical that empowerment through public access television can potentially
lead to class revolution and draws on Freire more for his general connection between literacy and
political awareness. The process of empowerment Higgins suggests in this framework is
developed through media literacy programs. As community members or “producers” participate
in video production training sessions and work with others to create programming, they learn to
read and write media codes that allow them to discern and analyze the cultural messages,
representations, and production techniques in the television programming they consume and
produce. Learning video and television production skills enables producers to think critically
about how media codes are made, by whom, and what interests they serve (Higgins, 1999;
Kellner & Share, 2007; Lewis and Jhally, 1998). This awareness also allows producers to
understand the differences between the programs they help to create through community access
and the ones they consume through commercial media. The ability to recognize the relationships
of their programming to the structure of the global commercial media industry at one end, and
the relationship of community television to the political and economic structure of the local
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government at the other (through the cable franchise agreement), also enhances the literacy skill
of producers and their critical engagement with television. For Higgins, media literacy skills and
media demystification are key outcomes of participation in community access television because
they promise self- awareness and the awareness of others that is so integral to his idea of
empowerment (1999). Media literacy in this framework, is in itself a political act that imagines a
particular understanding and attitude about the relationship between individuals, others, and
television. It suggests a very simple proposition: if the practices of television consumption create
particular understandings of the world around us, then the production of television can
potentially correct that worldview. There is then an inherent connection between media literacy
and empowerment at the core of this framework. Here I look at the Canadian Challenge for
Change community video program, an important precursor to public access television in the
U.S., as a way to historicize and problematize the relationship between literacy, and the
construction of appropriate cultural and political subjectivity.
Video production training, literacy, community advocacy and empowerment were
essential parts of the evolution of the Canadian Challenge for Change (CCC) video projects.
Scholars consider the CCC as a forerunner and model for American public access television
(Engelman, 1996; Linder, 1999). Beginning in 1966, the CCC experimented with a more
collective, participatory approach to documentary filmmaking by including community
member's labor and criticism in the production process. Rather than focusing on formal film
aesthetics, many CCC filmmakers concentrated on ethical questions dealing with representation,
moving away from the representative authority embedded within the voice or eye of the
filmmaker who then tells stories about a community. Instead, CCC filmmakers tried to resist
heavy post- production editing as a way to eliminate an ominous objective narrator and solicited
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feedback and production help from community members as a way to include their own voices
and perspectives in the film's narrative. The films were later screened by the community for final
approval and in some cases the films were sent directly to the provincial government in order to
simulate/stimulate direct dialog between government and its constituents (Engelman, p. 227). In
one of the more successful CCC projects, Colin Low's Fogo Island films were shown to local and
national government officials who eventually responded through significant changes in economic
policies towards the island communities.
A focus on the process of “playback”, showing the unedited films to the community
members, became just as important to the production process as the finished product itself
(Howley, 2005, p.53).
(T)he playback of these expressions in the community, we felt, could
reveal the contradictions in individual attitudes and also in group attitudes
in as an effort to reveal contractions in individual attitudes and also in
group attitudes. It would be a step towards the modification of attitudes.
Not modification of attitudes through the dissemination of information or
propaganda, but truly participatory modification that is bound to be more
creative (Nemtin and Low, 1968).
By way of “modification through playback” Low hoped to reproduce a more horizontal sense of
dialogue through communal viewership rather than the top down, one-way model exemplified by
broadcasting. The project encouraged residents to both learn to produce their own videos and
watch them together as a way to both engage in dialog and reveal contradictions within their
communities. The role of the community video projects therefore was not simply the
dissemination of information or production skills, but a process of reinforcing or critiquing social
norms within the community.
In one way or another, this ideal deliberative form or setting where community members
speak on equal terms about topics and issues that concern them have long been proposed by
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scholars like John Dewey and Jurgen Habermas. For both, deliberation and participation are
necessary for the reproduction of democratic forms of life and governance (Dewey, 1916/1966,
1927; Habermas, 1991). Yet deliberation and participation are two distinct ideas. While
deliberation is a form of dialog meant to negotiate different and opposing views, participation
must draw on a unified and homogeneous sense of direction and purpose to be meaningful (HarGil & Davidson, 2010). On the one hand, tight-knit communities may find that the deliberation
process risks disrupting important or substantive social bonds (traditional hierarchies,
patronages, and loyalties) that the community relies on, and on the other, more heterogeneous
communities may also find it difficult to participate directly in political action because of
potential fallout for those who do not share their views (ibid). Increasing forms of deliberation
then, may alter or confine broader public participation, while at the same time increasing
participation may diffuse and frustrate the deliberative process making it unresponsive to the
community at large (Cohen & Fung, 2004, p.27).
“(T)he emerging pattern, if one examines the generation of projects beginning with
Fogo, is that of a gradual withdrawal from active social intervention in specific communities to a
policy of provision of services and information” (Taylor & Van Every Taylor, 1973, p. 68). This
“emerging pattern,” Marchessault (2010) suggests, “reflects the technological determinism at the
very heart of the program: the ahistorical conflation of new communications technologies with
democratic participation” (p. 364). This prompts serious questions about whether or not the
video projects did in fact empower communities to engage in direct political action or challenge
the status quo in any significant way. As Marchessault suggested in her critique of the CCC, “the
interactivity and participation that video delivered instituted access without agency. It instituted a
particular form of self-surveillance rather than transforming the actual institutional relations of
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production and knowledge” (1995, p. 141). In other words, Low's “modification through
playback” became a form of social maintenance instituting a process of “attitude checking” that
reinforced dominant views within a community. Participants may not actually discuss their
viewpoints if they know their comments may draw criticism in a public forum. In this way the
new, participatory documentary process “worked to defuse direct action, to contain and stabilize,
as television can do, the potentially explosive effects of difference” (p. 143). The character of
political activity collapses into the act and organization of producing video and television alone
and the effect of this result is a local structure of television participation that contains and
stabilizes potentially disruptive content and voices. Marchessault's critique of the CCC project
challenges the radical and democratic conception of participatory video production embraced by
the American alternative television movement and counterculture at the time.
The use of video in the CCC projects to negotiate emancipation, alienation, democratic
deliberation and political participation is not at all straightforward. “It is just such a complexity
(the thrill of access) that so often precluded us from taking into account the dialogic nature of
access and participation: what are we being given access to and what are we participating in?”
(Marchessault, 2010, p. 363). Ultimately, Marchessault suggests Canada's Challenge for Change
failed because of the projects' in ability to overcome the incompatibility between the dual efforts
of pluralism and the unity of a common good (pg. 365).
Laurie Ouellette (2002) makes a similar argument about the pedagogical function of the
Public Broadcast System (PBS) in the United States during the late 1960s. Ouellette
characterizes PBS as embodying a Foucauldian managerial governmentality through its
programming decisions that catered predominantly to the sensibilities and aspirations of the
white middle class (2002). Foucault's concept of governmentality involves a deployment of an
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array of institutions and discourses (in and through hierarchies of science, education, economics
and politics) that condition and assign productive and non-productive attributes to human
behavior (Foucault, 2009, p. 108-120). In short, the concept of governmentality understands
institutions, discourses, and social practices as reproducing political identities capable of
affirming the status quo. From this perspective, Ouellette argues that a significant impetus for the
creation of the PBS system was that it could become an effective tool for reaffirming social
continuity and civility during a period of both hyper-consumption and rampant civil unrest in the
decades after WWII.
As a national system of television, political and cultural elites engaged PBS programming
to reeducate the general public and reestablish appropriate civic values and practices by
managing taste, educate viewers about how to navigate institutions, and by reinforcing the
propriety of rational thinking (Ouellette, 2002, p. 120). However, the cultivation of better
citizens through programming oriented towards appropriate class-based notions of taste and
civility undermined the ability of PBS to reflect a more heterogeneous and participatory notion
of the public character. Instead, it transformed the idea of public from encompassing a sense of
commonness and low-brow associated with the general audience of popular TV, to one based in a
particular white middle class cultural disposition. An individual, in this sense, is not part of a
public simply by virtue of consuming television in the way that Michael Warner (2002) suggests
that publics form simply by being addressed as such. Rather, Ouellette argues that PBS
programming implicitly characterized membership in “the public” as making appropriate use of
one's TV viewing time by choosing to watch programming considered uplifting and educational
(Ouellette, 2002). Both PBS in the U.S., and the CCC community hoped video projects would
modify the attitudes of the public. While the modification through PBS was enacted through the
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consumption of selective programming meant to reimpose middle class values as the norm in the
U.S., the CCC sought a more local approach to modification through dialog between community
members.
The Alternative Media Center (AMC) at NYU organized the translation of the CCC’s
community video program into American public access television in 1971. Under program
director George Stoney (who spent time as a producer for the CCC program in the late 60s) and
Red Burns, the AMC institutionalized the notion of the filmmaker as organizer, activist,
stimulator, and catalyst for social change rather than as a documentarian or film auteur
(Engelman, 223). The AMC access TV projects relied on much of the same types of relationships
between government, business, and elites described by the corporate liberal framework: private
grant and research foundations such as Ford, Markle, and Rand, the New York State Council on
the Arts for funding and policy support, and a tenuous relationship between cable companies,
like Teleprompter, and local municipal government agencies (Engelman, 1996, p.257). It had two
goals: to educate the public about the significance of new video technology, and to promote the
use of this technology in facilitating intercultural communication (Howley, 2005, pg 54). With
these goals in mind, the AMC trained and dispatched organizers across the U.S. to help
communities establish public access centers and to negotiate continued funding and support
through cable franchise agreements (Engelman, 1996, p. 235-239, 253; Linder, 1999, p.5-7).
What we know and recognize today as public access television infrastructure in the United States
can be loosely identified in the efforts of the AMC organizers (Higgins, 1999).
The vision of empowerment framework makes a strong argument for the importance of
public access television as a structure for facilitating production services and media literacy. It
suggests that media literacy, in its different forms, can create more politically aware citizens and
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that this awareness is empowering. However, training to produce television and to read the
cultural codes reproduced by commercial television does not necessarily entail a critical
understanding of one’s subjectivity, the role of power, or liberation on its own. This type of
knowledge exists in a broad intersecting web of 'accesses' to education, institutions
(transportation, housing, and employment), and sets of cultural dispositions, tastes and social
networks determined by the statuses of both student and trainer. There is also an inherent
dismissal of popular culture forms in this approach to media literacy that ignores important ways
in which commercial forms engage and promote social change. In fact, media arts training and
literacy can just as easily reaffirm dominant media practices and forms, genres, taste structures,
and power. In this sense we have to consider the social context of the practices of cultural
reproduction in each community.
Scribner and Cole (1981) discuss the broader relationship between intersecting
knowledges and cultural reproductions as a connection between literacy and practice. Social
practices, they suggest, are recurrent, goal-directed sequence of activities using a particular
technology and particular systems of knowledge (1981, p. 236). The social practice approach
suggests that literacy and language work as a practice within a system of knowledge situated in a
particular activity or context. Here literacy “is neither a deterministic force nor a creation of local
agents” (Brandt & Clinton, 2002). As a practice then, literacy is not neutral but biased towards its
activity and tools, and in a tension with different and often competing systems of knowledge
embedded in both the participants and the structures that enable social practice. The cognitive
effects of literacy then depend largely on the setting in which it is learned. In essence, literacy is
social and contextual – it is distributed in the knowledge, experience, practice and design of the
other participants and objects (as co-participants) around us (Bayham & Prinsloo, 2008), and as
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coordinated sets of actions involved in applying knowledge in particular settings that comprise
both physical, linguistic and cognitive abilities (Scribner & Cole, 1981).
The social practice approach to literacy helps to problematize the mechanical and
unproblematic link between media literacy, empowerment, and social change. It argues that there
are no neutral forms of knowledge and training, and that the design and operation of tools are
inherently social practices. A film or television program then is inherently determined by the
character of the interactions of particular systems of knowledge – technical, cultural, legal, and
economic knowledge that coordinate local and global structures of feeling in the construction of
their programming (Caldwell, 2008; Gitlin, 1979; Williams, 1977).
Freire (1973) also articulates three types of intersecting knowledges in literacy: the
knowledge of the community, the knowledge of the student, the knowledge of the teacher. This
framework is similar to Scribner and Cole's social practice approach to literacy in that it
recognizes forms or systems of cultural knowledge outside and inside the individual and
immediate activity (1981). It seeks to avoid being unreflexive about the political nature of
literacy in the construction of a political subject and resists suggesting there are subjectivities
outside of the political. Because literacy is an inherently political practice (Freire, 1973), systems
of education either continue to affirm the dominance of the status quo, or they prepare us for
liberation (Gibson, 1994). This means that rather than simply self-awareness, Freire ultimately
prioritizes the work of literacy in forming a collective subjectivity, i.e., “the oppressed”, “the
people”, “the working class”, through collective unveiling of dominant myths and in the
collective naming of shared experiences (1970/2005). The class-consciousness that Freire
suggests is the task of literacy is, therefore, the product of a causal link between literacy,
consciousness, revolution, and production, that then leads to class revolution.
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While Freire looked to connect literacy and the creation of class-consciousness to change
the power structure of Brazil, feminist political philosophy is skeptical of the domination vs.
liberation political binary that discourses of empowerment engage (Cruikshank, 1999). Jennifer
Gore (1990) suggests ideas and practices of empowerment can become problematic because they
often times perpetuate a view of power as property, held by an “agent” of empowerment (the
teacher, the trainer, the politician). In this view, power can be “given, controlled, held, conferred,
(or) taken away” by those in power (pg. 9). Gore also suggests that empowerment discourses that
only seek to challenge dominant discourses potentially mask their own types of subordination.
Instead, more attention to the context of empowerment discourses would “help shift the problem
of empowerment from dualisms of power/powerlessness, and dominant/subordinate, that is from
purely oppositional stances to a problem of multiplicity and contradiction” (p. 13). Yet this
process requires more work, more contextualization, and extended historical inquiry than the
version of empowerment that Higgins proposes through public access television. Empowerment
oriented towards self-identification, self-determination, and self-consciousness can serve as a
way to begin to transform one's identity yet, as Cruikshank (1999) suggests, empowerment is
still a relationship of and to power – it may in fact re-identify the same oppressed subjectivities
within the same power relationship as it seeks to categorize, enumerate, and activate the
conditions of powerlessness.
In conceptualizing empowerment, Barbara Cruikshank (1999) pointedly asks, “who
infuses the powerless with power?” (p. 71). For Toby Miller (1993) it is the complex work of
cultural policy and cultural texts, like television. They do this by unify imaginations of a
community of interests (or of a nation) at the same time they define the expression of individual
will. Cultural policy and texts do the work of translating western liberal contradictions like
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public/private, individual/society, state/market into personal habits of thought, representations,
and subjectivities that are productive in the arena of acceptable expressions of citizenship. In
essence what Miller argues is that citizens are cultivated and taught to understand and to
personalize ideological and structural contradictions in contemporary capitalism as problems of
the self—that it is the self that must be trained and assimilated. The “will to empower” implicit
in cultural policies “seek to mobilize and maximize the subjectivities of those perceived to lack
the power, hope, consciousness, and initiative to act on behalf of their own interests”
(Cruikshank, p. 71).
The vision of empowerment framework for public access television assumes a
straightforward relationship between literacy, empowerment, and social change because it
inadvertently comes from a position that views the public as lacking the appropriate knowledge
or capability to understand the relationship between mass communications, the media, and the
citizen subject. In this relationship the solution is individual access with training and media
literacy as a way to discern reality from manipulation rather than addressing the ideological and
structural contradictions that construct the media inaccessibility. In short, there exist capabilities
to act within television's established and hierarchical power structure but perhaps less room for
changing it. Kellner and Share (2007) suggest literacy programs can potentially take anti-popular
culture stances that misunderstand the relationship between humans and texts. Other approaches
overemphasize the aesthetic production of media at the expense of engaging media in issues of
power, forcing literacy to remain politically neutral while exposing students to media content
“without questioning ideology or issues of power” (p. 62). They pose a critical media literacy as
a better approach because it combines all these literacy approaches in an effort to identify
ideologies that articulate power. The problem with Kellner and Shares' critical media literacy
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approach is that it seems particularly geared to ideal educational spaces and necessitates a
sophisticated understanding of institutionalized cultural studies.
Applying concepts of semiotics, feminism, multiculturalism and
postmodernism, a dialectical of political economy, textual analysis, and
audience theory has evolved in which media and popular culture can be
analyzed as dynamic discourses that reproduce dominant ideologies as
well as entertain, educate and offer the possibilities for counter-hegemonic
alternatives (2007).
This is a tough set of skills for anyone interested in community television let alone historically
marginalized communities. While Kellner and Share are suggesting ways in which scholars and
teachers should approach critical media literacy themselves, the translation of these theoretical
tools outside the university, let alone to within the university, is difficult. In many cases, the
trainers and staff that organize and manage community media projects are production
professionals, technicians, or administrators and not media scholars. The critical literacy
perspective is a toolkit of specialized knowledges and sets of requisite political and cultural
stances towards TV production and commercial media. This is not to say that I think the critical
media literacy approach is not a valuable tool for scholarship. I am simply suspicious of the
commitment involved in this type of analysis outside the university, the types of production
modes, spaces, and relationships it takes for granted, and the underlying premise of
sophistication presumed. If the production of community media is important for creating a
particular subjectivity, then sophisticated literacy programs may perhaps be less able to reach
broader facets of the community.
In the end, the vision of empowerment approach cannot clearly distinguish between
agency and governmentality. This is because the approach is oriented towards developing sets of
competencies that create appropriate or ideal subjects, whether the subject is a citizen, consumer,
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or producer of cultural content. The ambiguity in the concept of liberation at the core of the
vision of empowerment can be interpreted in a variety of ways depending on the ethical and
political context of the project. Training in media production may help an individual produce
their own public interest program in service of a larger community, as well as acquire skills to
apply for a job in service of their own economic security. Without a broader understanding of the
social context of the program and training – the city, the neighborhood, the source of funding, the
workforce environment, the trainers and the trainees – the difference between agency and
governmentality in this scenario is ambiguous and perhaps more significantly, even unimportant.
Whether or not the training practices and literacy programs work as technologies of governance
in support of, or in opposition to, the interests of the participating community can only be
determined through a broader investigation of the systems of knowledge and practice that
intersect the site of learning (Scribner and Cole, 1981; Gore, 1990; Miller, 1993). Rather than
relying on an ideal or normalized conception of the citizen/producer, the curriculum, facilitators,
training programs, technologies, production practices, and spaces should address the particular
needs of the communities they propose to serve. In this sense, the vision of empowerment
framework is less able to account for the complexity of the social context in which the
community media program exists, and the ways in which the knowledge and capabilities it
promotes enables or constrains the communicative potential of its participants.

Conclusion

The public access television frameworks characterized in this discussion establish a
baseline understanding of three different historical conceptualizations of public access television
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structure and practice. These conceptualizations entail particular assumptions about how public
access television imagines the importance of media production for ideas like citizenship,
participation, and democracy. They provide a context for understanding the different stakes at
play in the conflict over the management of public access television in San Francisco in 2009.
The three frameworks express two general approaches: a broad administrative approach that used
public access television to protect the economic dominance of the commercial television
industry, and a local television infrastructure for the maintenance of particular subjectivities.
Similarly to the CCC, the two approaches collapse direct political action with services and
training as the legacy of public access television.
None of the approaches presented here have successfully challenged the political or
economic power of commercial television and its dominance of popular culture. The narratives
about the power of video and participation, of shared consciousness, personal freedom, and
civic-mindedness through the infrastructure of public access television, have also not been
successful in protecting cable access stations from recent attacks by broadband companies, like
AT&T, Comcast, and Time Warner Cable (now Spectrum), who seek to withdraw support for
access channels. These revolutionary narratives no longer account for the experiences of many
everyday people who continue to participate in cable access projects. Together the three
approaches reveal an infrastructure that manages political disruption through the co-construction
of productive citizens while potentially serving as sources for local programming and community
organization.
Finally, my own experience as a public access practitioner at Treasure Valley
Community Television (TVCTV) in Boise, Idaho, is not fully captured by the frameworks
presented here. I look at my participation as initiating a particular political awareness beyond
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television that I did not possess before or thought I was interested in. Yet, my experiences were
directly connected to my relationship with Boise State University and its Communication
Department there. In fact, TVCTV was initially a project headed by two Boise State
Communication professors. This means that my experiences were heavily influenced by the
department's media arts curriculum and my undergraduate degree in mass communication and
journalism. At the time, I understood my participation at TVCTV as an active, if not counterhegemonic use of television as opposed to a passive consumption of it. The act of production
itself, as I understood it, was a political performance whether or not the programming I made
served to articulate class-consciousness or represent a political will. The limits or boundaries of
the approaches discussed here, between the political and the depoliticized, between privilege and
restriction, and agency and governance, in my experience are not easy to distinguish. Had I
found public access television without the institutional incentives it provided me through the
university (i.e. credits, mentors, and eventually employment), I am not sure how active I would
have remained. It takes an incredible amount of time and effort to create bad, yet regular TV. Yet,
if I hadn't taken the department's community media production class at TVCTV, I might have not
stayed in college.
The access programming we made in the class covered a variety of political positions,
from conservative to communist, to those not normally associated with any political perspective
such as shows for Habitat for Humanity, the Humane Society, and for local domestic violence
prevention centers. We produced programming for non-profits, both religious and secular, city
council roundtable discussions that residents could call in and ask council members questions;
we did movie and network television reviews and shows about the video game Halo, where we
played collectively with people who were also watching on their televisions at home. Many of
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these programs did not necessarily represent a collective political will, or were anti-television,
opposed to network television, nor dismissive of popular culture in the ways that the alternative
television or vision of empowerment framework imagine the importance of access TV practice to
be. The shows’ aesthetics were not oppositional but merely practical – we did not choose crappy
sets to be oppositional, it was all we had—our efforts were directed more towards the activity of
television itself rather than a conscious effort to oppose it.
My experiences then seem to both affirm and contradict the three frameworks I discuss
here. For one, it did not take much for me to know the programming I was making at TVTV in
Boise was not going to compete or disrupt the economic and cultural power of television. Even
directing the local feed for an episode of Democracy Now! when Amy Goodman and crew came
to Boise in April of 2009, did not change that impression. But I also did feel like a more
productive part of a larger progressive movement working against the corporate stranglehold
over the media. My participation in access TV did seem to make me more politically aware, but
it is difficult to separate my awareness and participation from the context or privilege of my
college experience. Was I empowered as a citizen, or governed as a subject, and is there a
difference? I have to look beyond these approaches to answer this. There are other factors such
as gender, race, class, sexuality and issues of scale, space, and geography as this dissertation
suggests, that are not accounted for in the three frameworks. What does it take to empower a
white male undergrad in Boise, ID? As Seiter (2002) states, “media are deemed most powerful
by those working and living in situations of relative privilege; in the poorest center the media are
seen as only one factor – less significant than the part of played by poverty, parental absence, and
by violence” (p. 59-60). What Seiter means is that there are broader cultural and institutional
relationships that come into play in the television production practices of marginalized
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individuals and groups that media literacy and alternative television production narratives cannot
fully account for.
The characterizations of public access television like “alternative”, “grassroots” and
“electronic soapbox” were important historically when the ability to produce television
programming or video was far more removed from the capabilities and practices of everyday
people than they are today. In our contemporary media ecology where mobile phones with high
definition cameras and apps for remote media sharing on sites like YouTube, Instagram, and
Facebook exist simultaneously alongside ever-increasing gaps between those who benefit from
and those excluded, these terms have lost their relevance.
Chapter two lays out the general theoretical approach this dissertation will take to
contextualize the conflict over the management of public access television in San Francisco in
2009 and, by extension, a different framework to talk about public access television and
community media projects in general. I propose to look at the changing geography and spaces of
public access television as they intersect a broader scalar relationship between cable television,
urban redevelopment, and telecommunication policy within the city of San Francisco. Leaning
on concepts of scale and the social construction of space from human and critical geography
helps us address an important yet rarely addressed aspect of how public access television
practices are spatial practices. This perspective does not approach public access television in
terms of some kind of an educational or ethical lack within the capabilities of the individual or
community, nor does it purport to be an alternative to, or dismissive of commercial television
and popular culture. It also avoids ethical debates about what types of community programing
are important while at the same time places television production within a broader political,
cultural, and geographical network of everyday practice. Highlighting the spatialization of public
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access television, the types of spaces that are constructed through its location within the city, and
the types of production practices it employs, allows us to ask questions that are not necessarily
media-centric like: What practices, people, and spaces, come together to make public access
television? What types of subjectivities are affirmed and which ones are excluded? If citizenship,
civic-mindedness, community participation and television production are social practices that
activate individual and collective political will, and if social practices are inherently spatial as
critical and human geographers claim, then the production of community television as a social
practice is inherently a spatial practice. In the following chapter I move more in this direction by
connecting the politics of scale, space and geography to the practices of community television
production. Through a discussion about space and scale, different questions about the
relationship of people and community television in a way that avoids the liberal binaries and a
solipsistic faith in the democratic potentials of new media technology
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Chapter Two:
Using Critical Geography, Space and Scale

Because society is structured around conflicting positions, which define
alternative values and interests, so the production of space and cities will be
too (Castells, 1983, p. xvi).

By tracing the political history of the cable franchise in San Francisco, the location and
relocation of public access television facilities in the city, and through a comparison of
production practices and producers, three interrelated political, cultural, geographic and
technological scales emerge. The organizational logic of this dissertation follows the construction
of these three scales of jurisdiction, politics, and practices that, considered together, can
reconceptualize the past and present significance of public access television. While the scalar
structuration described here relies on traditional geo-political categories of federal, state, and
municipal jurisdictions, these scales of activity are each created through cultural practices over
time, and therefore they reveal more complex interrelationships between policy, people, objects,
and physical space, which can be examined by attending to the different interests that are then
included or excluded from consideration. Across scales, there are efforts to transform television
using cable access channels: to lower the practical and economic barriers to television production
and programming that had traditionally made television production an elite venture. This scalar
structuration is an effort to talk about the relationship of public access television to the
production and meaning of city space. The project fits within a broader scholarship that
investigates the convergence of communications infrastructures like cable TV and more
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contemporary telecommunications and information systems, and the spatialization of the urban
environment (Bertaut, 2000; Graham & Marvin, 1996; Rosas, 2010; Southern, 2000; Sussman,
2001). This study, like many others, focuses on San Francisco. Because of its position as a global
headquarters for finance, business, and high-tech, San Francisco has served as a case study for
different scholarship surrounding the relationship of urban spaces and new telecommunications
technology (Castells, 1983; Florida, 2002; Graham & Simon, 2001; Graham & Guy, 2005). In an
early intervention into what he would come to call the “informational city,” Manuel Castells was
concerned with the “spatial expression” of the city as understood by the people who inhabited
and traversed it, and with the way political struggle transformed and preserved both identities
and spaces. Castells looked at the relationship of neighborhood-based urban social movements in
San Francisco like the Mission Coalition Organization (MCO) in the Mission District in the late
1960s, the gay community in the 1970s in the Castro, and the spatial expression of the city
during in the new information economy that began in the 1960s as San Francisco became a
global hub city (Castells, 1983, pp. 99-172). The influence and presence of strong neighborhood
coalitions, though internally volatile, were significant political actors in disassembling the prodevelopment, pro-growth regime that had dominated the city’s politics since WWII (Castells,
1983, pp. 102-105). Part of their legacy was Proposition M (1986), which limited the square
footage of office space that could be built per year. “Spatial transformation,” Castells concluded,
“must be understood in the broader context of social transformation: space does not reflect
society, it expresses it, it is a fundamental dimension of society, inseparable from the overall
process of social organization and social change” (Castells, 1983, p.83). The cultural meaning of
the city held by the people who live and traverse it, then, is a significant part of the constructive
relationship between communication and urban space. “How people are, or are not, able to
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express themselves, and communicate with each other, outside their homes and off their
electronic circuits, that is in public places, is an essential area of study for urbanism” (2003,
p.87). Investigating social spatialization brings together seemingly separated objects of
investigation, either physically or conceptually, “at the level of the social imaginary (collective
mythologies, presuppositions) as well as interventions in the landscape...to demonstrate their
inter-connectedness and coordinated nature” (Shields, 1991, p. 3)
The “spatial turn” in media practice, mass communication, citizenship, public interest,
and urbanization in the social sciences since the 1970s has produced an important body of work
that has helped scholars to rethink intersections of cultural, economic and political power in
terms of social spatialization (Sack, 1980; Caldwell, 2008). The influential French Neo-Marxists
geographers, Henri Lefebvre theorized modern urbanity and urbanization in terms of the
production of spatial attitudes, habits, and territorial divisions essential for the survival of
capitalism (Shields, 1988). Lefebvre called for a theory of space to mediate between the
physical, mental, and social:
Space is not a container with bodies, this is the strategy of separation and
fragmentation of the body – a space in itself- from the space it is in. If one accepts
this then it follows that any body can be placed in any location....we should grasp
the organism or object as a centre for the 'production of space' around itself. In
this view, space is not external to the body but generated by it...the laws of that
space, that is to say its 'discernible'-ness, are those of the living body and the
deployment of its energies (Lefebvre translated in Shields, 1988, sec. 3.1).1
Identifying the body as “space generating” in and of itself allows for the consideration of a wide
range of other forces arising through social and cultural practice that complicate the organization
of space described through traditional Marxist capital accumulation (Marston, 2000). The
dominance of divisions and hierarchies in industrial capitalism’s spatial organization as describe
1

Throughout my discussion of Lefebvre, I rely on both the Nicholson-Smith (1991) and Rob Shields (1988)
translations of Lefebvre's The Production of Space, as well as Shields thorough yet concise summary of Lefebvre
in Spaces on the Margin (1991).
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by a Marxist analysis do not necessarily account for the types (upheavals, displacements,
migrations) and mixtures (appropriations, bricolage) of cultural flows that Lefebvre characterizes
as the modern urban experience.
Lefebvre's theory of the production of space seeks to unite the myriad of ways in which
the social produces, and is produced by, spatialization through a threefold dialectic of spatial
practices, representations of space, and representational space (Lefebvre, 1991). The first
category, spatial practices, encompasses spatial competences and spatial performances that
emanate from lived experience. The intimate daily habits, gestures and mannerisms in everyday
experience are part of an overall process of social cohesion through a constitution “of sites as
places where certain events and actions are known and expected to take place” (Shields, 1991,
pg. 53). Representations of space are the dominant abstract forms of knowledge, theories, claims
and ideologies that may or may not become operationalized in the lived environment. They can
manifest themselves at one level in city planning and global development schemes, and at
another level may co-construct or inform barriers to alternative spatial practices. The third part of
the dialectic is spaces of representation or representational space, spaces where people live that
are overlaid by a complex coding of social practice, which at any time can become oppositional,
divergent, or tolerant of alternative spatial discourses like “...clandestine and underground spatial
practices, such as those of squatters, illegal aliens, and Third World slum dwellers.” (Lefebvre,
1991; Shields, 1991, p.54). Representational spaces are the spaces composed of dominant,
deviant and alternative discourses that challenge the status quo of dominant representations of
space and spatial practices.
Lefebvre refers to these three aspects as “moments,” that describe the ephemerality and
heterogeneity of any one of the three in determining the construction and character of space at
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any given time (Lefebvre, 1991, pg. 40). This tripartite dialectic in the production of space is an
important analytical tool for understanding cable access in San Francisco because of its ability to
account for the multitude and variety of lived experiences, attitudes, and prejudice the intersect
public policies to influence and construct public access TV spaces. In this sense it is not simply
federal legislation, the market, or a municipal budget that legitimizes local cable access but its
role—physically and representationally—in the city's vision of a broader communication
infrastructure.

Scale: Scaling, Jumping, and Shifting

We generally think about the idea of scale by using terms (as I have above) like size or
level, and concepts that differentiate between those sizes and levels, influenced by normative
ideas of geo-political boundaries differences between the local, regional, national and global.
However geographers and social scientists since the 1970s have pushed our understanding of
scale as a concept that works through more than simply references to geography, but to all facets
of social practice (Marston, 2000). Scale is an “embodiment of social relations of empowerment
and disempowerment and the arena through which they operate,” and it is, “produced in and
through societal activity which in turn produces and is produced by geographical structures of
social interaction” (Swyngedouw, 1997, p.169; Smith, 1993, p.97). In other words, scale is not a
container of social relations or power established simply by national boundaries or city limits. It
is the circumstance and outcome of social struggle and, “where socio-spatial power relations are
contested, and compromises are negotiated and regulated” (Swyngedouw, 1997; Griffin, 2014, p.
110).
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As an elemental form of social reproduction and spatial differentiation, scalarity uncovers
tensions between dominant/marginalized discourses, the oppressive/ emancipatory,
inclusive/exclusive policies and practices, the articulated/disarticulated voices that construct our
social spatial knowledge of the world around us. For Neil Smith (1995) “... different societies
create different geographical scales that contain and enable particular forms of social interaction”
and similarly, different discourses create different instances and uses of scale to influence or
contain social practice (pp. 60-1).
Lefebvre argues that social space expresses three intertwined scales that, in sequence,
account for social practice (Lefebvre, 1991). The global level “accommodates the most general,
and therefore the most abstract, although essential, relations, such as capital markets and the
politics of space” (Lefebvre, 2003 p.79). Here the state exercises both “will and representation”
(power and knowledge) and “projects itself into the built domain: buildings, monuments, largescale urban projects, (and) new towns” (p.79). The second level Lefebvre describes as the
“mixed, mediator, or intermediary” level of the city. As observed by Lukasz Stanek, “It is the
level on which space is produced in the course of cooperation and competition among social
groups” (2011, p. 198). The intermediary level is expressed in the “streets, squares, avenues,
public buildings such as city halls, parish churches, schools, and so on” (Lefebvre, 2003, p.80).
The final level Lefebvre distinguished as the “private level,” that of “habiting” or what Stanek
interprets as the “level of dwelling” (Lefebvre, 2003, p.80; Stanek, 2011, p. 198). Made up
primarily of various forms of housing, the level of dwelling expresses “a diversity of
heterogeneous ways of living, urban types, patterns, cultural modes, and values associated with
modalities and modulations of everyday life” (Lefebvre, 2003, p.81; Stanek, 2011, p. 198). In
other words, it encompasses the level of lived experience. Lefebvre's three levels commingle and
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hybridize in a process of spatial differentiation. The city space – its architecture, transportation
and communication infrastructures, its streets and neighborhoods – serve as the intermediary
between the state's use of power and ideology and the situated spaces of lived experience.
In Smith's scalar study of capitalism, Uneven Development (1984/2008), he presents a
theory of the “politics of scale” and argues that we can understand the relationship of geography
to broader political and economic currents by looking at the way that capital accumulation uses
geopolitical scale (nation, state, city, neighborhood) to reconfigure local urban space. “Uneven
development” stems from the “unresolved contest of socio-spatial equalization and diametrically
opposed tendencies toward differentiation” (p. 242). In general, capital seeks to “equalize” or
rationalize a market by standardizing wages, profits, and regulations while it simultaneously
“differentiates” between productive and non productive spaces globally, regionally and
municipally, compulsively investing in higher profit sectors and divesting in low profit sectors at
each geo-political scale. This practice creates and recreates malleable boundaries or zones of
production, reproduction, and circulation that play a contingent role in the way that global,
national, regional and urban space develops. Smith argues that “scalar fixes,” stable and
dominant set of political, economic, and cultural relationships between and among scales like
those between the city and the state (Marston, 2006), “emerge as partial and temporary
resolutions of the capitalist tension between equalization and differentiation...and are frequently
superseded by new spatial resolutions in response to new capitalist reorganization” (Smith
quoted in Newstead, Reid, & Sparke, 2003). Zoning and land use regulation, the creation of
business districts, redevelopment zones, poor slums, and rich neighborhoods are all geo-political
“scalar fixes” that change as the cycle of the investment and divestment of productive physical
spaces by capitalism redevelops the urban geography.
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According to Smith, the urban scale is where the equalization and differentiation of
capital is most conspicuous. The local labor market and transit systems are factors that represent
geographic limits to the urban space and determine levels or conditions of spatial integration.
One of the more apparent results of this is the separation between where people work and where
they live, and in the concentration of productive and reproductive activities within specific
geographic areas like residential, industrial, commercial, recreational, and retail zoning.
Historically, class, race, and immigration have also differentiated the urban space. For instance,
in San Francisco, space is differentiated geographically by class (Noe Valley has some of the
most expensive housing versus the Tenderloin) race, (Western suburbs are traditionally white
versus the African-American neighborhood of Hunters Point), sexuality (the Castro in the 1970s
and 1980s) by liminality or transit status (Market St., San Francisco's main thoroughfare and the
high level of South American immigrants in the Mission District) and profession (The Financial
District and 'Media Gulch' in the 1990s). Equalization at the urban level therefore develops
through the spatial integration of the labor market and the relationship, for example, between the
location of housing, transportation options, workplaces, and public services, while
simultaneously differentiating spaces into specific uses governed by land use law, ground-rents,
and social difference. Smith states that in order to maintain stable conditions for urban
development, the state or local government must intervene in the land market through ordinances
like zoning, limits on office space or building heights, subsidies, and tax incentives. This
intervention overtime creates a political logic that informs the needs and goals of urban planning
(1984/2008, p.183-5).
Through the process of equalization and differentiation, Smith suggests that capital
literally “jumps scales” as it circumnavigates the local, national, and global (Smith, 1984/2008
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p. 232). Smith uses the metaphor of scale jumping to represent the reconfiguration of the
territorial scope of power relations as geo-political and economic boundaries shift and political
struggle rearticulates (p. 485-86). Though first developed as an economic phenomenon, Smith
also understands scale jumping as a political strategy aimed at resisting the consequences of
capital’s equalization and differentiation (Smith, 1984/2008, 1992, 1993, 1995). Political
struggle, Smith suggests, is a conflict of scale in which there are battles over the boundaries of
where the conflict takes place in physical and social space: “By organizing the fractal spaces at
one scale into a coherent place, struggles elevate themselves to the next scale up the hierarchy”
(p. 232). In a poignant example of an analysis using the concept of scale and scale jumping,
Smith looks at homelessness in New York City's Lower Eastside to demonstrate how the microlocations of Tompkins Square Park and the surrounding neighborhood served as a coherent place
from which economic policy at the global and national scale was transformed into contested
ideas of criminality and citizenship (Smith, 1992). Similarly to Lefebvre's global, intermediary,
and dwelling level, Smith constructs three specific scales; the body, the urban, and the nationstate, through which homelessness as a practice and a politic intersect with global capitalism
(1992b, 1993). In one intervention, Smith describes New York artists Krzysztof Wodiczko's
Homeless Vehicle, a compact, mobile camper-like rendition of the shopping cart that could be
used by the homeless to provide basic needs like shelter, transportation and sleeping (Smith,
1992, p. 54). “By allowing wider spatial mobility it opens up the possibilities for scavenging and
panhandling, puts more distant can and bottle redemption centers within reach, makes new
places accessible for sleeping, enables speedier and effective escape in the face of police
harassment and assaults, and in general streamlines the routine of daily life” (p.58). The
Homeless Vehicle expanded the geography of homelessness around the Tompkins Square Park
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allowing the evicted and homeless to recapture or repossess public spaces, spaces from which
they had been removed, shunned, raided, and where they were rendered invisible by law,
ordinance, and status. Both symbolically and practically, the Homeless Vehicle enabled “evicted
people to 'jump scales' – to organize the production and reproduction of daily life and to resist
oppression and exploitation at a higher scale – over a wider geographical field...In short they
redefine the scale of everyday life for homeless people (p.60). By addressing homelessness
through re-establishing mobility and security, the Homeless Vehicle expanded the control of
space inhabited by the homeless and simultaneously constructed a new “scale of official control”
(p.60).
I use Smith's general construction of scale and the somewhat opposing meanings in the
concept of scale jumping, one geared to dominate the spatialization of the city and the other to
resist it, to think about the conflict surrounding public access TV in San Francisco in 2009. It
allows me to use the production of scale as a heuristic to guide an examination of public access
television's discourses and practices. I augment Smith's scales of body, the urban, and the nationstate by additionally considering scales defined by the both the politics and geography of the
cable franchise, the location and relocation of the public access facilities within the city, and the
physical production spaces and practices enabled by the public access television infrastructure.
Since the early 1970s, conflict over the administration and organization of public access
television practices have shaped and reshaped these different yet interrelated scales. In addition,
the shifting of jurisdictional authority over cable TV development between the federal
government, the state, and the city, and the efforts by access producers and advocates to “scale
jump” their political interests in cable development through the cable franchise also produce a
scalar access structure.
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Similar to Smith's scale jumping, Anna McCarthy (2001) uses “scale-shifting” to describe
an interaction of both materials and ideologies between global commercial practices, such as
commercial television distribution and the situated “site specificity” of television reception
practices in bars, airports and grocery lines (p.16). In a study of non-domestic television,
McCarthy (2001) considers the concept of scale to be a critical function of television. As a
material object, television exists in the tension between the “placeless generality of the image”
and the “site-specificity of its reception” (p. 11). To understand how the site-specificity of
television reception intersect the production of space, for instance within an airport or a workingclass bar, McCarthy suggests we have to first understand the historical context of the site and its
role as a collocation of the cultural, political, and economic discourses it inhabits. In a unique
example, McCarthy considers how the overhead placement of a television in an Italian
restaurant, Bella Italia in Philadelphia, interacts with other traditional iconography on the wall,
like a picture of the Pope to present a type of nationalism and religiosity (eyes raised to the sky).
On particular days of the week, the restaurant's overall décor, dominated by the green, white and
red of the Italian flag, extends through the matching colors pervading the Italian soccer match on
the TV and down into the jerseys and other sports paraphernalia worn by the patrons intently
watching. The next day, the TV might not be on at all (pg.132). In these moments the open and
sanctimonious position of the television and the imagery of both the screen and iconography of
the restaurant combine with the “generalizing institutional rhetorics and their imagined, idealized
spectators” to communicate a particular form of publicness, “articulated in the four-dimensional
world of the social, through the actual screen installation(s)” (McCarthy, 2001, p.118). In other
examples, McCarthy looks at how TV installations reproduce public and private spaces. In one
particular restaurant, McCarthy describes how a TV set positioned in a far corner with its screen
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turned just out of the view of patrons creates an invisible division between employee and
consumer spaces. Single seat coin slot TVs in an airport in Raleigh, NC also create a form of
'privacy in public' (pg. 133-7). Television in these settings becomes an “apparatus capable of
shaping micro-level social processes and viewer desires in different ways”, suggesting that the
“context of the screen greatly determined the effects of the image” (p.47). These examples
problematize ideas that television's main purpose is only commercialization or privatization of
space and instead reflect the different statuses of cultural spaces (p.49). By considering the sitespecificity of television practice, and the history and culture of the places and the identities of the
people who inhabit and traverse them, McCarthy suggests we can gain clearer insight into how
the material context of television transforms and reproduces cultural and economic reproductions
of space.
I transform McCarthy's approach to non-domestic, site-specific television reception
practices to take into account site-specificity in the facilitation and production of noncommercial,
nonprofessional, public access television. Like McCarthy, I take into account the histories of
particular places, of the neighborhoods and the people who live and traverse them in a constant
relationship to broader city, state, and federal policy struggles, to explain how different spaces
influence the transformations of public access television practices in San Francisco starting in the
mid-1970s and continuing today.
Together Smith and McCarthy provide me with a framework for thinking about
community television production in terms of scale jumping and scale shifting. As this
dissertation aims to show, different scales of jurisdiction and political engagement emerge from
the different interests and influences that were in conflict over public access television in 2009.
Tension between the city, state, and telecommunication companies over the cable franchise
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agreement, and between cable access producers, the city, and the Bay Area Video Coalition
(BAVC) over control of production practices, emerged as different yet interrelated scales that still
inform the way public access production practices are used today. Looking at these scales also
helps to identify the different political arenas where community activism was either restrained or
enabled, and in turn elucidates the abilities of community members to “scale shift” their concerns
and interests into policies that could affect not only public access television practice, but
practices of community in general.
Decisions scholars make about what constitutes a scale therefore highlight or expand
some aspects of policy and community while they minimize others. This depends on the vantage
point the analysis chooses to see them from (Howitt, 1993, p. 35). Marston (2000) argues that
analysis that focuses simply on how productive forces create scale fails “to comprehend the real
complexity behind the social construction of scale and therefore tells only part of a much more
complex story” (p.233). In an analysis of communication networks, Adams (1996) suggests we
also take into account what people say about their social spaces, and the ways they use and
construct communication links to other spaces (p. 421). This analytical focus on discourses and
context takes more fully into account the media production practices of people while reinforcing
the materiality of communications infrastructures that routinize and normalize social behavior.
However, it does not necessarily resolve the fact that we live among, abide by, and reproduce
particularly stalwart geopolitical scales, like the municipal, the national, or international, that
have both cultural and corporeal powers to affirm or deny social practice.
Attempting a scalar analysis does have its criticisms and pitfalls. Neil Brenner (2001)
suggests that scale can be overstretched as a blanket concept that confuses actual scalar
phenomena with other important spatial dimensions in geography like place, location, and
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territory which evoke different properties like situatedness, immobility, enclosure or
connectivity. A particular practice or phenomena may have scalar qualities but they are also part
of a broader process of social structuration, a term Brenner draws from Giddens, in which the
practice or phenomena are embedded (pp. 603-04; Giddens, 1985). “Scalar structuration,” —the
hierarchization among vertically differentiated spatial units— Brenner contends, “must be
examined as one among many structuration processes which underpin the continual production
and transformation of social spatiality” (p. 605). For instance, while Smith's equalization and
differentiation of productive and non-productive spaces highlights capitalism's spatialization, it
may be less effective for understanding the changing scalar differentiation of state power and
influence in the process (p. 605).
Brenner also suggests there are two different ways in which scholars have applied what
Smith termed the “politics of scale”. One version understands “the production, reconfiguration or
contestation of some aspect of socio-spatial organization within a relatively bounded
geographical – the local, the urban, the regional, the national...” Here scale is understood as a
boundary, “...a differentiated unit of socio spatial organization, activity, conflict, struggle,
discourse and /or imagination” (p. 599). This more singular usage of the production of scale risks
treating other scales as presupposed, static, or natural. Brenner uses the example of Sallie
Marston's argument that geographic scale has not understood the importance of the spatiality of
the household and domesticity in the late nineteenth early twentieth century to industrial
capitalism. While Marston makes important claims about how household spatiality is important
to capitalist reproduction, Brenner argues that Marston overextends a singular dimension of
capitalist spatiality, namely the household, to encompass the totality of socio-spatial relations
during that time (p. 598).
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Brenner states that a more plural usage of politics of scale is a more effective theoretical
approach to the production of scale because it captures not only the intrinsic relationality of all
geographic scales but also their changing positions as differentiated units within multitiered
sociospatial hierarchies. This version of the politics of scale means investigating “the production,
reconfiguration or contestation of particular differentiations, orderings and hierarchies among
geographic scales” (p. 600, emphasis in the original). This perspective highlights the
embeddedness and positionality of differentiated spatial units and their relation to other scales.
Brenner uses Swyngedouw’s (1992) discussion of flexible accumulation as a “glocal” rescaling
of political-economic space, and Peck and Tickell’s (1994) analysis of neoliberalism as a
“global-local disorder” as examples of analysis that focuses on shifting relationships between a
broader range of interrelated geographical scales and on the “ramifications of such interscalar
transformations for the representations, meanings, functions and organizational structures of each
of those scales” (Brenner, 2001, p. 600).
The crux of Brenner's critique then lies in the works ability to “distinguish specifically
scalar structurations of social relations from the many other forms of socio-spatial structuration
which underpin the geographies of modern capitalism” (p. 608). In other words, is the object of
study really scalar? Brenner seems to generally approve of work that traces broad historical,
political and economic shifts that run through the local to the global and are found in various
different phenomena, but suggests that the scalarity of more bounded phenomena are not
necessarily effective for understanding scalar structuration. I believe a broad framework is
important, especially if you are making claims like Castells' “networked society”. However, I
think there are uniquely situated scalar structures that nonetheless can provide important
methodological and empirical value. Though public access television resembles community
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television projects in other countries, its development in the 1970s, its foundation in a duality of
federal and local jurisdiction, public use of privately held wire, corporate, municipal, and or
nonprofit administration, and the fact that each access center is different, make public access
television unique to the U.S.
I attempt to incorporate Brenner's critique by taking into account the importance he puts
on multiplicity and interscalarity. Rather than exclusively hierarchical or geographic, the scales I
construct work through conflicts in cable jurisdiction, organizational structure, city politics, and
video production practices. They are located in places within the city, but they are also
experiential and draw on history and memory of public access practioners. This means their
boundaries become visible and more clearly in conflict, like the conflict I describe in this

Map 2.1. Representation of the three interrelated scales of public access television in San Francisco. Map created by
author, 2017.
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when public buildings are not wired, when committees are discharged, programming timeslots
allotted, and studios are shutdown are through cable policy, geographic distance, and social
difference. Because, as Smith (1984/2008) work suggests, social conflict is a process by which a
group or individual attempts to use pressure or claims about space to jump scales from one level
of influence and social experience to another, I look at where different points of conflict in
public access TV policy and community over time to form a scalar organization of the
dissertation. The three scales constructed here map a historical and cultural memory of public
access television and the construction of a particular political consciousness about the regulation
and use of city resources that many of the veteran access producers in San Francisco drew on to
protest the relocation and transformation of public access operations. The complexities of the
scales constructed involve a fundamental relationship between communications technologies,
geography and the production of space. It is therefore necessary to address some of the more
related scholarship that forms the scaffolding for the research and the questions about public
access television and space being asked.

Cable TV, ICTs, and the Spatial Expression of the City

Cable TV

One of the more significant ideas about the role of cable in the city was as a force of
decentralization of both political power and the growing urban populations. Both the policy
community and activists believed cable TV and community access channels could reorganize the
local fields of power within large cities by creating an information infrastructure that more
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effectively put communities in contact with each other and in contact with the municipal
government. This infrastructure would diffuse the ability of a few individuals to control the
distribution of information and backdoor political maneuvering. Decentralization also guided
many of the post WWII federal programs regarding urban redevelopment (Light, 2003; Kargon
& Molella, 2004). During the Nixon administration, control over renewal projects like the
Community Action Programs bypassed federal and state agencies all together in favor of directed
funding to local agencies (Polsby, 1971, p. 41-42; Pritchett & Rose, 2008, p.214-15). Ironically
in the midst of the discourses and policy initiatives to decentralize the population and
administration of the urban city, advances in personal computers and data transmission
technologies provided global business and finance corporations incentives to centralize their
operations in metropolitan cities like New York and San Francisco. The “headquarter cities”
masked a transition from large, centralized databases to specialized and decentralized
management information systems (MIS) that could be monitored remotely. Flexibility in
management, labor, capital, and policy efforts to “wire” cities, proposed more efficient capital
accumulation in the rapidly globalizing economy. Though power and populations in the city were
never really decentralized by cable television it is nonetheless an important structural and
technical vision for the way policy makers and activists established and proposed their agendas
for cable development (Light, 2003).
Federal policy communities for thirty years after WWII envisioned the cable TV
infrastructure and its integration of microwave and satellite technology as a way to connect the
interests of the federal government and the city together through a single nationwide
telecommunications network (Streeter, 1996). Beyond clear television signals, interest in a
national cable TV infrastructure coincided with national concerns related to issues of poverty,
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racial equality and minority media ownership, urban blight and redevelopment, and national
defense (Light, 2003). A general post Hiroshima and Nagasaki anxiety in the US over atomic
annihilation domestically prompted federal planners like Tracy Augur, principal planner from the
Tennessee Valley Authority, to propose new urban planning models to disperse high density and
blighted American city centers in to small efficient cities in circular clusters connected by
highways and satellite communications (Dudley, 2001). In particular, federal urban
redevelopment planning in large U.S. cities viewed cable TV as an infrastructure “intertwined
with the public fears of domestic social unrest that grew from deteriorating race relations...”
(Light, 2003, p.164). Cable TV's early discourses concerning the development of a national
wired network, connectivity, and civic participation should be understood then as an important
part of the reorganization of the city and its politics in the post war U.S.
In Warfare to Welfare (2003), Light characterizes the early importance of cable television
and its relationship to federal policies of urban redevelopment as a “cold war technology”. Light
describes how domestic defense strategies against a potential nuclear attack, particularly against
large, densely populated U.S. cities like San Francisco, became an important political discourse
and conduit for the transfer of military intelligence, expertise, and technology into broad city
planning. Drawing similarities between U.S. interests in pacifying local communities in wars
overseas, and the civil unrest and violence at home in the 1960s, scientists and analysts from the
aerospace and military defense intelligence agencies were asked to apply strategic analytical
tools, influenced by Wiener’s cybernetic or systems theories, towards more domestic uses. As a
way to fight both urban decay and the political disenfranchisement, the marriage of national
defense and urban city planning promised a more empirical and analytical approach to
redevelopment.
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By considering the social and economic factors of a community beyond simply the
destruction and removal of dilapidated buildings, new federal agencies and programs worked
directly with local organization to funnel funds and expertise to the affected communities (Light,
2003; Robinson, 1965). The creation of Community Renewal Programs (CRPs) by the 1959
Housing Act was one such mechanism. It developed federal grants that could be allocated
directly to cities or other locally designated agencies. Rather than simply identify blight, CRP's
funded projects addressed education, health and other social services (Grossman, 1963, p. 262).
In 1961, additional objectives were added to the CRPs that specifically included “identifying the
means of citizen participation in the renewal process” and an “affirmative program to increase
the quantity, improve the quality, and eliminate barriers to housing for Negro and other minority
families” (p. 263). This process required local participation by community leaders and citizens in
an effort to determine the type of needs for each community.
As part of the Johnson's administrations “Great Society”, the Department of Housing and
Urban Development (HUD), created in 1965, and the Office of Employment Opportunity (OEO),
established in 1964. They provided funding, expertise, and information directly to local
leadership organizations or Community Action Agencies (CAA) formed to identify, coordinate,
and disperse funds to local programs that focused on homelessness, employment training,
education, nutrition and other social welfare needs. The federal programs also focused on
creating community-based solutions to poverty and relied on citizen participation and
collaboration to identify problems and solutions in the community. The Johnson administration
bolstered ideas of connectedness with the development of satellite and cable television and the
image of a wired nation. CATV could work in concert with other federal programs to provide
social services, and information to stem the disenfranchisement of urban ethnic communities
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through increased participation by the project’s area residents (Light, 2003; von Hoffman, 2011,
p.9). Participation through cable technology proposed to suture the experiential distance between
disenfranchisement and connectedness, as well as reshaping the physical geography of the city
against both domestic and foreign threats.
A 1967 paper by RAND analyst Paul Baran and MIT's Martin Greenberger, Urban Node
in the Information Network, also interrelated the physical dispersal of urban populations and
cable-based communications (Light, 2003, p.163). The report imagined that as people and their
communities relocated across larger geographic areas, essential services, from banking,
shopping, education, medical consultations, social welfare information, and citizen produced
programming could be “piped” in to every household through cable wires (p. 164). Cable
technology could help to create a connected yet decentralized citizenry within a centralized
control regime, quelling widespread social distress from marginalization and disenfranchisement
through increased ability for community members to communicate to each other as well as their
leaders (p. 167). In this context, Light suggests that the FCC's decision to mandate access
channels in 1972 can be reinterpreted, “as an artifact of the widespread belief that these uses for
the medium would maintain domestic security by reducing the citizen alienation that precipitated
urban violence” (p.165). However, it would be a gross misrepresentation to attempt to consider
public access television as an instrument of the militarization of society. Instead, Light suggests,
the logic behind ideas of access – reducing alienation and improving the communication and
welfare of urban populations – had become an important part of an expanding national security
strategy (p. 209). In this sense, addressing the physical and political relationships between bodies
is a significant discourse in the history of cable television.
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ICT's and communication topologies

Concerns about decentralization have also carried over in different ways to discourses
about information and communication technology (ICT) and the redevelopment of urban space.
ICTs include traditional telephone, radio, television, cable, and satellite technologies. However,
most ICT and geography scholarship tends to focus on more contemporary telecommunications
technology like cellular, wireless, computers, software, the Internet and technical strategies to
combine them through networks (Castells, 2003; Gladwell, 2010; Granovetter, 1983; Graham,
2002; Wheeler, J.O., Aoyama, Y., and Warf, B., 2000). Like cable TV, ICT's in the 1970s and
1980s presumed the end of the large metropolitan city by taking for granted and even eliminating
the importance of space, proximity, scarcity, time and speed in the ability of people and machines
to communicate (Graham, 2002). But rather than resolve social problems like class stratification,
social inequality, and environmental crisis that accompany industrialization and globalization,
the deployment of ICT's in major urban cities around the world have “extended the power of the
powerful whilst further marginalizing the less powerful within the same geographic spaces – a
logic of polarization” (p. 36). In this sense ICTs further the same social difference rather than
providing opportunities to resolve them. Research also attempts to consider ways in which the
use of ICTs for political and social mobilization, social production, online communities, and new
economies oppose the social and economic stratification of the local by the global (Anderson,
2006; Benkler, 2006; Castells, 2000). These new forms of social organization presume to
overcome the “isolation of localism” experienced by marginalized and underserved groups and
eliminate barriers to the social benefits of the global information age in terms of access to new
technology and broader coordination of global broadband networks (Graham, 2002).
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One of the more pervading metaphors of decentralization in work on ICTs is that of the
“network”. Regions, cities, institutions, and personal devices are reified as hubs and nodes
connected by communications and transportation technology into a broad global network.
Networks can be mapped as communications topologies that visualize the node degrees or
number of connections each node has and what types of nodes and hubs that each node connects
to. Cultural and economic value in these networks is derived from the number of connections and
interconnection between a variety of nodes. Small world network (Watts and Strogatz, 1998),
scale-free network (Barabási, 2003), and Q-analysis (Gould, 1999) are different logarithms that
measure the concentration and dispersion of nodes within a network. These representations detail
the way information and ideas, as well as materials in the case of shipping or travel, traverse
space, but typically foreground the abstract presence of patterns of network activity. In this
sense, they feign a unitary structure (Friedland, 2001, p. 369). While network topologies are
effective ways at representing economic and social organization, they can only tell us part of the
story about the way communications are structured in the actual space and the social practices –
material, political, cultural and economic – that combine to create them and enable and constrain
an individual or groups use of them. Castells' theory of the network society uses the metaphor of
a tension between the “space of flows” (the simultaneity of social practices without territorial
contiguity) and “space of places” (the locale whose form, function, and meaning are selfcontained within the boundaries of territorial contiguity) as the condition of urbanism in the
information age. The rise of the Internet attempted to link these two spaces (Castells, 1999). The
spaces of flows are made of networked interactions and information infrastructures, hubs and
nodes made up of cities, institutions and organizations, the habitats of those who work and use
the network and therefore the everyday practices of email, web surfing, wireless and mobile
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phones. Each of these technologies, though experienced as “live” or simultaneous, are material in
form and physical location (the space of places), but their organizational logic is determined by
the space of flows.
Critics of Castells' early work in The City and the Grassroots (1983) suggest he paid too
much attention to the characteristics of urban social movements without looking at the broader
historical context of globalization. When he did address globalization later in The Rise of
Network Society (2000), Castells was more dismissive of the dialectical relationship between the
spaces of flow and the space of places suggesting that local social movements would generally
fail under the weight of global power now dominated by the spaces of flows. Other critics have
accused Castells (2000) as being technologically deterministic because of his reliance on the
“autonomous dynamics of technological discovery” as the basis for the networked society
(Garnham, 2004; Webster, 2002; Tsatsou, 2016). In Nicholas Garnham's view, Castells mistakes
the relationship of telecommunications to society by proposing that technological innovation
itself drives the transformation of society and capitalism, rather than technological innovation
and development in service of capitalism specifically (2004). Garnham argues that in Castells,
the “source of the dynamic of social change and what are seen as epochal and global
transformations in the structure of the economy, in social stratification, politics and culture is a
technological paradigm based on a cluster of innovation in information and communication
technologies largely stemming from Silicon Valley in the 1970s” (Garnham, 2004, p. 167). The
consequences of this, Garnham suggests, is that the impacts and effects of telecommunications
on cities “are usually seen to follow inevitably from their effective 'collapse of distance' as a
constraint on human life,” and implies that every city is experiences them in the same way (2000,
p. 72). This determinism creates “powerful scenarios” and “clear stories” about the ways in
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which telecommunications will reorganize city space that mythologizes technological innovation
and replaces local urban planning policy (2000, p. 72). Questions of agency, local policy, and
planning are overlooked by broad and generalized theories of social progress and transformation
through the implementation of new technology. As Graham and Marvin (2000) writes:
The discourses of the “information society” thus tend to imply that local
municipalities, policies agencies, and planers might even be little more than
irrelevant distractions in this exciting and epoch-making transformation driven by
private media, communications, and property interests. Consequently little
thought is being put toward how urban policies, plans, and strategies, can engage
with new technologies as policy agents to try to help shape desired urban futures
in a purposive manner (p. 73, emphasis in original).
This dissertation chronicles a process in San Francisco by which the city and local public access
producers have become “irrelevant distractions” in federal, state, and local policy. At the same
time, the conflict over public access television in San Francisco in 2009 also tells an important
story about the intersection of urban development, municipal telecommunications policy, and the
ostensible “placelessness” of the information economy on the communicative practices of
communities.
In response to discourses of that suggest the Internet would usher in the death of distance,
the rise of space and placelessness, and the end of the traditional city and nation-state Matthew
Zook's, Geography of the Information Economy (2005) identifies an intense regional clustering
of Internet industries in places like Silicon Valley and San Francisco (p.3). Industry clustering
involves the presence and proximity of accessible resources like labor, policy and supportive
institutions, and physical infrastructure suggesting a geographic material network in the
development and distribution of the industry. The Internet, as a seemingly “placeless”
technology, relied then on more situated and geographically embedded resources. However,
Zook suggests that a major factor in the rise of the Internet, and the industry that rose with it, was
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the concentration of venture capital in the Bay Area as San Francisco's economy transitioned
from production to finance by the 1970s. Venture capitalists, Zook states, “rely on knowledge,
built up through social and professional interaction” and “create intelligence through personal
(and generally local) networks” that in many ways was more valuable to the development of the
Internet industry than simply the capital itself (p.3). An increased emphasis in the 1990s on the
internet economy as “the next big thing”, or getting “big fast”, reinforced the tendency for
venture capitalists to compress time through space and made them less interested in distant
investment (p. 4). How venture capital regionalized the internet industry through the utilization
of local networks, resources, and knowledge then also contrasts discourses about the fluidity and
placelessness of global capitalism in the information age. Overall, Zook reminds us that, “(t)he
development of the internet industry is fundamentally embedded in geography and defies simple
expectations of diffusion and the demise of the cities and instead illustrates the continued
importance of particular regional and urban nodes in an increasingly globalized economy” (2005,
p.5).
Because the Internet relies on the coordination of a material/technological infrastructure
as well as political and economic relationships culled from the spatialization of capital in the Bay
Area, it would be a mistake to overlook the development of a wired cable TV infrastructure and
the discourses of decentralization and connectivity that characterized it. The building of the
Financial District in downtown San Francisco post WWII, the redevelopment of South of
Market, and zoning policies like live/work spaces that support the multi-media tech ecology
today, relied heavily on the coordination of a local pro development political coalitions that
spanned decades. These economic and spatial transformations depended on a competent
communication infrastructure, and a relatively weak and intimidated municipal jurisdiction.
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The conflict between BAVC and veteran public access producers was not a rebellion
against ICT-based remedies that favor online production practices for “overcoming localism”. As
discussed in more detail in chapter five, their opposition to the elimination of the large television
studio space by ICT based forms of production reveals a broader history of opposition to the
economic and cultural hierarchy of the high-tech and multi-media professionals who benefit
from legal, economic, and public resources at the expense the working class and ethnic
communities.
What is important in the work on ICTs, geography, and the production of space are the
concerns about the actual practices of people living with and using communication tools and
infrastructures and how they, in turn, see, imagine, and construct the city through them. This is a
historical process, one that accounts for changes in the spatial and cultural relationships over
time, as well as the changes in the economy, the technology, and the political climate. Rather
than simply a conflict over the production practices of a public access station in an online
production dominated environment, the conflict between SF access TV producers, the city, and
BAVC represents a complex social and historical struggle over the communicative practices and
spaces of the city. Following Castells (1983), I investigate public access TV in San Francisco to
ask how “spatial forms, economic functions, political institutions, and cultural meaning combine
themselves” to create communicative spaces (p xvii).

Infrastructure: material and affective

The 1984 Cable Communications Policy Act gave cities the option to require public acess
and other cable access channels as part of their cable franchise agreements with the cable TV
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operator. Video from a local access studio is transmitted to a local headend facility and then sent
out to cable subscribers like regular television. Many access stations retransmit satellite feeds
from outside the city like the Arts Network, NASA Channel, and Pacifica's Democracy Now.
Where the public access station is located may allow some residents greater ability to utilize the
facility than others. To get to the station, residents use public transportation, roads, parking lots,
and sidewalks. They call, text, and email supporters to remind them they volunteered to help
shoot each other's programs this week, and they utilize a network of hardware and software to
schedule, play, and archive programming. The public access TV infrastructure also negotiates
legal and bureaucratic structures of local government, and coordinate education and
competencies to run and train people to use the production equipment (Larkin, 2013 ). Together,
public access television constructs a particular organization of the movement of information,
knowledge, bodies, and material through the city.
Because infrastructures form, integrate and maintain societies of increasing scale and in
the process of modernization and globalization (Gates, 2013, p. 244), thinking about public
access TV as community communications infrastructure provides a framework for asking
questions about its relationship to the city itself. Work on the material communications
infrastructures and the city by scholars like Barnett & Low (2004), Graham (2000, 2003), Light
(2003), Mattern (2015) and others have demonstrated how both the utopian promises of
egalitarianism and the materiality of communication and information systems, like cable
television and the internet, have guided the political, cultural, and spatial redevelopment of urban
centers since WWII. In relation to these histories, cable access channels also represent political
and legal discourses about free speech, copyright, community empowerment, media ownership
and local government transparency that speak to broader concerns about the allocation of public
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services within the city and the condition of democracy both locally and nationally. This means
that along with intersecting important material infrastructures in modern cities, cable access
television is an infrastructure of affect; part of the way people and cities understand their social
and spatial relationships with each other.
We can think of the cable TV infrastructure and cable access channels as an affective
infrastructure because technical infrastructures operate “on the level of fantasy and desire. They
encode dreams of individuals and societies and are vehicles where by those fantasies are
transmitted and made emotionally real” (Larkin, 2013, p.33). Dreams of a new society and the
new ways people would interact with and through them were integral to the adoption of cable TV
and the creation of non-broadcast technologies like public access channels (Kalba, 1972;
Streeter, 1987, 1996, 1997). In addressing affect, Lisa Parks suggests that, “infrastructures
become part of such 'force-relations' as peoples' encounter with them in everyday life generate
different experiences, rhythms, moods and sensations” (Parks, 2014, para. 3). These forcerelations both organize and normalize social meaning and practice. Parks calls for a
phenomenology of infrastructure and affect that begins by “excavating the various dispositions,
feelings, moods or sensations people experience” in a “continuum that recognizes, on one end,
the general tendency of infrastructures to normalize behavior (such that they become relatively
invisible and unnoticed), and, on the other, as the potential for disruption of that normalization,
which occurs during instances of inaccessibility, breakdown, replacement, or reinvention”
(Parks, 2014, para. 5). While Parks suggests that infrastructures tend to make behaviors
“invisible and unnoticed”, the anxiety by veteran access producers in San Francisco over the
“inaccessibility, breakdown, replacement (and) reinvention” of public access practices and the
community that they had built over the past forty years was very much concerned with whether
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or not BAVC’s relocation, and reinvention of management and production spaces for public
access television would inevitably render them invisible.
The concept of affective infrastructure points to an understanding of how communication
infrastructures not only work at multiple levels (i.e. Lefebvre's global, intermediary, and
dwelling) but more specifically how they construct opportunities for communication and the
reproduction of social practice at the level of lived experience. Ball Rokeach, Kim, & Matei
(2001) theorize a communication infrastructure comprised of “storytelling neighborhoods” to
identify the different ways an infrastructure, as Parks (2014) suggests, might render community
members or group invisible. “Storytelling is the act of constructing identity through narrative
discourse, and ‘storytelling neighborhood’ is the act of constructing an identity as a member of a
residential neighborhood” (Ball-Rokeach, et. al., 2001 pg. 394). The storytelling neighborhood
promotes a sense of civic belonging that forms through moments and practices of
communication between residents. Ball-Rokeach, et. al. (2001), identify and measure a sense of
belonging within different ethnic communities in Los Angeles through phone interviews and a
focus group in order to understand what factors constrain or enable storytelling agents in the
community.
The researchers suggest there are two components of a communication infrastructure—
the communication action context and the multilevel story telling system (Ball-Rokeach, et. al.,
2001, p. 396-97). They draw on Habermas's theory of communicative action concerned with how
actors/speakers coordinate their plans of action and claims to truth and rightness through
“intersubjectively shared value orientations that – going beyond their personal preferences – bind
their wills” (Habermas, p.326-327). The communicative action context then comprises features
of the residential environment, like transportation, media outlets, public squares, schools, and
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homeownership, which enable or constrain communication between neighbors (Friedland, 2001).
Similarly to Lefebvre's scales, the multilevel story telling system negotiates what the scholars
describe as the macro, meso, and micro levels of the community (Ball-Rokeach, et. al., 2001).
The macro level of storytelling encompasses the actors and institutions that tell stories that
represent the city in general (e.g, broadcast radio and television affiliates, large economic,
political, educational, and religious institutions) who also navigate in more directly the broader
influences of state, national, and global power. The meso level constitutes the more locally based
organizations, like community organizations, neighborhoods associations, and community media
projects concerned with very situated problems in particular areas or neighborhoods. Finally the
micro tier of the storytelling system is made up of the numerous and diverse interpersonal
networks (p.398). Ball-Rokeach, et. al., see the meso level, and meso level storytellers, as
integral to the creation of “linkage” between the macro and the micro (p. 399). In general it is
through the linkages between storytelling levels that members can achieve a sense of belonging
that helps them attain their personal and collective goals (p.402).
As could be expected, their research in general calls for more connection between macro
and meso storytelling agents and the meso and micro story telling agents in order to create a
more integrated communication infrastructure. They demonstrate that there are different levels of
linkage and belonging depending on race and class, and a significant disjuncture between the
sense of belonging of old immigrant (white and black communities) and newer immigrant
communities (Latino and Asian). Much of this, they contend, is related to homeownership and
less so by extended tenure in a particular neighborhood. The storytelling neighborhood thesis is a
helpful tool for organizing research questions and defining actors, but because it simply codifies
the presence and use of “links” story telling processes, it is less able to account for the broader
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social context through which the story telling neighborhood develops. In San Francisco, for
instance, the public access television station is located the Mission District traditionally home to
Mexican, Central, and South American immigrants, yet there is very little use of the station by
this community for reasons that stem from racial marginalization and fear of drawing attention to
the communities status as citizens. In fact their research indicates that in some communities there
is little relationship between meso community media organizations and a sense of belonging.
There is also very little in regards to the actual practices of meso organizations and how they
perform as mediators. The work in this dissertation attempts to move beyond the mere presence
of such links. Rather, I argue that research should investigate the history of the organizations, the
location within the city or neighborhood, and the physical spaces and production practices they
construct and employ to form the “linkages” and a sense of belonging.

Location

This dissertation also attempts to further explore ways that community video production,
as a social practice of cultural reproduction, is also a negotiation of spatial relationships. Where
its practiced therefore is an important element in understanding the relevance today of
community media projects like public access television. In San Francisco, the physical public
access TV station moved within the city six times since the mid 1970s. Some of the locations
were temporary holding spaces like Third and Mission in 1980, but the public access station on
1855 Folsom St., was open for twenty years. As chapter four highlights, this movement and
relocation through the city became a part of the way the access community and its practices
formed over time and have transformed today.
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Similar to concepts like, environment, region, area, and landscape, location negotiates
and connects conceptual and material differences between space and place—things and practices
must “happen” somewhere (Hubbard, 2007). In our everyday speech we typically intertwine
space, place and location in order to communicate directions or experiences, referring to them
interchangeably as an identifiable intersection of the physical and representational world
depending on the specific intent of our communication or interactions. As discussed earlier,
critical geography scholarship has argued that “place” is not just a point on a map but the
geographical context for the mediation of physical, social, and economic processes (Agnew,
2011). Likewise, space is also not simply a container for objects and activities, but is constructed
by dynamic relationships of objects and interests. In the former, container-like perspective,
location is simply a node in a larger network or system surrounded by, or within, an “empty” and
inert idea of space. In the latter more phenomenal sense, space a is a medium through which
relations of objects come into being and location, like place, becomes what Tuan (1997) suggests
is a moment of pause, or what as Massey (1993) describes as a “moment articulation” in the
intersecting and shifting of those relations. Human and cultural geographers have also suggested
we think of location as an intersection of social practices that are not necessarily always brick
and mortar, but can, for instance, inform the basis understanding the body as the locus or location
of our subjectivity, or our social status within our community and institutions (Rich, 1986). This
conception of location, what Rich (1986) described as the “politics of location,” invests research
about where people, places, and objects are, where they are not, and what exists between them,
with an urgency and weight that keeps materiality and cultural practices at the forefront.
The physical station then is an intermediary in the Lefebvrian sense, between the global
level and the level of dwelling, and positioned within the meso level story telling infrastructure
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described by Ball- Rokeach, et., al. (2001). Physical location played a significant role in the
history of American radio and television broadcasting policy as a way to negotiate localism in
programming and station ownership with the goal of a cohesive national communication
network. The construction of localism in the history of broadcasting2 stems from the technopolitical arrangement between the federal government and private commercial corporations for
the use of public electromagnetic spectrum. In return for exclusive use of the spectrum space,
broadcasters were obligated to create and distribute programming that was in the “public interest,
convenience and necessity” of the communities their signals covered. Federal regulators and
public advocates have also evoked localism historically to counter the economic and ideological
dominance commercial broadcasters.
To promote localism, the FCC's main studio rules embodied a link between programming
and the communities – a conception or vision of broadcasting as an electronic version of a
traditional community newspaper, controlled and programmed by those within the community
(Copple, 1991). A main studio was any physical building/room or “station” from which a
majority of its local programming or announcements originated. The first rules date back to 1939
in an attempt by the FCC to derail the increasingly monopolized commercial ownership of
stations across the country by diffusing broadcast licenses geographically (FCC Rules, 1939).
Later, the FCC would use the rule to promote local programming by allocating licenses equitably
across regions, states and communities (Silverman & Tobenkin, 2001). Licensees were required
to locate a main studio production facility within the geographic boundary of the region or
community their license covered, and place their transmitters in a centrally to maximize a more
even coverage (Silverman & Tobenkin, 2001). By making a station more accessible to

2 I understand that there is a large body of work on localism and broadcasting. However, because of time, space,
and specific relevance to my argument, I have chosen not to address the discourse in depth.
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community members, regulators presumed a licensee would be more privy and accountable to
local concerns in their programming. This in turn would allow broadcasting to become an
important physical setting for the deliberation of community concerns. Ideally, then, a station
would be, “the principal local point of contact between the licensee and the community or
communities served by the station” (p. 473). The 1952 Television Memorandum Opinion and
Order pushed the main studio rules beyond merely programming and encouraged stations to play
a more active role as part of a community's activity.
“The accessibility of the broadcast station's main studio may well determine in
large part the extent to which the station (1) can participate and be an integral part
of community activities and (2) can enable members of the public to participate in
live programs and present complaints or suggestions to the station” (Quoted in
Silverman & Tobenkin, 2001)
The participatory vision of the main studio rule in the 1950s reverberated two decades later in
the concerns of video and cable activists in the early 1970s as cable policies mandated local
origination and the facilitation of access channels and studio facilities for use by the public.
Federal regulators drew on arguments connecting the main studio to localism to reinforce local
cable programming in the public interest.
The relaxation of ownership caps and local origination mandates during the reregulation of broadcasting in 1980s, the development of new and more mobile production and
distribution equipment and techniques, and assumptions about the general public's willingness to
physically go to a broadcast station began to whittle away at the geographical arguments for the
main studio rule (Silverman and Tobenkin, 2001). At the same time, cable systems across the
nation began to expand into larger television markets as a result of the FCC eliminating rules
against distant signal importation. The 1984 Cable Communications Act provided cities with the
option to require up to least three cable channels, public, educational, and government (PEG),
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that would allow them to create their own non-commercial and locally relevant programming.
This mandate made main studio rules and local programming obligations for commercially
oriented network television appear redundant and unnecessary.
In general, the main studio rules proposed to articulate regional differences through local
access to a television station that moonlighted as a collaborative space for community
programming production and control (Copple, 1991). In this sense, the rule was an early attempt
to use a TV studio as part of a broader community communication infrastructure. The main
studio rule, then, complicates the corporate liberal vision of a national network embedded in
ideological formations of nationalism, national citizenship, and global economic dominance.
While the main studio rules reinforced physical space and location in the conceptualization of
communication infrastructures, they were eliminated by changes in the technological, political,
economic, and cultural context. The transformation and reconfiguration of local production
spaces are an important context for understanding public access television practices in San
Francisco.

Extensibility and Communication Opportunities

For John Dewey, the geographical and commercial expansion of the scale of social life
began to obscure the way in which social activities and practices were connected to agreed-upon
social consequences and effects (Belman, 1977, p.36). The problem, or at least the solution to
what he saw as the dissolution of democratic associative life “was that of discovering the means
by which a scattered, mobile, and manifold public may so recognize itself as to define and
express its interests” (Dewey, 1927, p.146). The nineteenth century agrarian communal
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settlements of Dewey's youth formed the ideal spatial relationships that made both community
and democracy possible, not the impersonal relationship based on industrial capitalism that
defined the early twentieth century city. When the context of personal face-to-face relationships
based primarily on sustenance and survival that marked early American life in the nineteenth
century gave way to the technological innovation of the twentieth century and the rise of urban
centers, intimacy and proximity were slowly replaced with the impersonal and distant. However,
Murray Low (2004) suggests that rather than a reliance on assumptions about the relationship
between proximal relationships and democracy – relationships that change as they intersect new
social practices and communication technologies – a measure of democracy and its spatiality (or
the spaces it constructs and influences) is in the real and material relationships of institutions and
the people that navigate them.
If we can, at the very least, conceive of democracy as an infrastructure that affords the
public access, in some form or another, to those who govern them, then a litmus test for the
strength of democracy within systems of practice is whether or not the institutional structures
enable or constrain the public's ability to negotiate in the decision-making process.3 Finding
where this access takes place and at what scale it changes or transforms is important for
understanding how participatory forms of politics can occur or breakdown. To investigate this
propensity, Low suggests an analysis and evaluation of different institutions and procedures in
terms of their communicative potential, mechanisms of accountability, and the potential for
change in differently complex urban environments (2004, p. 134). In other words, research in
this vein should address the ways in which institutions link up, or fail to link up, different kinds
of spaces, and the ways in which they mediate the complexities of situated urban life (p. 134). At

3 I realize that there is an incalculable amount of scholarship and debate about democracy and citizenship that I
cannot address here.
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the same time, rather than asserting the primacy of one space or scale at which an institution and
its constituency negotiate over another, how constituencies “interact, negotiate and inter-organize
to invent ways to make democracy work” should also be a focus of research (p. 137).
The focus of this dissertation is a question about what factors and what people “interact,
negotiate and inter-organize” (Low, 2004, p.137) to make access and what exactly the “coming
together” of people, institutions, and technology, is allowing people access to. In this chapter I
have proposed that the concept of scale shifting or jumping presents an alternative way to
understand both what the significance of public access television practice is and what types of
features and practices are important for a public access organization to facilitate. The framework
that this discussion of space, scale, and infrastructure has offered is one that suggests the role of
public access television is as an effort to scale shift, jump or link community producers not only
to one another, but as an intermediary between lived experience, the level of dwelling, and the
broader macro and global spaces. But how do these linkages, these ideas of scale shifting and
jumping, actually work? What does it actually look like to create a linkage or to jump a scale? I
want to conclude this chapter with a final concept that guides the research in this dissertation,
namely, the idea of extensibility.
Extensibility is a term for “the expansion of opportunities for human interaction” through
developments in transportation and communication technologies (Janelle, 1973). It “measures
the ability of a person (or group) to overcome the friction of distance” (Adams, 1995). Janelle
originally described extensibility as reciprocal of time-space compression; as time and space
compress through new technology, so does human extensibility (Janelle, 1973). Yet scholars like
Massey (1993) and Adams (1995) have problematized this coupling by suggesting that everyone
experiences time-space compression differently depending on factors such as race, class, gender,
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and location. Massey states that one person’s time-space compression “may undermine the
power of others” (1993, p.62). In general, technology can reduce the time it takes for bodies and
messages to traverse distances, yet white middle class men and women of color experience timecompression and extensibility in vastly different ways. Extensibility, then, is bound to issues of
access and the nature of a community’s communication infrastructure.
My use of the concept of extensibility is as a way to understand what ways public access
practices extend the communicative opportunities of access producers- where do they extend?
Adams suggests, “extensibility is a function of location insofar as it depends on access to roads,
wires, books, satellite dishes, and other technologies which are unevenly distributed” (1995, p.
276). Therefore extensibility is a concept that engages with scale jumping and shifting to move
beyond presumptions of idealized versions access to interrogate the materiality of public access
television, its spaces and practices. I understand extensibility in my work as the potential or
circumstance for participants to scale jump or scale shift their personal and collective interests
beyond their own communities into the decision making spaces like city hall, the state legislature
and in federal and global policy communities. To understand how public access television in San
Francisco extends the communicative opportunities means looking at how the organization
enables or constrains participants’ abilities to influence policy and, in turn, determine their own
communicative practices. Through the next three chapters I ask questions about the
neighborhoods the access station is in, the history of the organization and administration of
access TV, the relationship of access TV historically to the city and the cable operator through
the cable franchise, the relationship of producers to administrators, and the types of production
practices and spaces the access television station utilizes and promotes.
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Chapter Three:
The Cable Franchising Authority and the Politics of Scale
People will turn to their local governments more and more to protect themselves
and their communities from unwanted, predictably destructive, large scale public
works, such as freeways and projects required by the seemingly never ending
expansion of the region's larger airports, some of which are too large already to
function well. They will make use of their local governments also to bring about
modifications in the plans for clearly necessary and beneficial regional projects
where such plans have failed to give sufficient consideration to community values
and local environmental conditions (Kent, 1971, p.3).

Though cable TV began as a simple infrastructure of antennas and wires carrying
broadcast television channels to rural communities, its transformation into a new competing
television programmer in the 1970s began a slow shift in cable jurisdiction in California from the
city to the state. This jurisdictional shift in authority over franchise fee caps, over cable rates,
public access TV, the franchise renewal process, among others, slowly restrained the ability of
city officials to influence the cable TV development even as cable operators reorganized the city
by prioritizing service in some districts and neighborhoods and not others. Ultimately California
state franchise law preempted municipal authority all together and with it the ability of local
residents, officials and institutions to hold telecommunications corporations accountable for
disparities in cable services. The shifting authority over the cable franchise then is an important
scale in constructing public access television practice. Beginning with efforts in California to
control railroad corruption in the early 20th century and ending with the preemption of municipal
cable authority by California's 2006 Digital Infrastructure and Video Competition Act, this
chapter uses the history of political conflicts over municipal cable jurisdiction to reveal how
jurisdictional scales also construct scales of political extensibility available to individual and
groups. The elimination of San Francisco's cable authority also eliminated the ability of
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individuals and groups to access the spaces of telecommunication policy decision-making. This
includes the ability of the city and residents to settle franchise violations by cable providers
through measures that provided funds for access channels, to counter redlining practices, include
wiring and upgrades for public schools and city government buildings, and reduced rates for
cable services for public institutions. The discussion in this chapter follows a steady erosion of
municipal jurisdiction over cable TV amid efforts by city officials, activists and residents to use
cable as a tool for the redistribution of resources in the city. While ideas about localism have
often been attributed to the importance of building civic pride and identity (Collins, 2016), civic
participation (Napoli, 2001b), and media democratization (Napoli, 2001a; Howley, 2010; Ali,
2017), I suggest that jurisdictional authority defined the politics of cable TV in San Francisco
and the conflict between producers, BAVC, and the city.

The Early Efforts for State Regulation

The cable franchise developed in a tiered set of federal, state, and local cable TV
regulatory regimes or jurisdictions that came together to form the cable franchise agreement. A
cable franchise agreement mimics the type of legal permit or business license that a company
would apply for to build water, electricity, telephony, and other communications infrastructures
in a town or city. The cable franchise evokes legal authority to build a cable network in or
through a designated geographic boundary in a way that is accepted as both necessary and
lawful. In this sense the franchise agreement binds the franchisee to accepted business practices
and technical standards of industry as well as state and federal law. Another important element of
a cable franchise is that in many cases it comprises a monopoly over the franchise area protected
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by contract and law. Typically a water or electricity infrastructure was too large and capital
intensive to have multiple infrastructures competing in one geographic area and therefore the
franchise agreement provided a natural monopoly. But just as significant, franchises also
represented the authority and legitimacy of the franchising agent. Since the amendment of the
California state constitution in 1879, franchises for water, electricity, and communications
systems that run within, and/or pass through, a city or municipality have been the right of the
city, or their adopted municipal corporation, to award and regulate. According to the state
constitution, control of the franchise consists of all municipal regulations under its “organic
laws” and in the “interest of the public good” including the power to regulate rates (Marticorena
& Marticorena, 1983, p. 699).
The California constitution outlined two provisions for 'home rule' or local governance.
In general, the state was prohibited from enacting any legislation dealing with the local affairs of
individual communities. In addition, the state had to grant authority of all local affairs to any
community that established its own form of municipal government under its own charter (Kent,
1991, p.7). The power to determine what constituted a local affair was within the local
government themselves.4 More than a license to do business then, a cable franchise was an
exercise of legitimate authority granted by the state constitution. It was this tradition of home
rule that became the local governments’ strongest ally in the ensuing battles over state cable
franchising.

4

“The original form of home rule amendment treated the home rule municipality as an imperium in imperio, a state
within a state, possessed of the full police power with respect to municipal affairs and also enjoying a correlative
degree of immunity from state legislative interference. When courts encountered difficulties distinguishing
“municipal affairs” from matters of state concern, a second model was developed that sought simply to broaden
local lawmaking authority without attempting to erect a wall against state laws on local matters.” Richard
Briffault, R. (1990). Our Localism: Part I - The Structure of Local Government Law, 90 COLUM. L. REV. 1, 6-7
(1990). For a general discussion of home rule and television, see Conti, C. (2012). Accepting the Mutability of
Broadcast Localism: An Analytic Position, CommLaw Conspectus, Vol. 21, 2012. For California cable television
context, see Danielson & Wheeler( 1971); Kalba (1978).
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Early attempts to place cable television under state regulation in California can be traced
to efforts to regulate the railroads during the progressive era's anti-trust busting movement in late
nineteenth century. The push for regulation of the railroad companies generally coalesced around
efforts to stabilize the shipping and freight market through a state regulatory board that
preempted local authority over those markets. The Southern Pacific, Pacific Central, and Pacific
Union Railroads controlled shipping and travel across California and this gave them immense
power and influence over intrastate commerce and politics. The first California railroad
commission was created in 1876, but it was largely ineffective (Nash, 1962). The only option for
Merchants and passengers was to appeal to local authorities and trade or labor organizations,
none of which had any influence over the railroad, or were themselves part of the corruption.
Railroad companies also benefitted from this fragmented, city-to-city regulatory environment by
pitting cities and regions against each other. For instance, after the 1906 earthquake and fire
destroyed large portions of San Francisco's infrastructure, Southern Pacific bypassed the Union
Pacific, who controlled freight in the area, and struck deals with merchants and businessmen in
Los Angeles to ship goods in and out of the San Joaquin Valley, avoiding rail fees they would
typically have to pay Union Pacific (Blackford, 1970).
The most influential lobbying efforts for a state regulatory board were the merchants and
shippers whose businesses relied on the railroads. Rather than lower rates, they wanted to
eliminate anti-competitive practices like political favoritism, and monetary kickbacks and rebates
that created unfair competition between themselves (Nash, 1962; Blackford, 1970). Railroad
executives utilized kickbacks and rebates, to corral political influence at both the city and state
level. However, they were also a drain on the company’s finances and crippled their ability to
compete with other railroads and maintain the political influence they bought. By the time
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progressive Hiram Johnson won the 1910 gubernatorial race by promising to end the influence of
the railroads over state and municipal politics, the railroads companies had grown so weary of
market volatility and competition that increased commission oversight was minimally opposed
(Blackford, 1970, p. 312).
Rather than fight state regulation, California's private water, gas, and electricity
companies looked to railroad-like state regulation to “escape constant hassling with the often
corrupt municipal and county authorities” (Blackford, 1970, p.313). “Local men”, one president
of the Pacific Gas and Electricity Company complained in 1910, “are not capable of fixing rates
for public service corporations without prejudice” (p.313). But problems with local authorities
were compounded when the Public Utilities Act of 1912 expanded the reach of the Railroad
Commission's jurisdiction to include control over the rates, standards, safety and competition of
all natural gas, electricity, telephone and water in the state (Hallet, 1912). Though the Utility Act
reduced overall utility rates and improved services and accountability in the privately held utility
market, it did little to address competition from municipally owned utilities that increasingly
serviced areas outside their geographic boundary (Voter, 1914). The Act provided no authority
over city owned utilities though public and private utility infrastructures in many instances were
intertwined. “The result has been confusion and uncertainty,” stated pro-regulation
assemblymen W. A. Sutherland from San Diego County and Alfred Mortensen from the Los
Angeles in 1914 (State Secretary, 1914, p.24). “The engineering force and corps of experts
required to ascertain the facts necessary for intelligent action on part of the regulating body are
more efficient if they have to deal with every public utility in the state” (p.24). On the 1914
ballot, voters defeated Proposition 33 allowing cities to remain in control of municipal utility
rates, and passed Prop 28 giving the Railroad Commission authority over all utility rates
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statewide. This sentiment would continue even as the Railroad Commission became the
California Public Utilities Commission (CPUC) in 1945 and was given unlimited power over all
public utilities owned by private companies in the state.
This brief sketch demonstrates three circumstances that enable state jurisdictional
authority. First, after the development of unsustainable and corrupt business practices,
California's early efforts to regulate railroads and utilities were welcomed by the railroads and
utilities themselves as a way to stabilize the market and prevent unfair competition. Second, the
railroads and utilities joined state officials in viewing local municipal efforts to regulate and
control utilities as self-interested, short sighted, and perpetuated a corrupt and fragmented
market. Third, the extension and interconnection of utility infrastructures owned by different and
occasionally cooperating interests became problematic in terms of how fair rates would be
established. While most cable systems were and are today privately owned, efforts to place cable
TV under state authority mirrored the three circumstances established by early statewide railroad
utility regulation. Like the railroads, control over cable rates became the premiere dispute
between companies and cities, cable companies who worried early on about the effects of more
over sight by a state governing body. However, cable companies would eventually push for
legislation to eliminate municipal authority by adopting pro-state franchising rhetoric to
characterize local cable authority as corrupt, shortsighted and incapable of seeing past their own
community’s interests.

State Cable Franchising

The first attempt at state regulation of cable TV in California involved hearings at the
CPUC in the 1950s over whether or not cable was a public utility. As in many states, cable
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companies in California protested state franchising under a public utility commission for fear
that rates would be set by the traditional rate-of-return model used for determining utility rates.
There typically was not a large profit margin in having utility status and very little incentive to
expand and innovate because of the large capital investment needed. As a public utility, cable
operators would incur another level of state regulation to manage on top of federal and local
franchise regulation. Utility status promised more administrative delays and rounds of public
hearings that cable companies believed would stifle their business. In fact, in two of the first
states to adopt state franchising legislation in the late 1960s, Nevada and Connecticut, the
accumulation of hearings and reports took “years” before the systems were even transmitting
signals in the state (Mitchell, 1971).
Arguments for regulating cable TV as a public utility also hinged on a conception of
cable TV as a “wire communication” and its intermitted use of telephone infrastructure as it
moved throughout a city. Prior to 1968, the general understanding of cable technology by the
policy community was as an ancillary to broadcasting—an extension of television signals to
areas with bad or no TV reception. Cable operators on the other hand saw their infrastructure as
an extension of the home television antenna. Both conceptions of cable TV characterized it as a
simple wire relay technology and, therefore, both conceptions fit succinctly within state
jurisdiction under California's 1912 Utility Act.
The CPUC tested this argument in Couch v. Television Transmission, Inc. (1956).
Dissatisfied residents of Walnut Creek and Martinez in Contra Costa County, outside of Oakland,
appealed to the CPUC create and enforce rules to governing the cable service provided
Television Transmission, Inc. (TTI) (Couch, 1956). At the hearing, TTI argued that though the
company used utility poles leased from the CPUC, the CPUC had no authority to create rules or
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codes pertaining to the control of cable television because cable TV was not officially a public
utility. In response, the CPUC argued that under the California Public Utility Code there were no
restrictions on the types of signals that could be carried over such lines (Couch, 1956). This
meant telephone companies could send telephone, telegraph, teletype, telephotos, radio or
television through its lines. Any lines carrying signals, the CPUC suggested, were also telephone
lines, and companies who used telephone lines were telephone companies and therefore
regulated by the state. “Communication by wire,” the CPUC surmised, should not be narrowly
defined as “articulated speech” because telephone companies, like cable, would also have to
receive local franchises from each municipal government (Danielson & Wheeler, 1971).
Mandating a local franchise for telephone companies would defeat regulation designating
telephone transmission a public utility of statewide concern (p. 534). In Couch it was simple,
lines were lines, and the state constitution placed no restrictions on the types of electrical signals
telephone lines could carry (Couch, 1956). However, the hole in the CPUC's argument was the
commission's jurisdiction.
In appeal, the courts very quickly overturned Couch in Television Transmission, Inc. v.
Public Utilities Commission of the State of California (1956). Since neither the state, nor any
federal law had designated cable TV as a public utility, the CPUC did not have the authority to
decide it was. Only the state legislature could provide the CPUC with that authority through a
constitutional amendment but it had not (Traynor, 1956, pg. 84). The court also did not buy the
CPUC's argument overgeneralizing all transmission signals as “telephone lines.” What made a
telephone company a telephone company was that the company engaged in telephone message
services (Danielson & Wheeler, 1971). The CPUC would continue to use the Couch argument to
characterize cable, but by the mid-1960s states and public utility commissions were increasingly
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reluctant to push for utility status for cable television because it was seen as entertainment, and
entertainment was not considered a public necessity (p. 1).
One exception was in Nevada. In TV Pix, Inc. v. Taylor (1968/70) a cable company in
Nevada argued that by overburdening cable companies with the administration of a public utility,
state regulation violated the commerce clause of the U.S. Constitution because it placed an
unnecessary burden on interstate commerce. But the Supreme Court disagreed suggesting that
though cable TV engaged in interstate commerce, the system in question represented the “last
stage” of the interstate television signal, one that relied on a locally proximate wire
infrastructure. Because the language the FCC used included either state or local authority, the
court upheld a lower court's ruling legitimizing the authority of the State of Nevada to impose
regulatory jurisdiction over cable television (TV Pix Inc., 1968). The significance of this
decision is that the court found no evidence that state regulation over the local incidents of the
cable television infrastructure interfered with federal jurisdiction over interstate commerce
(Wallach, 1975, p. 273). It also meant that the FCC would stay out of any fights over state or
municipal jurisdiction, and that state officials would have to convince cable companies why
more regulation was better, or coax local officials into giving away their cable TV authority.
At roughly the same time as TV Pix, California legislators like Marin County's Jack
McCarthy and Senator George E. Danielson from Los Angeles pushed more directly for state
control over cable TV (Local controls, 1970). State Senator McCarthy, who tried unsuccessfully
in 1962 to preempt the City of San Francisco's control over Bay Bridges by creating a regional
transportation authority, sponsored S.B. 615 (1967) defining cable TV as a public utility (Dyble,
2008).5 Two other bills with similar goals backed it and all three bills failed to pass the senate

5

State Senator McCarthy and Edgar Kaiser's proposed to create the Golden Gate Authority (GGA) in1959 to guide
the development of Bay Area bridges and transportation. The proposal suggested replacing city jurisdiction over
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(Kalba, Levine & Birinyi, 1978). In response, legislators in 1968 passed three bills affirming
local cable authority—a clear message to state senators that cities were not interested in giving
up control over cable (See Figure 3.).
In 1969, State Senator Danielson, who would eventually receive national attention for his
role in the impeachment of President Nixon, sponsored senate bill SB 1077 (1969), again
declaring cable television a public utility. Danielson’s bill drew on similar arguments found in
Couch (1956)– that cable TV was a public utility because it was “communication by wire”
dedicated to public use. He argued that the rise of multi-system operators (MSO), the ambiguous
way local governments extracted franchise fees, the numerous complaints about the quality of
cable service statewide, and Nevada's recent state franchising legislation, were all important
reasons to consider regulating cable under the CPUC (Kalba, et. al., 1978, p. 41). Cable TV,
Danielson suggested, was no longer simply a means for entertainment but of significant public
interest (Danielson & Wheeler, 1971).
Danielson was essentially right. Following a string of reports by political think tanks and
industry advocates, the FCC's First Report and Order in 1969 reconceptualized cable TV
operators as community television programmers and allowed the origination of programming. By
1972, all cable systems serving 3500 subscribers were required to originate some type of
programming and non-broadcast (Johnson, 1970). The FCC's 1972 Cable Television Report and
Order revised the origination rules mandating the creation and facilitation of three cable
the Golden Gate and other Bay Area wide transportation concerns with an appointed regional governing body.
This spurred a fierce battle between city officials and mostly state politicians and industrialists over the proper
scale of jurisdiction in regional development. Bay Area cities like San Francisco saw the GGA as undermining
their rights over development within their city boundary and their dominance over Bay Area politics. Advocates
for the GGA accused the city of San Francisco and its appointed bridge commission of using the Golden Gate
Bridge funds as a private bank, and using appointments to the bridge commission as favors for political gain.
Though a regional growth coalition of municipal officials eventually was created, the proposition to create the
GAA in 1962 was defeated by voters who resented the GAA as an attempt by technocrats and big government to
preempt local authority. See Dyble.L. N. (2008). The defeat of the Golden Gate Authority: The beginning of the
end of regional planning in the San Francisco Bay Area,” Journal of Urban History, 34 (2): 287-308.
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Cable Regulatory Bills in California 1967-1975

Year

Bill

Sponsor

Purpose

Adoption

1967

SB 615

McCarthy

Defines CATV as public
utility under PUC

No

SB 830

Petris

Ibid.

No

AB 1310

Townsend

Ibid.

No

AB 1704

Townsend

Explicitly exempts
CATV from PUC

No

SB 456

Miller

See SB 615 (1967)

No

AB 383

Townsend

Allocates CATV franchising
and regulatory authority
to local governments

Yes

1968

AB 384

Townsend

See AB 1704 (1967)

Yes

AB 1062

Townsend

Allows PUC to prescribe
CATV safety rules and
construction standards;
does not define CATV as
public utility

Yes

1969

SB 1077

Danielson
et al.

Defines CATV as public
Utility under PUC;
final amended form
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access channels – public, educational, and government (Grow, 1986). Cable TV operators were
now in a position to become powerful players in the national media and information market.
With regional development problems like urban sprawl, inter-regional transportation, and an
emerging conservation movement that looked for more effective multi-city and state cooperation,
Danielson worried cable’s new power position needed more sophisticated and comprehensive
regulation than municipal authorities could provide (Danielson & Wheeler, 1971).
Using a series of policy hearings held in Los Angeles, Sacramento, and San Francisco,
and involving municipal government officials and the State Public Utilities and Commerce
Commission, Danielson and other pro-state franchisers tried to convince local officials that the
SB 1077 state franchising bill was in their best interest. In San Francisco, County Deputy
Counsel George J. Silvestri, from Senator McCarthy's home turf in Marin County, told the
Commission that his county had been “frustrated and harassed in its efforts to regulate cable TV”
(Kalba, et. al., 1978, p.41). Silvestri argued that his Board of Supervisors sat through hours of
hearings with outraged residents and cable operators over the provision of services. He backed
cable supervision by the Public Utilities Commission because he believed they had trained
technical staff to sort out the difficulties. However Lawrence Rose, city manager of Tiburon, and
California Community Television Association president Keith Burcham, both suggested cities
could hire their own experts to evaluate franchise issues themselves (Bureau of franchises, 1969;
Local controls, 1970). Burcham also told the commission that cable companies would inevitably
pass the added costs under state regulation to their cable customers by raising rates. Similarly,
city officials from Modesto and Long Beach expressed concerns that the designation of cable as
a public utility would eliminate their ability to negotiate competitive bids, and in some cases,
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allow cable companies to build an infrastructure within the city without their approval (Bureau of
franchises, 1969). Ultimately no one really knew how cable’s new multi-purpose platform – as a
local TV programmer, access channel provider, and data transmitter – would affect their city and
no one wanted to give up control of the cable's unknown potential. In the end, SB 1077 failed to
get votes in the state senate as well as two other versions of the bill Danielson reintroduced in
1970 (Kalba, et, al., 1978).
The strong local resistance to state cable franchising drew heavily upon a national
tradition of self-governance that translated into the narratives and promises of cable television
for urban centers. The early 1970s cable rules reflected a vision of a new “wired city”, a “single
unified system of electronic communication” that could unite the country economically,
politically and culturally (Streeter, 1997. p.227). This image had also become increasingly
instrumental in creating federal and corporate investment in interactive cable projects (Dutton,
Blumer, & Kraemer, 1999). Urban planners at the Department of Housing and Urban
Development initiated a series of experiments in small towns that looked at how multi-platform
communication networks could potentially reorganize a city's response to crime, education,
transportation, pollution, urban density, and balance resource disparities between urban and rural
cities (Committee of Telecom, 1971). California in particular had become a hotbed for the early
decade's most contentious national engagements. On one hand it was a bedrock of black, brown,
feminist, LGBT, and labor movements, the counterculture, and environmental and consumer
protection efforts. On the other hand, Southern California had also become a hub for the defense
department, aeronautics and machinery, while and information, computing, and
telecommunication research and development in the North. “Modern communication technology,
thoughtfully applied,” the policy community professed, “could help in relieving many of these
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problems and in upgrading the level of city life” (p.1).
Answering the call, consumer advocate Senator Anthony C. Bielenson and Senator Alfred
Alquist, chairman of the Public Utilities and Corporations committee, picked up the state
franchising effort in 1972 and 1973 at the cultural and political height of the “wired city”
enthusiasm (Bill to create, 1973). While Senator Alquist's bills simply regurgitated arguments for
state control over cable through the CPUC, Senator Bielenson's bills called for more access
stations, time limitations a franchise could be held by the same company, and limited cross
ownership. Rather than giving the CPUC control over cable TV, Bielenson proposed creating a
separate governing agency, the California Cable Commission organized independently from the
state with the power to preempt city authority (Kalba, et. al., 1978).
The League of California Cities, itself a state-wide representational organization made up
of local mayors and county officials, was quick to respond to Alquist and Bielenson with a report
that accused the their bills of trying to “transfer” franchise authority away from the city (League,
1972, p.13). The same report cautioned cities to abide by the FCC's 3% franchise fee cap in order
to protect them from more federal oversight. The League's report found that most city franchises
in California had not provided stipulations for public access channels or required cable systems
to originate local programming as required by the FCC, nor had cities imposed commitments
from cable operators to provide “studios, equipment, technical services and video installations
for fire, police, educational and general municipal communications, without cost to the city”
(p.3). The only consistent element the League found in local franchises was a nearly universal
attempt to simply extract “lump sums” from the cable operators and the use of fixed franchise fee
rates on the operator's gross revenues. This trend prompted the FCC to tighten its jurisdiction
over local franchises by requiring a federal certificate of compliance to insure franchises met the
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new federal mandates. Though the League agreed with the FCC, the report suggested that
nothing in the new federal laws should be understood as “denying or impairing the full and
exclusive exercise of police power by California cities” (League, p.ii).
Not everyone agreed with the League's effort to humble the franchising process. Dr.
Louis C Riess, coordinator of the San Gabriel Valley Public Cable Council representing
Burbank, Glendale, and Pasadena, criticized the League for creating a cookie cutter franchise
agreement with policies that presented a false sense of security for cities going into franchise
negotiations (Castro, 1972). Reiss implored cities to not sign any franchise agreements until they
studied their own individual needs and could propose their own franchise requirements.
Similarly, Leonard Marks, a broadcast lawyer and former member of the U.S Information
Service, warned the League of California Cities in 1971 that it was imperative that they become
more aware of cable television technologies, especially new channel capacities and access
channels (Cities exhorted, 1971). This prompted representatives from educational agencies,
libraries, minority groups, and the League of Women Voters to form the California Public Cable
Coalition to lobby the federal government for more access channels beyond what the FCC was
requiring. The California Public Cable Coalition was the first citizen's cable coalition of its kind
in the country and other coalitions soon formed in Philadelphia, Louisville, and New Orleans
(More cable, 1971).
In all, there were sixteen bills introduced in the California legislation between 1967 1975 dealing with state franchising and not one bill preempting municipal control over cable TV
ever passed (Kalba, et. al., 1978). But were cities actually that tough? Certainly a strong home
rule tradition past down from early utility regulation battles played an important role. So did the
Nixon administration's efforts, like Nixon's 1972 General Revenue Sharing bill proposed to give
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local governments more control over the money they received from the federal government for
redevelopment and community support projects (Peters & Woolley, n.d.). Addressing the League
of California Cities in support of the bill, Vice President Agnew suggested Congress was battling
the bill because leadership in Washington had an inherent distrust of local officials (Harris,
1971).
Another factor working against state cable franchising at the time had to do with the
political and economic relationships between the cable and broadcast industries and the
regulators. Cable companies in California during the mid-1960s and 1970s were an evenly mixed
group of mid-sized companies (as opposed to exclusively local, small “mom and pop” companies
or large multiple system operators), both locally owned and larger out-of-state companies
(Kalba, et. al., 1978). Because of they shared similar needs, operators easily united in opposition
to an additional tier of regulation and rate control promised by public utility status under CPUC
(Kalba, 1978, p. 55-56). California broadcasters had also pulled out of the fight. Challenges to
broadcasters from a burgeoning national broadcast reform movement, and accusations by the
Nixon administration that network television was unfair and left leaning, made broadcasters less
than eager to get involved in cable disputes. Many broadcasters, telephone, and utility companies
were also either in the cable business already or contracted with cable companies to provide
infrastructure services. As Kalba, et. al. (1978) suggests, this meant that there were very few
influential actors left other than a handful of state senators and county commissioners to push for
state franchising (p.56). Without industry support, the support of local municipal governments, or
the support of utility companies and the PUC, local advocacy groups like the League of
California Cities and the California Public Cable Coalition were quick to reframe the push for
state franchising as an attempt by the state to seize power over local resources.
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Early railroad and utility regulation centered on corruption and anti-competitive
practices, distrust of local governments, and disparities in rate regulation between
interconnecting public and private infrastructures. Despite similarities between state railroad and
cable franchise regulation, early efforts for state cable franchising were unable to unite the
different scales of government (local and state) and market actors (state utilities, broadcasters,
multi-system operators, and local cable operators) under a common cable prognosis. State
railroad and utility regulation also evolved during the Progressive era when the momentum of
public policy began to focus on a broader regulatory role for federal and state governments. By
the 1970s, sentiments towards government regulation had shifted towards reducing federal
oversight and curbing local, state, and federal taxes and spending.
The legal and legislative battle for state cable franchising in California in the late-1960
left local franchise authorities no closer to figuring out exactly what cable franchise authority
meant. This, in part, had to do with the fact that cable television's new capabilities, access
channels and data and information providers, were still in their infancy. This ambiguity worked
for and against local authority. On one hand, it gave state legislators room to argue that local
authorities were “in over their heads” and lacked the technical skill and expertise to manage a
new information infrastructure. On the other, it bolstered the local and industry view that state
franchising would simply recreate another scale of regulation potentially stifling cable's growth
and prospective social benefits. The early state cable franchising battles in California became an
important platform where national discourses of standardization, interconnectivity, and market
stability that informed cable TV policy collided with traditions of home rule and municipal
authority. Then cable franchise, then, became an important avenue for city governments to scale
jump their local interests in protecting their resources onto a national policy forum.
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San Francisco's Cable TV Moratorium, 1973

Map 3.1. Supervisor Gonzales accused Viacom of wiring only in affluent areas (blue) and redlining the
poorer neighborhoods (red). Created by Author with a fair use image.

In April of 1973, In the middle of this battle over the scale of cable jurisdiction, Robert
Gonzales, the first Mexican American member of the San Francisco Board of Supervisors,
proposed an ordinance to place a moratorium on cable TV expansion by Television Signal
Corporation (TSC) because they were not building out (running cable) into minority
neighborhoods like the Western Addition, Hunters Point, Fillmore, and most of Chinatown and
the Mission District (Burns, 1973a). The cable company, Gonzales advised, had also not
provided access channels mandated by the FCC (Cable Television Report and Order, 1972). TSC
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rejected Gonzales' accusations of redlining suggesting that they were simply cabling the areas of
the city that had the worst television reception. That some of the neighborhoods with the poorest
television reception also happened to be the most affluent and white neighborhoods in San
Francisco made Gonzales' accusations a bit complicated. As a remedy, Gonzales proposed three
solutions: that TSC provide channels for government and community, the city give the franchise
to a community group, or the city arrange for municipal ownership of the cable system (Burns,
1973a). These were pretty bold solutions, bold enough to make page two of the SF Chronicle the
next day, and Gonzales' moratorium became one of the more important moments in the history of
cable TV and communications policy in San Francisco.
Like earlier debates about cable television as a public utility, the debate over cable
services and redlining in SF concerned different views of what cable TV technology was going
to be in the early 1970s. The cable operator, TSC (owned by Viacom) viewed cable TV as a
simple extension of the home antenna, or at least their justifications for redlining suggested so.
Gonzales and other community groups believed cable represented an important medium of
communication not offered by commercial television (Burns, 1973b). In the wake of civil rights
era, at the height of anti-Vietnam movement, and in the transition from President Johnson's antipoverty Great Society programs to Nixon's new federalism, Gonzales' moratorium characterized
broader questions about what the new opportunities proposed by cable advocates and engineers
would actually look like in the city, and who would benefit most from its development. The
moment is an important context for the debates concerning the role the city government would
take in determining how a cable TV infrastructure would reorganize the city. The stakes in this
reorganization would have lasting effects on public access television and the communication
infrastructure in San Francisco.
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Gonzales' focus on cable TV was about more than just TV reception or technical
expertise. It stemmed from popular discourses from engineers, scholars, politicians, and activists
about how cable would reorganize and re-spatialize the future city (Smith, 1972; Light, 2003;
Parsons, 2008). His experiences battling redevelopment in the Mission District in the 1960s and
early 1970s made him particularly aware of how discussions about infrastructural reorganization,
revitalization, and removal disproportionately affected the poor and ethnic residents in San
Francisco. His call for a cable moratorium came less than a decade after the large-scale
dislocation of black residents from the city's Western Addition redevelopment projects. The
bulldozing of the Western Addition prompted community leaders and residents in the Mission to
form alliances to block a similar initiatives. As part of the Mission Coalition Organization
(MCO), established through the Johnson administration's federal poverty redevelopment
programs,6 Gonzales became familiar with the ways federal urban redevelopment policies were
manipulated by the pro development political elite of San Francisco. In City for Sale: The
Transformation of San Francisco (2002), Chester Hartman chronicles the way in which pro
development mayors (like Joseph Alioto, 1968-1975), and organizations of corporate elites like
the Bay Area Council and the SF Chamber of Commerce, the local newspapers, as well as the
city's labor unions, coalesced into a political power bloc to push for massive redevelopment
projects like the Yerba Buena Center, the redevelopment of South of Market and Mission
Districts, and the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART). These projects inevitably meant the
displacement of low-income and mostly minority residents even as they proposed to employ
them (Hartman, 2002).
To thwart the city's plans to redevelop the Mission and South of Market, the MCO allied
with other neighborhood, religious, and citizen rights groups in an effort to recast the city’s
6

Model Cities and the Equal Opportunity Act (1964).
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discourse of development as a map for dislocation. Their efforts pushed Mayor Joseph Alioto to
seek out alliances within the MCO that he tried to foster through political appointments of
Mission District leaders and promises of federal funds for community action projects into the
neighborhood. It was Alioto who appointed Gonzales to the SF Board of Supervisors in 1969
before Gonzales won the seat by election in 1971(Wirt, 1974, pp. 248-49).
Among many of the Mission's residents, the very real potential for the destruction of the
Mission and South of Market intertwined with experiences of violence and distrust during the
civil rights movement. As white ethnics fled from the surrounding downtown neighborhoods to
the western suburbs, black and brown power movements increasingly embraced the downtown
neighborhoods as a medium through which they faced both ongoing police oppression and new
senses of self-awareness, self-reliance, representation, and identity (Carlsson, 2011).
Increased ethnic conflict stemmed from a dramatic shift in the demographic of San
Francisco at the time. In 1970, 57% of the population of San Francisco was white, down from
82% a decade earlier Ferreria, 2011). One in seven San Franciscans was black, and by 1973,
black students became the largest racial group in public schools (Wirt, 1974, p. 33). These shifts
in racial and class differences could also be mapped geographically by neighborhoods. African
Americans in the 1970s concentrated in the Western Addition and Fillmore districts as well as
large neighborhoods in Potrero Hill, Hunters Point, Bayview, while established Chinese and
other Asian residents were increasingly moving out of the city center into white, European
dominated suburbs (Figure 3.4). The newer Asian immigrant populations were locked into
Chinatown, Mexican, Central and South American population filled the Mission District, and
pockets of Native Americans and Filipinos congregated in the South of Market (pp. 21-42).
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Map 3.2. S.F. neighborhoods, 1970s-1980s (Godfrey, 1988, p.4).

Like most large cities in the United States, San Francisco's ethnic neighborhoods also
mapped a geographic progression of assimilation and class mobility across the city (Wirt, 1974;
Godfrey, 1988). SF's concentric east to west pattern moved from the poorer neighborhoods
surrounding downtown like the South of Market, to the Western Addition and Mission, and then
out to the more affluent western suburbs. This historical migration across the city came to a
grinding halt in the 1970s. The leverage and wealth gained by the working class in
manufacturing jobs during the post war economic boom slowly withered away as the city
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Map 3.3. Ethnic neighborhoods, 1970 (Godfrey, 1988, p. 125).

transitioned from a center of production and manufacturing to the more white-collar industries in
finance, insurance, and technology causing jobs and resources for the increasingly marginalized
populations of Latino, Black, Asian, and Native Americans, and the mostly poor or working
class, to slowly dry up (Carlsson, 2011, p.9). The completion of the TransAmerica Pyramid in
1972 symbolized the city's transformation from warehouses to high-rises, a transformation
towards a global capital economy that literally pushed aside the neighborhoods and communities
of the multi ethnic poor (Wirt, 1974, pp. 193-7). The Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART) system
completed that same year contributed to the transformation in the way the region’s increasingly
white-collar workers from the suburbs of Contra Costa, Alameda, and San Mateo counties
moved in and out of the city center (see Map 3.4). While the more affluent neighborhoods on the
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Map 3.4. Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART), 1972-73. Fair use image, Eric
Fischer via Flickr.

East Bay side like Orinda and Lafayette had BART stations, the mostly black neighborhoods like
Hunters Point and Bayview had none (Hartman, 2002, p. 7). The BART system proved equally
as damaging as the city's high-rise development and urban renewal projects because it was able
to dictate building and public space ordinances all along its coordinates. This precipitated class
differences already in tension in the city by creating racialized poor zones between the business
and financial center and the western suburbs (Hartman, 2002).
The Johnson v. San Francisco Unified (1971) school desegregation case also highlighted
the movement of racialized bodies within the city. In order to comply with a federal mandate to
desegregate the nation’s schools, the San Francisco Unified School District implemented a busing
policy throughout the city to familiarize grammar students from the different ethnic communities
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with each other. School officials was hoped diversifying the student populations of each public
school would eliminate both racial and education inequality. However, the Chinese community in
particular believed busing their children outside their neighborhood would rob them of their
Chinese culture by making it harder for students to attend language and culture classes typically
located in their own neighborhoods (Choices for integration, 1971). The Latino communities also
questioned whether the busing plan was an attempt to discourage efforts they had made in
creating bilingual education programs and teaching positions for bilingual programs in the school
district (Non-English, 1971). That same year, the FBI's forcibly removed the last Native
Americans protestors off Alcatraz Island after a year of occupation in June of 1971 articulated a
very poignant relationship between geography and ethnicity in San Francisco and the economic
and political forces behind the governance of where people “belonged.” When Gonzales
proposed the moratorium on cable TV build out through out the city it articulated the racial and
class- based organization of space and movement of bodies inside and outside of San Francisco.
In this sense, the moratorium became a way to define more clearly what the city’s jurisdiction
over cable looked like and its potential as a strategy for cultural diversity. In the context of the
movement and reorganization of people in the city, I want to address the three proposals in
Gonzales' moratorium for the ways in which they draw particular jurisdictional boundaries that
enabled or constrained the ability of the city to provide individuals and groups the potential
benefits from cable television the way the policy community envisioned.
Solution 1: “A moratorium on Television Signal Corporation until they
provide channels for government and community use.”
San Francisco was a perfect place for cable television. Its hill dominated landscape
created pockets of TV blackout where television signals were very poor and many hardly
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Map 3.5. Poor reception areas represented by
shaded areas (Newton, 1973, p.4).

viewable. Television reception was so bad in parts of the Bay Area that local broadcasters
resorted to bouncing their TV signals off large balloons (called “balloonvision”) floating over the
Bay Area (Newton, 1965, 1966). In the early 1950s local radio and TV salesman, Marino L
Iacopi, a radar engineer during WWII, built the first CATV system in San Francisco using an
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antenna he built and attached to a house at the top of Golden Gate Heights. To sell the concept he
rented a garage, decorated it with televisions, and passed out flyers in the neighborhood inviting
people to come see the picture quality (Keller, 2000). Eventually Iacopi moved the operation to
1101 Greene St. on Russian Hill where he wound a string of wires and antennas over the
rooftops of in the affluent neighborhoods of Telegraph Hill, Nob Hill, Russian Hill, Marina,
Pacific Heights, and Cow Hollow into the Television Signal Corporation (TSC) (Newton, 1969).
By 1962, TSC wired 594 subscribers and charged a $50 installation fee, $5 per month for the
service, and $1 for each additional TV (Delay on TV, 1969; S.F. Terms, 1969). In 1964 he was
awarded a franchise agreement from the Board of Supervisors, and by 1969 the number of
subscribers had grown to between ten and fifteen thousand (Newton, 1969). To expand his
network, Iacopi sold seventy-five percent of TSC's equity— forty-five percent of that to
Columbia Broadcasting System (CBS). After the FCC's cross-ownership rules in 1970 forced
CBS to divest its cable TV and syndication interests, CBS created Viacom to “spin-off” its cable
television assets.7 Iacopi sued CBS claiming his shares of TSC were undervalued because CBS
indirectly controlled Viacom by placing former CBS men in most of Viacom's executive
positions (Iacopi, 1971). Nonetheless, with capital from Viacom, TSC completed a one hundred
thousand dollars per mile cable trenching project and built headend facilities in Twin Peaks that
served as TSC's main hub for expanding cable in each direction throughout the city (Keller,
2000). Cable TV in San Francisco was now Viacom's along with twelve other cable systems on
the West Coast (Watson, 1971).

7

In the FCC's Second Report and Order in Docket No. 18397, 23 FCC 2d 816 (1970), it states: “we prohibited the
cross ownership or control, or cross interests, between the national television networks and CATV systems,
essentially because such cross ownership would impose a restraint upon the diversity of television programming
that cable television might otherwise provide, and would hinder the development of new cable-oriented networks
and thus have a dampening effect on potential programming competition on the national level.” Retrieved from,
http://myweb.uiowa.edu/johnson/FCCOps/1971/30F2_9.htm
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Gonzales moratorium proposal came a year after the FCC's Cable Television Report and
Order (1972) mandated access channels and the development of other non-broadcast operations
in the top 100 television markets. The Report allowed cable operators to import distant TV
signals in order to make cable service more attractive for areas with good television reception, in
return for developing local origination programming and providing public, education, and
government access channels (PEG). It also standardized signal carriage, technical standards,
program origination, ownership and employment qualifications, but it was far less conclusive on
the role the city would play (Burch, 1972, p.134).
In the FCC's 1972 Letter of Intent, the commission decided that federal oversight of all
cable franchises was unrealistic (Burch, 1972). Cities, the FCC believed, were in a far better
position to regulate cable operations that required local knowledge and expertise of the physical
geography and infrastructure of the city. Within the purview of the FCC, cities could decide
between qualified applicants, establish the franchise geographic boundary, and negotiate
subscriber rates. This type of ground control proposed to “ensure [a] character consistent with
public interest” (Burch, 1972, p.136). Because of the complexity of the construction, the
administration of the physical cable infrastructure became altogether different than establishing
regulations for its use.
Reports commissioned by the FCC concluded that “local government lacked the
expertise and resources needed for the regulation of a new communications medium” (Barnett
(1972). In the Letter (1972), the commission characterized federal oversight as a way to avoid
stifling the use of access channels by incapable local authorities. “We do not believe that the
purposes we seek to advance would be served by detailed regulations at this time...we think it is
important to allow a period of considerable experimentation. Thus, we believe that, except for
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the government channel, local regulation of access channels carrying programming is precluded
at this time” (Burch, 1972, p.124). Aside from the mandatory government access channel, the
commission wanted to discourage city governments from becoming television producers, or at
least frustrate any power the city might gain by controlling or influencing local programming.
Preempting local access control would prevent “one entity sitting astride all this channel capacity
and deciding what programming should or should not enter subscriber's homes” (p. 125). It was
this perception of local governments —their lack of expertise and resources, their questionable
politics and potentially anti-market behavior— that caused much of the legislative discussion
about preempting local authority in California in the first place.
In granting the cable operators control over public access and leased access channels,8 the
FCC stipulated a very broad set of rules they had to follow: there had to be at least one access
facility within the cable franchise boundary, service had to be offered on a non-discriminatory,
first-come-first serve basis, the cable company could not censor programming or engage in
programming control, and there could be no commercial advertising (Parsons & Frieden, 1998,
pp. 49-50). However, these guidelines were less helpful in determining how actual public access
to a cable channel would work. For instance, how much would time an individual or group need
to produce a show, who would train people to use the equipment, how much training is required,
how many time slots in the cablecast should be allotted, where would the production facilities be
located, what hours should the facility be open, what constitutes minimal production equipment,
do public access users need copyrights, and should community groups get priority over
individuals (Barnett, 1972, p.741)? From the FCC's perspective, these were the day-to-day

8

Leased access channels are typically more professional in terms of production and style. The cable company
hires a staff and crew, and advertising is generally pursued for programming. In general, the cable operator
could not charge the public for creating a program under five minutes and many public access experiments
started as mix public/leased access outfits.
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operational and administrative questions better solved by the cable operators working in
conjunction with the communities they serve. But these were not simply operational questions at
all. They were the tools, objects and mediators that shaped the production practices and the social
norms of the access producer community. It was these fairly mundane practices that constituted
the local “public interest character” that the FCC’s Letter of Intent had suggested was the
responsibility of the local authority (Burch, 1972, p. 136).
As compensation for more oversight, the FCC gave cable operators control over their
own channels and leeway to commandeer any unused access channel space for their own use.
This meant that there was real incentive to frustrate the public’s use of cable channels so the
company could reclaim them for Pay TV channels, leased operations, and two-way capacities
(Dean, Jr., 1971; Barrett, 1972). Without authority over how public access TV could be
implemented, there was little the city could demand from Viacom other than it create and
maintain a public access operation in some form. Legally, San Francisco could not revoke
Viacom's franchise, nor block them from continuing to wire the city until they provided them,
because the FCC had given cable operators until 1977 to comply to the new rules.9 Though the
FCC gave the cable operator's control over public access TV in order to discourage local
governments from censoring or influencing local programming, Viacom frustrated public access
participation with inadequate facilities, equipment, and management. Gonzales' first solution
explicitly understood the relationship between cable build-out in the city and the provision of
public access channels. Further expansion of Viacom's infrastructure should include cable
channel access facilities in neighborhoods not being wired.

9

Per the 1972 rules, grandfathered systems like the one in San Francisco had until 1977 to comply with the access
channel mandates
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Solution #2: “Revoke the city's other unused cable franchise owned by
Western Cable TV Co. and give it to a community group”
San Francisco initially awarded two cable franchises: one to Iacopi and Television Signal
Corporation in 1964, and the second franchise in 1966 to Western Cable Television Co. (WCT), a
subsidiary of Chronicle Publishing Co. Chronicle Publishing, owned the SF Chronicle, the
Examiner, KRON-TV television station, and an FM radio station in the city among other holding
in the Bay Area. WCT's franchise was never built because Iacopi's TSC had worked out an
exclusivity agreement with Pacific Telephone to use their telephone poles to run cable wire
(Newton, 1969). Chronicle Publishing also ran into problems with the FCC and new federal
policies restricted the cross ownership of television and cable systems within the same
broadcasters television area (Goodale & Friden, 2008). In the early months of 1970 Chronicle
President, Harold P. See, was called in front of the FCC to respond to charges that KRON-TV
had manipulated programming and media coverage in order to secure cable franchises in other
Bay Area cities (Raudebaugh, 1970a). Former station writers and photographers testified that
they were told to create positive programs about the cities and their officials because Western
was interested in obtaining lucrative cable franchises (Raudebaugh, 1970b). While the Chronicle
president eventually survived the allegations against him and the Chronicle, Western Cable soon
began to look for a permanent way out of their cable franchise in San Francisco. This gave
Television Signal Corporation, now predominantly owned by Viacom, with a less than natural
monopoly over cable television in San Francisco. Neither Western Cable nor the other SF Board
of Supervisors knew what to do with Western's unused franchise. Western Cable could not sell
the cable franchise because it had not yet started construction on the cable infrastructure as
stipulated in the franchise agreement. Because most cities at the time only had one cable
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company, it was unclear how a local competition between cable operators would work. Did San
Francisco really need another cable franchise? And what actually qualified a community group to
run a cable franchise?
Even though SF was a top 100 market, demand for cable was most prominent among
those with terrible reception and expendable incomes (Keller, 2000). Without the ability to
import distant channels it was questionable whether or not cable TV would continue to expand at
all, let alone provide the type of access to television production
for community groups (Zeidenberg, 1971, p.29). At any rate, in 1972 San Francisco broadcasters
were poised to benefit significantly from a boost in broadcast signal transmission with the
completion of the Sutro Tower. Sutro promised clear reception to the city’s numerous television
dead zones. If Sutro Tower worked, then only a relatively small and unfortunately located few in
the city would even need cable TV. Chronicle reporter and cable TV advocate Dwight Newton
asked, “Who wants to pay a monthly $3.75 or $5.40 fee to see pictures one can pick off Sutro for
free?” (Newton, 1972).

Image 3.1. Sutro Tower with the Golden Gate Bridge in the foreground. Photo by author, 2016
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Many in the community were not impressed by either the aesthetics of the tower or the
politics that built it. In what few public hearings there were, tower proponents warned residents
that if the tower was not built, big developers would buy the land and destroy the green space for
everyone (Placzek, 2017). Regardless of the politics behind the tower's construction, it was
completed in 1972 shortly after the iconic Transamerica Pyramid building in downtown.
Together the two vertical monuments reimagined the urban geography and skyline of the city in
the new age of information, finance and telecommunications. In the shadows of the two towers,
traversing the physical and ethereal landscape became increasing easier for middle class white
suburbanites and a quagmire for working class, ethnic and queer communities. Cable TV did not
seem to interfere in the uneven spatialization of the city despite its “blue sky” promises of
decentralization, deliberation, and access. But if access to decision-making arenas and equitable
distribution of public resources was at all materializing in the city it appeared to be outside the
construction of the cable TV infrastructure and not because of it.
In 1970, the FCC passed the Prime Time Access Rule (PTAR) prohibiting stations in the
top fifty television markets from broadcasting more than three hours of network programming an
evening during prime time. This meant that affiliate stations in each city or market needed to
produce their own programming or fill the time with non-network television shows. The FCC
hoped PTAR would create a market for independently produced programming and reduce the
dependence of local stations on commercial network fare (Agitation over access, 1972; Corbett,
1996).10 The most notable case for access to broadcasting by the public was United Church of
Christ v. FCC (1966) which established legal standing for individuals to challenge a broadcaster
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PTAR was repealed in 1995 on the basis that there was no longer need to promote independent program sources
because there was now increasing numbers of non-broadcast outlets available. Rather than developing local
origination, most broadcasters sought out programming like independently produced game shows that still
remain a prime time television staple.
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license renewal on the grounds of programming. Red Lion Broadcasting Company v. FCC
(1969), PTAR (1970), Business Executives Move For Vietnam Peace v. FCC (1971), and CBS v.
Democratic Nat'l Committee (1973) all alluded experiments with public access to broadcasting
and its facilities as a way to promote public interest (Krattenmaker &Powe, Jr., 1994).
San Jose State philosophy professor, Phil Jacklin, a co-founder of the Committee for
Open Media (COM), promoted one particular movement that took advantage of the room PTAR
proposed to create in broadcast television. Jacklin and COM mounted an effort to gain public
access to network television, radio, and cable by asking them to provide “free speech messages”
– five minute, taped messages by members of the community to be broadcast once in the
morning and once during prime time. In the fall of 1971, with the backing of the California
American Civil Liberties Union, Jacklin made a deal with KGO-TV in San Francisco and
numerous other Bay Area Stations to make their facilities available for the production of free
speech messages on a trial basis for 90 days (Test of limited, 1971). KIOI AM in San Francisco
also bought a radio production van and drove around the city soliciting free speech messages
from people on the street (Jacklin begins, 1974). Other broadcast stations in Pittsburg,
Philadelphia, Boston, and Baltimore made plans for the free speech experiment as a possible
ways to negotiate the fairness doctrine and their obligation to serve the public interest (1972's
Vox Pop, 1972). Jacklin's COM group even gave a First Amendment award in 1972 to broadcast
stations that “embraced the premise of the free speech message in the Bay Area” (New Awards,
1972, p. 30).
The “Jacklin Plan” consisted of asking broadcasters to subsidize, or contribute to and
maintain, an “access center” for the public to produce free speech messages they would then air
during their evening broadcasts. If stations refused, Jacklin proposed community groups contest
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the stations license renewals (Jacklin begins, 1974). While licenses today are rarely challenged,
broadcasters in 1973 had already witnessed WLBT (TV) in Jackson Mississippi in 1969 lose its
license because its programming consistently neglected the interests of the mostly black residents
that lived in its transmission area (Horwitz, 1997). That same year members of Black Efforts for
Soul on Television picketed in front of network stations in San Francisco charging the
broadcasters with similar misrepresentation of the black community on their networks
(Montgomery, 1989, p.73). In 1972 WHBH (TV) in Boston also lost its broadcast licenses when
business and community leaders convinced the FCC that because the same company owned a
local television station and newspaper, programming in the area lacked diversity (McConnell,
2004). The same year that Gonzales proposed the moratorium on cable build out in San
Francisco, Jacklin's COM advocates claimed to have successfully challenged the cable giant,
Teleprompter, in Santa Cruz when Teleprompter lost the bid for the city's cable franchise. In an
interview in an Ann Arbor newsletter, Allen Frederiksen, aka, “Johnny Videotape” of Santa Cruz
Community Television Project and COM, described sending a collect telegram to Teleprompter
president Walter Bresnan that read, “Last night you lost the Saratoga franchise because of your
public service record in Santa Cruz. Future application defeats pending....” The next day
Frederikson received a phone call from Teleprompter asking to schedule a meeting to talk about
access (Cable TV, 1973, p.17).
In the Bay Area then, at the center of what Jacklin and others imagined as a revolution in
the relationship between the broadcast industry and the public at both local and federal levels,
there were signs that some form of broadcast television access was in the midst of forming. At
the same time there were also promising signs that other media such as radio and newspapers
were becoming stronger advocates and outlets for minority political action and ownership. The
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longest running Spanish/English newspaper in California, El Tecolote, a volunteer run Latino
advocacy newspaper began distribution on August 24th, 1970, and Bay Area Reporter, the oldest
LGBT newspaper in the country started on April 1st, 1971. Community radio station KPOO also
started broadcasting into the Bay Area in 1971 and became the first black run radio station in San
Francisco.
In spite of this activism, there were not a lot of examples of cable systems themselves
being owned or run by community organizations in 1973, and even fewer systems that were
minority owned or run. The first predominantly black owned cable company to acquire a major
cable franchise in the Bay Area was Focus Cable Inc. in Oakland. It was also the first joint
venture between Teleprompter, the largest cable corporation in the country at the time, and a
minority-owned company (Tate & Ledbetter, 1971). The completion of their system's initial
construction was scheduled for December of 1973. Unfortunately, by February of 1974 Focus
was struggling to finish its build-out and customer service obligations and had to renegotiate a
year extension and a $750 a day fine for breach of contract (Oakland dangles, 1974, p.10).
Perhaps still fuming from his loss in Santa Cruz, Teleprompter president William Bresnan told
the SF Chronicle that the delays were caused by shortages of coaxial cable, problems
coordinating with the local telephone and utility companies, and “hunting for minority
employees under an affirmative action hiring plan” (Oakland cable, 1973). Citizen groups
complained that Focus catered to the white affluent neighborhoods, like Piedmont, who received
better equipment, faster customer service, and were not required to pay the high installation fees
that the lower income neighborhoods had to pay in Oakland (Sharpe, 1976). Other advocacy
groups argued that Focus did not qualify for grandfathered status under the new 1972 FCC rules
because the company had not provided cable service to any residents by March of that year
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(Oakland feuding, 1973). This status meant Focus, like Viacom in San Francisco, did not have to
comply with the local origination or access channels rules until 1977.
Meeting the franchise obligations was only part of Focus Cable's problems. In 1976,
Focus workers went on strike claiming the company racially discriminated against it employees
through wages and benefits disputes (Communications union, 1976). The dispute escalated when
a warehouse owned by Focus was burned to the ground. Both Focus Cable and the leadership of
the labor union, the Communications Workers of America, accused each other of bullying and
intimidation. There were also reports of gunmen firing at cable boxes and representatives being
forced off the road by masked men in cars. “It was like something out of the 1930s,” Focus
attorney Allen Berks recalled (Murphy, 1976). Despite its beginning as a local minority owned
cable company, Focus Cable's partnership with Teleprompter, and Teleprompter's broader
economy of scale diffused its ability to address the racial discrimination in employment and
redlining construction in the poor, mostly black neighborhoods in Oakland. Focus Cable was
bought out by Westinghouse once the system was finally built in 1981 (Wilson, 1994).
Cable giants like Teleprompter were hesitant to try to compete in San Francisco because
the most lucrative areas were already wired (Cone, 1973; Courts ponder, 1980). In December of
1973, the SF Board of Supervisors held public meeting on whether they should repeal and
dissolve the Western Cable franchise or open it for bidding. In that hearing, Ben Rivera, head of
the Latino Local Development Company, another Johnson era CAA program, mirrored Gonzales'
claims against Viacom arguing that the cable operator had continually denied minorities access to
cable channels (Supervisor's unit, 1973). Representing the Chinese, Latino, Filipino, Black and
youth communities, Rivera recommended to the Board that the franchise be transferred to the
San Francisco Cable Television Corporation, a newly formed organization comprised of
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underrepresented groups in the city, as an effort by the city to promote minority participation and
ownership. If the city repealed the franchise, Rivera argued, a new franchise would have to be
created, solicited, and the city would have to proceed with public hearings before awarding the
franchise. This, Rivera argued, would add months, even years to the process of utilizing it and
that would give Viacom time to build-out their cable system enough to make another cable
system unattractive financially. A transfer however, would allow a group or company to get
started right away (Supervisor's unit, 1973). The Board was reluctant to award Rivera, or any
other organization, until the Cable Task Force had completed its study and the request eventually
died in bureaucracy.
It is by no means a cop-out to suggest that the problem in San Francisco at the time was
that no one in the city government knew exactly what to do with the extra franchise. This does
not dismiss the complexity of the moment. The perception that municipal governments possessed
insufficient knowledge, expertise, and resources, was exactly why federal and state regulators
proposed state franchising. But given the history of structural racism in the U.S., this cultural
bias extended exponentially to marginalized groups in San Francisco who proposed controlling
access channels. What the period of the Gonzales moratorium demonstrates is that cable and
access became an inherent part of reinforcing the racial and class politics in San Francisco and
the Bay Area. Rather than a technology and infrastructure for community members to scale jump
their individual or group interests – to shift and extend them beyond their “dwelling” – cable
appeared to be reinforcing the ongoing political, economic, and cultural spatial differentiation of
the city.
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Solution #3: “Arrange for a city ownership of all cablevision”

Most of the same concerns I discussed for contextualizing Gonzales' proposal to give a
community group control of the cable franchise – that the battle over the cable franchise
reinforced normative cultural and political divisions in the city – apply to the Gonzales' proposal
for municipal ownership of cable. In general the growth trend in cable ownership in the early
1970s was not municipal. In 1971 there were approximately twenty-five municipally owned
systems in the US, eighteen in 1973, and by 1974 the number had dropped to fourteen (Baer,
1973, p. 96; Shafer, 1973, p.18; Cable Data, 1974). By 1981 there were twenty-eight municipally
owned cable systems but only one of the twenty eight cities had a population of over 50,000
(Mackenna, 1981, p. 134) Most municipally owned systems were in relatively small
communities that could not attract private investment (p. 311- 314). There were a few local
examples of municipal ownership in the Bay Area. San Bruno, twenty miles south of San
Francisco, and Stockton, had or were developing municipally owned systems that could have
served as a blue print for San Francisco (Cypress, 1972).11 But San Bruno and Stockton owned
their systems early on and their geography, density, and demographics were significantly
different than the denser urban geography of San Francisco.
Locally owned cable companies were also being bought up by larger corporations like
Westinghouse and General Electric, and consolidated in larger cable companies like
Teleprompter and Viacom. In 1973, twelve cable companies accounted for half the 5.5 million
cable subscribers at the time (Brom & Krishner, 1974). By 1978, out of California's nation
leading 1.5 million subscribers, only eight percent (120,000) were getting cable from a
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In 1972, Cypress Communications Corp. announced a plan to share ownership of cable system with the city of
Stockton that had a population 110, 000 in 1970 (Cypress, 1972).
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homegrown, locally owned cable company (Jacobson, 1978, p. 6, 20). In San Francisco, Iacopi
had already sold most of TSC to CBS in the late 1960s, and the city had granted TSC a twentyyear cable franchise set to expire in 1985. This meant that San Francisco would have to rely on
eminent domain to acquire the system, or prove in court that TSC had violated the terms of the
franchise agreement in ways that grossly damaged the system's public interest character.12
Commandeering the cable system from TSC could prove costly and take years to settle in court.
Though both the feds and the state gave cities leeway to build and own their own
systems, the biggest stumbling block to municipal ownership was the construction and
maintenance of the cable TV system. It took a large commitment by city governments to put
together the finances, administration, expertise, and physical infrastructure that could expand as
the technology and federal policy did. Estimates in the early 1970s for cable wiring in an urban
city like San Francisco ranged from $4,000 to $50,000 per mile depending on the availability of
pole attachments or need to construct underground conduits. An additional half a million dollars
was also needed for the cable headend equipment, legal services, and promotion (Tate &
Ledbetter, 1971). In the Twin Peaks area of San Francisco the price per mile was estimated at
$100,000 (Cable TV, 1980).
Even though the initial cost for the physical infrastructure could be recouped over the
systems lifetime, a crucial expense for municipally owned cable systems was in the
implementation of local origination (Tate & Ledbetter, 1971).13 As stated earlier, the League of
California Cities warned cities that the FCC's new origination and access rules may put them into
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San Francisco Cable Franchise Renewals (File No. 031750)
Rough estimates in 1971 put the cost of studio equipment anywhere from $10, 000- $80,000 depending on
whether the system used two or three-cameras and whether or not the production equipment shot black and white
or color video . The first year expenses for producing the actual programming using color production equipment,
administration and staff, power, both local and purchased production services was estimated at almost one
hundred thousand dollars (Tate & Ledbetter, 1971, p 43-49).
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the position of becoming programmers and bind them financially to obligations not usually part
of a city government's operations (League, 1972, pg. 6). The FCC's Letter (1972) outlined
municipal control over educational and government access channels but cities had no jurisdiction
over public access (Burch, 1972). In a similar vein, academics and activists warned that even in
cities with large black communities, minorities were severely underrepresented in the policy
making structures of other municipally owned or controlled entities such as transportation, public
housing, and harbor and airport authorities (Tate & Ledbetter, 1971). Unless protections were
established for minorities, municipal cable ownership would follow suit. Would the city even be
a suitable cable programmer? Would municipal ownership provide protections for minority
communities? There is very little evidence to suggest it would.
Although municipal ownership might have fit the “summer of love” cultural politics
during the late 1960s, Carlsson (2011) states that by then, “Bay Area corporate planners had
already restructured the Bay Area economy to 'regionalize' production, an important precursor to
the wider campaign to accelerate globalization.” (p. 9). By 1965, the Bay Area was home to 159
major corporations with combined assets of over 67.6 billion dollars and about half those
companies were involved in banking, savings and loan, investments and securities (Headquarter
city, 1965). In short, San Francisco had become a corporate city and non-broadcast cable
operations like networking and data transmission, satellite, and cellular radio technologies, were
rapidly growing businesses that many of the city's corporations had provided the first markets
for. Replacing corporate control over a nascent telecommunications infrastructure with municipal
control was counter to the way San Francisco's economic power was moving.
But perhaps the most convincing evidence against municipal ownership of cable in SF
was the record of SF voters. San Franciscans had continuously voted down a municipal takeover
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of Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) facilities since 1920 (Burns, 1971).14 This is perhaps because
PG&E started in San Francisco in 1905, and its roots and money pervaded and influenced the
local political power structure. In most cases a cable systems used and integrated with the
electrical infrastructure of the city, including renting utility poles, wire networks, and other utility
facilities. This provides a utility company with a significant incentive for lobbying against
municipally owned cable systems. Not only would a utility company potentially lose the income
it received from rent and services to cable operators, but they may also be forced to provide some
of their services and properties for free or at a reduced rate to the city. Economics aside,
municipal ownership involved approving a citywide ballot measure and that meant convincing
more than half the population of San Francisco that the city should go into debt to purchase it
from Viacom. This was perhaps the hardest argument to make given that most people at the time
considered cable TV a signal relay system that only the more affluent neighborhoods in San
Francisco were wired for anyway.
It is unlikely that a ballot measure for municipal ownership of the cable system would
ever pass. Voters in San Francisco are traditionally more apt to approve bond issues for public
services for the entire city rather than neighborhood specific propositions. Because of the very
clear stratification of race and class by neighborhood in SF, approving funds for new
development pinned for a specific neighborhood, particularly the large black neighborhoods of
Bayview and Hunters Point, meant voters were prioritizing one group over another. In one
instance in 2005, the mostly white middle class resident of Bernal Heights tried to block a Home
Depot being built in the black neighborhood of Hunters Point because they argue it would
increase traffic. Hunters Point residents argued they needed the jobs the Home Depot would
14

Public ownership of gas and electric utilities was voted down nine times between 1920 and 1945. In 1971 the SF
Board of Supervisors rejected proposal by citizen groups to study the acquisition of Pacific Gas and Electric's
systems in the city (Burns, 1971).
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bring. On another occasion the equally white Potrero Hill in the 1990s tried to block an
affordable housing project in their neighborhood by suggesting the area was home to an
endangered spider (Bietel, 2004; Domhoff, 2011).
At the time of Gonzales' proposal, the city had acquired a significant amount of public
debt for citywide services. Between 1967 and 1973, voters approved 98 million dollars for the
airport, 94.9 million dollars for the San Francisco harbor, and 129 million for water treatment
and sewer improvements (SF Ballot prop database). In 1973, the city's Public Utilities
Commission approved a 10.8 million dollar bond for public transportation improvements and
voters approved 37.8 million dollar bond for public school building improvements. These were
services traditionally understood as benefitting everyone regardless of where one lived in the
city. Measures that focused on a particular neighborhood were less likely to be approved. In
1968, San Francisco voters passed a measure to take over the harbor from the state as well as
assume 60.9 million dollars of related debt, but they rejected a 6.4 million dollar bond for a
Bayview/Hunters Point Park and Recreation initiative and a 14.8 million dollar general park and
recreation bond that pinned money for major projects in poor and middle class black
neighborhoods (Healey, 1968). In 1969, voters rejected the same propositions. In 1970, voters
approved 65 million dollars for water pollution control and to raise the city's bond debt limit and
rejected a 5.5 million dollar bond for school improvements in Hunters Point (SF Ballot prop
database).
The tension between propositions for citywide services versus neighborhood
redevelopment is significant because it reveals spatialized structural and cultural bias in the
materiality of the urban infrastructure of San Francisco. In general, the more affluent
neighborhoods had little reason or need to push for ballot propositions for infrastructural
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improvements. Though ballot propositions to allocate funds for poorer neighborhoods appears
only indirectly tied to a political argument for municipal cable ownership, structural bias
motivated Gonzales' cable moratorium and it became an effort to push the Board of Supervisors
to take a more direct role in determining the way cable services would benefit minorities in the
city. In the end, the moratorium was vetoed for lack of a second, and the Board of Supervisors
sat on the Western Cable franchise until it eventually disappeared.15 In the meantime, the Board
formed a cable task force in 1974 to study and make recommendations about how the city should
address the future of cable TV. The moratorium demonstrates the complexity of political,
cultural, and geographical factors that come together to enable and constrain municipal franchise
authority and the development of a cable infrastructure. In contrast to the cable discourses in
early 1970s that championed localism, decentralization, and participation, San Francisco had
very little control over the cable television and public access channels. Without the jurisdiction
of the city as a strong intermediary, individuals and groups were at the mercy of dominant
structural inequalities in the city and Viacom's minimalist interpretation of the FCC rules.
Furthermore, the 1972 cable rules formalized a “deliberately structured dualism,” that
outlined two different jurisdictional scales. The city was responsible for the construction and
maintenance of the physical infrastructure, and the federal government for guiding the more
ethical and experiential aspects of the cable TV.16 Federal oversight helped to standardize the
economic and technical aspects of the cable industry, yet the gap between jurisdiction over the
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It was not until 2000 that the SF BOS awarded a second cable franchise to RCN.
“The ultimate dividing line, as we see it, rests on the distinction between reasonable regulations regarding use of
the streets and rights-of-way and the regulation of the operational aspects of cable communications. The former
is clearly within the jurisdiction of the states and their political subdivisions. The latter, to the degree exercised,
is within the jurisdiction of this Commission. This is so because of the inter-state nature of the medium as
enunciated by the Supreme Court”. FCC citing United States v. Southwestern Cable, 392 U.S. 157 (1968) and
United States v. Midwest Video Corp., 406 U.S. 649 (1972); Cable Television Report and Order, 36 F.C.C.2d
143, 207 (1972). -- N.Y. St. Com'N On Cable Television v. F.C.C., 749 F.2d 804, 809 (1984), Id. At 207-10.
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physical cable infrastructure and the jurisdiction over the civic experience and ideology of it,
manifested later in the struggle over the practices and conditions of public access television. As
Berrigan argued in a report for UNESCO in 1977, access is “a matter of operation as well as
ideology”(p.15). The very real result of this separation was that San Francisco's early public
access channel was little more than a small makeshift studio with outdated equipment in the back
of a Viacom sales office. It became a public channel in a private space; a public practice
controlled and regulated by a private corporation, and a public service, without public support or
jurisdiction. When Midwest Video Corp. v. FCC (II) vacated the access channel mandate in 1979
and gave cable companies control over all their channels, it was in the spirit of good faith on one
hand, and the ability to manipulate the local franchise authority to negotiate cable rates and build
out requirements on the other, that compelled Viacom to continue to operate the public access
channel.

Preempting City Authority: From Cable Rates to California's Digital Information
and Video Competition Act, 2006
The home rule tradition in California, which had successfully repelled state franchising
efforts for decades, began to crack by the end of the 1970s. Legislation preempting municipal
authority through state franchising gave way to lobbying efforts by cable companies for control
over cable rates. In San Francisco, like other cities, rate changes were usually approved through
public hearings and an amendment to the franchise. Approval typically included other
amendments like increases in franchise fees, or modifications to the build-out requirements. For
instance in 1969, when Viacom wanted to increase their rate from five dollars a month for seven
channels, to $6.25 for twelve channels, the Board of Supervisors required Viacom to begin local
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origination programming, redefine the boundaries of the franchise, and raise the cable franchise
fee from two percent to five percent (Board Oks, 1969; Journal of proceedings, 1969). In
general, cable operators argued that rate control and the ability to extract services and fees, made
it hard to ensure a positive rate of return that the company could use to borrow capital to expand
their system. Cities, however, saw their control over cable rates as an important check and
balance mechanism, and in some cases, as a supplement to their budget.
The regulatory climate at the federal and state levels also changed in the 1970s and
1980s. States had become more independent in how they could spend federal grants under
Nixon, but by the mid-1980s Reagan had cut most of the revenue sharing programs in an effort
to reduce the size and administration of both federal and state governments by reducing income
tax. This forced state governments to shore up potential deficits and program cuts (Jillson, 2016).
The FCC under chairmen Wiley, Ferris, and Fowler moved broadcast and telecommunication
policy from a focus on broadcasters as “community trustees” to one focused on broadcaster as
“market participants” (Fowler & Brenner, 1982). Fowler and Brenner's A Marketplace Approach
to Broadcast Regulation (1982) argued that the marketplace, not federal oversight, was better
able to determine the public interest. Similar to the role of the federal government, cities in this
neoliberal view should facilitate the operations of the market rather than impose arbitrary
regulation.

The Attack on Cable Rate Control in California

It was inflation in the late 1970s that aroused new motivations by legislators in California
for checking municipal power in general. The financial bailout of New York City, the near
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bankruptcy of Cleveland, and Proposition 13 (1978) and Proposition 4 (1979) in California
shifted public concern for fiscal responsibility from federal spending to local city budgets
(McKenna, 1981). That federal and state legislators continued to see municipal governments as
fiscally and politically irresponsible played a key role in shifting cable jurisdictional authority in
California.
In 1978, the California Community Television Association, a lobbying organization for
cable operators, threw a cocktail party at the Senator Hotel across the street from the state capital
building in Sacramento. Among the fifty or so legislators in attendance was former state
franchising proponent Senator Alfred Alquist. A year after his state franchising bill was defeated
in 1973, Alquist co-authored the 1974 landmark Warren-Alquist Act creating the California
Energy Commission, a model for regional energy commissions around the nation. As a New
Deal Democratic born in Memphis Tennessee, Alquist's biggest political influence was
Roosevelt's Tennessee Valley Authority. “I've seen just what tremendous change that TVA did in
making cheap power available to that section of the country. It's primarily responsible for the
growth and development of that whole part of the country” (Alquist, 1987). He favored larger
regional governance over the limited and often times politically motivated decision-making
process of isolated municipal governments (Alquist, 1987). But in 1978, with federal policy
increasingly bent towards deregulation, cable companies found an ally in Alquist rather than a
foe. Senate Bill 1757 (S.B. 1757), proposed time limits for city decisions on rate changes, gave
cable operators the authority to sue cities for breach of contract, and provided inverse
condemnation in the event that their requests for cable rate increases were rejected.17 The bill
reinterpreted the existing precedent in California that treated cable rate disputes as mandamus
remedies (court ordered). Cable operators hoped that the threat of lawsuits would force cities to
17

S.B. 1757, 1978-79 Cal. Leg., Reg. Sess. (1979).
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simply approve rate increases rather than endure the time and expense of a court battle. Alquist
pushed the bill through the state senate and assembly before Governor Brown vetoed it. (Brown
vetoes bill, 1978). “I'm not too sure the Governor will sign it,” Alquist suggested in an interview,
“he sort of has a Ralph Nader ideological approach to consumer protection” (Boyarsky, 1978).
President Carter had also recently entered office under a pro consumer advocacy position, and
despite the aura of deregulation in the late 1970s and 1980s, Brown's veto reflected a stalwart
belief that preempting local control over cable rates unreasonably diminished local authority and
local consumer power without sufficient compensation.
Soon after the defeat of SB 1757, California Assembly Bill 699 (1979) sought to amend
the cable franchise agreement to give cable operators the option of self-adjusting cable rates if
their systems met certain obligations. Cable operators complained that without of the ability to
control rates, there was no guarantee they could recoup their investment in the infrastructure. The
bill eventually proposed a series of conditions that cable operators had to meet in order to
preempt local rate control; (1) they provide twenty or more channels, (2) receive satellite
television signals by an earth receiving station, (3) have a subscriber penetration rate of less than
seventy percent of the franchise area, (4) if the system was located in an area served by three
significantly viewed stations or two significantly viewed and one educational station, and (5)
participate in a community channel service program as defined by the statute (Marticorena &
Marticorena, 1983, p. 694). Given that FCC v. Midwest Video II (1979) vacated the rules that
mandating access channels, AB 699 seemed like a positive compromise between regulators,
cable operators, the city, and access advocates.
The passing of AB 699 was great news for Viacom in San Francisco. Just a few years
earlier, the company requested one of the highest rate increases in the Bay Area (from $7.50 to
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$8.25 on January 1st, 1978, then to $10 on January 1st, 1979) just as the FCC had preempted
state and local regulation of premium channels and non-broadcast services (Viacom rate, 1977;
Rosenbloom, 1999). By the late 1970s, Viacom's system had twenty-six channels and just fewer
than 46,500 subscribers or approximately 6% of the population of San Francisco (U.S. Census,
2016). Viacom had also established a local origination studio at Far West Labs on Folsom St in
Northeast Mission, and a make shift public access studio in a loft at their sales office on Potrero
Ave. In the process, Viacom's general manager, Neil McHugh, argued the rate hikes were
necessary because Viacom had lost approximately 60.3 million dollars investing in San
Francisco's cable infrastructure since 1964 (Shinoff & West, 1980). In order to operate in the
black, their strategy now was to consolidate new services in existing areas rather than expand
into new neighborhoods. McHugh told the Board of Supervisors that Viacom would strive for
fifty percent saturation in wired neighborhoods because service in the poorer areas of the city
was not economical (Shinoff & West, 1980). Viacom's growth strategy was redlining, and their
process for dealing with requests from Board of Supervisor's to wire public buildings and
schools was to simply ignore them.
During the rate renegotiations in 1980, Viacom also asked the city to extend their
franchise agreement, set to end in 1985, for twenty more years. In exchange for the extension,
the Board requested Viacom upgrade their channel capacity to fifty-two channels and wire an
additional 120,000 homes. The Board would create a subscriber advocacy committee, outline
Viacom's responsibility access facilities and equipment, and establish a new timeline for
completing the wiring the rest of the city by 1988. (Kilduff, 1980; Supervisor's extend, 1980;
Journal of proceeding, 1980). In the deal Viacom also pledged to invest another sixty million
dollars in upgrading the cable infrastructure in order to take advantage of new opportunities in
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integrated communications and data services. As private firms in San Francisco began to
experiment with bundling voice, data, and video using satellite technology in the early 1980s,
they saw cable's wire infrastructure as viable and less expensive inter-city communications
network for bi-coastal and international business (Caroll, 1980). These are a few examples of
how the Board's was able to use their rate control authority to renegotiate the terms of the
franchise fee. More often than not, though, what the renegotiations did was simply reaffirm preexisting obligations in the franchise. As Chapter 4 discusses, this franchise renegotiation process
became an important political scale for public access television advocates organize around in
order push Viacom for better facilities and equipment.
In the meantime the FCC and Supreme Court was actively eliminating most aspects of
local franchise regulation. Yet after the FCC eliminated distant signal carriage and syndication
exclusivity rules in Midwest II (1979), many in the policy community believed federal regulation
of cable had shifted to the state and local authorities (Gullet, 1984; Besen & Crandall, 1981). The
courts in Capital Cities Cable, Inc. v. Crisp (1983), a decision that preempted Oklahoma state
law banning liquor advertisements on imported cable feeds, reaffirmed the FCC’s power to
preempt all local and state regulation. To discourage egregious franchise conditions set by local
franchising agents, the courts in Community Communications, Co, v. Boulder (1982) concluded
that cities were liable for anti-competitive damages in their negotiations with cable operators.
While it protected cable companies from being gouged by local authorities, it also saddled
potential experimentation with the infrastructure, a fundamental part of the relationship between
the community and the cable operator the FCC encourage a decade earlier.
In California, Assembly Bill 3685 (1982) updated and extended AB 699 (1979)
effectively preempting local authority over cable rate regulation. This diminished the ability of
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the city to use rate increases to enforce the terms of the franchise (Marticorena & Marticorena,
1983, p.696). Cities argued that the “meager and paltry benefits” from public access facilities did
not compensate the city or its residents for the profits cable operators would make from rate
hikes (p. 708). Cities also argued that the state should of passed a bill setting standards for rate
regulation rather than abolishing the centerpiece of local franchise control (p. 709). That same
year, Assembly Bill 2742 (1982) declared cable TV a public utility, but the state franchising
philosophy was once again rejected (p.698). Essentially then, state legislators did not trust local
authority to set cable rates, but did not want to control cable as public utility. This confusion over
cable authority benefitted the cable operator and market control, and forced municipal
government to wait for the upcoming federal legislation in 1984 to establish some sort of
balance.
The major pieces of federal legislation in the 1980s and 1990s, the 1984 Cable
Communication Act and the 1996 Telecommunications Act, were generally pro-industry bills.
Both pieces of legislation promised that more competition would provide consumers with lower
prices, more program and service diversity, and more jobs. The 1984 Cable Communication
Policy Act was a begrudged compromise between the cable lobbyist and the Nation League of
Cities with virtually no public participation (Aufderheide, p. 2000, p.122). The act standardized
the franchise process, capping franchise fees at five percent, reemphasized, at least symbolically,
municipal control over the franchise, but limited the ability of the city to refuse franchise
renewals. The Act also permitted local franchising authorities to regulate rates but only if the
cable operator did not face “effective competition” in the franchise area. However, the FCC
defined “effective competition” in a franchise area as coverage by at least three broadcast
television stations – a circumstance that applied to approximately 97% of the U.S. (Parsons &
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Frieden, 1998, p.227). With essentially no rate regulation, enforced cross-ownership bans, de
facto exclusive franchises, as well as the elimination of distant signals, syndicated exclusivity,
and must carry rules through the 1984 Cable Act, cable operators more than doubled their
revenue from $8.5 billion in 1984 to $17.7 billion in 1989 (Cooper, 1993).
Though the Cable Television Consumer Protection and Competition Act of 1992
reintroduced local rate regulation after years of rising cable rates, it remained unclear whether or
not cable was more effective at providing services as a regulated “natural monopoly” or through
increased market competition and deregulation. This is not a discussion that can address this
broader question. The importance of rate control was its use an artifact or tool through which the
local franchising agency could mediate public and private interests through the cable system. As
discussed earlier, cities like San Francisco used rate hike negotiations to increase channel
capacities and build out requirements. In the absence of the ability to regulate rates, cities turned
their focus to non-price benefits like access channels and the free wiring of public buildings
(Zupan, 1989). The significance of non-price features was that they were place-specific, driven
by the needs of the constituency it represented and the fact that Congress continued to allow nonprice features like wiring public schools and I-net reinforced the notion that a cable infrastructure
was a uniquely situated system. The 1996 Telecommunication Act did little to change this nonprice aspect of cable authority (Grogen, 1996). Instead it undermined the claim cities had over
their rights of way.
The purpose of the 1996 Telecommunications Act was to eliminate barriers for telephone
companies to enter the cable and video market and for cable to offer phone and data services, and
requiring interconnection and unbundling of the incumbents network to new entrants
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(Aufderheide, 1999).18 Proponents of the Telecom Act argued that increased competition would
save consumers money, provide more jobs, and create a more competitive cable market. The Act
proposed to save consumers 550 billion dollars on phone and cable bills over ten years, yet by
2005 cable rates were up 47.2 % and local phone rates had risen 23.2 % (Boyle, Shaffer, &
Wexler, 2005). The act projected the creation of 1.4 million jobs, yet by 2003 the U. S.
telecommunications sector had let go approximately 500,000 employees (Boyle, et al., 2005).
National caps on television and radio station ownership were removed and only a year later, the
top 10 cable MSO's composed 75% of the industry (Aufderheide, 1999, p.91).
The most important aspect of the 1996 Telecom Act for the discussion here, however,
centers on the ability of the city to control its city space. Particularly in section 253 (47 U.S.C.
253), under the auspice of removing “barriers to entry”, cities were barred from preventing any
competitive company who applied to provide telecommunications services from using public
rights of way. “Any management activities that the 1996 Telecom Act allows cities to continue
are only to be exercised on a competitively neutral, nondiscriminatory basis” (Worstell, 1998, p.
447). This meant cities could not discriminate between operators in ways that addressed their
own local concerns (p. 449).
“Instead of allowing monopoly and antitrust matters to be addressed by statutes
that are already in place (such as the Clayton and Sherman Acts), Congress has
given away cities' property in the absence of any stated municipal wrongdoing.
This prevents city managers from exercising their honed ability to judge which
firms are best to provide particular services and thus, which should be allowed to
permanently occupy their most valuable asset” (p.447).

18

Early attempts to merge voice, data and video were particularly important for San Francisco. Not only had Viacom
participated in one of the early experiments of multi-platform delivery with SBS in 1980, but the SF based
telephone company Pacific Telesis had been experimenting with providing video and cable TV for years and
received permission from the FCC in 1995 to begin to rebuilt their advanced network (phone, data, video)
(Shiver, Jr., 1995).
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Although section 253 suggested local authority over rights of way remained intact,
“competitively neutral” ignored the explicit role of the city government in protecting the public
and private interests of their constituents who have diverse place-based needs. In addition,
“competitively neutral” suggests that all telecom providers, whether they are telephone, cable,
wireless, or internet service providers, large multi-national conglomerate or a locally owned
multi-system operator, are essentially the same despite varying technologies and economies of
scale (p. 453). Furthermore, local authorities under subsection 253 were liable for changing their
franchise fees to accommodate the “competitively neutral” mandate. However the application of
subsection 253 does not consider that municipal franchise fees across the nation may vary for
different place-specific reasons (p. 459).
The barrier to entry clause in the 1996 Telecom Act explicitly reproduces historical, antilocal sentiment by the state and federal regulators beyond merely the administration of cable as it
did in the 1972 cable rules. It abstracted local infrastructural needs because it essentially
overgeneralized and flattened space, technology, and cable operations shifting authority over city
space to the FCC and the market. In Classic Communications v. Rural (1996), two small towns
in Kansas denied Classic Communications, Inc. franchises for the explicit reason that Classic, an
out of town telecommunication provider, had plans to buyout a smaller telecom service in the
area that was antiquated and inadequate. In front of the FCC, both cities argued that their refusal
to accept Classic’s proposal was not a prohibition on entry but the “denial of a franchise to a
company who was ill-equipped and objectively unqualified to provide service” (Worstell, 1998,
p. 454). Rural Telephone Service Company was granted the franchise because they had a good
reputation, were local, and had proven financial security and resources to build and advanced
telecommunications infrastructure. The FCC claimed that these reasons were not enough for the
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city to preclude Classic from providing services under a strict interpretation of section 253. There
was no evidence that Classic could not upgrade the system or provide services that were not
harmful to the public interest. The obvious paradox in the FCC's decision is the nature of local
authority to determine the use of their rights of way. “Thus, only the FCC is to determine
whether a local government has made a wise decision by disallowing a telecommunications firm
from occupying the space beneath its rights-of-way” (Worstell, 1998, p. 452).
The application of section 253's competitive neutrality clause to the jurisdiction over city
space also has implications for more contemporary issues in remedying “significant gaps” in the
service of wireless provider's coverage in the city. A significant gap in wireless service are areas
where the providers signal, either by physical obstruction or by distance between towers, is
unable to connect to the providers broader network (Steiner & Van Eaton, 2012). Cities are
generally precluded from preventing companies with franchises from constructing towers to
activate their network, but there are particular local codes that deal with colloquial aesthetics
such as height regulations, the preservation of the character of a neighborhood, and aesthetic
blight that the courts have consider legitimate reasons for prohibiting construction of towers
(Steiner & Van Eaton, 2012). Cities also have authority to negotiate the manner of construction
and the design of the tower. Yet regulation prohibits the city from enacting any decision that
prevents the wireless provider from closing “significant gaps” in its network (Steiner, 2015).
This prohibition undermines local control over city space because the definition of significant
gap only takes into consideration signal transmission gaps in the providers network. This narrow
definition precludes discussions in the appeal process about other significant gaps in the
providers broader service – services in poor neighborhoods, to low-income residents, to public
institutions, in customer service and public interest. The application of a neutral, technical,
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definition of competition and network then obfuscates the city governments’ obligations to the
welfare of its residents.
While the 1996 Telecom Act provided a regulatory path for telecom providers to bundle
services into a triple play package, the more significant effect of the Act was the perpetuation of
a historical bias against municipal governments by federal regulation in favor of market
standardization, expansion, and interconnectivity. Section 253 of the Telecom Act reveals how
these discourses were activated through the deterritorialization of city authority and jurisdiction.
Nevertheless, the main obstacle for total telecom convergence was not technical or even
necessarily the FCC. It was negotiating local municipal control over the franchise.19 The
conditions of competitive neutrality separated the franchise agreement from the city's authority,
and city authority over its own city space. This dynamic set the stage in California for total
preemption of municipal authority over their cable franchise in 2006.

California's Digital Infrastructure and Video Competition Act, 2006 (DIVCA)
AT&T initiated the push for Assembly Bill 2987 or DIVCA, California's state franchising
law, in an effort to standardize market conditions and regulations regionally for video, voice, and
data service commonly referred to as “triple-play service” (DIVCA, 2006). It preempted local
franchising authority with a statewide franchise issued by the California Public Utilities
Commission. Cable providers in the U.S. like Comcast, Charter Communications, Cox
Communications, Cablevision, and Time Warner (now Spectrum) all provide triple-play service.
Triple-play is a complex legal and regulatory nightmare because it deals with policies and legal
19

The 1996 Act originally preempted local franchise regulation for open video service provide by telephone
companies as a common carrier service but was overturned in FCC v. Dallas (1999). See, 165 F. 3d 341 City of
Dallas Texas v. Federal Communications Commission. Retrieved from http://openjurist.org/165/f3d/341/city-ofdallas-texas-v-federal-communications-commission telephone companies.
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precedents concerned with common carrier statuses and anti-trust regulation that have
historically fortified a market separation of phone, broadcasting and cable TV in the interests of
protecting and promoting national economic and infrastructural growth. However the 1996
Telecommunications Act cleared most of these obstacles.
For AT&T the biggest barrier to expansion was what the 1996 Telecom Act did not
completely eliminate – the local cable franchise authority. Historically, telecommunication
companies like AT&T enjoyed federally sanctioned monopolies as common carriers and were
barred in the 1960s by the FCC from entering into the cable business because their expansive
wire network gave them an unfair advantage over the smaller cable companies (Horwitz, 1989).
Alternatively, cable companies are legally obligated to pay between three and five percent of
their gross income from cable TV services (video) in franchise fees to the local franchising
authority. In addition, a cable company could conveniently add voice and data services to their
existing systems without the build-out requirements typically imposed on a telephone company
by its common carriers status (Hazlett, 2007). In essence, the one of the main regulatory
differences between the telephone and cable industries remained the legal and financial
obligations to the city.
In 2006, lobbyists for the cable and broadband industry used the residual arguments
about the general incompetence, distrust and anti-competitive behaviors of city governments to
regulate new communications technologies. The idiosyncrasies of negotiating with municipal
authorities, they contended, had become a gross “roadblock to the achievement of statutory goals
of enhancing cable competition and broadband deployment” (FCC, 2006). The process of
negotiating franchises in each city across the country was viewed as a barrier to new
competition. In a few cases, local franchise authorities had already tried to block companies like
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AT&T from providing video services in their areas to protect their franchise fees, services, and
prevent redlining by the company (Grogan, 2008). In response, the FCC's 2006 First Report and
Order preempted all local cable franchise authority nationwide except in states like California
where state franchising laws had already, or were in the process of, creating local preemption
(FCC, 2006; Alliance for Community, 2008). In California, the Digital Infrastructure and Video
Competition Act (DIVCA) shifted the jurisdictional scale of cable authority from the city to the
state, and with it vacated any leverage cities had historically used to negotiate the terms of their
cable franchises.
More significantly, DIVCA also redefined the cable company's obligation to public
access television. Working in tandem with the FCC's First Report, the bill differentiated between
expenses incurred from the construction of cable access facilities (a capital expense), and the
costs to use access facilities (an operational expense) (FCC, 2006, Alliance for Community,
2008). Allocating a channel for public access programming, industry lobbyists claimed, was
entirely different than subsidizing the cost to produce local programming and staff the facility
(FCC, 2006). Because telephone and satellite carriers were not accountable for PEG support,
lobbyists for cable companies also argued that on-going support for PEG stations after their
initial build-out costs constituted burdensome and anti-competitive obligations (Alliance for
Community, 2008). They suggested the costs associated with the day-to-day operation of the
facilities like wages, insurance, and other administrative costs should come out of the capped
five percent franchise fee. While cities could demand up to three percent more in funds above
and beyond the five percent franchise fee for PEG support, the FCC decided these funds could
only be used for capital costs (i.e. equipment).20

20

In California, DIVCA only requires cable operators to pay an additional one percent of their gross income for
PEG capital related expenses if the city amends the franchise to include the increase. However the funds for the
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Equally significant, the FCC also ruled that the municipal franchise authority could not
calculate cable provider profits from non-cable services in their franchise fee. This meant that the
five percent of the cable providers’ gross profits that make up the franchise fee can only reflect a
company's income from video services and not the overall income made from broadband or
voice services.21 The ruling provided an explicit incentive for triple play companies to develop
and expand broadband-based services and neglect cable infrastructure build-out. In cities like
San Francisco, considered a global center of high-tech, software, and multi-media development,
broadband services have become far more important to the city’s economic development than
cable TV alone.
Furthermore, DIVCA preempted the ability of cities like San Francisco to review and
approve franchise transfers from one company to another (DIVCA, 2006, sec. 5840). This meant
that there was no longer a venue for public hearings and debate over the performance and
condition of the infrastructure or the ability to negotiate and make adjustments to the franchise
agreement to compensate for non-compliance or other circumstances that altered the operation of
the cable infrastructure. This negotiation venue was particularly important for public access
television. For example, in 1997, when Viacom transferred the cable franchise in San Francisco
to Telecommunications, Inc. (TCI), the SF Board of Supervisors was able to negotiate certain
concessions from TCI to remedy a series of prolonged non-compliance issues by Viacom. These
issues included unresolved customer service complaints, failure to wire public buildings, schools,
and neighborhoods that were stipulated in franchise agreements, and financial commitments to

21

ongoing operation of the stations must come out of the five percent cable franchise fee (DIVCA, 2006)
Since the ruling, AT&T has unsuccessfully argued in US district court that they are not a 'cable company' but
rather a 'broadband company' in order to entirely avoid seeking cable franchise agreements. See, Office of
Consumer Counsel and New England Cable and Telecommunications Association v. Southern New England
Telephone Company d/b/a/ AT&T Connecticut, Inc. and Department of Public Utility Control of the State of
Connecticut, Case No. 3:06cv1106 (JBA) (D. Conn., July 26, 2007).
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PEG access channels. After negotiations, the Board of Supervisor's agreed to approve the
franchise transfer to TCI and not pursue legal action against Viacom for non-compliance. In
return, TCI promised a new build-out schedule that included additional wiring of neighborhoods,
the extension and completion of the I-net (institutional network) for all public buildings and
facilities and the fulfillment of the original PEG access channel commitments. Given that the
City and County of San Francisco is the largest employer in the Bay Area, the extension and
completion of the city's I-net was important to the function and provision of city services. In
addition, TCI's PEG access obligations included annual payments of $450,000 for PEG
operational funds, $750,000 for the acquisition of equipment for PEG productions, and a
$400,000 facilities grant for public access television (Management Resources, 1997). When
AT&T bought the franchise from TCI they continued the terms of the agreement. This settlement
was the backbone of the future construction of the Market St. studio in 2001, one of the most
significant transformations in the history of access television in San Francisco. By shifting the
franchise jurisdiction from the city to the state Public Utilities Commission, DIVCA eliminated
the ability of the city and the cable franchise as a scale where the public could negotiate these
types of settlements in the future. In fact, DIVCA contained no provision for a review process for
transfers of cable franchises even at the state level. Instead, the code mandates that the Public
Utility Commission be notified within fourteen days and that conditions of the transfer simply be
submitted (Karish, 2015). It also prohibited cable companies from being required to give in kind
services and grants as part of the franchise agreement (DIVCA, 2006, sec. 5860). DIVCA not
only shifted the scale of jurisdictional authority from the city to the state, but the legislation also
reduced the ability of the state to dictate and remedy discrepancies in cable services through
review.
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Statewide, fifty-one public access centers that operated before 2006 closed due to
operational cuts in their city’s franchise fee allocations by DIVCA, including twelves stations in
Los Angeles (Alliance for Communication, 2011; Buske, 2013). After the San Francisco renewed
AT&T's franchise in 2009, the TCI settlement conditions and in-kind grants discussed above
were eliminated and the franchise was transferred to the CPUC. This meant that the annual
$450,000 operational grants and other in-kind funds negotiated in 1997 were cut, reducing the
access TV budget by 80%.22
There is nothing in the DIVCA bill that prohibited San Francisco from revising how it
allocated the five percent franchise fee it still received from operators for using the cities rights
of way. This meant that were there the political will at the time the city could have allocated
funds or grants to make up the budget deficit. But access television's main advocate, the city's
Telecommunication Commission, was abruptly dissolved by then Mayor Gavin Newsom in 2004
before the passing of DIVCA in 2006. As I discuss in more detail in Chapter 4, the commission’s
role, and the different iterations of it since the 1970s, was to study telecommunications policy
and hold public hearing as a way to understand and make recommendation to the Board of
Supervisors about cable and telecommunications policy in the city. In this way it served as an
intermediary between the city, the cable company, and the access television community. Though
access producers and advocates, with the help of lone Supervisor Ross Mirkarimi, were able to
convince the city to designate an additional one percent of the franchise fee for capital use,
public access television as many in the producer community knew it ended after DIVCA rules
were implemented (Walter, 2009).

22

AccessSF's budget in 2006/2007 totaled over $820,000.00 with $774,000.00 in 'operational grants' stemming from
franchises money from the city (AccessSF, 2006/2007).
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Conclusion

In this chapter the cable franchise and conflict over cable jurisdiction created an
important scale through which the public access television operation in San Francisco worked
through. The discussion demonstrates how the cable franchise is a scalar fix – a mechanism
through which national interests in cable standardization, expansion, and interconnectivity
negotiate local interests in equitable resource allocation, localism, and civic engagement. As a
place of conflict it articulates the authority to deliberate and participate in the decisions regarding
the development of the communication infrastructure and the city space itself. In this sense, we
should understand cable TV and the cable franchise as active participants in the spatial
structuration of San Francisco rather than a tool or medium through which activism and
citizenship flow through.
Though DIVCA is an important moment in the conflict over public access television
practice this dissertation considers, it is merely a more contemporary manifestation of a broader
historical shift in cable's jurisdictional scale—a more prominent shift from the city to the federal
government and from the city to the state. Early efforts towards this shift began through attempts
to define cable TV as a public utility. After years failing to pass legislation in California, the
effort moved to preempting many of the mechanisms within the cable franchise itself: the
municipal control of cable rates, the ability to negotiate non-price functions like access channels
and I-net services. These mechanisms gave municipal authority the ability to influence the
development of the cable infrastructure in their city. Over time, the consequences of this shift
towards state control have diminished the ability of the city to determine the development and
use of the cable infrastructure, and to serve as an intermediary between the residents of the city
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and the cable operator. In the end, the history in this chapter contextualizes is the development of
the telecommunications policy and infrastructure in San Francisco through the
deterritorialization of city authority.
Jurisdictional battles between federal, state, and local authorities in the 1970s bifurcated
cable authority—the construction of the infrastructure was controlled by the city, and the FCC
determined the operation and civic function of cable TV. This served to dislocated the physical
and cultural geography of the city space from the broader techno-spatial discourses of
interconnectivity, standardization, and expansion idealized by the policy community. Because the
urban spaces of the city that underwrite local cable authority “impose patterns on the spatial
dissemination of ideas,” (Patterson, 1978) cable's discourses about decentralization and access
had to first negotiate the cultural, political, and economic forces that were already recreating San
Francisco’s landscape and spatiality—an urban environment of increased mobility and
immobility that articulated racial and class differentiation. Despite its promises, cable
development in San Francisco did not disrupt or decentralize the very real immobilization and
consolidation of the marginalized and poor in impoverished ethnic neighborhoods, nor impede
the mobilization of corporations and the white-collar workers into the suburbs and beyond the
city. The inability of cable TV to disrupt these processes was due in part to the importance of
communications infrastructures in the new global business and finance economy of San
Francisco and the shifting of jurisdictional authority away from the city.
For residents and citizens to use the cable franchise to address cable development
required civic spaces of deliberation like Board of Supervisor meetings, public hearings, review
boards, commissions, and access channel facilities that municipal cable jurisdiction provided.
Supervisor Gonzales' moratorium utilized these spaces, including the city's newspaper, to push
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the city to take some measure of control over cable technology and its expansion in the city..
However, neither the cable infrastructure, nor the city’s authority over its construction could
resolve structural inequalities already at play in spatialization of the city. The diminishing ability
of city leaders to use the cable franchise to redirect cable development played a crucial role in
how the cable infrastructure was built in San Francisco and whom it would benefit. DIVCA
removed this ability almost entirely in favor of state control that ultimately benefitted the
broadband market and eliminated the place-based idiosyncrasies in the social geography
Nevertheless, as the next chapter discusses, the scale of the cable franchise was also important in
determining cable access television practice. Through the development of cable access channels,
San Francisco first organized committees and commissions to study, recommend, and advocate
for services through the cable.
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Chapter Four:
Uneven Development and the Spatial Logic of Access Facility Locations

“ ...a place on a map is also a place in history...”
`

- Adrienne Rich, Notes on a Politics of Location, 1984.
“The City glamorizes its diversity and acceptance of differences and the
gentrification of the community as a multi-media district with no
telecommunications multi-media center for the community”
- Ray Balberan, SF Media Arts Consortium, December 1998.

The Bay Area Video Coalition's (BAVC) vision for public access television in their 2009
Request For Proposal (RFP) to the city to run public access television suggested that, “not only
does the cost of operations need to change, but who, how, and what is produced for public access
must also be revisited” (BAVC, 2009). BAVC's claims about the who, how, and what of public
access are also implicit claims about where public access television practice should “take place”
both as a new web-based operation and in a new location within the city (Agnew, 2011). Because
physical location exists as an intersection of social and material practices, I argue that the “place”
of public access television in BAVC's proposal became just as significant as the new technology
they proposed and the funding deficit they had to negotiate. The discussion in this chapter
constructs a second scale of public access television practice that encompasses the history of the
location and relocation of the public access television facilities within the city from the mid1970s to its current location at BAVC in the Mission District. In doing so, the location of
thepublic access station intersects a broad history of urban redevelopment policy in the city and
the organization of a master plan for governing the development of telecommunications
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citywide. This scale illustrates the local circumstances that come together to create types of
political and communicative extensibility as well as coherent places for the producer community
to scale jump their individual and collective interests into the broader development and
construction of the City's communications infrastructure. To keep up with the rapid pace of
telecommunications development the city created a succession of policy committees to study and
make recommendations about how to best integrate and capitalize on new technology. This effort
intersects Postwar federal urban renewal programs and the transformation of San Francisco from
a warehouse and production landscape to a high-rise, global corporate headquarter. Both urban
redevelopment and municipal telecommunications policy circumscribe the very conditions for
cable TV and public access television. However, rarely in this history is there an obvious direct
link between urban development policy, telecommunication policy, and public access television
facilities. Instead they lay on top of each other, working together to contour the communicative
and political extensibility of access producers. Public access facilities have moved six times
since 1975. Some of the locations were interim, only lasting a year or so and provided minimal
services like a place to drop off tapes for cablecasting, an editing suit, or a place to checkout field
equipment. In contrast, the Folsom St. station was open for almost twenty years. There are three
different types of organizational structures that also become apparent by looking at the relocation
of access facilities. From its earliest establishment at 1175 Potrero Ave in 1975 until the end of
the Folsom St. era in the North Mission in 1998-99, the cable company (Viacom) ran public
access television. Through changes in the cable franchise, control of public access shifted from
the cable operator to a city appointed non-profit, the San Francisco Community Television
Corporation (SFCTC). The SFCTC campaigned for the construction of new access facilities at
1720 Market St. (Hayes Valley/Western Addition) where the access television organization
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Map 4.1. Public access TV has relocated six time since 1975. Created by author, 2016.
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remained until the end of 2009. After 2006 Digital Infrastructure and Video Competition Act
(DIVCA) eliminated the operating budget for public access television facilities state-wide, and
the City’s cable franchised lapsed in 2009, BAVC, a professional multi-media and workforce
training non-profit, was given the public access operation. In their transformation of public
access television, BAVC closed the Market St. station and moved the access operation to their
current facilities at 2727 Mariposa and Bryant in the Mission District.
As each new location redefined public access TV's relationship to the city, it also
transformed the culture and practice of the producer community and their ability to exert
influence at city and state levels. What this chapter aims to do is demonstrate how
contextualizing the location and relocation of public access television reveals the way the
shifting of jurisdiction between federal, state, and municipal levels intersects the geography of
urban redevelopment in San Francisco and the city's effort to create a comprehensive
telecommunications development plan. Beyond tracing the relocation of San Francisco's public
access stations over time, this discussion identifies policy struggles between access advocates,
the city, and the cable operator and how these struggles reveal the significance of the access
stations location as an intermediary – a place of extensibility and scale jumping between city,
state and federal levels.

San Francisco Redevelopment and Early Cable TV, 1960s-1970s

In broad terms, urban redevelopment in San Francisco is also a historical process of scale
shifting. In mid twentieth century, redevelopment aimed at organizing city space for the global
economy. The late 1940s until the end of the 1960s marked an era of large urban renewal projects
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funded and administered through federal grant programs and agencies like the Housing and
Home Finance Agency and the Department of Housing and Urban Development. They featured
neighborhood clearing and relocation projects such as the Western Addition A-1 and A2 in the
1960s that removed thousands of mostly black San Franciscans (Wirt, 1974, Castells, 1983). As
Habert suggests in a retrospective on redevelopment in SF, much of urban policy during this time
was top-down, formulated by detached professionals and experts removed from the local
political and cultural effects of dislocating communities (1999). The effects of redevelopment
were particularly acute during the civil uprisings and conflicts in the late 1960s and 1970s
particularly in terms of the mobility and immobility of marginalized communities discussed in
Chapter 3.
Under Presidents Johnson (1963-1969) and Nixon (1969-1974) the jurisdictional scale of
urban redevelopment shifted from the federal government to local authorities. This “new
federalist” perspective suggested, much like the FCC's 1972 Cable Television Report and Order,
that local governments were in better positions to determine the redevelopment needs of their
cities on the ground level than the federal government. The traditional large block grants through
HUD were now funneled directly to local development agencies like the San Francisco
Redevelopment Agency and consolidated into Community Development Block Grants. As
Habert (1999) concludes, “(u)p-front funding for wholesale land clearance [like the Western
Addition projects] no longer existed” because they became too costly, both politically and
economically (para. 14). Block grants for urban redevelopment projects would now compete
with other local growth initiatives for funding (Hartman, 2002; McGill, 1999). Rather than
focusing on large-scale redevelopment, new efforts emphasized the rehabilitation or recycling of
existing structures and in-fill projects that were subject to local building policy, code, and public
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scrutiny. Redevelopment plans also expanded to include educational and employment resources
for the residents. The focus on local input led to the organization of local neighborhood
coalitions that were qualified to accept and utilized federal and state redevelopment funds
(Godfrey, 1988). One such group was the Mission Coalition Organization (MCO). In 1966 the
MCO controlled the federal Model Cities Program funds geared towards redevelopment projects
in the Mission District.
The MCO also became an intermediary between the federal government, the city, and the
neighborhood. The coalition was multi-racial, multi-issue, and at its height in the late 1960s,
involved over 12,000 residents of the Mission District. Through its involvement in Model Cities
and its extensive membership in labor unions and churches, the MCO was able to treat
redevelopment as a strategy for creating an “authentic representational body whose voice City
Hall could not ignore” (Summer-Sandoval, Jr., 2011, p.51). When the city's plans proposed to
displace 1,900 families in the Mission District to facilitate the Bay Area Rapid Transit (BART),
the MCO was able to use its influence to curb the impact of BART in the neighborhood.
Understanding the potential community benefits of new investment in the neighborhood, the
MCO “did not oppose urban renewal, but instead sought the power of the veto over its local
manifestations” (Summer-Sandoval, Jr., 2011 p. 51).
One of the community programs the MCO supported was the Mission Mediarts. Headed
by Ray Balberan, the Mission Mediarts goals were “to train young adults in television and film
to bring about needed revolutionary social change, and to have a community controlled Third
World television station” (Mission Mediarts, 1972, p. 5). KQED initially funded Mission
Mediarts to produce, Mission and 24th St., a program that was “of value and interest to third
world communities in the Bay Area” (Balberan, 2014). When KQED dropped the weekly
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program in 1972 after three years of production, Balberan and other leaders in Mission Mediarts
staged a press conference and protest in front of the KQED studio. In footage of the event,
Balberan claimed that less than five percent of KQED's airtime was spent on minority
programming, and that KQED spent “more airtime on yoga, a French Chef, and blindfold chess”
that had little resemblance to lives of Third World communities in San Francisco (Balberan,
2014).23 Mission Mediarts and the MCO, he declared, were not just interested in a minority spot
on PBS. “We're interested in community training, not minority training. We're interested in
developing our community and bringing the resources right back to our community” (Balberan,
2014). The type of community representation that really matters, he claimed, was not simply a
television program, but a stake in the broader decision-making process at KQED.
Both the MCO and the Mission Mediarts shared a common goal: to control the local
manifestations of city power. The potential for the BART redevelopment plan to dislocate
thousands of residents in the Mission District parallels, though at a different scale, the cultural
dislocation of the minority communities in San Francisco by PBS programming. The battle to
prevent dislocation, both geographical and representational, was essentially the same sort of
battle the city was engaged in over cable TV jurisdiction at the state and federal level, and that
community groups were engaged in with the City of San Francisco. Supervisor Gonzales'
moratorium on cable build-out discussed in chapter 3 stemmed from these arguments about local
control over redevelopment and about television as a community resource belonging to the
communities themselves.
The landscape of the cable TV infrastructure the 1960s and 1970s gave activists every
reason to think cable TV was going to continue a process of dislocation revealed in the City's

23

Balberan is referring to KQED produced shows, Yoga for Health, French Chef Classics, and Koltanowski on
Chess.
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plans to redevelop the Mission and other neighborhoods surrounding downtown. The
development of cable in San Francisco began as a remedy for poor television reception caused
by the hill dominated landscape of the city. The homes on hillsides facing either the Sutro
Mansion tower (before it was the Sutro Tower), or the tower on San Bruno Mountain, were able
to receive fairly clear reception. But on the other side of the hills Viacom and Television Signal
Corporation (TSC) had upwards of sixty percent of the households subscribing to their cable
network.
TSC was acutely aware of how reception and geography could work as a business
strategy. “[I]f you had an antenna, we would take your antenna down. We would pay you fifteen
dollars or so to take it down and then you would have effectively free installation, … if you
decided to disconnect from the cable system you didn't have any television then either”,
confessed a former door to door salesman for TSC (Yutkin, 2002). By 1970 TSC’s three
headends were located in affluent northeast neighborhoods of Russian Hill, Telegraph Hill,
Pacific Heights and a central hub in Twin Peaks completed with capital invested by CBS (Keller,
2000). When Gonzales accused Viacom (who bought TSC) of redlining the poor neighborhoods
around downtown, Viacom defended its uneven cabling practices by arguing that it was merely
prioritizing neighborhoods with bad reception. It was the geography of the city that created cable
redlining, not Viacom.
By prioritizing reception, Viacom built an uneven cable infrastructure that favored the
more affluent in the northeast neighborhoods (excluding Chinatown) and sidelined the
neighborhoods in the Western Addition and those south of Market St. This was a familiar and
historical spatialization. As Wirt writes in, Power in the City (1974), “For brown less than white,
black less than brown, and possibly yellow less than black, the city's rewards cascade down from
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the affluent peak of white Nob Hill and Pacific Heights to the depraved colored Valleys of the
city” (p.39). There most certainly were few cascading cable TV amplifiers.

The Cable Task Force Begins, 1973

One result of Gonzales' moratorium was a resolution by the Board of Supervisors to
create a cable television task force to explore cable's potential and “concern for community
access, public affairs programming, and for the equitable extension of cable services to all areas
of the city” (Cone, 1973). The Task Force was composed of sixteen members selected from
different neighborhoods, ethnic groups, as well as educational and governmental agency
programs in the City.24 Early appointees included gay rights activist Josephine Daly, prominent
Chinese businessman H.K. Wong, African American activist Naomi T. Gray, Miriam Goodman, a
radio and television personality, and Eve Reingold, a stay-at-home mother and member of the
Community Coalition for Cable Television (Board to organize, 1973). Membership on the Task
Force became a highly contested political arena. City and neighborhood organizations vied for
representation on the Task Force and on its subcommittees for municipal, educational, public
access and children's television. Groups like Public Advocates, Inc., San Francisco
Neighborhood Legal Assistance Foundation, Television Signal Corporation, the Police
Community Unit, the Human Rights Commission, the Parent Teachers Association, the Labor
Council, the San Francisco Planning and Urban Renewal Association, Blacks in the Media for
Affirmative Action, Mission Mediarts, and the Chinese Media Committee, all lobbied for task
force positions (Cone, 1973). Before he was elected as the first gay member of the San Francisco
Board of Supervisors in 1977, Harvey Milk was on the subcommittee for public access
24 San Francisco, CA Res. no. 417-73, 1973.
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television. Because the task force's role was to hold public hearings, study and research cable
policy, and form recommendation to the Board of Supervisors, membership on the committees
meant the opportunity to scale jump individual and community concerns about the allocation of
city resources and the benefits of cable television into the larger public discourse.
Bonnie Engel (Public Eye), co-author of the task force's first cable policy report, recalled
that most of her time was spent educating people on what video actually was. “The Board of
Supervisors had no idea what they were dealing with. It was language people didn't understand.
So a large part of our job was to make sure the language in the franchise agreement with Viacom
was up to speed with the FCC rules” (B. Engel, personal communication, 2016). “Channel
capacity”, “access channels”, “two-way transmissions”, were all terms of cable service that were
unfamiliar to the average person. In this sense, the task force’s mandate to study and prescribe
cable policy was an important, contested space involving diverse community, professional, and
government interests.
An early issue the task force faced was what to do with Western Cable's unused franchise.
As discussed in chapter 3, the FCC's ban on cross ownership and the exclusivity contract
between TSC and the city's utility company had stifled Western’s construction. Rather than
repeal the cable franchise, the Latino Local Development Company, a Mission District based
economic development program, and the San Francisco Cable Television Corporation that
represented the mostly non-white communities in the city, proposed that the BOS give them the
unused cable franchise to develop. When the city rejected their proposal, the cable task force
meetings became a platform for the community members and activist groups to address
inconsistencies in the city's policies towards the needs of minority communities. “We were
hammered in meetings by different groups wanting their own channels,” Engels recalled. “Black,
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Chinese, Latino and other groups would show up at the meetings demanding access to cable
TV... the public access folks were very lively” (B. Engels, personal communication, 2016).
In response to community pressure to use the channels, the task force created a non-profit
corporation, the San Francisco Educational Cable Television, Inc. in July of 1974 to organize an
educational access channel. Educational subcommittee member, Fred Simmons, recommended
they use one of the studios at Far West Educational Research and Development Labs at 1885
Folsom St. where he also worked. With funds from the National Institute for Education, the Far
West Lab studios had already developed media literacy curriculum like Media Now that included
teaching television production to high school students and adults. Far West Labs, Simmons
suggested, was “suitable neutral ground” between Viacom, the city government agencies, and
community organizations many of whom had been involved in creating educational
programming through PBS in the 1970s (Engel & Hill, 1975). Far West Labs had two studios
and a full-time staff, but charged thirty dollars an hour to run and to operate the videotape
playback machines. The studio and equipment also cost the Corporation of between fifteen and
thirty dollars an hour (Something new, 1974; Cable television, 1974). However the Corporation
had very little support from any of the city's educational agencies and could not sustain the
production and playback costs. After one year at Far West Labs the Corporation produced a total
of thirty-six hours and created only two consistent programs (Engel & Hill, 1975). The task
force's 1975 report to the Board of Supervisors argued that “the Corporation should not have
moved into the Far West Labs without negotiating free transmission with that group. Paying for
access simply does not work” (Engel & Hill, 1975, p.40).
The task force applied some of the lessons about resources learned in the educational
access experiment in its recommendations for the public access channel. With pressure by the
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BOS to wire low-income areas of the city and to comply the FCC's new cable access channel
obligations, Viacom cleared out a small loft space in a sales office at 1175 Potrero Avenue, on the
edge of the Inner Mission and Potrero Hill neighborhoods (Cable TV offer, 1975).. The task force
recommended that funding for public access should be equally split between Viacom, the city,
and the public. The city would provide $15,000 for training and outreach, Viacom would provide
$15,000 in the form of video equipment, maintenance, and video tape which they could keep
ownership of, and $15,000 would come from membership dues, donations and fundraising.
Though this initial budget was meant to share not just cost, but influence over public access
operations, the 1972s cable rules provided Viacom with significantly more share of the cost of
housing and managing channel access which they used to counter efforts by advocates to
improve operations.

1175 Potrero Ave, 1975 - 1980

Like Jacklin's free speech moments, Viacom offered residents five minutes of airtime for
free using an old black and white camera and tripod, a few lights, a stool, and a microphone (B.
Engel, personal communication, 2016). It also created a program called “Community Action
Television” that provided one hour a week free playback of finished tapes (Engel & Hill, 1975).
Programming aired on the access channel, Channel 6, between 8 and 10 pm, Monday through
Friday. For those who wanted a more extensive program or did not know how to use the studio
equipment, Viacom provided an all-inclusive production package; technical consultation, three
hours of production time, a full crew and an hour-long color program that would play twice, all
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Image 4.1. Shoddy old equipment in a run down loft characterized the Potrero Ave. station. Courtesy of archive
materials provided by Zane Blaney.
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for a $100 fee (Cable TV offer, 1975).25 Because of the limited free time and costs for longer
programs, many people simply dropped off tapes they had produced other places. Potential
access producers who did not have or could not afford to rent equipment looked for volunteers or
anybody who could crew a show.

Image 4.2. Potrero Ave station, 1975-1980. Courtesy of archive material provided by
Zane Blaney.

25 Considering an average interest rate per year of 3.77%, today that $100 fee is the equivalent of about $455.
http://www.dollartimes.com/inflation/inflation.php?amount=100&year=1975
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Image 4.3. Dangerous George and guest, 1975-1980. Courtesy of archive materials provided by Zane Blaney.
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“That's basically how the black community got started at Potrero,” said veteran access
producer Ken Johnson (K. Johnson, personal communication, 2017). In the 1970s, Potrero Ave.
was an unofficial border between a large black community in Potrero Hill and the largely Latino
community in the Inner Mission. Its proximity to communities of color, the heightened political
and racial conflict of the late 1960s and 1970s, the influence of the Black Panther Party in the
Bay Area, the redevelopment and the dislocation of mostly black and Latino neighborhoods, and
the broader political and cultural discourses that began to tie cable TV and racial justice to
minority ownership of the means of communication, were all contributing factors to the active
African American producer community during the time in San Francisco (Tate, 1971). The
neighborhoods surrounding Potrero Ave. were havens for artists and bohemians because of its
low rent and proximity to abandoned warehouse spaces reoccupied by artists and craftsmen. The
artist collective, The Farm, began in 1974 on Potrero Ave. under the highway 101 bridge— an
approximately seven minute walk from the Potrero station. But it was “Dangerous” George
Williams, Johnson recalled, that got him and others black residents from the community
interested in public access television. Dangerous George Williams, a bohemian-like artist and
activist, was famously known to grab random people off the street to run cameras or do
interviews for his show, The Dangerous George Show: Trip City USA, (see image 4.3.). Johnson,
met Dangerous George at the Potrero Ave. station and recalled borrowing portable video
equipment, Johnson had access to through a KQED training program, and going out on the street
with George to film whatever people were doing and making it part of his live weekly show. “I
was more into doing studio production because that was what I was training for, but George just
love going out and filming people in the community” (K. Johnson, personal communication,
2017).
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Because of the poor condition of the equipment and the limited training at Potrero
those interested in doing video relied on San Francisco's active video scene for support. Groups
like Public Eye, BAVC, Artist Television Access, Mission Mediarts, Video Chinatown, and Arts
and Business Learning Experience (ABLE), which had already been active offered additional
equipment and training to the public (B. Engel, personal communication, 2016; Mission
Mediarts, 1972). “We want to take the Porta-Pak to the housewife in the Sunset and knock on her
door and say, 'This is available to you,'” Engel from Public Eye told the SF Chronicle in a story
about the Bay Area video scene (Goldfarb, 1974, p.38).
Artist Daryll Sapian and Bonnie Engel, a member of the city’s Cable Task Force,
started Public Eye in the early 1970s. Engel's grandfather had recently past and left her a small
inheritance that she used to buy an early black and white portable Sony Porta-Pak, one of the few
in San Francisco at the time. Engel and fellow Public Eye member Michele McCoskey, along
with Jim Shugart from another local group, Videoglyph, organized the Mobius Project, the first
video installation for the 28th annual San Francisco Arts Festival in 1974. The Mobius Project
was an effort to provide both an outlet for those working in video and a space to educate the
public about the possibilities of video technology (Engel, personal communication, 2015). Public
Eye's mission was different than other video collectives at the time like Optic Nerve or Ant Farm
that were more focused on creating video art pieces. While Public Eye documented Sapian's
performance art and worked with the late singer/comedian/actress Jane Dornaker (Leila and The
Snakes, The Tubes), their goal was to provide “a space, equipment, training and encouragement
to anyone who wanted to learn how to operate small, portable, half-inch video equipment to
make any message they feel important” (Goldfarb, 1974). Public Eye coordinated local
community groups, the city, and Viacom to produce tapes that they would then edit and drop off
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at the Potrero station for playback over the cable system. One of these collaborative projects was
Young Ideas. In a room donated by the Golden Gate Chapter of the Red Cross, and equipment
and technical support from Viacom, they produced an after school and weekend training program
for alternatively abled children and teens that also provided practical video and TV production
experience. The program featured guests such as Governor Jerry Brown, Congresswomen Barbra
Boxer, and other local dignitaries. The show aired on the public access channel and eventually
the project opened up for broader involvement by different disadvantaged youths in the city
before the program was handed over to Explorer Scout troop 400 in 1983 to run (Gray, 1985).
One of the first projects Mission Mediarts organized was getting crews of twelve to
fifteen year olds to tape the Board of Supervisor meetings at City Hall. The teenage crew
included camera operators, sound engineers, a lighting crew, video editors, on camera talent and
the famous bike crew. They would set up equipment before the meeting at two in the afternoon,
sometime staying past 8pm. After the meeting the bike crew would race the two and half miles
from City Hall to the Potrero Ave station carrying the meeting tapes to cablecast that same
evening. “We did not have live cablecasting capabilities, we had youth bicycle power (Balberan,
1998a). It was the youth and teens from the Mission District that first put the Board of
Supervisors on television demonstrating the potential of public access channels to open
government (Balberan, 1998a).
“As a rule, there's nothing happening in cable,” remarked John Rodgers of Optic Nerve
when asked to characterize the role of cable and cable access in San Francisco's video scene in
1978 (McQuilken, 1978, p.5). Many video groups found that Viacom’s equipment and resources
for public access television were inadequate for the types of production possibilities they were
already engaged in. In this capacity, public access simply functioned as a distribution channel.
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Under pressure from organizations like Public Eye, Mission Mediarts, and the Cable Task Force,
Viacom began to offer new producers a four-week training workshop for ten dollars. It provided
one full-time paid staff and looked for ways to take advantage of an already broad and active
volunteer base. These changes affected the utilization of the channel. They extended the
cablecast to six hours, from 5:30 pm to 11:30pm, Monday through Friday, and with outdated
black and white cameras, about half the shows in the lineup were cablecasting live (Gendler,
1978). Mission Mediarts continued to produce programs centered on the Mission District on
Monday evenings, and Irish Freedom Show on Tuesday evening featured dancing and discussion
about issues that faced the Irish community in SF. There was a bi-weekly children's show called
Rainy Days, and a show called, The Working Show, that invited people to call in and talk about
their jobs.
The unfortunate misstep by Viacom at Potrero Ave. was not creating more working
relationships with the many video groups that were already connecting with each other and with
various community partners to create programming. Viacom could have also avoided having to
provide additional services to SF by providing quality equipment and studio space in the
beginning. This would have attracted and retained many of the working video groups whose
members and contacts Viacom could have utilized to train new producers and maintain and
operate, the studio equipment. The Potrero Ave location at the median between large black,
Latino, and bohemian communities could have also worked in their advantage. Shifting the
emphasis for staff and training on volunteers and community organizations would have allowed
Viacom a free pass to simply provide distribution. Instead, Viacom created a rather caustic
relationship between itself and the community of producers. Many of the more active video
groups left or never became active, and the producers that did realized Viacom was more
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interested in undermining public access television than supporting it. This meant producers
became very protective over what resources the had, their studio time, staff time, timeslot on the
weekly cablecast, and their volunteer crews. In turn, Viacom would use this protectionism as a
way to continue to frustrate the public access community.

1855 Folsom St.

One of the conditions for an extension to Viacom's franchise in 1980 was to improve the
service and resources of public access. After a short interval location at Third and Mission,
public access TV moved into a fifth floor studio space at Far West Laboratories at 1855 Folsom
St. This was the same studio space that had first housed the city’s educational access channel. Far
West Labs also happened to be a block and half from Viacom's headend and main office at 2055
Folsom St.
The North Mission area is an in-between urban space; it was in-between the ethnic and
small business oriented Valencia Corridor that stretched from 15th to 19th streets spanning both
Valencia and Mission to the west, and the bleak industrial and historically marginalized area of
South of Market to the east. More broadly, the station sat in-between the cultural and political
activism in the 1960s and 1970s against the city's plans to redevelop the Mission and South of
Market, and the gentrification and mass eviction of the working class and minority residents
during the tech boom in the late 1990s.
In, Neighborhoods in Transition, Godfrey (1988) similarly describes the North Mission
area as a bridge between South of Market and the Mission “in both functional and social terms”
(p. 132). It was the first area of SF to experience an influx of Mexican, Salvadoran, and
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Nicaraguan immigrants and refugees between 1960s and 1980s as a result of Johnson's 1965
immigration act, wars in Central America. Chinese, Vietnamese, and Filipinos immigrants also
settled there. The North Mission sat between the “Miracle Mile” and the infamous Leatherman
district in South of Market considered the geographic center of gay sexuality in the 1960s and by
1970s, and the growing gay political center west in the Castro (Rubin, 1998). During the 1980s
some referred to the area as the “transmission” because of its high concentration of auto repair
shops, and artists, homosexuals, gangs, drug dealers, prostitutes, street punks and squatters that
constantly moved in and out of the area, taking advantage of its transient nature and cheap rents
(Mission Anti-Displacement, 2006). Ninety-five percent of the housing surrounding the Folsom
St. studio during the 1980s and 1990s was renter occupied and it was for the most part thirty
percent cheaper than the rest of the city (Rubin, 1998, p.136). The increasing poverty rates and
transience among the youth in the city contributed to the rise in drug and gang violence
particularly in the low-income and minority neighborhoods like the Mission, Tenderloin, and
Hunters Point. “The city is not economically friendly to children and families,” reported the
Examiner in 1991 (Feldmen, Muhammad, Calica, & Espada, 1992, p.10). This meant that the inbetween space was also a space that moved many Mission youth from the streets into county and
state correctional facilities.
From 1960 to 1981, thirty million square feet of office space was built. It transformed
San Francisco into a global corporate and finance capital of the west coast (Hartman, 2002, p.3).
In response to the “Manhattanization” of the city, slow growth activists and organizations, rooted
in the Great Highway Revolt in the late 1950s, were able to pass the anti-high rise and office
space legislation, Proposition M (1986). Prop M reflected a growing concern that the direction of
redevelopment projects would create a “sterile city of affluent professionals, tourist attractions
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and chain store franchises” (Godfrey, 1997, p. 310). The rapid development of professional
services and the multi-media industries in the mid-1990s quickly shrank the city's available
office space (San Francisco Planning, 2002). The search for cheap office space led many new
tech start-ups into the more affordable locations in the North Mission and South of Market where
they began to inhabit abandoned warehouses and live/work spaces.
The passing of the Live/Work Ordinance in 1988 was meant to provide cheap spaces for
artist to presumably live and work. They were usually located in abandoned or rehabilitate small
manufacturing warehouses or PDR spaces (production, distribution, and repair) that could not be
zoned as housing. Though the Mission, Potrero Hill and South of Market had housed artists and
collectives both legally and illegally since the late 1960s, the ordinance officially rezoned many
of the warehouse spaces from industrial to commercial zones, allowing workshops and living
spaces in one unit. Live/work units were technically classified as commercial and therefore
occupants were not required to pay standard housing fees for schools and other public services
giving them a somewhat exceptional status in terms of receiving public benefits without paying
for them (Selna, 2008).
The ambiguous guidelines for what live/work units actually classified as were also a
response to the limits on the construction of new office space downtown. Prop. M limited the
amount of square feet of office space that could be built in the city and imposed height restriction
on new construction (Paul, 1991). In the decade between 1990 and 2000, hundreds of high-tech
and multi-media companies bought up these live-work spaces as cheap alternatives to the highpriced and scarce downtown office spaces (Olsen, 2004). By 2000, ninety percent of all the
proposed live/work units were being built as new structures and not as rehabilitations of existing
buildings the 1988 ordinance had originally intended (SF Board, 2002-2003). Under pro
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development mayor, Willie Brown (1996-2004), the city's planning commission rarely rejected a
live/work proposal. Neither the city's Planning Commission, nor the Planning Department had
established any formal committees, procedures, or authority, to enforce live/work construction
and occupancy codes (SF Board, 2002-2003). As a result, the housing and industrial spaces in the
neighborhoods surrounding downtown, particularly the northeast corner of the Mission District
and South of Market, were ferociously cornered for redeveloped forcing rents in the area to
skyrocket, and in the end, evicting many mostly poor working class, marginalized and
disproportionately ethnic minority residents (Hartman, 2002; Olsen, 2004).
While the North Mission provided a space for the movement of marginalized bodies in
and out of both the surrounding neighborhoods and through institutions like prisons and
homeless shelters, the community of access producers at CityVisions, Viacom's second
incarnation of public access TV, struggled to create a place of permanence. Though Viacom
controlled the station and the staff, producers at Folsom St. established a diverse producer
community able to navigate Viacom's passive involvement, shoddy equipment, and more
significantly, divisive policies that put producers in competition for limited resources and
channel time slots.
In 1981, writers for the SF Chronicle described CityVisions as the “outcast orphan” of the
Viacom-run channels (Winkler & Jacopetti, 1981, p.8). Viacom's own local origination channel,
ViacomSix, had a “slick new high-tech studio” with programs like Viewpoint hosted by Michael
Kilduff of the San Francisco Chronicle, City Desk hosted by the Chronicles Op Ed editor Jerry
Burns, and That's Politics helmed by prominent lobbyist and political fundraiser and radio host
Bob McCarthy. In 1985, a ViacomSix original documentary, AIDS: Our Uncertain Future, was
nominated for a cable ACE award (Award for Cablecasting Excellence) (1985 Annual report,
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1986). ViacomSix represented Viacom's commitment to San Francisco, referring to itself in an
advertisement in the Chronicle as “The City's Station” in an effort to brand itself as a high
quality, local television outlet for the more prominent individuals and organizations of the city
(Viacom, 1983). The Jade Channel, based out of Los Angeles, provided Chinese programming
and American TV shows with Chinese subtitles, and an additional leased access channel,
provided airtime, production facilities, and a crew for residents and organization that could pay
for productions. Together the Viacom channels created an economy of scale that Viacom claimed
to use to “subsidize” public access television and remain financially able to fulfill its regulatory
access obligations (Wilson, Giorgis, & Marx, 1993).
“Channel 25 is...a crude studio, an antiquated control room, two black and white cameras
which should belong in the Smithsonian Institution’s collection of obsolete video equipment, and
one-and-a-half paid employees” continued the article (Wnkler & Jacopetti, 1981. p.8). The
Chronicle reporters stayed to watch The Dangerous George Show and observed that both
cameras were “just as disabled as they had been for the last eight weeks, so George and company
were filmed with a minicam” (pg. 8). The poor condition of public access clearly demonstrated
that Viacom's economy of scale was not working. Though ViacomSix had better equipment
because it was a revenue-making channel, it was far less diverse than CityVisions and produced
far less programming.
Despite outdated and frequently unusable equipment, participation in public access
television continued to grow in the 1980s. By 1985 there were over seventy-six
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Image 4.4. “Watch it!” promo for CityVisions at Folsom St. 1980-1998.

programs cablecasting regularly (Viacom Cablevision, 1985, p. 3). Over 70% (54) of the
programs ran weekly, 25% twice a week, and 92% followed the broadcast standard half hour
format. Approximately thirty-four (43%) programs were considered by Viacom to be
entertainment related, twenty-five (34%) political or public affairs oriented, and seventeen (22%)
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religious in nature (Viacom Cablevision, 1985). But like the Potrero Ave. station, over half the
programs were produced without using the public access facilities or equipment by producers
who either had their own equipment or other access to video production equipment. Only
twenty-four (32%) of the programs were produced using the Folsom studio facilities shooting
live programs or live to tape, and only eight programs were produced using the station’s remote
field equipment and/or editing facilities. Part of the reason for this was the introduction of the
low cost VHS camcorder and video in the mid-1980s. More formidably it was the generally
impoverished state of the access channel's studio and field equipment. The large investment in
studio space and equipment made Viacom increasingly less interested in accommodating more
producers. Like Potrero, Viacom was more interested in simply being a drop off and playback
facility than a fully functional production studio for the public. This manifested in the different
tactics they used to frustrate use of their facility.

Shoddy Equipment

There was rarely a sense of corporate altruism in anything Viacom did for CityVisions. In
one instance Viacom purchased CityVisions new equipment in return for using portions of the
public access channel cablecast for government access as well as Viacom's own commercial
programming. This opened up more channel space Viacom could use for more paid
programming and advertising (Marx, 1992a).. More often than not, equipment and maintenance
for public access was usually a result of exhaustive pressure from the producer community, the
advocacy group San Francisco Community Television Corporation (SFCTC), and the Board of
Supervisors.
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Image 4.5. Multi-set production at Folsom St. (1980-1998). Courtesy of archive materials provide by Zane Blaney.

In a hand written letter in 1992 to Jonathan Marx, the General Manager of the Viacom
system in SF at the time, one producer complained about a continuing audio buzz over their
program during its evening playback that Viacom engineers had determined was most likely
caused by user error. After a frustrating year, “Now at long last”, the producer writes, “it appears
that the problem is due to faulty equipment at Cable 25 [CityVisions]. I am told that new
equipment has been ordered but may not arrive for many weeks” (Complaint, 1992). Under the
cable franchise agreement, equipment was required to be replaced within five broadcast days,
that is of course, if it was determined that the source of the defect was the equipment (City and
County, 1988, Appendix VI) The producer's complaint however was a bit inaccurate. According
to the SFCTC's newsletter, Public Image, “sloppy maintenance procedures” and a “defective
component in the playback system” caused a buzz in the daily cablecast for nearly two years, not
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one. “Viacom engineering said it didn't hear any buzz, Viacom repair service told subscribers the
buzz was the [access TV] producers fault” (Z. Blaney, 1993a, April-May).

Image 4.6. Young producer running the video switcher in the control room at Folsom St. Courtesy of archive
materials provided by Zane Blaney.

Shoddy video equipment and maintenance was only one way Viacom frustrated the access
community and its viewers. In June of 1983 Viacom suspended their video training workshops
because the air conditioner broke. Those who wanted to produce programming were encouraged
to volunteer “on an informal basis” on other productions at the Channel 25 studio until
workshops resumed almost a year later in March of 1984 (Viacom Cablevision, 1984). As
Viacom added channels, they also frequently reassigned public access to different channels.
Viacom moved CityVisions from 25 to 51, and then 53, at the tail end of their systems channel
spectrum. This was a potential problem for anyone with a television set that was not cable-ready.
New cable-ready sets also needed additional set top boxes to get these channels because cable
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companies were rapidly encrypting their signals to prevent theft. The confusion over what cableready actually meant and whether or not consumers needed a set-top box for additional channels
and/or an additional descrambler for pay per view channels became one impetus for the
compatibility standards for cable operators and consumer electronic manufacturers in the 1992
Cable Television Consumer Protection and Competition Act that proposed (Ciciora, 2004).

Time Slot Allotment

Perhaps the most diabolical sabotage by Viacom's 1992 policy was to limit the amount of
time a producer could air their programming. Viacom's minimal playback and studio time
policies had created a two to three-year waitlist for people who wanted to cablecast their
programs. Under their tenure policy, producers who had time slots for two or more years would
be removed from the cablecast in order to make room for new producers and programs. Those
producers who lost their time slots would need to reapply for new time slots and would be placed
at the bottom of the waitlist. In addition, the procedure for scheduling time slots was different for
new producers than for veterans. Because the first come, first served policy—a hallmark of
public access practice delineated in the Cable Television First Report and Order (1972)—created
preferences for seniority, new producers had to wait for an open slot. “I do not wish to take other
people's access away from them,” one producer wrote in an appeal. “If Viacom was doing what it
was supposed to, I wouldn't feel that I have to in order to get access myself” (Letter to Jonathan
Marx, 1992). The policy inevitably frustrated many of the veteran access producers who had had
their time slots for years, even a decade, and depended on the regularity of the programming
schedule to build their viewership. Viewership aside, most access producers arranged their work
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and personal lives to produce their shows. “Creating a television show is work,” commented
longtime producer Steve Zeltzer, “It takes consistency, commitment, and organization” (S.
Zeltzer, personal communication, 2016). According to Zeltzer, many of the new producers who
received coveted prime-time slots because of scheduling schemes like these did not realize what
it took to produce a weekly program and ended up giving up their slot after a few months.
“The way in which Viacom manages the access station fosters unnecessary
competitiveness among producers, and makes for a negative atmosphere in the community”, the
producer's complaint continued (Letter to Jonathan Marx, 1992). Other producers also
complained about Viacom's divisiveness. Artists' Television Access (ATA) whose program,
Artists' Television, had been airing at 7:30pm on Thursdays since 1986, described the policy as a
tactic to divide and conquer by pitting veteran producers against new producers. “Viacom is
setting producers like ATA up to fight with the newer producers over the loss of slots” (Artist's
Television, 1992). ATA's response to the policy goes on to suggest that Viacom viewed long-term
producers as a threat, and similar to corporate tactics like high employee turnover to keep costs
and influence to a minimum, Viacom wanted to eliminate the influence of veteran producers by
eliminating seniority (Artist's Television, 1992).
Viacom did not expect the type of frustration from producers it encountered when it
proposed the policy. Over seventy veteran and new producers, many of whom were from the
neighborhood like Interview with Latin America, Calendario Latino, Artists' Television Access,
Paper Tiger Television, Labor on the Job, Mission Creek Presents, and TruthTV, attended a
community meeting organized to address the allotment policy and confronted Viacom about their
continual neglect of access television. In an emotional address, a terminally ill producer who had
been on the waitlist for two years told Viacom reps that though she really wanted to see her
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program get aired, she would rather die than take another producer’s spot (Drew, 1993. p.16).
“This kind of commitment and fierce determination is indicative of the new combative mood of
access supporters who see public access as supplying a vital resource to communities normally
excluded from mainstream commercial TV”, reported Jess Drew, who attended the meeting both
as a producer with Paper Tiger West and as a board member of the SFCTC (p. 16). “It's widely
believed that Viacom...has a vested interest against a successful, professionally run access station
because access generates no profits for them” (p.16). Rather than limits on tenure, producers and
the SFCTC argued that increasing the daily cablecast hours, airing programming on Sundays,
and enforcing rules that temporarily replace reruns with new programming were far better
solutions than penalizing producers who had been active participants. Nevertheless, Viacom
instigated the tenure and allotment policy and by July 1993, eliminated fifty-eight programs and
their producers. Only eight of the producers whose shows were pulled decided to put their names
back on the waitlist which continued to have over one hundred producers still waiting for slots
(Blaney, 1993b, p. 2).
Poor equipment and policies that pitted veteran and new producers against each other
frustrated the access community and created obstacles to the use of the cable channel. However
the city was also reluctant to give the very organizational bodies it had created as stewards of
public access the power to enforce policy and noncompliance. Any gains in equipment or
expansion of services for public access relied on a relationship of favors and compliance between
the Viacom and the City and constant pressure and advocacy by the producer community, the
Cable Task Force, SFCTC and the new Citizen's Telecommunications Policy Committee.
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Cable Committees, Commissions, and the SFCTC as Intermediaries
“It is not Viacom's goal, and never has been, to have the SFCTC or any
organization assume management responsibility for Public Access”.
- Jonathan Marx, GM, Viacom Cablevision, San Francisco, 1992.

other

In 1980, when Viacom asked the Board of Supervisors to extend the city's franchise until
2005, the city used the opportunity to press them to speed up their citywide build out the system.
The new agreement proposed to double the amount of houses wired and extend cable services to
all areas of the city by 1988. Responding to years of customer service complaints and
recommendations by the City's Cable Task Force report in 1975, the Board also voted to create
the Citizen's Telecommunications Policy Committee (CTPC) as a cable TV watchdog
(Supervisors extend, 1980). The city had no formal infrastructure for investigating the franchise
operability or recommending changes—no official office of cable TV. Instead, jurisdiction was
spread between multiple departments. The Department of Public Works, the Department of
Electricity and the City Assessor all held various responsibilities for keeping maps, records, and
plans of various equipment at Viacom headend sites. General operations and subscriber
complaints were loosely under the jurisdiction of the Chief Administrator's Office. The CTPC
was an effort to centralize cable jurisdiction in order to guide and implement new comprehensive
telecommunication policy.
One of the first things the CTPC did was open an administrative office at 1182 Market St.
across from the main branch of the public library where it would hold committee meetings. With
offices in the Civic Center it was close to the administrative and public center of the city and its
location on Market St. made it easily accessible by public transportation. As a citizen's
committee, the CTPC held open public hearings and on many occasions held meetings on live
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television at the Folsom St. studio to take phone calls from the public. The CTPC in this sense
rescaled individual cable service complaints into public cable policy. Rather than simply
complaining to Viacom, producers looked to the CTPC as a channel to the Board of Supervisors.
In turn, the

Image 4.7. Flyer for public meeting sponsored CTPC, Courtesy of archive materials provided by Zane Blaney.
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CTPC reported directly to the Board of Supervisors who could use their recommendations to
negotiate resources for cable access. They also joined the National Association of
Telecommunications Officers and Advisors connecting and the National Federation of Local
Cable Programmers to familiarize itself with issues other cities faced establishing access channel
operations. The committee organized itself into different subcommittees that dealt with federal
cable policy, customer service, municipal, educational and public access channels and contracted
with outside professionals to evaluate Viacom's performance. In doing so the committee made
themselves accessible to the general public and was capable of drawing upon knowledge and
experience of other municipal organizations around the country.
The problem was that the CTPC itself had no legal teeth. It was not a commission
empowered to by city charter to create and enforce policies that a city department or commission
could. The CTPC could study, approve expenditures, and make recommendations to the Board of
Supervisors, but it had no power to change or enforce policy itself, headed no city department,
and had no real authority over Viacom.
When the CTPC was audited in 1986 its authority over cable policy became the
committee's biggest criticism. Along with issues about the use of staff, the audit suggested the
CTPC was not diligently monitoring the cable built-out and simply relied on verbal reports from
Viacom that neither compared the number of homes scheduled to be to wired with those actually
wired, nor compared the number of miles wired versus total miles in the area (Budget analyst,
1986). Without basic facts like these, the audit argued, it was impossible for the CTPC to actually
know whether or not Viacom was fulfilling its wiring obligations per the cable franchise. The
CTPC also had not established any formal procedures for access fee payments. Because the
CTPC would simply request the fees when they were needed the committee lost a potential five
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thousand dollars a year in interest the funds could have accumulated. Finally, the audit criticized
the CTPC's role as an intermediary between public access producers and Viacom and suggested
the CTPC's main task was to “adopt a master plan for the development of telecommunications in
San Francisco” (Budget Analyst, 1986).
In response to the audit, the CTPC agreed that there were issues with staff but pointed to
a July 30, 1985 meeting where Viacom made a detailed neighborhood-by-neighborhood
presentation to the policy subcommittee. They also argued that a citywide master
telecommunications plan was beyond their mandate, which was originally to prepare for
franchise renegotiations windows every three years. “[W]hile the CTPC has the expertise, staff
and the desire to monitor construction and complaints, it lacks the authority to either demand
specific information from Viacom or to impose penalties on Viacom” (CTPC, 1986b).
The audit recommended that the administrative and monitoring duties of the CTPC be
turned over to the Chief Administrative Officer so that the committee could concentrate simply
on policy making. This meant, like federal cable policy, that the day to day operational issues of
cable and cable access channels would become separate from the policy making function of the
committee. The report also suggested that the CTPC needed to broaden its telecommunications
scope beyond simply cable (Budget Analyst, 1986, p.27). “Presently there are numerous
departments, divisions, committees and individuals addressing telecommunication concerns in
SF. Increasingly the trend is to attempt to integrate voice communication with data information,
over a visual medium, such as cable television.” And much like the cable franchise, there were
lots of hands in the city's telecommunications basket. Along with cable TV, the Department of
Electricity administered radio communications for nine different departments (Police, Fire,
School District, etc.). The city's Electronic Information Processing Steering Committee oversaw
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the implementation of telecommunications policy and the purchasing of hardware and software
data processing; the Information Systems Division was in charge of the city's computer
mainframe and its maintenance; the Telecommunications Bureau controlled all the voice
communications, and the Telecommunications Steering Committee, which there was no official
requirement to take part in, informally managed all the other committees (Budget Analyst, 1986,
p 37-38). The audit noted that this fragmentation made the administration and implementation of
an effective and compatible telecommunications infrastructure impossible. Yet the CTPC simply
had no authority or jurisdiction to inquire, suggest, or implement any policy outside
recommendations for the cable TV infrastructure even as Viacom, as mentioned in Ch. 3, had
already experimented with long distance, bi-coastal data transmission in concert with city
departments.
The city's audit raised a number of concerns about the relationship between the CTPC
and Viacom. First and foremost was whether or not the CTPC was simply another level of
bureaucracy that confused and stunted direct policy action. Echoing the audit, CTPC chair Will
Leong conceded that lines of authority and supervision of staff posed the most serious problems
for the committee in fulfilling its mandate (CTPC, 1987b). Committee member, Hal Long, also
thought the committee was too small to deal with the large number of issues it faced. Sue
Leviton, Viacom’s representative on the committee, argued that needed logical and consistent
interaction with the city to meet its cable franchise obligations—something that had proven
difficult when dealing with volunteers (CTPC, 1987b). Adding fuel to the fire, Board Supervisor
Carol Ruth Silver publicly blasted Viacom's merger with National Amusements in Broadcasting
magazine in 1987, just after she informed the CTPC that the Board would not increase funds
towards cable access and other related activities (FCC has Ok'd, 1987, p. 20; CTPC, 1987b).
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The confusion over the role and jurisdiction of the CPTC exposed the committee’s
ultimately symbolic function. They could listen to producer complaints, but struggled to
materialize them into effective policy. At the same time, the audit revealed a pressing need for a
clearly defined line of authority to coordinate the telecommunications needs of the different
municipal departments. Without the oversight of a comprehensive plan, departments addressed
their own needs independently, creating redundancy and incompatibility issues between different
networks and interdepartmental communications.

The San Francisco Community Television Corporation, SFCTC

If it was in the interests of the city that the CTPC hand over the policing of Viacom and
the administrative staff to the city's CAO, then the committee suggested that the Board of
Supervisors revise the franchise agreement to create a non-profit organization to “promote and
enhance” the use of public access television and advise the city on all matters pertaining to it. In
essence, the San Francisco Community Television Corporation (SFCTC) was created as a
response to the 1986 audit by the City to become another cable access watchdog, one
theoretically removed from both city bureaucracy and Viacom, that could better assess the
conditions and needs of public access television. SFCTC's official mandate was to raise
awareness and money for the public access channel, train and administer workshops and services
to producers, and more significantly, eventually assist in transitioning the management of public
access television to a non-profit.
“Why is there a need for an access corporation?” asked Viacom in a letter to the CTPC
(CTPC, 1987a). “If the PAC [public access corporation] assumes management and control of
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Public Access,” they challenged, “what is the relationship to Viacom with regard to employees,
hiring, supervision, accountability, etc., and to the facilities. What is the definition of 'community
control' of the local resources? What are the 'resources'? Do they have the authority to be an
oversight committee determining Public Access policy and management?" (CTPC, 1987a, p.4549). In Viacom's view of the law, the city did not have jurisdiction over public access and
therefore why would an appointed non-profit supersede the role and the authority the city did not
possess? The questions over the authority to create the SFCTC and its questionable ability to
determine the use of Viacom resources without an amendment in the city's franchise established
an immediate combative relationship between the SFCTC and Viacom.
For most of the SFCTC existence Zane Blaney, who was an early SFCTC board member,
was the organization’s executive director. He oversaw, and in many cases received, most of the
criticism for the many of the significant transformations of public access television in San
Francisco. Blaney's public media career started at an early age in radio. The son of ranch hands,
Blaney grew up in Worland, Wyoming, a small frontier town with a population of the less than
5,000. At fifteen, he landed his first job as one of two employees at the only radio station in
town, KWOR, filling in in the evenings where he would play records and read news copy. He
came to San Francisco in the 1970s after working in radio in Albuquerque, New Mexico. At one
point, after being sought out for a news director position at local radio station, “The guy who
said he would hire me apologized but said he would get fired if he hired a homosexual” (Blaney,
personal communication, 2016,). Blaney was dumbfounded. He had not discussed his sexuality
at the station, nor was he public about it. At that moment he decided he was going to move to
San Francisco. Blaney would then become a founding member of Western Public Radio (WPR)
with Leo C. Lee in 1978. WPR became an important training center for new public radio
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broadcasters with a special emphasis on training women and minorities, and Blaney made a
number of radio documentaries centered on race and sexuality that aired on National Public
Radio (Western broadcaster, 1989). While at WPR, Blaney also became a founding member of
the San Francisco chapter of the Gay and Lesbian Alliance Against Defamation (GLAAD). His
work helped expose antigay and racist commentary in the mainstream media like radio and TV
celebrity Morton Downey Jr. whose syndicated television show was dropped by San Francisco's
KRON-TV in 1988 amidst pressure from activist groups in the Bay Area (Linebarger, 1988, p.5;
Everett, 1988). He also conducted a series of video and audio interviews with GLAAD founder
and activist Vitto Russo.
In many ways public access television was a logical extension of his previous work. Like
public radio, he saw public access TV as a way to address inequality and prejudice in society,
and for people to talk about problems and interests they faced. But it was never easy at the helm
of SFCTC. As the primary advocate for public access TV between 1987 and 2009, Blaney and
the SFCTC spent their time fighting Viacom's efforts to sabotage public access television,
navigating the frustration of the community of access producers, and trying to convince the city
to continue to fund public access TV.
According to letters to Blaney in the early 1990s from Jonathan Marx, general manager
of Viacom in San Francisco, Viacom was not going to entertain any ideas about letting the
SFCTC manage public access. Under the burden of law, Marx would argue, Viacom was using
its own profits and the resources from its Viacom-run channels to subsidize the free use of its
property by the public access community (Marx, 1992b). Marx viewed the city's contribution to
public access as minimal, and that Viacom supported the entire public access operation. The
appointment of a non-profit by the CTPC did not mean the Viacom was legally bound to
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Image 4.8. Public Image newsletter was used to inform producers about issues with Viacom and cable
access policy. Courtesy of archive materials provided by Zane Blaney.

accommodating them. Marx concluded that the SFCTC was simply a contractor. “Viacom may
choose to work with another organization like the [SF]CTC in the fulfillment of Public Access
commitments...Viacom would be very pleased with the opportunity to award such a 'contract' to
the [SF]CTC ” Marx wrote to Blaney (Marx, 1992c, single quotes in the original). That Viacom
would think of the relationship with SFCTC as one that Viacom could “award” contradicted the
role the SFCTC was appointed by the BOS and CTPC to fulfill in the first place. “If the
[SF]CTC were to take an official or public position in opposition to Viacom, Viacom would
sever the relationship as with any contractor” Marx warned (Marx, 1992c). Viacom would only
consider transferring the management of cable access if the language in the franchise was
changed, yet they refused to make the transfer of management part of any further franchise
negotiations (Marx, 1992c).
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Like the CTPC, the SFCTC attempted to mediate between the cable access producers,
Viacom and the City. One way it did this was through a monthly newsletter, Public Image (Image
4.7), that provided news and workshop information along with a monthly cablecast schedule.26
Blaney's column, “Director's Notes,” provided information and updates about how federal and
local policy decisions and alerted producers about changes Viacom proposed to make at the
station. The Waterman Files, a column by access producer, Blaine Waterman (Barrier- Free TV),
highlighted a different producer and their program each month, and Artists Television Access
(ATA) in their column, Off the Wire, discussed their monthly schedule of screenings of public
access programs that was free to the public. SFCTC also encouraged producers to attend
producers meetings held monthly at the ATA's studio on Valencia, and created producer grant
programs to pay for workshop and production costs.
Amid the battles over management and resources with SFCTC, Folsom St. established a
collective, civic-oriented spirit towards the production of community television that was
simultaneously embedded in a foreboding fear that the station's limited resources could at any
point fall forever into disrepair, be given to someone else, or eliminated altogether. Folsom St.'s
limited resources, the development of consumer VHS camcorders, and Viacom’s combative
relationship with the SFCTC and producers discouraged new membership. As a result, a large
number of producers found other resources to produce programming and only used Folsom
public access as a place to drop off tapes. Over half of the programs using Channel 25 were
remote productions that depended very little on the equipment of resources of the station. In its
relationship with the SFCTC, Viacom actively defended its right to control public access
television. Viacom managed public access as an asset in their broader economy of channels
26 There were early newsletters like, Community Access Bulletin, in the late 1980s, and a version that simply use
the header, SFCTC: San Francisco Community Television. In the early 1990s it was called Public Access News
until November of 1992 when it change to Public Image.
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enabling policies that sabotaged the growth of the station in order to keep costs low. For many
producers, especially those from marginalized communities, the environment of instability and
uncertainty, even the inability to use the studio, became an extension of their historical
experiences dealing with the distribution of public resources in San Francisco. When changes in
the franchise in 1997 finally gave the SFCTC management of public access, the SFCTC
refocused their efforts towards maximizing the use and function of the access television
facilities. This meant, first and foremost, state of the art equipment and facilities as well as an
agenda of outreach and partnerships with non-profits that broadened the scope and of public
access TV objectives beyond protecting resources and the active producer community.

The Telecom Commission (1997-2009)

“San Francisco is virtually the only major municipality without any kind to
telecommunications oversight agency,” charged June Gutfleisch, aide to Supervisor Sue
Bierman, after the Bay Area Guardian received a memo in 1995 suggesting Viacom had been
ripping off the city for at least fifteen years (Zoll, 1995). The Bay Area Guardian got a hold of
an internal memo circulating in the Department of Electricity and Telecommunications (DET)
that suggested Viacom had failed to build underground conduits connecting the city's emergency
communications network as required by the franchise agreement. Under the franchise, each time
Viacom excavated a street to install its cable television conduits it was required to notify the
DET to find out whether the city wanted space to lay its own cables next to Viacom's (City and
County, 1988). Instead the city had been spending millions of dollars renting lines from PAC
Bell and losing out on potentially millions more in revenues from leasing them. “We find
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ourselves a decade behind other cities in telecommunications because nobody's watching the
store,” summed Zane Blaney who then told the Guardian that Viacom also owed the city
$164,000 in franchise fees. “We need this commission the protect consumer rights and save
consumers money” (Zoll, 1995). Viacom disputed all of it.
As the city decide what course it would take to address Viacom’s perpetual noncompliance and possible illegal business practices, Telecommunications, Inc.'s (TCI) announced
that they intended to buy San Francisco's cable system from Viacom. “Our current agreement
[with Viacom] is a bad deal...horribly inadequate,'' City Attorney Louise Renne told the
Chronicle. “It's old and archaic, reached at a time when people weren't aware of the importance
of cable television” (Clarence, 1996). The Board of Supervisors threatened to extend a lawsuit to
TCI claiming that Viacom's non-compliance had invalidated the twenty-five year contract TCI
was trying to assume. “We either live with the present agreement or sue,'' Renne explained, “But
if we sue, will we win? And if we win, will we get more than is already being proposed?''
(Clarence, 1996).
The city did not have to sue because someone beat them to it. In February and July of
1996, former CTPC board member and San Francisco lawyer Michael Singsen, and city
employee Carolyn Cooley, filed breach of contract and third party beneficiaries claims against
Television Signal Corporation, the original holder of the cable franchise owned by parent
company Viacom. They claimed that “TSC violated both the law and its contract when it failed
to comply with the term of the franchise ordinance: 'In order to effectuate public access, Grantee
shall provide service to schools, universities and public buildings at no cost, including free cable
connection and subscriber fees'” (Singsen v. TSC, 1998). Singsen argued that by failing to wire
public buildings TSC unfairly profited from the fees they collected from subscribers. The core to
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the arguments the court considered was whether or not a violation of the cable franchise was
considered an “unlawful act that can be enjoined” or simply a contract violation enforced by
traditional contract remedies (Singsen v. TSC, 1998). Unfortunately on July 15, 1996, in-between
Singsen's two lawsuits, the Board of Supervisors passed San Francisco Administrative Code
section 11.54(e), an ordinance creating the Telecommunications Commission. Furthermore, in
October of 1996 the city agreed to cooperate with TSC and TCI in obtaining a dismal of Singsen
and Cooley's claims by deleting TSC's previous obligations to wire public buildings in the
franchise agreement (Singsen v. TSC, 1998). The courts ultimately concluded that the city
ordinance had sufficiently empowered the Telecommunications Commission, “to adjust, settle or
compromise any controversy between any cable operator… and any subscriber regarding the
subscriber’s bill, signal, services, or any other matter within the city’s jurisdiction” (Singsen v.
TSC, 1998). This meant the courts believed that only the Commission and City could bring suit
against TSC and that Singsen and Cooley did not possess the proper standing. Without legal
standing and with a contractual remedy between the city and TSC in place, there was little left
for Singsen and Cooley to dispute and both cases were dismissed in 1998.
Despite the outcome, the debate in Singsen v. Television Signal Corp. (1998) left open the
possibility that under California law TSC might lose in court should the city itself decide to make
a claim against them. This possibility prompted TCI to negotiate.. Along with agreeing to a new
wiring plan and raising the franchise fee, TCI committed over five million dollar towards cable
access channels. Acting on the recommendation in the 1986 audit of the Citizen's
Telecommunications Policy Committee, the Board also centralized all the cities IT and cable
related services under one department—the Department of Technology and Information Systems
(DTIS). Finally, the Board formalized the Telecommunications Commission whose responsibility
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it would be to draft the city's first comprehensive citywide telecommunications master plan, and
per the Singsen decision, protect TCI from further litigation by community members (Journal of
proceedings, 1996). Organized at the peak of the Dotcom era in 1997, the Telecommunications
Commission proposed to make sense of a fragmented city telecommunication plan and exploding
communications infrastructure that was already far too complex and considerably developed by
the private multimedia, information, and corporate sector who enjoyed relatively little oversight.
Nevertheless, one of the first matters the Commission did address was easy – it made it clear that
it would replace the cable operator with a nonprofit organization to oversee the operation and
administration of public access television.

Proposed SF Models for Public Access

As part of the franchise transfer, Viacom was moving out of the Folsom St. location and
this gave the SFCTC and the Telecommunications Commission an opportunity to essentially
recreate public access television. The first step was to decide what type of public access
television organization they wanted and where to put it. The SFCTC's model for access TV was
based on the research of other access programs around the country: a location near public
transportation easily accessible to everyone, in a fully funded, state of the art production studio,
with postproduction facilities, internet access, a full-time staff, conference rooms and offices,
and a coordinated effort towards community outreach. Headed by Blaney, the SFCTC had been
involved in public access television since 1987 and had organized and managed CITYWATCH,
the city's government access channel since 1993.27 They had ten years of experience in creating

27 The history and interrelationship of the two other access channels, education and government is complicated and
I have chosen to narrow my focus to public access television and make comments and about them only for
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and negotiating cable access policy, a board of directors, a relationships with non-profit
organizations and, above all else a mandate from the now defunct CTPC to manage public access
TV. But there were other models the Commission considered.
The Mayor's office proposed to locate the access studio at Brooks Hall, a large
underground convention space with a fourteen-foot high ceiling under the Civic Center. It had
been primarily used for trade and corporate events in the 1980s, and the library rented it for
overflow when the Prieta Loma earthquake damaged the building in 1989. Mayor Willie
Brown's project was called the Mayor's Center for Advanced Technology (M-CAT) and operated
in three components (Telecom. Comm., 1998). The first component combined the public access
channel with the educational (E) and government (G) access (PEG). Combining all three
channels into one PEG organization was already used in a number of cities as a way to share
funds, labor, and equipment. The second component involved creating a multimedia technology
and training center for youth and adults, and the third component was an incubator for
multimedia and technology start-ups. The Mayor's proposal attempted to link public access
television, an outlet for underserved and marginalized communities, to job training, new
technology, and entrepreneurial actors in San Francisco’s burgeoning information economy.
While acquiring production skills that translated into employment opportunities had been a
somewhat implicit virtue of public access television practice since its beginning, the Mayors MCAT proposal made a more profound and explicit connection to changes in the urban
environment and the types of actors that were transforming it. The more practical problem with
the proposal was Brooks Hall itself. Though it was in a prime central location with plenty of
room, the space needed extensive renovation to bring it into compliance with building codes. The
cost to bring the location into compliance with Americans with Disabilities Act alone ranged
clarity.
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upwards of 1.6 million dollars—more than the city was willing to spend (Gordon, 1996).
A third proposal was submitted by Ray Balberan from Mission Mediarts, who was now a
senior case manager at Real Alternatives Program working with at-risk minority youth and
community outreach in the Mission. Balberan and the Mediarts Consortium felt the Brooks Hall
plan was a one-size-fits-all 'cookie cutter' approach to public access television that would easily
be monopolized by one group. The SFCTC, Balberan explained, may have people of color on
their board but it could not represent the different communities. Instead of a downtown
centralized access center, the Consortium proposed a decentralized model with a network of
neighborhood media centers across the city run by community based non-profits groups from the
neighborhoods. The Community Television Access Plan 2000, called for “decentralizd
programming through the conversion of media arts centers to neighborhood based programming
origination centers for production, training, and community ascertainment” (Ramirez, 1998). The
Consortium proposed to locate production studios in the cultural arts centers in many
neighborhoods the city was already funding, thereby providing additional income and resources
to the centers. Decentralization, the Consortium suggested, was the “sensible way to approach
the new millennium” and the “most constructive way to free a dynamic concept (Public Access)
from the physical confines afforded by a single studio” (SF Media Arts, 1998). At its core, the
Consortiums project expressed Balberan's roots in the Mission Coalition Organizations focus on
community control of resources and addressed a deep seeded fear that one group would control
public access the way Viacom did and inevitably diminish access to communities that needed it
the most. “Public access cannot exist in a vacuum while real issues pertaining to the quality of
our lives sit on a shelf, waiting for the proper time to be aired” (SF Media Arts, 1998).
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Image 4.9. Visualization of the decentralized public access TV proposal by the Mediarts Consortium, 1998. Courtesy
of archive materials provided by Zane Blaney.

The decentralized access TV plan was indeed completely different than the centralized
studio model Viacom had created, and the SFCTC was proposing. However the idea of multiple
sites was not necessarily a new concept for cable access TV in San Francisco. In a policy
statement in 1973, Roberto Esteves, then the video coordinator for the San Francisco Public
Library suggested that the city create public access facilities “across the city” and to create a
library of community produced tapes (Esteves, 1973). The Cable Task Force report in 1975
suggested multiple viewing sites around the city for people, especially children, to view local
programming (Engel & Hill, 1975). In 1985, the Citizen's Telecommunications Policy
Committee also proposed a survey to locate potential origination/viewing centers and video
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production equipment already owned by community organizations (CTPC, 1986a). Again in
2002, the SFCTC, the Telecommunications Commission, the Department of Technology and
Information Services, and new cable franchise operator, Comcast28 discussed the possibility of
multiple sites in different electoral districts of the city. Many of the proposed sites were

Map 4.2. SFCTC's proposal for multi-site access system, May 9th, 2002. Courtesy of archive materials provided by
Zane Blaney.

28 Viacom sold its cable interest to TCI in 1996, AT&T then bought TCI in 1999, and AT&T Broadband merged
with Comcast in 2001.
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high schools that would integrate production oriented classes and vocational skills into the
schools’ curriculum. Other locations were at the Mission Cultural Center for Latino Arts, The
African American Art and Cultural Complex, SomArts: South Of Market Cultural Center, and in
a City College extension in Chinatown that was getting ready to be built. Although much of the
wiring was in place the sites never materialized. In 2009, BAVC also attempted the multi-site
plan they called N3, Neighborhoods News Network, in their RFP to the city. N3 came the
closest to a successful multi-site access infrastructure and actually produced some programming
before it shut down after funding and interest waned.
The conversations and initiatives about the decentralized model of public access in San
Francisco reveal an intimate relationship between the idea of access TV and the material spaces
and geography it inhabits. Like the Potrero Ave and Folsom St. stations, most of the proposed
sites for the multi-site production facilities were in districts and neighborhoods that were home to
working class and minority communities—those Balberan suggested were “crying for better
neighborhoods and safe spaces” (SF Media Arts, 1998). By having production sites located in the
neighborhoods they served, and administered by community nonprofits, The Access 2000 Plan
proposed to create new production spaces that would allow the community to initiate its own
redevelopment projects. The Consortium's plan was a place-based, technological strategy meant
to resist the redevelopment of the Mission and other surrounding neighborhoods by multi-media
and high-tech companies at the peak of gentrification in 1998. Blaney and the SFCTC were
certainly not opposed to the multi-site model and in fact pushed the city to initiate satellites
production sites. However in order to secure the transfer of management from the cable operator
to a non-profit, the SFCTC opted to provide a straight forward, familiar, and less experimental
model of public access as in a single central location (Z. Blaney, personal communication, 2015).
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1720 Market St. and Valencia, AccessSF

Complete in April of 2002 with a near $200,000 a year lease, 1720 Market St. was not the
cheapest space the SFCTC could find, but it met a variety of the concerns raised by access
producers, media activists, and city officials about the characteristics of an ideal public access
TV space (Z. Blaney, personal communication, 2015). The biggest issue for the search
committee was accessibility for low-income residents (T. Rosenburg, personal communication,
2015). Market St. is the main thoroughfare for all public transportation throughout the city. It
was once known as the “Slot” which referred to the iron track in the middle of the street where
all the cables for the cable cars were kept. Living “north of the Slot”, typically meaning upscale,
or “south of the Slot” where matters were more illicit, characterized one's social status. From the
early 1880s until 1940 the intersection and surrounding neighborhood at Market and Valencia
was known as “The Hub” because of the many rail and cable lines that met there (Horn, n.d.).
After the Market Street Railway dissolved in the 1940s and municipal buses began to replace
rail, the area fell into decline (Horn, n.d). Valencia St. is also one of San Francisco's oldest
avenues, running north and south the length of the Mission District. Like the Mission, it is a
street with a long history of being a home for immigrants, bohemians, and people of color. As
Valencia opens into Market St, the access studio sits north of the Slot facing it, across from San
Francisco's last remaining piano bar, the Martuni.
The construction of the elevated bi-level Central Freeway extension of US 101 in the
1950s split the neighborhood on the southern edge of the Western Addition and Hayes Valley in
two, nearly covering the Market and Valencia intersection and dissolving the congruency and
organization of the area. By the 1980s the Hayes Valley neighborhood was considered blighted –
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a refuge for drug dealers and prostitutes (King, 2004). However, when the Loma Prieta
earthquake in 1989 destroyed much of the freeway, residents of Hayes Valley, the Western
Addition, and anti-freeway activists organized around removing the highway altogether. They
were confronted by pro freeway commuters from the northern and western suburbs and

Image 4.10. Intersection of Market and Octavia before the freeway was taken down in 2005. Fair use image.

Marin commuters who wanted to extend the freeway to the Golden Gate Bridge (Asato, 2015).
The first pieces of the freeway were removed in 1992, and it took four ballot propositions to
finally bring the freeway down to street level in 2005 where it crosses Market and continued up
Octavia Blvd. right next to 1720 Market St (Asato, 2015).
For real estate purposes 1720 Market is considered to be on the southernmost boarder of
an expanded Hayes Valley, now a gentrified neighborhood and part of the larger Western
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Addition. Other development plans distinguish the area as part of the city's Market and Octavia
Plan (2007), as “gateway to Hayes Valley and the Civic Center”, which overlaps another plans
called the “Market St. Hub Project” that wants to reestablished the intersection as a “hub” of the
major thoroughfares of the city (SF Planning, 2007; SF Planning, 2015). Either way, like the
“Hub” of a hundred years ago, and Folsom St. in the North Mission in the 1980s and 1990s, the

Map 4.3. 1720 Markets St. as an interchange between different city spaces (SF Planning, 2007).

Market St. studio location in the early 2000s was a space defined by a literal interchange that
moved people through it.
“Redevelopment was one of the reasons for the Market St. location,” commented Bryan
Roberts from the Department of Technology referring to the rapid efforts to transform Hayes
Valley and the Western edge of South of Market (B. Roberts, personal communication, 2015).
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One search committee member suggested that Market St. was a good neutral location referring to
ways in which gangs, especially during the drug wars in the 1980s and 1990s, had divided the
city geographically (M. Freeman, personal communication, 2015). There were other locations
that were considered as well. Floor plans were drawn up for locations at Fort Mason, between
Marina District and Fisherman's Wharf, a site at St. Joseph's Church on 10th and Howard in the
South of Market, the Mission Theater on Mission St. between 21st and 22nd in the Mission. Fort
Mason was too far north and had limited public transportation, the Catholic Church could not
commit to a permanent studio space, and the Mission Theatre was a full redevelopment project
that the city did not want to attempt. The SFCTC also asked KQED if they could lease
production spaces at their studio on Mariposa and Bryant, right across the street from BAVC, but
their spaces were “committed” to other projects and clients. KQED also had little patience or
understanding of public access. “Should your needs change significantly” responded KQED, “or
you are in need of a large studio space or equipment on a short term basis, please let us make a
bid to work with you” (Reid, 1997). In an odd twist of fate the SFCTC also asked BAVC, the
future home of public access TV a decade later, if they had space to house public access but
BAVC declined as well. SFCTC staff needed to access the facilities 24 hours a day, seven days a
week, and the facilities needed to be able to accommodate up to thirty people doing various
activities at any given time (Reid, 1997). This was perhaps more access and more people than
KQED or BAVC wanted to deal with given that their programming and production needs were
far more specific and controlled by grant programs.
The more significant characteristic of 1720 Market St. for the search committee was the
location's proximity to the public service geography of the city, the Civic Center. Within an
approximately twelve-minute walk from 1720 Market St., obeying crosswalk and other
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pedestrian laws, and not being alternatively abled, I reached the SF Main Public Library and City
Hall to the Board of Supervisors offices. I walked to other services like the San Francisco
Department of Technology, the city's Human Services Agency, Public and Community
Behavioral Health Services, Children and Families Commission, Municipal Transportation
Authority, and the LGBT Community Center, and all were within or before the twelve-minute
timeframe. There are also three Mercy Housing projects that provided over five hundred housing
units for seniors, LGBT seniors, and low-income and homeless families within my twelveminute boundary as well. The importance of the stations proximity to the public service
geography of the city meant that it at least symbolically functioned as a part of a broader city
infrastructure of services for the poor, alternatively able, retired, homeless, and unemployed. Its
proximity symbolically and geographically extended and rescaled public access television as a
node in a broader network of public services.
For all intents and purposes 1720 Market St. feels like it is in the “thick of it.” People are
constantly traversing Market St. which is a wide, busy, four lane avenue. The homeless move up
and down the street congregating in empty stoops, Muni buses shuttle back and forth in constant
loops, and cyclists take advantage of the green bike lanes. The stores next door sell new and used
musical instruments, retro furniture, and chia tea – across the street is the iconic Flax art supply
store that after three generations in the same space had to leave its location on the corner of
Market and Valencia because developers are building condos. Flax owner, Howard Flax, told the
Chronicle he was optimistic about leaving Market and Valencia for a new location at Fort Mason
between Aquatic Park and the Marina. “One nice thing about Fort Mason” Flax admitted, “is that
it's a lot prettier than gritty central Market Street” (Dineen, 2015). As an extension of downtown,
it is noisy and smells like trash and cars – there are parts of buildings that look expensive and
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Map 4.4. A public service geography in San Francisco. 1720 Market St. is a twelve-minute walk from city hall and
the SF main public library. Created by author, 2017.

parts that are considerably run down. Nevertheless, from the time the studio at 1720 Market St.
was completed in 2002 until the end of 2009, the city claimed some sort of responsibility for the
way public access television was operating, at least symbolically, through the studio's location
within the broader public service geography.
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Image 4.11. View looking east towards Civic Center. Photo taken by author, 2016.

In addition to its proximity to the public service sector of the city, the Market St. studio
was the first space where the administration and the production facilities shared the same
building.29 This meant the spaces could potentially facilitate a stronger alliance between the
advocacy groups and the producer community. With a new studio space, state-of-the-art
equipment, more funding, a full-time staff, and finally out of the shadow of Viacom, SFCTC’s
AccessSF could be a more supportive and utilized community outlet.

29 At Folsom, Viacom administrators, other than the station coordinator, were all a block and a half up the street at
the Viacom offices and they only brought an additional office support in 1986. There was no room to put an
advocacy groups office at the Folsom St. station and Viacom did not want to be responsible for one. SFCTC's
rented their first office space from BAVC in February of 1989 when BAVC was at 1111 17th in Potrero Hill.
They moved to the third floor of the Main Library in the Civic Center in the mid 1990s and to 25 Van Ness in
1997 until Market St. was complete.
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At the height of the high-tech era in the late 1990s, the limited supply of warehouse space
and growing demand for office space by high-tech companies skyrocketed rents in the
neighborhoods surrounding downtown especially in the live/work project areas of the Northeast
Mission and South of Market. In spring of 2001, the economic bubble or “DotCom bubble” burst
and many new multi-media and tech companies dissolved as their costs went up and their
funding diminished. Unemployment in the city grew from 4.2% to 6.1% in November, and while
San Francisco lost 27% of its total employment between 1980 and 2005, the concentration of
jobs in the public administration sector and the professional, scientific, and technical sectors
remained the dominant industries in the city (SF Planning, 2002; Hu, 2009).
“There were lots of angry and bewildered people, especially among those who were
active members of SFCTC,” commented Tracy Rosenburg from Media Alliance (personal
communication, 2015). During her time as an active producer at Access SF she observed an
apparent focus in programming by active producers on issues that affected low-income residents
and themes of discontent with the way the city was changing. This focus was not by accident but
prompted by large-scale gentrification and the city’s effort to develop and nurture the new
industries of technology.
In Access SF 2003/2004 fiscal year, approximately 48% of the 125 respondents who used
AccessSF services lived in neighborhoods that had experienced or were experiencing “advanced
gentrification” as defined by Berkeley's Urban Development Project (Blaney, Vinck, Levine,
Smolowitz, & Valle, 2004; Zuk & Chapple, 2015). Of the 89 people who responded to the
question about income, 60% made less than $45,000/year, and over 53% of the 238 people who
responded to the question about race identified as non-white. Similar results were found in the
2006/2007 fiscal year report (Blaney, Vinck, Ferejohn, Smolowitz, Paige, Valle, Boyer, 2007).
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Approximately 46% of the 249 who responded to the question about where they lived, lived in
“advanced gentrified neighborhoods”; 66.5% of the 190 people who responded to the question
about income made less than $45,000/year; and over 50% of the 536 who responded to the
question about race identified as non-white. In general what the demographics of AccessSF in
2003/2004 and 2006/2007 suggest is that more than half of the users of public access were
people of color, made less than $45,000/year, and lived in neighborhoods that were heavily
gentrifying or gentrified. A comparison of producer zip codes in 2009 charted on a reproduction
of Richard Florida's map of service class sectors in San Francisco and Berkeley's Urban
Development Projects map reveals a similar concentration of public access users (see maps 4.54.7). There was still a diverse line-up of public access television being made at AccessSF. The
point is that there were arguably more types of programming focused on social justice and this
undoubtedly affected the orientation of the SFCTC and AccessSF in their efforts towards
community outreach and developing relationships with non-profits networks in the city. The
SFCTC and AccessSF's focus on community outreach and partnerships with the city's broader
non-profit and educational sector was something Viacom at Folsom St. had rarely, if ever, done
for the public access channel. “Access SF has paid increasing attention to building broader
recognition of the organization’s programs among potential funders supporters and stakeholders.
On a number of key agency fronts, fundraising goals have served as a driving aspect of program
planning, implementation and evaluation,” Blaney reported to the city in 2004 (Blaney, et al.,
2004). I asked Blaney if things were smoother when there were commitments from
AT&T/Comcast for operations and capital funds he just smiled. “You would think so, but we had
to constantly plead our case to the Board of Supervisors to keep our budget…we met with and
contacted every board member and assistant” (Z. Blaney, personal communication, 2016).
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Map 4.5. Florida's map of the spatialization of creative, service, and working class residents of San Francisco
(Florida & Johnson, 2013).
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Map 4.6. Zip codes of Access SF producers in 2009 plotted on to a representation of Florida's mapping of service
sector neighborhoods in SF (see Map 4.5). Created by author, 2016.
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Map 4.7. Over half of the Access SF producers between 2002 and 2009 lived in neighborhoods classified as
experiencing "advanced gentrification" (Zuk & Chapple, 2015).

To create alternative funding sources, the AccessSF Board created a fee-based, in-house
production team and began to solicit production work from non-profits and other community
groups. They produced an AccessSF TV call-in program for non-profits to address questions
from viewers, and collaborated with the Mayor's Office of Neighborhood Services to produce a
live call-in show about issues such as redevelopment and eviction. The Western Access Video
Excellence (WAVE) award-winning program, The San Franciscans, focused on population and
neighborhoods not traditionally represented on SF public access television like the Asian
community, youth, and the alternatively abled through issues like community health, violence,
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media and technology use, and multi-lingualism (Blaney, et al. 2004; Blaney, Vinck, Huron,
Barkett, Smolowitz, Valle, & Watts, 2005).30 By 2007 AccessSF had begun programming a
second channel and was beta testing video archiving and on demand services through their
website. To expand membership they started a non-profit organizational membership program
and had over thirty-eight neighborhood, health, and cultural organizations. Market St. was open
Tuesdays from 3:00pm to 11:00pm and on Saturdays from 11am to 7pm – hours that were
unheard of at Viacom.
But while producers were excited about the 1.7 million dollar studio space, the new
equipment, and expanded hours the SFCTC had secured, there were producers that questioned
the legitimacy of management by the SFCTC. Ray Balberan from the Media Arts Consortium
accused the SFCTC of “getting the lead” in the petition to run public access television after the
city's agreement with TCI. “When was the last SFCTC election and how were the people
informed?...What geographic parts or constituencies do they represent?” (Balberan, 1998b).
Though the CTPC created the SFCTC in 1987 as an advocacy group, Balberan suggested that the
process of the SFCTC acquiring management of public access didn't represent a process by
which the broader producer community had any input. In fact the Telecommunication
Commission voted not to open up the bidding for the management of public access television
because of their track record. Commission vice president, Masuka called for a sole-source
recommendation for SFCTC to takeover public access suggesting that the Commission needed to
move quickly on organizing public access TV operations. Commission president Ellington
agreed that “while bidding should be open at a future date, since the Commission is new, SFCTC
has a long track record and there have been no complaints regarding competency that it therefore

30 Western Access Video Excellence is awarded by the national public access television organization Alliance for
Community Media.
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Image 4.12. AccessSF executive director, Zane Blaney (third from the left), describes features of the new studio to
SF Mayor Willie Brown during a ribbon cutting ceremony for the Market St. station in 2001. Courtesy of archive
materials provided by Zane Blaney

makes sense to make this recommendation now” (Telecom Comm., 1997). Others believed it was
a conflict of interest for the SFCTC to propose their own policies and wages and that Blaney had
stacked the staff and SFCTC board with subordinates (Miles, Jr, 2002; Zeltzer, personal
communication, 2016). One producer worried that changing the name to from CityVisions to
AccessSF would erase the long history of the public access community in San Francisco
(Bermudez, 2002).
AccessSF's focus on outreach and non-profit partnerships also caused problems for some
producers who felt the AccessSF board and staff were more interested in becoming a for hire
production studio than addressing the needs of the regular producers. One complaint was that
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there were separate production and editing equipment for the in-house production staff to use
that was typically not available for regular access producers to use. Others complained that the
SFCTC was spending money on equipment that was not necessary. “What Access SF really
needs is for SFCTC to abide by the SFCTC Grant Agreement with the City and Country of San
Francisco and maintain, insure, and allocate the equipment we already have” wrote Michael
Faklis, a producer and staff member who was fired from AccessSF, in an unaffiliated blog
(2006). David Miles Jr., producer of the show Skatin Place and an ex AccessSF board member
who was dismissed controversially for breaking SFCTC bylaws, questioned the board's handling
of contractors doing work AccessSF and “highjacking the process” to push their own agenda
(Miles, Jr., 2002).
Conflict and dissent are perhaps just part of any non-profit organization that engages the
public so directly. But when the SFCTC limited the amount of time producers could keep their
timeslots to benefit new producers, those who had been through this before at Folsom St. were
less than thrilled. Once again the timeslot debates centered on channel space and how best to
accommodate new producers looking to create an audience. The problem was that there was only
twenty-eight “prime-time” programming hours during the week, between 7pm-11pm when they
believed people in general watch the most TV. In 2002 there were 193 active series producers,
fifty of which had been producing programs on the channel for five or more years and had the
same continuous timeslot. By the end of May that year approximately 248 residents had
expressed interest in producing new programming. There was simply no way to accommodate
everyone.
The SFCTC proposed a lottery system. “Weekly shows remain in the same timeslot for
28 weeks; shows appearing once a month keep the same timeslot for one year. At the end of that
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time, the producer comes to a meeting which is held every month to pick a number to be used to
select from the available timeslots” (Telecom Commission, 2002) Though not ideal, it was better
than Viacom's policy that simply dropped producers who had been programming for two or more
years and put them on a waitlist.
Blaney and the SFCTC decide to survey the producer community in 2002 for feedback
about the timeslot allotment and found that many in the access community would tolerate the
lottery as an unfortunate, but logical solution to time slot scarcity. Many in the survey simply
thanked SFCTC for doing a good job. “I am in attunement with your policies, keep up the good
work!” wrote one producer. However, many producers also remembered Viacom’s tenure policy
a decade earlier. In contrast, one producer wrote that if their timeslot was changed again they
would quit AccessSF entirely. One statement in particular questioned why the SFCTC wanted to
punish producers who push shows with audiences.
Since Channel 29 is community resource then it should be available to those in
the community on a 1st come basis. People that are new should be given a choice
of the timeslots that are available. Why should someone from the community be
allowed to displace a show that has a proven track record at a certain timeslot for
someone who want to try it out for 6 mos. then quit. You have plenty of shows
that show nothing but reruns all the time and you do nothing. What about
producers that have fresh shows and have an audience that tunes in to hear and
see their show only to find out it moved off the air cause some took your timeslot
then decided they couldn't do it [?] There should be a probation period for new
shows to make sure they really want to be part of Channel 29, or was it just
something to do or try for a moment only to find out that its hard work and not the
fun they thought it would be (Access SF, 2002).
In another statement in the survey a producer pointed out what they saw as a disconnect between
the SFCTC staff and the “programming” that not only frustrated the producer community but
may in fact put the legitimacy of SFCTC with the city in jeopardy. The lottery the producer
suggested created a “flashpoint for dissent that has generated public picketing, negative press,
negative endorsements from the community, etc.”
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The SFCTC states that its only role is to run the station (to keep standing the
soapbox) so that technology is readily available to any and all residentially
qualified comers. This is narrow minded and myopic. SFCTC is the current holder
of the privilege of this station, using public funds generated through the ATT loop.
All salaries to the SFCTC personnel come from this funding achieved by the
political process. And at the heart of the political process is the ability of the
SFCTC to [show] the local governments and commissions the incredible displays
of diverse community activism that is represented BY THE WORK
SUBMISSIONS OF THE PROGRAMMERS. (Access SF, 2002, emphasis in the
original).
The monthly lottery meetings became stages for continued dissent, and on more than one
occasion some producers felt threatened to choose timeslots they did not want in order to avoid
harassment from other producers. The unfortunate tension between the SFCTC's focus on
outreach and community partnerships as a way to secure public access’s future, and one centered
more squarely on producer welfare, stemmed from a history of limited resources and support
from both the city and Viacom. There was very little community outreach at Viacom because
attracting new members put a strain on the resources Viacom begrudging used to manage the
public access station. Though Viacom had little involvement in the day-to-day production and
programming of the channel, their attempts to sabotage and divide the producer community
created a particular sensitivity to who was benefitting most from policy changes. The conflict,
then, between the SFCTC and veteran producers was the result of different interpretations of the
experiences with Viacom. The SFCTC hoped that outreach and partnerships with non-profits
would both attract new producers, and create a network of funding that would ensure the station
could weather the potential loss on city funding. Legally, the SFCTC could not favor one
program over another and could not interfere in programming unless alerted to material that
potentially violated federal or state ordinances. For those who remembered Viacom, the SFCTC's
new focus felt like a redirection of resources towards other priorities than producer welfare.
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In the midst of the battle between producers and the SFCTC, the Telecommunications
Commission meetings also became increasing dominated by access producers accusing the
SFCTC of sabotaging producer's programming and violating their contract with the city (B.
Engel, personal communication, 2015). While the Commission regularly listened to producers
and residents concerning possible policy changes they could recommend during franchise
negotiations, the Commission generally deferred to the SFCTC's board in matters dealing with
internal conflict. The Commission also had a larger task at hand—a comprehensive
telecommunication policy able to guide the construction and development of telecommunications
services citywide. The Board of Supervisors did not approve the master plan until January of
2002, almost five years after the commission was formed (Journal of Proceedings, 2002).
According to Commissioner Bonnie Engel who had written the city's first cable TV report in
1975, the problem with San Francisco’s past attempts at telecommunications master plans were
that they were “studied and careful” but did not offer clear guidelines on how a
telecommunications infrastructure would develop and they lacked any comprehensive “final
vision” that could be made into policy (Telecom Comm., 1998a). The Commission struggled
under the weight of rapid technological change, infrastructure pressures from the explosion of
high-tech and digital media companies, and the merger of cable TV, Internet, and voice services.
San Francisco awarded both RCN Corporation and SBC Communications cable franchises in
order to compete with AT&T Broadband/Comcast who refused the Boards request to allow local
Bay Area Internet providers free access. By 2002 there were six different wireless providers also
competing in the city (Telecom. Comm., 2002), and hundreds of tiny satellite dishes began
appearing on rooftops of buildings in and around the South of Market where cheap wireless
access was being developed (Epstein, 2000).
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The city's enterprise departments, like the SF Airport and the Transportation Department,
also found it quicker and cheaper to develop their own technology polices and tools with the help
of the plethora of private tech firms in the city. In many cases this led to wide spread redundancy
in hardware, software, and labor, and issues with compatibility in communications systems, even
email, between different city departments. In a 2005 audit of the Department of Technology and
Information Services (DTIS), city auditors found that:
The historic impact of unsuccessfully addressing the City's IT and
Telecommunications needs includes insufficient planning for the future,
inefficient use of resources, and development of redundant operations. The lack
of consistent leadership or direction to drive this initiative has resulted in many
key stakeholders pursuing "private need" versus "public good" by managing
strictly to department IT needs or wants. This has increased existing
fragmentation and decentralization of IT policies, procedures, standards, and
services at increasing (poorly measured due to its decentralization) cost to the
City and its citizens (Dept. of Tech, 2005).
In other words the audit's assessment of the DTIS was not that much different than the audit of
the Citizen's Telecommunications Policy Committee in 1986, less than twenty years earlier. At
the time of the DTIS audit in 2005, former Mayor Gavin Newsom also began negotiating with
private firms like Google and EarthLink to provide a public network of free wireless internet
within the city (Charney, 2007). It appeared, then, that on the eve of the passing of California's
state franchising law, the Digital Infrastructure and Video Competition Act (DIVCA) in 2006,
that there was little the Commission could effectively control other than negotiate the battles
between producers and the SFCTC. Private telecommunications interests had already rewired the
city without a master telecommunications plan, and by the end of 2004, Mayor Newsom
officially dissolved the Telecommunication Commission consolidating all cable and
telecommunications jurisdiction into a new Department of Technology (Journal of Proceedings,
2004).
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DIVCA in 2006 would initiate a new conflict between veteran producers, the city, and
now BAVC, over the closure of the studio on Market St. and the relocation of facilities to
Mariposa and Bryant. But without the Telecommunications Commission, there was no longer an
official entity to advocate for producers, AccessSF, or public access television and the city
looked for some organization to quickly take it off its hands.

2727 Mariposa and Bryant, BAVC, SF Commons

Nowhere has the transformation of the Northeast Mission Industrial Zone been as
dramatic as the corner of Florida and Mariposa Streets, with a new media
complex at the old Best Foods plant finally taking hold and innovative restaurants
opening up on every corner. What was once a haven for junkies and prostitutes
after the daytime working crowd went home suddenly has a life after dark.
Theater patrons can safely park their cars until 10pm, and police cars have even
been sighted cruising the area. Many long time neighbors are gone, replaced by
recent arrivals. It's a new world here.
Judy West, New Mission News, July 1999.
BAVC's facilities at 2727 Mariposa between Bryant and Florida St. sit in a distinctly
gentrified industrial area at the east end of the Inner Mission District in a second floor loft in one
of the Best Foods complex buildings right above a Starbucks. It is just a few blocks southwest of
what used to be called the “multimedia gulch” in the late 1990s—an area that became home to
approximately five hundred digital media companies (Levy, 1998; Raine, 1999). At
approximately the same time the city was renegotiating the franchise with TCI to build new
facilities for public access television, BAVC also moved. Moving from 17th St. on Potrero Hill,
to Mariposa in 1997, it joined the PBS station KQED across the street, a twenty-four hour
computer oriented cable channel, MSNBC's ZDTV studio, just two blocks east, and numerous
web design firms that had taken over buildings south of Folsom St, to form a second tier “media
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gulch” (Evenson, 1997; Levy, 1998). Since the 1980s the Inner Mission, most of Potrero Hill and
Dogpatch, as well as South of Market, have contained the highest rates of live-work spaces
coveted by high tech firms, some of the highest percentages of residents employed in the
tech/creative sector in the city, and have become predominantly white (Olsen, 2004, Florida &
Johnson, 2013).
Amid the limits on office space imposed by prop M (1986), the Development Plan (1985)
that pushed redevelopment south of Market St., and the beginnings of the new web-based, digital
economy in the 1990s, investors looked to the North Mission as an area to settle in. It was
Mariposa and Bryant that became one of the first centers of redevelopment in the area. When a
New York investment group outbid local New College of California for the Best Foods buildings
on Mariposa and Bryant in early 1994, the New Mission News claimed that. “This may have been
the first shot fired in a Mission District real estate speculation war” (Robertson, 1994). Closely
watching the deal was the University of California, San Francisco and the Mayor's Office of
Economic Planning and Development (MOEPD). At the time, the City and MOEPD proposed to
rezone the section of the North East Mission as a biotech district designed to attract high-tech
companies to the Mission, “in hopes that it would become the equivalent of Sunnyvale's Silicon
Valley for companies doing biological research” (Robertson, 1994). But when UCSF did not
endorse the City's rezoning plan in favor of a more mixed-use zoning plan, the MOEPD blasted
the university for going too far to accommodate the sentiment of the community. Local activists
also fought the biotech rezoning plan and UCSF ultimately moved further west to the rail yards
at Mission Bay.
In contrast to the public service geography that characterized the Market St. location,
Mariposa and Bryant is kitty-corner from Project Artaud in the former American Can Company
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warehouse, and a block down from Developing Environments in the former Haslett Warehouse
Company, two famous artist live/work collective started in the early 1970s. Across the street in
another redeveloped Best Foods Building, the 1890 Bryant Street Studios is a production and
gallery space for designers, musicians, jewelers, vintners and other cultural entrepreneurs and
craftsman. The immediate neighborhood is overwhelmingly dominated by the production and
design studios, and the consumption of boutique cultural goods like Kaimade custom wood
furniture, Heath Ceramics, and Charles Chocolates, custom printing by Aesthetic Union,
software and app companies like Ondeego, DriveMotors, and Automatic Labs, and The
Brightworks Schools for kids whose tuition is just under thirty thousand dollars a year. The
Panorama bakery sits right behind BAVC on Florida St. and the smell of specialty bread now
replaces the burnt and rancid fumes of vegetable oil waste from the Best Foods factory that
engulfed the North East Mission forty years ago (Moskowitz, 1976).
Just a few blocks towards Potrero Hill are two of the most controversial dot-com
gentrification projects in the Mission District – the Bryant Square Project at 20th and Bryant in
2000, and the old Macromedia Building. At the height of the tech-boom in the late 1990s, former
Mayor Willie Brown's pro-development planning commission pushed through project using
language that classified them as “business-service industries,” allowing them to bypass the city's
ban on office space in industrial zones (Garcia, 2000; Marti, 2006). The Bryant Square Project
contractor, SKS Investments also donated $95,000 to Brown's re-election campaign (Epstein,
2000). In contrast, kitty-corner from BAVC, a high iron bar fence surrounds a Muni transit repair
warehouse with rows of garages broken Muni buses. The nest of street wires overhead mix with
trash on the sidewalk as I walk from the Muni stop at 16th and Bryant to BAVC smelling
boutique bread.
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Image 4.13. The old Best Foods building BAVC occupies was ground zero for gentrification in the northeast
Mission in the late 1990s.

In their RFP to the city, BAVC suggested, “not only does the cost of operations need to
change, but who, how, and what is produced for public access must also be revisited” (BAVC,
2009). “Who, how and what” set the agenda for the changes BAVC would begin immediately to
make. After acquiring the contract from the City in 2009, BAVC announced they were shutting
down the Market St. station and moving the operation to their facilities on Mariposa and Bryant.
Producers were told they would not be replacing the large studio space but instead they would
provide a small single operator studio (SOS). This entailed a small room with three remote
controlled cameras that enabled an individual producer to control the entire show. The news
came as a huge shock to the producer community, especially those producers who had been
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making television since Folsom St. The large studio was not simply a production space for
television – it was a community space where producers had formed decade long relationships
revolved around the production practices the studio space enabled. Moving access operations to
BAVC's facilities also frustrated the producer community because they believed BAVC's
interests were oriented towards professional media production and workforce training for the
multi-media industry and not community television. For many producers management by BAVC
represented a city-approved gentrification of public access television, and by the end of 2009,
access producers were picketing at City Hall calling for the city to intervene. Today there are
only a few access producers at BAVC that came from AccessSF and even fewer who can trace
their access history to Folsom St. In this sense, then, BAVC's transformation of public access
television production spaces dislocated a large number of long time users producers of access
television.
Like stereotypes for places, or what Rob Shields (1991) calls, place images—ideas about
what a place and the people who inhabit or traverse it symbolize in relation to other places at
different points in time mean. Market and Valencia and Mariposa and Bryant generalize two
conflicting sets of people, places, and practices when we consider public access television. While
both areas experienced gentrification, (Hayes Valley and the Mission) not all gentrification is the
same nor does it happen the same way or by the same people (Rose, 1984; Smith, 1996). Public
access's location on Market St. meant to be an extension of downtown life and landscape in close
proximity to the Civic Center does not by itself make the public access station part of the
infrastructure of the public services. Market St.'s proximity and location works in concert with
the mutable scale of the cable franchise, as well as through the memory of struggle over
management and community production practices established by corporate control at Folsom St.
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AccessSF's focus on outreach and public service and in-house programming and production
constructed a more public service-oriented image of its operation. Alternatively, the history of
redevelopment and removal that surrounds the North Mission and Mariposa and Bryant, the
boutique cultural goods, design studios and entrepreneurialism that dominate the neighborhood,
constructs BAVC's relocation of a public service resource in an image of displacement. These
differences are colloquial, race and class-based stereotypes that tell a story about what function
public access television in San Francisco plays and who benefits. The contrast between the
Market St. and Valencia, and Mariposa and Bryant, I suggest, characterized many veteran
producer's frustrations, not necessarily about who the people at BAVC are, but what BAVC's
acquisition of public access television, its use of public funds, and its incontestable ability to
reconstruct, reinvent and relocate access television without public input or city oversight, means
in San Francisco's broader history of the displacement of marginalized communities.

Conclusion

This chapter has focused on understanding the context of the city—what Lefebvre called
the intermediary scale in the production of space. As an intermediary, city space of public access
television is the outcome of negotiations between the city, the state, the cable operator, and the
people that can use, or are unable to use, the access infrastructure. Tracing the location and
relocation of the access facilities reveals the complexity of public access television practice that
include the history of neighborhoods, the organization of municipal telecommunications
authority, urban redevelopment policy, corporate administration, the development of technology,
and the day to day policies and practices of community television production. An access
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producers' ability to use public access television to scale jump their interests beyond their
immediate—to extend them into the decision-making processes of the city and beyond—is tied
to this complexity.
In this relocation history certain elements about access TV in San Francisco have become
apparent. One significant observation is that public access facilities have always remained in
historically working class neighborhoods not far from, or inside the Mission District, until it
moved to the Mariposa location during the broad gentrification of Hayes Valley. The Mission,
North Mission, South of Market, and Market and Valencia, have traditionally been entry points
for immigrants, divergent or divided spaces for the marginalized, and ethnic working class
neighborhoods with lower rents until the Dotcom gentrification in the 1990s.
The Potrero Ave. (1975-1980) and the Folsom St. (1981-1999) stations were housed at
the cable operator’s facilities in working class, black, and Latino neighborhoods. These were
neighborhoods Viacom's reception-first build-out policy had conveniently neglected to build out
in the 1970s. Potrero Ave., Folsom St., and Market & Valencia were also located on the borders
and in in-between spaces; on Potrero Ave. between Latino and black communities; on Folsom
between the Valencia Corridor and South of Market; and on Market Street St. between the North
and South Slot, and between the values of progress, symbolized in an extensive freeway system,
and values of community reflected in a more intimate avenue. Alternatively, the heavily wired,
affluent, and mostly ethnic white neighborhoods in the northeast and western half of the city,
have never housed public access TV facilities. While Viacom perhaps strategically benefitted
from the cheaper rents in these neighborhoods, this rather bounded character of the location and
relocation of access television stations within and around the Mission District binds public
access television historically and geographically to the transience, marginalization, and
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displacement of working class and communities of color in San Francisco. Understanding public
access television in San Francisco in this way is important for contextualizing the stakes for SF’s
public access producers as the administration and production practices of access TV have
continually changed over time.
The competing proposals for organizing public access television after the transfer of the
cable franchise from Viacom to TCI in 1998 also worked within a tension of geography and
scale. The Mayor's M-CAT model proposed to serve the city through a centralized downtown
facility located in the administrative heart of the city at the Civic Center. In addition to television
and video production, it would also integrate multi-media training and entrepreneurialism. MCAT represents pro-development mayor Willie Brown's attempt to centralize public resources of
public access TV and workforce training for the disadvantaged. It promoted public access
television and its users as economic actors in the broader information economy at the height of
the tech boom and gentrification in SF. Alternatively, Balberan and the Media Arts Consortium
proposed to create multi-site neighborhood media centers run by community-based nonprofits.
These centers proposed to coincide with the city-funded cultural and art centers already located
in the different ethnic neighborhoods throughout the city and in turn join a broader network of
local community organizations for support. While the Consortium's model did not exclude skills
training, it valued cable access as an important part of the rehabilitation of neighborhoods, of
community organizing, and as a way to combat the forces rapidly redeveloping their
neighborhoods in the late 1990s. Both the SFCTC and BAVC would pursue multi-site models,
but without support and funding, the projects were unsuccessful.
The tension between a standalone centralized facility downtown and a multi-site network
reveals a sharp distinction in ideas about the function and control of public access television as a
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public resource. The centralized model was more narrowly aligned with public service both in
terms of its locations downtown and in the imagined user of the facilities as a resident of San
Francisco. The administration of access TV in the M-CAT model, and SFCTC model to a certain
extent, would represent the interests of the city as an arbiter of a broader public interest. The
multi-site plan recognized social difference and inequality in the city and a concern for very
micro localized control over the resources and practices of community TV. The leadership in the
multi-site plan would function through partnerships with local organizations. In the end it was
the SFCTC's experience and its position in-between the Mayor on one hand, and individual
community control on the other, that ultimately won the contract to takeover public access from
Viacom. Nevertheless at 1720 Market St. the SFCTC struggled to meld the interests of veteran
producers with the need for outreach and creating community partnerships.
Mapping the relocations also reveals three basic types of administration for public access
television since the mid-1970s; corporate control by Viacom at Potrero and Folsom (19751997), the city appointed nonprofit SFCTC at Market (1997-2009), and the professional nonprofit BAVC at Mariposa and Bryant (2009 - present). Each transition in administration
corresponded to a change in location. The relocations in turn corresponded with important
political economic changes in telecommunications both local and federal. The establishment of
access channels in general was the result of the 1972 and 1976 cable rules that drastically
changed the shape of the cable industry by mandating local origination and public, education and
government channels. Viacom created Potrero Ave. at the insistence of the Cable Task Force and
the Board of Supervisors was one outcome of this. Yet it is also embedded in Balberan's protest
in front of KQED, Robert Gonzales motion for a cable build-out moratorium discussed in
Chapter 3, and a desire to enhance individual community control over redevelopment in their
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neighborhoods. The 1996 Telecommunications Act restructured cable policy and the telecom
market to integrate broadcasting, telephone and the Internet, deregulating cross-ownership rules
that led to massive consolidation. This encouraged TCI to settle Viacom's noncompliance issues
and finalize their acquisition of SF's cable franchise in 1996. As part of the negotiations TCI
agreed to turn over management of public access to the SFCTC and provide the funds that
ultimately built the Market St. station. The agreement also created the Telecommunications
Commission and consolidated all the city's telecommunications administration into the
Department of Technology. Finally, the relocation of public access from Market St. to Mariposa
and Bryant was the result of DIVCA, California's 2006 state franchising law that eliminated
municipal franchises and operational funds for access channels. BAVC assumed management
over public access television in 2009 once SF's cable franchise expired in 2009 and AccessSF's
could no longer run the station.
The relocation map in this sense reveals a literal map of the intersection of federal and
state policy and public access television practice across the urban geography of San Francisco.
When we combine the changes in administration of access over time with the character of the
neighborhoods the stations were located in, a more complex pattern emerges. Potrero Ave. and
Folsom St. were under corporate control in marginalized neighborhoods where Viacom provided
the least amount of effort and resources. In contrast, the move to Market St. placed public access
TV within the public service geography of the city. It represented, at least symbolically, the city's
protection and embrace. When public access was moved to Mariposa it moved into a new
cultural space governed more specifically by multi-media and cultural entrepreneurialism. At
BAVC, public access is one entity in a larger organization and subject to BAVC's
reconceptualization of “public access” as it relates to their other programs and goals. Such
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malleability and change in the administration and function of public access TV reveals a broad
historical ambiguity surrounding the use and function of public access television in San
Francisco. This has had a profound effect on the ability of public access television to become a
coherent space for producers to use to engage scalar structures of power.
The political extensibility of access producers was negotiated through a series of
intermediary committees and commissions. The Cable Task Force in the 1970s, the Citizen's
Telecommunications Policy Committee, the San Francisco Community Television Corporation,
and the Telecommunications Commission all served as symbolic spaces for residents to attempt
to influence public access policy. At BAVC today there is no producer advocacy group. The
infrastructure is folded into the administration and interests of BAVC and its other programs.
There have been no issues with timeslot allotment that plagued Folsom St. and Market St.
because in the eight years public access has been at BAVC they have yet to fill their schedule.
Despite BAVC’s expertise, experience, equipment, and training programs, SF Commons, is a
shadow of what public access television used to be—and it is not because of outdated or broken
down equipment.
This history of public access illustrates the importance of a working relationship between
city policy, producer advocacy, and production spaces and practices. In San Francisco producer
advocacy— the committees and commissions that served as intermediaries—and more collective
production spaces need for traditional studio television production were able to overcome a
broader dysfunction in public access TV caused by inadequate technology, while adequate
technology without a coordination of more collective production spaces or an active producer
advocacy group eventually dislocated many new and veteran access users.
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Chapter Five:
The Station, the Studio, and the Spaces of Public Access Television Practice

Figure 5.1. Diagram of a traditional public access studio, Tate, 1972

The issues that divide or unite people in society are settled not only in the
institutions and practices of politics proper, but also, and less obviously, in
tangible arrangements of steel and concrete, wires and transistors, nuts and bolts
(Winter, 1980).
How can we express architecturally and urbanistically, this situation of “human
being” both incomplete and filled with contradictory virtualities (Lefebvre,
2003, p. 86)?
For many of the veteran producers who had been through Potrero Ave. and Folsom St.,
BAVC's acquisition of public access television ended their participation. Veterans like David
Miles Jr, (Skatin' Place) and Steve Zeltzer (Labor on the Job) formed their own non-profit
corporations to compete with BAVC during the City's Request for Proposal process, but they no
longer participate today. In their mind BAVC did not represent what public access television in
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San Francisco was about, and BAVC's plans to move the access operations into their own
facilities on Mariposa and Bryant would destroy access TV all together. Despite the established
and active community of producers that used the large three-camera television studio, BAVC
argued that new, automated digital and online tools could replace the need for a large staff, large
production spaces, and the amount of time it took from production to cablecast or web streaming.
Online scheduling, video on demand, and the ability to vote for programming would overcome
the legacy of battles over timeslot allocation that plagued both Folsom St. and Market. A remote
controlled single operator studio (SOS) run by an individual producer would make public access
television practice more relevant in the contemporary multi-media and freelance economic and
cultural environment of San Francisco.
This streamlined version of public access television production was not what Rod
Laughridge thought public access TV was. For Laughridge, public access was about creating
television with other people. His access show, Newsroom, began at AccessSF on Market St. in
2004 after he became fed-up with the way network television covered the news. “They did all
three stories in ninety seconds, I’m not kidding, no depth, dimension or background, just 30
second sound bites” (R. Laughridge, personal communication, 2015). Laughridge had produced
a previous program series called The V.O.I.C.E (Views, Opinions, and Issues Concerning
Everyone). Determined to create a local in-depth news program, he called a few access producer
friends and proposed they pool their efforts and produce a monthly in depth program about local
and national issues they thought were important. Newsroom at Access SF followed a traditional
news format with anchors and b-roll. Laughridge relied on a rather large group of interested
access producers, citizen journalists, and enthusiasts, who volunteered to shoot, edit, produce,
and provide on air talent. The programs format could fluidly transform from a talk show,
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Image 5.1. Newsroom, 2009, at Access SF on Market St. Anchor Sunny Angulo (center) with Vincent Pan (right) and
Jim Salinas, Sr. (left) in a program about the local residential hiring provisions.

to a public forum, to a newscast by utilizing the large production space and equipment at the
Market St. station. The show ran for five years and produced segments on public issues like
homelessness and renters rights with commentary from well-known activists like Mumia AbuJamal and Angela Davis. In 2007, the Newsroom crew also sponsored a mayoral debate. The
show also won a number of Western Access Video Excellence (WAVE) awards given out by the
national public access organization, the Alliance For Community Media, and was nominated for
an Emmy (Arnold, 2011). While the awards provided a sense that they were making some really
great programming, Laughridge suggests that Newsroom was more than just a public access
television show:
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We got a lot of great feedback from the other producers and the community that
made it all worthwhile. Sometimes when we’d be setting up to tape a show, the
staff and other producers who were in the building at the time would be very
excited because they liked the show so much and other producers would want to
hang around just to see how we did it, so that was very satisfying (R. Laughridge,
personal communication, 2015).
More than the awards, Newsroom had been creating a community space, a local hangout – a
community forum outside the political forum he hoped the television show would become.

Image 5.2. Newsroom, 2009, anchor Sunny Angulo in a more traditional news reporter format integrated
into the Newsroom production aesthetic.

Laughridge never really considered doing Newsroom at BAVC's SF Commons. “With a
show like ours, we needed a real studio and other resources” (R. Laughridge, personal
communication, 2015). He didn't think SF Commons was serious about public access television
in the first place and didn't think they cared too much about the producer community or their
shows. Other veteran producers also echoed this sentiment (Arnold, 2011). For Laughridge, the
coordination of producers and efforts that the large studio afforded was just as important as the
actual programming Newsroom created. Newsroom became more than what Laughridge could of
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done by himself. The feelings of satisfaction at seeing people get excited to see the Newsroom
production and want to hang around the studio speaks to the experience of the television studio
production practice as it was part of San Francisco’s public access TV's community
infrastructure, practice, and identity.
Fifteen-year veteran, Idell Wilson, uses BAVC's single operator studio for her program,
Black Diva Media, airing at 7pm on Sundays on SF Commons channel 29. Wilson's program is a
live call-in show where she discusses current events and issues she believes people in San
Francisco should be talking about. When I asked Wilson if she would meet with me after her
show to talk about her experience at both Access SF and BAVC's SF Commons, she was trying
to call her guest for that evening’s program. “You want to talk about public access?” she
clarified, “Well, then come on my show. Let's talk about public access.” I had my own live
program on the public access channel in Boise, ID, almost eight years ago, but the thought of
being on Wilson's live-call in show in San Francisco was a bit intimidating. Usually you have
time to prepare yourself for the idea of being on TV, and even though there's a chance no one
will be watching, there's still a chance people will or are and you could make an ass out of
yourself. I could talk about my research and the thought of explaining my project on public
access TV in San Francisco, as I'm doing a live show on San Francisco's public access channel,
was not something I could pass up. “If your guest shows up I'll let them takeover,” I suggested to
be polite. Wilson said if her guest arrived during the show we could talk about whatever
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Image 5.3. Idell Wilson (right) and the author on Wilson's program, Black Diva Media, using BAVC's SF
Commons single-operator studio (SOS), September 4, 2015

came up. That was the type of atmosphere she liked to have on her show and why she liked the
call-in format. Though Wilson always prepares ahead of time by doing research on the guests she
invites and the topics she wants to address, she usually lets the guests or her callers guide the
conversations.
Wilson did a similar show at AccessSF, called Ghetto TV before BAVC took over
management. She began producing access television because she believed mainstream media
was not a likeable place for African American women. “I've watched television all my life and
African-American women are not liked” (I. Wilson, personal communication, 2015). She said
she always wanted to do something in television but mainstream television has always been cost
prohibitive. One night while watching TV, she randomly flipped to the public access channel and
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caught SF's veteran public access diva Queen B's. “I said, 'oh my God, if I could just do that then
how would other black women look up to me...if she can do it I can do it'. I don't get that from
regular television” (I. Wilson, personal communication, 2015).
Wilson was more optimistic about BAVC than some of her colleagues. While others
wanted to explore legal and political avenues against BAVC, Wilson thought they should give
BAVC a shot. “We haven't even talked to [BAVC] yet. How we gonna jump on a bull we don't
even know about?" she argued one night at a producer meeting in 2009 (Smiley, 2009). While
BAVC might not be the ideal, in her mind it was better than shutting public access down. “If
BAVC didn't get the contract we wouldn't have public access anymore, period” (I. Wilson,
personal communication, 2015). Wilson prefers the large TV studio to the single user one she
uses now, but she is more concerned about having an access station to call home. At AccessSF on
Market St., “We had our own TV station. Love BAVC to death, don't get me wrong, but we're
two different entities. Public access is public access, it has to have its own home” (I. Wilson,
personal communication 2015). What Wilson is referring to here is the fact that BAVC's history
in cultivating the professional independent producer is not the same one public access television
in San Francisco has embraced. She considered the station at 1720 Market St. home because at
AccessSF, “you can go in there, you can sit, you can have lunch, have a crew... its different here
[at BAVC]. It's not home” (Wilson, 2015). Wilson admits that AccessSF had its problems but the
two stations are still different.
Unfortunately no one called in during the show. And although the SOS allowed Idell to
switch to different camera shots and utilize other media inputs, she preferred to just sit and talk
with an non-distracting wide shot of both of us, with the title of the show, our names, and the
call-in phone number static on-screen throughout the program (see image 5.3). As I walked to the
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bus after the show, I thought about the type of commitment it took for Wilson to do something
like public access television for fifteen years and not get paid. One could make the case that
doing public access television is like any kind of life long hobby; only one that needs continuous
work in the face of large institutional and corporate pressures that argue your hobby is a financial
waste, unnecessary, and outdated. I also wondered what the hour-long program would have been
like if it was shot like Laughridge's Newsroom in a large studio with a big volunteer crew and a
director, and whether or not her missing guest would have reconsidered showing up if they knew
that there was six or seven people volunteering their time. If, in general terms, we considered
public access TV simply as access to a cable channel, then there really is no significant
difference between the large traditional TV studio and BAVC’s compact SOS. Yet what
Laughridge and Wilson both seem to imply through their experience is the experiential and
affective character of infrastructures theorized by Parks (2014) – an important relationship
between the production practices and spaces – a sense of community and a character of home.
Why is “home”, as Wilson laments, a large traditional television studio space on Market
St. and the SOS on Mariposa and Bryant not? Lefebvre considers home or “dwelling” the scale
of lived experience, and in this sense Wilson's remark about home speaks more to lived
experiences within a mode of production than what is implied by instrumental access technology
and training. The preceding chapters have demonstrated that the difference between station
locations on Folsom St., Market St. and Mariposa is historical; that the difference has much to do
with the intersection of interests that construct public access television within the city and the
nature of the city's ability to orchestrate the development of a communications infrastructure
established by the cable franchise. This chapter further contextualizes the conflict over the
administration and practices of San Francisco's public access television organization through the
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access TV production spaces before and after BAVC took over the management. Though DIVCA
made the economics of maintaining the large traditional television studio at Market St.
problematic, I argue that BAVC's elimination of the traditional three-camera television
production studio removed an important community practice producers identified with public
access television in SF.
The actual spaces and practices of public access television production create the last scale
in the construction of public access television practice. Here I want to problematize BAVC's
choice to dismantle the three-camera production studio at Market St. by suggesting that at least
part of their motivation to change production practices stemmed from their historical role in the
development of the independent video producer in San Francisco and a key institutional adopter
of new technology. That history informs BAVC's evolving conceptions about the appropriate role
video and other multimedia production practices play in the Bay Area’s high-tech economy over
time. I argue that BAVC's single operator studio was used to reconceptualize public access
television to conform to BAVC's own historical trajectory: from conceptualizing and training the
independent video producer of the 1970s, to a premier workforce training outfit for the freelance
tech economy of San Francisco the millennium. I first want to establish some ideological
underpinnings of the traditional television studio and its relationship to production practices and
adoption by public access television in San Francisco. I then discuss BAVC's history and
evolution from efforts to support the independent producer to training the multimedia freelancer
and its relationship to public access television.
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Ideology and the Television Studio

The first live drama broadcast from a studio television production, The Queen's
Messenger, produced by General Electric on September 11th 1928, was only seen by the
relatively few who owned or had built television receivers at the time. Because the screen on the
receiver was so small (about 3 inches) and the picture quality was bad, the production involved
only two characters with two cameras concentrating on close-ups of the actors faces. A third
camera positioned off to the side focused primarily on close-ups of props and the hands of two
“hand models”. The use of space in The Queen's Messenger was unsophisticated and overly
determined by the state of technology and poor picture quality at the time (Toneski, 1931;
Barker, 1991.).
After WWII, studio space became a major concern for commercial television networks
because it “affected the number and quality of programs any one company could produce”
(Spigel, 2008, pg. 112). In, TV By Design, Lynn Spigel (2008) suggests studio space and
programming “went hand in hand” because the size of a studio determined how realistic and
extravagant the sets could be, as well as the complexity of camera movement and framing in the
aesthetic of the television programs. Different size studios allowed the networks to experiment
with different production styles that created more sophisticated looking programming that could
appeal to larger audiences. Large and growing audiences attracted more advertising dollars, and
therefore a somewhat causal relationship between the size of the studio space and the ability to
attract advertisers emerged.
Ben Lamb (2014) similarly connects the physical space and studio floor plan to the miseen-scene of British programming in the 1950s and 1960s. The floor plan for the BBC's more
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spacious London-based Riverside R2 studio featured a control room at the end of the studio that
overlooked the studio floor. The studio floor space was organized with the background sets
pushed against the north and south walls leaving a large middle space open for three to four fixed
camera positions. This floor plan allowed producers to watch both the TV monitors in the control
room and the cameras and crew on studio floor while filming. Lamb argues that the spatial
arrangement of the floor plan enhanced control over production but constrained the use of visual
space in the police drama series Dixon of Dock Green. Visual space in the series served merely as
a backdrop giving way to a narrative form that was driven by character dialogue with minimal
camera movements and medium shot framing. Alternatively, Associated British Corporation's
(ABC), Armchair Theatre, was produced at a much smaller Teddington Studios. Because there
was minimal room to store sets and backdrops, and because the ABC producers were less
interested in being able to observe the studio floor while filming, the cameras and sets were far
more mobile than those at the BBC. Both were moved depending on the needs of the program's
narrative. Armchair Theatre's visual aesthetic featured a more engaged use of space integrating
up to twenty-five different camera positions and movements (compared to the BCC's three to
five) and provided a more subjective perspective on the programs narrative than the BBC's fixed
camera. While other factors such as investment, labor, time, storyline, and political and cultural
preferences also contribute to the visual aesthetic of television programming, Lamb suggests
that,
“There is a continuous interplay between the ideology of certain practitioners and
the style of shooting that the studio designs and facilities encourage. Although the
decisions made by a production company determine how a space is used...we
have enough evidence to reasonably suggest that the layout of a television studio
played a significant and influential part in this interaction” (Lamb, 2014).
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The layout of the studio floor by itself did not govern the overall aesthetics. However, the use of
space played an important role in collaborating with other factors like the influence of national
programming initiatives, executive panopticism, labor, and audience preferences to affect
programming aesthetics and content.
During the 1950s in the US, large studio spaces were not only seen as a practical solution
to production needs, but they also provided a sense of prestige (Spigel, 2008). The major
network competitors, CBS and NBC, both invested heavily in modern architecture not only as a
practical measure for the construction of large open production spaces, but also as a means to
bolster their corporate image. In 1953, CBS's Television City in the Fairfax district of Los
Angeles was said to express, “the goals of progress and prosperity through corporate
modernism.... The modern look of Television City not only defined the building itself; it also
translated into high-tech stages and technical excellence...” (Spigel, 2008, p.110-111). Architects
designing Television City also realized that the requirements for new programming every week,
and the dominance of live studio audience programming, necessitated different demands on
production space than a Hollywood film lot (p. 121). The studio would have to facilitate the mass
production of weekly programming, much like a Fordist production line reminiscent of the auto
industry. Yet unlike the factories for the auto industry, the goal of the production space was to
create consumers for advertising and not efficient workers. This meant that the studio design was
as much for the observation of the television production process by a studio audience and
viewers at home, as it was for accommodating the fluid movement of cameras, production crews,
and sets (Spigel, 2008).
The introduction of videotape in 1956 also reinforced the production practices the large
studio spaces were developing. Videotape allowed networks to record live multi-camera
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productions as they were being broadcast, and to record them in broadcast quality for
syndication. This was more efficient than shooting live production on film as it played through a
monitor (a process known as “kinescoping” or “telecine”) (Butler, 2002). With videotape it was
no longer necessary to produce television programs with the turnaround time, labor, and costs
associated with film production. In this sense, Television City represented a cutting-edge
modernization of television and a large and efficient economic infrastructure capable of building
the CBS brand and audience share (Spigel, 2008).
Because television and video production practices form and are formed by particular
production sites, they should be thought of as site-specific practices. This means their tools,
character, style, and production spaces “channel particular social conventions and local power
structures” that construct social spaces (McCarthy cited in Olofsson, 2012). Through reception
McCarthy (2001) suggests the television setting creates a specific intersection, a “place” where
the industries and practices of commercial television, capital, professional sports, fandom, and
the unique cultural practices and character of people in a particular city and neighborhood
coalesce. It is where commercial ideologies shift from the global to the local, and colloquially
situated practices shift from the local to the global. A production “setting,” like a public access
television studio, also exists as a physical place of scale shifting between commercial ideologies,
video production techniques and aesthetics, and a myriad of situated interests and practices of
community users.
Site-specificity of television and video production also intersects with ideas about the
development and adoption of technology as also embedded in political and cultural negotiations
of policy and practice (Marvin, 1988; Latour, 1996; Marx, 2000; Mukerji, 2009). As Winner
suggests:
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(t)he things we call 'technologies' are ways of building order in our world...
Consciously or not, deliberately or inadvertently, societies choose structures for
technologies that influence how people are going to work, communicate, travel,
consume and so forth over a very long time. In the process by which structuring
decisions are made, different people are differently situated and possess unequal
degrees of power as well as unequal levels of awareness (Winner, 1980, p.127).
The development and implementation of technologies, therefore, should not be understood as
neutral systems of objects or tools that are simply deployed as a means to an uninterested end
(Caldwell, 2008, p.150). Rather, the technology and the spaces of television and video
production play a significant role in the ways that ideas, meanings, and choices concerning the
adoption of production practices construct the representations of the world in relation to
ourselves.
In his study of the production culture of commercial film and television, John Thorton
Caldwell (2008) suggests that television and film production equipment like cameras, audio
recorders, lighting, color correctors, etc., “express and facilitate intelligence through their design
and cooperative use” (p.151). Production tools in their design, their systems of use, and as coded
cultural performances, both establish and reinforce particular forms of knowledge, cognition,
discourse, and cultural dispositions. In, Televisuality (1995), for instance, Caldwell argues that
the use of Steadicams, remote-controlled cameras, jib arms, motorized cranes, and other
automated motion control devices, “reflects the ontological death of photographic realism in
television. The televisual image no longer appears to be anchored by the comforting, human eyelevel view of the pedestal-mounted camera, but floats like the eye of a cyborg” (pg. 81). This decentering of vision from the human eye to the eye of a cyborg in television production reflected a
stylistic shift from the control mechanisms embedded in a traditional television studio, to remote
single camera productions that mimicked a “film-look” style (pp. 80-87).
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Caldwell interweaves actor-network theory and the concept of situated cognition (i.e.
tools and objects play a more participatory co-constructive role in the creation of human
knowledge) to suggest that production practices such as the close-up shot, white balance, and
using a Steadicam, work in concert with humans to construct a mode of production that
prescribes and reinforces our social relations (Caldwell, 2008; Clancy, 1997; Latour, 2005). In
describing the relationship between objects and humans, Bruno Latour suggests that,
“knowledge, morality, craft, force, sociability are not properties of humans but of humans
accompanied by their retinue of delegated characters” (Latour, 1988, p, 276). The “retinue of
delegated characters,” or “lieutenants” as Latour (1988) refers to them at times, are the myriad of
objects, tools, and technologies that “think” with us in the sense that our interactions with them
aid and conform our interpretations and negotiations of the world around us.
The implications of the object/human co-production of knowledge is that aesthetic
choices and production practices are not confined inside the “mind” of the individual auteur or
producer, but distributed in the social relationships between space, objects, and people within the
production process (Mould, 2009). As a cultural performance, the transactions of knowledge
between tools and people function as a material and symbolic network that produce and reinforce
particular views, intuitions, and discourses about the way the world works. At the same time,
tools and technologies that afford us certain capabilities and perspectives also marginalize, or
make seemingly unfeasible, alternative views, capabilities, and production styles. This makes
choices about what types of technologies, video production tools, production spaces, and the
types of problems and contradictions we believe our technological choices will resolve,
inherently cultural and political decisions. That Laughridge could not imagine doing Newsroom
at BAVC because they didn't have the three-camera studio, or that Wilson is longing for a
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“home,” are experiences embedded in a broader affective techno-political/cultural organization
and use and of a television production infrastructure for community TV.
The studio described thus far is an intermediary where, like McCarthy's work on the TVsetting, the global and commercial intersect the lived spaces of individuals and groups (2001). It
negotiates different ideas about visual space within and around television programming, the
organization of labor, the re-centering of the human/machine relationship, and ideologies about
the production of culture and knowledge. These intersections happen at public access television
studios just as significantly as they would at commercial studio empires like Television City.

Video's Challenge to the TV Studio

Though video tape had revolutionized the television syndication market in the late 1950s,
it was portable video recorders like Sony's PortaPak in the late 1960s and 1970s that offered the
first realistic challenge to the professionalization and dominance of television by eliminating the
need for a traditional production crew, studio space, and television content all together. “Fueled
by adolescent rebellion and utopian dreams,” remarks Deidra Boyle, “video promised an
alternative to the slicky civilized, commercially corrupt, and aesthetically bankrupt world of
Television” (Boyle, 1997, p.4). As described in Chapter 1, Boyle describes how the video
collectives like VideoFreex, Raindance and Global Village attempted to revolutionize television
programming using portable video cameras, eliminating tripods in favor of hand-held style
shooting and forgoing all postproduction for in-camera editing. These methods presumed to
counter the high professionalism of network TV fare by incorporating an aesthetic of real-time,
immediacy, feedback, grainy pictures and inconsistent quality. The more obvious distinction
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between television studio and portable video was the shift from crew to individual—the collapse
of three-camera studio into the PortaPak.
The demise of the studio space was central to the existential character of early video tech
discourse. Charles Bensinger's, The Video Guide (1977), considered the essential how-to guide
for anyone who worked in half-inch video tape in the late 1970s (Hones, 2002), intermixed
technical discussions about how to use and care for different video equipment with reflective
philosophical assertions about the video user's potential for social change, self-awareness, and
connection to the physical body. In the foreword of his book, Bensinger, describes a McLuhanlike divide between our pre-electronic and electronic sensibilities and video’s potential role in
restoring a nostalgic sense of community. “Because the industrial/electronic revolution wrenched
askew our traditional sense of community, video has a great potential as a primary means of
communication which could be used to restore our lost sense of community and open channels of
individual, national and international dialog” (Bensinger, 1977). Video, Bensinger claims, could
move society from a state of artificiality caused by Cold War industrialism and commercial
television, to a more powerful and natural sense of self and community.
Unlike the awkward studio camera and VTR, which require the construction of
artificial environments, the portable video system can seek out life where it
happens and record it on tape, processing it all through the unique filter of the
individual cameraperson/director. We have here an enormously powerful tool of
self-expression and communication. How you see is what you get, and thus you
determine through your own eyes how others will see events...The portable video
system represents the essence of decentralized media. One person now becomes
an entire TV studio, capable of producing a powerful statement about
himself/herself or communicating a sense of people, places, and events to a
planet full of potential listeners. How you use the tools determines the power and
impact of your message. As with
any artistic endeavor, some technical
proficiency in the craft will greatly assist the outward flow of inner creativity.”
(Bensinger, 1982, p. 155).
In this passage the traditional studio space and its practices are “awkward” and produce an
“artificial environment” dominated by hierarchy of commercialized and institutionalized
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television production. In contrast, new portable video could process the entire world “through the
unique filter of the individual.” He goes on to praise the idea that one person can become an
entire TV studio, that “The streets now become the studio!” (1982, p. 156). Portable video's
sensitivity to the human body and consciousness, devoid of established institutional practices of
network television, could remove the confusion between the real and not real by collapsing the
physical spaces, practices, and labor of television and video production into the individual (pp.
27-28). Yet Bensinger's insistence that studio television fosters the make-believe belies the fact
that the majority of The Video Guide was devoted to the use and repair of video equipment for
production studios. In this sense, Bensinger's poetry about video's independence never really
threatened the traditional television studio. Instead, the video “happenings” type style of video
easily shifted between network television and video collective members (Montgomery, 1989).
While Bensinger hoped video would capture the “streets,” network television had already
invested a lot of time and resources in live remote broadcasting. Remote multi-camera
configurations, mobile production vans, satellite and microwave technology, and a long history
in the practices of live studio programming also extended studio television beyond the studio
walls (Caldwell, 1995, p. 268). Live news events, conventions, rallies, protests, and sporting
events, were subject to the same ideological control over the appearance of reality and a sense of
immediacy that network television tried to recreate in the studio (p. 269). Simply producing
television outside the three-camera television studio was no guarantee that television would
change in a way that somehow did not already alter reality or reproduce corporate control.
The romantic vision of portable video stems from a cultural movement actively engaged
in reprimanding commercial television for its immorality and staleness. However Bensinger's
over emphasis on the individual as the studio is unproblematically aligned with those
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presumptions within the cable policy community that prioritize cable access as a way to create
community involvement and participation. Despite the fact that portable video equipment – its
price, portability, ease of use, and its anti-commercial television aesthetics – aroused the interest
of policy and activists communities around the concept of public access television, the actual
community spaces of public access television were, and have remained, centered around a
traditional television studio space. In fact, most of the public access stations in California that
survived DIVCA in 2006 continue to provide a traditional fixed, multi-camera television studio
space with a separate control room for use by the public even as they have tried to embrace new
online technology. San Francisco's neighboring Bay Area public access stations, including
Berkeley Community Media, and public access centers in Palo Alto, Mountain View, and San
Jose in the heart of Silicon Valley, all provide and train the public in large television studio
production. This makes the elimination of the traditional production studio by BAVC in 2009 a
rather isolated case in California.
Spigel and Caldwell both argue that the spaces and technology of television work to both
construct and extend the domination of corporations over the aesthetics and labor of commercial
television. Yet without the need for advertising, non-profit community organizations have also
adopted the studio television practice as an important aspect of program production. We could
easily suggest that it is the context, the author, or the content the studio mode of television and
video production enables that determines whether the television studio reproduces spaces that are
hegemonic and artificial, or radical and oppositional. Yet this argument would give credence to
the idea that studio production practices and spaces are a conglomeration of apolitical or neutral
technology. There is no clear way to address this binary until we take into consideration the
scales that community media practices both construct and enable producers to traverse. To move
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the discussion more in this direction, I want to talk about the spaces and practices adopted by
public access television in general and at BAVC in San Francisco in particular.

The Public Access TV Studio Space and Practice

There is no necessary reason why public access television needed to adopt a three-camera
television studio production practice. The FCC's 1972 rules and subsequent policies thereafter
could have easily required only portable video equipment, editing capabilities and training
spaces that corresponded more closely to the production and sentiments shared by video
advocates at the time. In the 1972 cable rules, the FCC used the broad term “production
facilities” to describe the access obligations cable operators must provide (Cable Television
Report, 1972). To fulfill those obligations, the rules presumed that the production facilities cable
operators already had, or were planning to build, as part of their local origination obligations
could also provide equipment and space for public access (Burch, 1972). The rules relied on an
additional presumption that there would be an abundance of video production equipment spread
among universities, schools, churches and other community organization in ways that could both
supplement and extend the mandate for cable access (p.129). More significantly, the FCC used a
“five minute” model of access programming to base the rules on. Much like Jacklins' free speech
messages, the rules presumed residents would simply arrive at the station, present their ideas or
opinions in front of a camera operated by cable staff in a five-minute monologue. In San
Francisco, Viacom translated these assumptions into the small loft space in the back of a sales
office. The black and white Telemation Vidicon camera was almost ten years old, and a few
lights, mics and a stool rounded out the operation. “It wasn't a studio really,” Ken Johnson, a
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veteran of SF public access television remembered, “just a garage made up to look like one”
(personal communication, 2017). The flexibility in the FCC's rules about access spaces was
purposeful and meant to encourage cooperation and experimentation through the partnership of
communities and cable operators. Yet, the presumption conformed easily with the industry
standard studio television structure. In a studio space, the cameras, lighting, the stage, all the
wiring and acoustics can be prearranged and left in place from production to production. This
staticity was simply easier for producing programming than portable video at the time and it fit
into an already established mode of operation.
Although by the mid-1970s the technological know-how and equipment was available,
Caldwell suggests that there was no “pervasive or dominant intellectual paradigm in
broadcasting to force the widespread use or adoption of the small-format portable tape” (1995,
p.265). Live studio and live remote formats dominated television and there was little incentive to
change. This meant that cable operators like Viacom were much less likely to encourage new
portable video practices because it meant more investment in labor and technology that had yet
to establish industry-wide standards or proven economically viable. Because Viacom subsidized
the public access operation through revenue from their other access/leased channels, there was
little reason to risk changes or investment in technology if they could fulfill the FCC's mandate
using a standard live studio television format. By using their own spaces, Viacom could exercise
control over production styles and equipment, and with policies like short hours of operation that
restricted the number of people that could use the space.
Viacom's control over access television through production spaces however changed in
the 1980s when Viacom agreed to update equipment in exchange for allowing them to raise the
basic cable rates. Yet this was after a significant paradigm shift in the use of half-inch and 8mm
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videotape by professionals caused by a dramatic drop in costs for video equipment and pressure
by access users to provide updated equipment (Caldwell, 1995, pp. 266-267). Subsequent
revisions to SF's cable franchise also used space and equipment as collateral for changes in rates
and build out obligations but only affirmed minimal requirements for the type, size, and location
of the studio space.
According to the terms of the City's franchise in the late 1980s, the production and
playback location in the late 1980s had to be close to public transportation, with a minimum size
studio of 1400 sq.ft. and a separate 400 sq.ft control room. The facilities had to include office
space, a separate workspace for editing, a conference room for studio users and their guests, and
a public phone (City and County of SF, 1988). Despite Viacom's attempts to impede the growth
of the public access community, studio production at Folsom throughout the 1980s and 1990s
became the dominant aesthetic. The studio also helped to both construct and coordinate producer
production practices and establish hierarchies in the scheduling of facilities and the allotment of
time slots for the weekly cablecast. In this sense it was the studio space or the condition and
usability of it that became an important bargaining chip in the relationship between the producer
community, the City of San Francisco, and Viacom.
After Viacom sold its franchise to TCI and then to AT&T in the late 1990s, a large
television studio space remained a significant factor in the determining where public access
television would relocate. While it was a standard design element in public access stations, the
state of the art Market St. studio was an important symbolic victory for the access community
over Viacom and corporate management of access. “San Francisco deserves a new public access
media center that is fully accessible to people with physical challenges,” Blaney charged in an
article in the Public Image newsletter in 1996 (p.5). “The center should have multiple studios,
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control rooms, editing suites, remote video cameras, a remote video van and facilities for public
access to the Internet and multimedia” (p.5). These requirements eventually ruled out most of the
low-cost, city owned properties they looked at. The need to access the station and headend
equipment twenty-four hours a day ruled out sharing locations with places like the public library,
City Hall and schools as well as the costs of renovation and ADA compliance. Rather than
change the geographic and spatial needs of the station, the committee broadened its search.
From 1996 to 2000, the city commissioned LM Way Architects of San Francisco to draw
floor plans and estimate construction costs for potential public access stations. In all but the
Market St. location, the construction of the station involved renovating of the existing spaces,
like a theatre, or multi-purpose space at St. Joseph’s Church. Each plan took about three months
from the proposal to finished design. The process included search committee meetings, producer
community meetings, consultations with the architects, on-site visits, walk-throughs, and design
presentations coordinated through Access SF, the search committee, LM Way Architects, the
Department of Technology and Information Systems, the City Administrator, and the Office of
the Director of Property. The floor plans for a majority of the proposed new studio spaces all
share a common spatial orientation centered around the large studio space. In general, the
operational spaces – the office spaces, the editing suites, the conference rooms, and storage –
form a periphery of administrative and post-production spaces that surround the more dominant
studio space. This is more pronounced in the Fort Mason (Figure 5.4.) and Market St. (Figure
5.8) designs where the studio is located in the middle of the floor plan encased by a corridor of
production suites on one side and administrative offices on the other. The large open studio
spaces in each floor plan presume different capacity and practices than the spaces that surround
it. Like most public venues, gymnasiums, or the chapel in a church, these types of central large
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spaces anticipate large groups of people in coordinated activity. We do not actually need to know
that the large rectangular space is for a television studio to presume this accommodation. Its open
signature, in contrast to the partitioned spaces that surround it, suggest that the function of the
overall space is determined by the type of activities enabled by that large space. The floor plans
also offers another important aspect of the station design, namely, the access to the studio space
itself. All the designs feature a relatively unencumbered path from the front doors to the studio. A
producer or visitor need only travel in a straight line, directly from the front entrance. This
design feature becomes even more significant to the access station design by comparing the
preliminary and final sketches of the 25 Van Ness station’s floor plan (Figures 5.6 & 5.7).
Though 25 Van Ness was ultimately rejected by the search committee because it did not offer a
large studio space for multi-camera productions, the major structural change between the early
and late designs is in the removal of the CEO's office in front of the studio and the cantering of
the hallway wall. This opens a continuous hallway and a direct line of sight from the front door
to the studio.
Architect Arthur Stamps suggests this “visual and locomotive permeability,” is as much
practical as it is aesthetic (Stamps, 2005). Visual and locomotive permeability measure the
degree to which a space is either open or enclosed. This measurement gauges a participant’s
perception of accessibility and whether the space is safe or potentially dangerous. Seeing and
moving through space can be two different activities, and therefore, visual permeability does not
necessarily mean that movement through a space is possible or easy. The opposite is also true.
There may be obvious signs of passage through a space but its organization may cause a sense of
insecurity that inhibits the participant’s use of or mobility through the space (Stamp, 2005,
p.610). The sight lines in the majority of the floor plans take this relationship into consideration.
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Figure.5.2. Bryant St. floor plan proposal. Courtesy of archive materials provide by Zane Blaney.

Figure. 5.3. Mission St. floor plan proposal. Courtesy of archive materials provided by Zane Blaney.
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Figure 5.4. Fort Mason floor plan proposal. Courtesy of archive material provided by Zane Blaney.

Figure 5.5. St. Joseph’s floor plan proposal. Courtesy of archive materials provided by Zane Blaney.
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Figure 5.6. 25 Van Ness. Obstructed site line from entrance to studio. Courtesy of archive materials provided by
Zane Blaney.

Figure 5.7. 25 Van Ness (revised). Unobstructed site line from entrance to studio. Courtesy of archive materials
provided by Zane Blaney.
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Figure 5.8. Market St. floor plan proposal. Studio in center with support services on periphery. Courtesy of archive
materials provided by Zane Blaney.

The distance between the main entrance and the studio in all the studio floor plans, with
the exception of the long hallway in the Mission St. design (Figure 5.3) is relatively short and
unobstructed. This theoretically helps establish a sense of purpose and function to the facility.
With studio doors open to the street in the Bryant St. plan (Figure 5.2), a guest or new producer
could see and make their way to into the studio relatively unobstructed from the main entrance.
Those who are passing by on the street, having perhaps no previous knowledge of the facility,
could easily identify the purpose and function of the space. An unobstructed pathway to the
studio is far friendlier for the alternatively mobile and moving large and awkward set pieces or is
also much easier without negotiating multiple doorways or corners.
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Ultimately, it was not simply the floor plan design that determined where the public
access studio would be built. Market St. was chosen because it accommodated most of the
criteria set by the facility relocation committee. 1720 Market St. was centrally located with great
access to transportation, ADA accessible, and there was new money in the franchise agreement to
pay for it. Yet what the series of floor plan designs suggests here is that there was a consensus,
perhaps a normalized and unquestioned assumption, that the public access station in late 1990s
and early 2000s should revolve around the practices enabled by a large studio space—that the
other instrumental and administrative spaces would play a supportive and peripheral role in the
facilitation of studio production. The design of physical space also accommodates a sense of
access by providing clear sight lines from the station’s main entrance to the studio. Because sight
lines can affect the perception of openness and accessibility of physical spaces, the station floor
plans are arguably extensions of the practices and discourses of access the facilities are
ultimately concerned with. These features become more significant in terms of creating a sense
of community and belonging—a sense of home— which the spaces BAVC and SF Commons
provide for public access TV producers do not share. The construction of BAVC’s public access
production spaces reveals their organizational history and relationship to the broader economy of
freelancers. However, I first want to establish the type of practices and interactions that a
traditional three-camera television studio used from public access television entails.
The discussion so far has suggested that the television studio space co-organizes the
production practices with objects and technology. Because Access SF's studio space on Market
St. was shut down before I began this research, this discussion relies on the experiences of the
few producers left at SF Commons who also produced programming at AccessSF, and my own
experiences with television studio production at the public access station in Boise, Idaho.
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From 2001 to 2009, I was an active member, producer, employee and instructor in studio
television at Treasure Valley Community Television (TVCTV) in Boise, Idaho. My first
experience with studio television was as a student in a community media production class
through the Department of Communication at Boise State University in 2001. Communication
professors Dr. Peter Lutze and Dr. Bob Rudd convinced the City of Boise to acquire funds for
public access television from the cable provider in a franchise renegotiation in 1999. The station
had just been built-in a renovated gas station for about $70,000 (roughly seven percent of the
budget for AccessSF) at roughly the same time that the construction of the Market St. studio was
beginning. The university class taught television production by using the students as a working
production crew for non-profit organizations and community members that Dr. Lutze and Dr.
Rudd had arranged to come down to the studio on Friday evenings to shoot a program.

Image 5.4. Three-camera studio at TVCTV in Boise, ID, 2003.Courtesy of archive materials provided by
Peter Lutze
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To shoot a really good studio television program the production needed a full crew. This
meant a director, three-camera people, an audio person, someone to run the camera switcher in
the control room, a person to create titles and make sure graphics are ready, and at least one or
two people to set lights, organize the set and background, and perform other supportive tasks.
One of the camera persons was designated as the floor director and their role was to relay
messages from the director using hand signals to communicate with the talent about how much
time was left, or if they needed to speak up or change positions on the stage. The talent was the
host(s) of the program (and that could be the access producer, or someone they enlisted to host
their show) and any number of guests. Inevitably there was always someone observing; a friend
or family of the producer or guests that had never heard of public access television, or someone
who randomly stopped by to see if they wanted to become a member. Students also shadowed
each crew position during the production in order to be able to preform the task for the next
show. In the three-hour session we regularly shot three to five half hour programs on Friday
evenings. The coordination of at least eight or nine crewmembers, with two or three people as
talent, and any number of observers was no small feat.
Before the first show even started there was at least thirty to forty-five minutes of preproduction time spent setting up the studio. Because the type of program determined the lighting,
the camera positions, and the number of mics needed, staging the set was usually the first task.
Like most access stations, the backdrops, fake plants, and mismatched stage furniture at TVCTV
were either built or donated by producers and volunteers. Idaho Public Television donated a few
four-by-eight foot panels of lattice and a wallpaper forest background they were going to throw
out. But the iconic backdrops for TVCTV in mid 2000s were four faux brick sections on rollers,
made by a student-
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Image 5.5. Volunteer adjusting camera while the author adjusts lighting against a faux brick walls at
TVCTV in Boise, ID, 2003. Courtesy of archive materials provided by Peter Lutze.

volunteer, that could be pushed together to form a large brick wall or arranged independently like
Stonehenge. They quickly became the dominant background in most of the access programming
for years until even the student-volunteer who built them got tired of seeing them on every show.
Depending on the number of talent on the program, the lighting that hung from the overhead iron
pipe grid and floor lights for the back ground were generally arranged so that each guest had a
key, fill, and back light to reduce shadows. Camera prep included rolling the three pedestal
mounted cameras into positions facing the stage that dragged three long winding cords bundles
across the studio floor. The camera zoom, focus, and white balance functions were checked; the
pedestal tripod raised or lowered to frame the guest at eye level, and the each camera's intercom
system tested to make sure the camera people could hear the director. As this work commenced,
the audio person set-up lavalier mics for each guest that would run from a multi-input “snake”
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located on the floor behind the stage to each chair. The snake had a long cable that ran the length
of the studio floor into the control room where the audio person could monitor each individual
mic as well as the overall levels of the main audio feed for the program. From the control room
view of the stage, the person on the far left of the stage was usually designated “mic 1” which
corresponded with the mic 1 input on the snake box and the mic 1 input on the audio board. The
guest to the immediate right was designated “mic 2” and so on. The audio person was also in
charge of fading in and out the music in the beginning and end of the program and monitoring
the audio feed from any additional video or audio clips the particular show might want to use.
The audio person sat next to the video switcher who made sure that all the camera feeds were
working and in sync when they were “switched” back and forth (depending on the programs
format) into the main feed going live over the cable channel and/or recorded “live to tape”.
Before the show, the switch operator would practice transitioning from one camera to the next to
ensure that the color and quality of each camera feed matched. They were also responsible for
fading in and out the computer graphics (CGs)—titles with the talents name and any identifying
information, the programs “intro and end” titles end credits, and any additional video clips or broll the program utilized. This meant that they worked closely with the camera crew, the audio
person, and the person in charge of creating or uploading the programs titles and CGs. Running
the CG required introducing oneself to all the talent and crew to write down the correct spelling
of everyone's name for the titles and credits. They would also create program titles for the
introduction sequence and titles with phone numbers and other contact information that would
periodically be placed on screen for the audience. Because name titles would appear regularly
during the program the CG person was in charge of knowing “who's who” on stage so that the
correct title would appear below the host of guest.
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“Going live in five, four, three, two, one...bring in titles and audio, hold...camera two
you're live, camera three we're starting with you in a close up of the host...get ready to fade out
title and audio...cue talent in five, four, three, two, one...camera three you're live...bring in host's
title, one, two, three, Ok, bring it out. Camera one, close-up on guest number one, camera two
zoom in for a close up of guest two, three, hold your close-up of the host...get ready to switch to
camera one when the host acknowledges the first guest...” During the production, the crew is
silent except for the director who will probably switch roles for the next show. The director does
not control the production process so much as they accentuate a particular sequence or pattern of
movements in a very staged and practiced performance. The host knows to keep talking,
addressing both the guests and the audience at home. Camera three knows there are only a few
different ways to frame the shot that will differentiate the host, and the CG operator has already
introduced themselves to the talent so that they know which name title to prepare to insert into
the program when one of the guests speaks. This makes the director a type of orchestra conductor
who relies on a collective understanding of the production process, on their established norms of
interpersonal communication, and importantly, on their experiences watching TV.
Like network television, the studio space and equipment play an active role in organizing
labor, communication, and production practices. Together the space and equipment provide a
diagram of interactions and outcomes through which a television program in created. They also
establish a problem solving strategy and a template for negotiating changes that might occur
when new people, new technology, and new programming formats are introduced into the
system. The terms of the performance are regulated by each crew member's knowledge and use
of the equipment and established patterns of shots, framing, audio levels and titling. That a nonprofessional, or even random stranger, can be introduced to the system without much disruption
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Image 5.6. Market Street's three-camera studio. Producer/Director (center) coordinating with talent.
Courtesy of archive materials provided by Zane Blaney.

does not necessarily mean the production process is inflexible or unyielding to the introduction
of diversity or heterogeneity. Instead it is a stable, very coherent and collective communication
process. In other words, like a pick-up basketball game, the studio can provide a space where the
reward is the practice of studio television itself, and in the collective contribution of each
member to the production of community television. Some producers just want to run the camera
or to work the audio board rather than produce their own show. Like grabbing a beer after work
with co-workers, they come to run a camera for an hour or two and then go home. Others are
more invested in creating programming and want to host their own weekly show. The studio
mode of production allows for a wide range of participation and can accommodate different
levels of involvement than one predicated on individual video production.
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“Public access television is supposed to have a real three-camera studio with a full crew”
Ken Johnson insists. Johnson has probably produced more TV than anyone in San Francisco.
When he started in the early 1970s there was not many opportunities for African Americans in
San Francisco to get into television production. So in 1972, when KQED introduced its TEACH
program that paid one hundred dollars a week for ten women and minority residents to train in
television five days a week for eight hours a day, Johnson applied and was hired one of the
positions. His first TV program was, In Honor Of, a show that highlighted the accomplishments
and work of different people in Hunters Point and around the city. “I had Willie Brown on before
he was somebody,” Johnson recalls, “Angela Davis as well.” After he heard there was a public
access station opening up on Potrero Ave. he would go there and help others learn to shoot and
produce television. “I would borrow a Sony PortaPak from Channel 9 (KQED) and meet up with
Dangerous George. George loved shooting in the community, that's how he got so many
community kids and members involved.” It's also why Dangerous George is considered the
Godfather of public access television in San Francisco and why the legacy of the black
community in public access television is important to its history. Johnson said he liked how
being in the community with Dangerous George stirred up interests in public access, but he
preferred the studio television set up. For Johnson the crew equals “togetherness”—people
connected through intercoms, moving in sync, learning and teaching others in informal
apprenticeships as they produce shows. After all the changes in video technology and the
development of online distribution, Johnson still believes there is a huge potential for the
experience gained through the collective production process and the skill building opportunities
with community members and friends through the traditional studio television space. For
Johnson these experiences reach outside the production studio and the production process itself.
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“I guarantee if you put a three-camera studio in Hunters Point the crime rate would go down.
Kids would go tell their friends and bring them next time” (K. Johnson, personal communication,
2017).
Johnson reminded me that the city put cable headends in the different neighborhoods
across the city in the 1980s with the intent to create a multi-site network of access centers.
Chapter 4 describes how Ray Balberon's group pushed for a multi-site access design in the
Access 2000 plan in 1997, and in BAVC's 2009 RFP outlined a multi-site project it called the
Neighborhood News Network. In addition to keeping kids out of trouble, Johnson suggests more
people would use public access television if it were located in the neighborhoods. “There used to
be turf battles between different neighborhoods” Johnson recalls, “not so much anymore, but it
used to be that kids from Hunters Point wouldn't go to the Mission.” The division of the city by
gang activity began in the 1960s. However even as late as 2006 the City created gang injunctions
in Bayview/Hunters Point, the Mission, Visitacion Valley, and the Western Addition that not only
affected identified gang members but many unaffiliated community member as well. (City
Attorney, 2007; Roberts, 2015).
Today it takes about forty-five minutes, two buses, and $2.50 to get from Hunters Point to
BAVC on a Muni bus one-way. It would take almost an hour to get to Market St.from Hunters
Point if the access station was still located there today. A Muni transfer is good for only ninety
minutes, but ninety minutes really is not enough time to do much production. This means a trip
to BAVC and back from Hunters Point can potentially cost producers about five dollars. One
producer I met takes the muni from Haight Ashbury to BAVC to edit their program. This process
takes hours and so they cannot use their Muni transfer and they walk home to save money.
Another access producer, Paula Fiscal, told me it was hard to get people to return as guests on
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her show because they have to come so early to find a parking spot. Implicit in Johnson's
perspective and experience is a very important connection between producers, the producer's
community, and the access television studio space. To Johnson, the production spaces and
manner of production directly correlates with the function public access television plays, or
could play, in a community. This dynamic, Johnson suggests, is gone at BAVC.

BAVC and the Community Media Center

So why did BAVC decide to eliminate the three-camera studio when most access stations
in California were using the capital rich features of DIVCA to beef up their own studios? The
easy answer is that DIVCA eliminated operational costs from the franchise fee and as a result
reduced an almost million dollar budget to $170,000. The lease at Market St. was more than the
proposed yearly public access budget. Yet why not use the capital provisions in the new DIVCA
rules to renovate BAVC or build another space? I argue that BAVC's decision to eliminate the
three-camera television studio stemmed from a misinterpretation of the needs of the established
public access television community, and BAVC's role in high tech and multi-media workforce
training for the Bay Area. In the 1970s BAVC was organized to help develop independent
producers and productions for distribution, namely PBS. Today BAVC's focus is on the training
of multi-media freelancers that have increasingly dominated the local economy and culture and
of San Francisco.
Taking over the management of public access television was a “natural progression” in
BAVC's historical role as a non-profit media production organization, suggested Ken Ikeda,
executive director of BAVC at the time (K., Ikeda, personal communication, 2017). Before the
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RPF to the City, BAVC attempted to acquire a public radio station in San Mateo. The radio
station would have complimented BAVC's youth music programs by creating a wider network of
production and distribution. Ikeda suggests that broad distribution is an important factor in the
success of community and youth programs. Over the years BAVC's youth programs like Bump
Records, Youthlinks and the NextGen projects have provided media production skills, certificates
and portfolios for many Bay Area teenagers with the specific goal of placing them in internships
and jobs in San Francisco's local multi-media economy. However there were few places where
interested people could engage with their work. Taking over the management of cable access
channels added to the ability of BAVC to offer a range of outlets for its programs. In one specific
manner, BAVC curates cable channel 76, one of the two channels they inherited as part of
acquiring the cable access operation, and cablecasts BAVC sponsored video projects, special
events, workshops, and videos from their youth programs.
“Not only does the cost of operations need to change,” suggested BAVC's 2009 RFP to
city, “but who, how, and what is produced for public access must also be revisited” (BAVC,
2009). This meant that the reduced budget for access operations would force BAVC to make
changes that would affect who access producers are, how programming would be made, and
what the product of public access television would actually be. To do this BAVC's overall
strategy, explained Ikeda, was to transition public access television from the “stand alone”
operation – one like Access SF with its own facilities, administrators, boards, and policies – to
one that integrated more fluidly with BAVC's broad network of public and private institutions
and the types of multi-media platforms and high-tech training programs BAVC offered (Ikeda,
2017, personal communication). Closing Market St. and moving public access operation into
available spaces at BAVC accomplished this, either purposefully or not. The integrated model
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proposed to work the other way too. BAVC's programs like Media Links and SFTech, funded
through SF Office of Economic and Workforce Development that provide tech training and
certificates for unemployed or underemployed tech workers became open for access producers to
apply to. The program offers a variety of workshops ranging from maximizing social
networking, branding, resume writing, interviewing and communication skill building, to
certificate courses that provide training in HMTL, coding, and graphic design. Recreating public
access television to operate more as a “suite of integrated services and platforms” could
encourage a broader range of skill building among access TV producers. In this sense BAVC's
infrastructure and partnerships with both private industry and non-profit organizations hoped to
transform the traditional public access television “participant” from simply a community
television producer to a more contemporary and organizationally familiar multimedia
practitioner.
Over the years this integration model has not been as successful as the proposal had
hoped. According to Anne Simmons, current director of SF Commons, there is some crossover
among SF Commons and programs like TechSF, but in general the two entities remain relatively
separate (A. Simmons, personal communication, 2017). One reason is that most of the SF
Commons producers are adults that do not qualify for BAVC's extensive youth programs.
Another reason is that access producers rarely have the background, skill set, time, or money to
qualify for the more intensive TechSF programs or certificate courses. The training BAVC
provides access producers in order to create a public access television show is simply not the
same training BAVC provides those hoping to work in SF's increasingly freelance, multi-media
economy.
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The biggest concern for Simmons and SF Commons today is retaining new producers.
Simmons stated that SF Commons receives considerable interest each year, about ten people a
month sign up for orientations, but few end up actually making a program. In contrast to conflict
over time slots and studio use at Folsom St. and Access SF, “we have yet to fill our program
schedule” Simmons replied (A. Simmons, personal communication, 2017). The broad and active
producer base, including many who were opposed to BAVC, has left.
Even with the best intentions, what BAVC inadvertently missed in their proposal to
change the “who, what, and how” of public access television, was that “who, what, and how”
was already established. This includes the people, culture, practices and spaces of San
Francisco’s public access television that have developed since the mid-1970s. I suggest that
BAVC's long history in the development of “independent producers” and training of “new media
makers,” from the independent video producers to the multi-media freelancer, led to a rigid
understanding of media production that was dismissive of other less career oriented media
production practices by diverse and historical marginalized community members.
The History of BAVC
“At BAVC, we have found a way to reassert the social justice origins of the
media arts field through economic development initiatives. We have also found
that BAVC, as an organization, can benefit by taking on the job of economic
development through access to new income streams from foundations and
government and relationships with industry that bring much needed equipment
donations to our retooling efforts.”- Sally Fifer, Executive Director, BAVC,
October, 2000.
The creation of the Bay Area Video Coalition (BAVC) was a scalar fix. It formed in 1977
after a brainstorming retreat funded by a $30,000 grant from the Rockefeller Foundations Arts
and Humanities director, Howard Klein, to address how national legacy and federal grants at one
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level could best fund video artists and documentarians on the west coast (Sturken, 1987). A year
later Klein gave BAVC $60,000 to begin operations and an additional $200,000 in 1979 to begin
developing pilots for public television (p.13). BAVC represented a new scale of production
practice, space, and funding infrastructure. It continues today as a bridge between community
and technology (Fifer, 2000). BAVC's budget is over five million dollars and a large part of its
revenue comes from federal and city workforce and economic development grants and
commercial training programs (BAVC, 2016a).
In its infancy, video's most important institutional relationships in the late 1960s and 70s
were with legacy funders like the Rockefeller Foundation, the Ford Foundation, and the Federal
NEH and NEA programs. These organizations funded the artistic development of video artists
like Nam June Paik and Bill Viola, and provided capital for equipment and space for video
collectives like Global Village, Raindance, Videofreex, and Electronic Arts Intermix
(Montgomery, 1989; Engelman, 1996). PBS also played a significant role in providing regional
and national distribution. The National Center for Experiments in Television (NCET), a CPB
program housed at San Francisco's PBS station KQED, was one of the early efforts at
institutionalizing artistic experimentation in video and alternative television programming. From
1967 to 1975 PBS and the Rockefeller Foundation provided the NCET with space, equipment,
and educational workshops for an array of traditional artists in sculpture, music and dance, to
experiment with new video aesthetics and technology. The work at NCET was guided by a
philosophical intersection of two aesthetic concepts: videospace and mix. As video historian
Steve Seid describes, the NCET attempted to form an “indigenous language” of video practice
and aesthetics comparable to radio, film and television. Videospace imagines a “conceptual
space, free from the conventions of theater, radio, and film that dominated television” (2010, p.
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131). Music, dance, light, color, distortion, fuzz and feedback were all part of the video “mix”
which described an intertextual and improvisational relationship with other art forms in a realtime performance that challenged the hierarchical, homogenized style of television production.
Together videospace and mix encouraged artist to move fluidly through and combine other art
forms and visual aesthetics with video machinery able to synthesize, distort, colorize and
visualize images and feedback. While the work at the NCET was pioneering and its artist
produced a wide array of new video manipulating equipment and techniques, its overall
translation to a broader audience of PBS and a somewhat ambivalent vision for more practical
educational use of experimental video in the future, undermined its broader institutional viability
(Gill, 1976; Sturken, 1987; Troy & Steid, 1999, Huffman, 1990).

By 1975 the NCET had

dissolved. However the relationship between video artists and PBS remained significant because
the NCET not only trained a number of PBS personnel from all over the country, but also
provided a framework for video funding by large legacy funders and federal grants (Seid, 2010).
Video's new institutional legitimacy laid the groundwork for video collectives both inside and
outside the established purview of universities, museums, or galleries to receive grants from big
legacy funders and city and federal arts programs to produce “independent programming” for
PBS.
The Public Telecommunications Financing Act (PTFA) in 1978 further established the
relationship between PBS and independent video by increasing the percentage of the CPB's
budget devoted to programming created by independent producers (PTFA, 1978). While
President Carter earmarked a substantial portion of CPB funds for national programming, the bill
delegated a larger portion of the programming decisions to local/regional PBS affiliates, and in
turn PBS production could be done using independent and local producers (PTFA, 1978). By
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capping administrative costs, lowering the dollar amount states had to match for federal funds,
and minimizing in-house production (and subsequently their staff), the bill proposed to funnel
more resources towards programming produced by outside contractors that reflected the interests
of each affiliate community (Day, 1995, pp. 263-264, 319-323).
The next year John Reilly, co-founder of Global Village and media professor at NYU,
urged those at the Carnegie Foundation, CPB, and various federal arts commissioners to redirect
program funds outside individual PBS stations and route them through a network of “media arts
centers” comprised of smaller independent producers (Reilly, 1979). Reilly contended that years
of grants, endowments, and relationships with PBS had established responsible and
professionally capable groups like BAVC, Global Village, and the South West Alternative Media
Project. Similarly, The National Endowment for the Arts (NEA) changed its funding efforts from
awarding individual grants to distributing funds to regional media organizations that then funded
local producers and artist (NEA, 1978). The media arts centers represented an alternative mode
of production and funding (production facilities instead of individual artists) and more regional
influence over programming on PBS.
The media arts center is also an expression of a more broad movement in television and
film towards outsourced or decentralized production strategies. Policies like the 1960
Programming Policy Statement and PTAR in 1970 required broadcasters to create more types of
programming aimed at diversity and localism. The Financial Interest and Syndication rules (FinSyn) in 1970 also broke up network ownership of programming and forced companies like CBS,
to outsource a large part of their production to subcontractors and prevented the major networks
from buying up independent channels (Christopherson, 2002). Together these policies created a
favorable market for local programming made by independent producers.
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The growing interests by the public in public service programming reflected the political
climate of the 1960s and 1970s and pushed network television to expand news departments and
develop documentaries that addressed the social discord and political struggle (McCarthy, 2010).
The momentum for socially relevant programming intersected policies like PTAR and Fin-Syn
rules through the creation of independent production companies. Bud Yorkin and Norman Lear's
production company, Tandem Productions, took advantage of this intersection to create popular
sit-coms like Maude and All in the Family independently from network executives (p. 252). They
and other independent companies were able to benefit from money they made by owning the
rights to syndication (McAllister, n.d.). After facing declining profits from years of competition
from television and the rise in popularity of art house films like The Last Tango (1972) and
pornographic hits like Behind the Green Door (1972) and Deep Throat (1972), the film industry
also began to restructure its traditionally in-house, centralized mode of production to include
independent productions (Lewis, 2000). Big Hollywood companies increasingly bought films
produced by smaller independent production companies and distributed them. Cable television's
multi-channels capacity also offered another viable market for independent producers. HBO's
launch nationally in 1975 and Turner's WTBS network began a race for both pay-per-view movie
channels and alternative content on cable TV. In the late 1970s and 1980s, cable channels like
MTV, CNN, ESPN, and Nickelodeon became increasingly successful, and with it an even larger
market for new independent productions.
By 1981, Rockefeller grants had helped to establish eight BAVC-like production spaces
throughout the country (Sturken, 1987). These became the “media arts centers” John Reilly
suggested could reinvent the structure of television production nationally. However, regional
media arts centers and the development of independent producer were different than public
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access television. As discussed in chapter 1, though Optic Nerve, Ant Farm, and Video Free
America in San Francisco were creating works of video art as social commentary, they were
nevertheless collectives of artists trying to make a living. The technical affordances of video
technology, its portability, reduced costs, and increased speed of production, were touted by these
groups as a means to repoliticize and democratize American television, yet they, like BAVC,
remained loosely tied to the traditional institutional structures of both the contemporary art scene
in NYC and SF, the university, and federal arts and humanities funding – all of which benefitted
those who could navigate the very complex institutional networks.
As BAVC evolved, its cultivation of the independent producer tied the organization by
default to television and PBS. It built the first non-profit, broadcast-level production service that
conformed to PBS standards. In 1978 the National Endowment for the Arts designated BAVC as
a “Major Media Center” and became “renowned for offering industry-standard technology to
people outside the mainstream broadcast echelon” (BAVC, 2016b). The over half a million
dollars in Rockefeller grants BAVC received in its first five years was spent on production
facilities and subsidies for artists established at BAVC as a premiere space for the “independent
producer” who hoped to use BAVC to distribute commercial and noncommercial programming.
“Since 1976, Bay Area Video Coalition (BAVC), the largest non-profit video arts center in the
country, has helped over 450 independents complete their projects for PBS and cable stations,
galleries, theatres, and museums” claimed a 1986 ad in the Independent (image 5.8). “With
BAVC's subsidized rates, you can fly from anywhere in the U.S., stay in a hotel, dine in San
Francisco's finest restaurants and still pay a lot less for your broadcast quality program” (BAVC,
1986b, p.34). However, the reality of non-profit media was that other than NEA and Rockefeller
grants BAVC had few sources of income. In order to make BAVC more financially stable Gail
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Waldron, BAVC's first director, set-up a two-tiered system of financing where the facilities and
equipment would be rented to commercial projects to earn money to subsidize non-profit
projects (Sturken, 1986).

Image 5.7. BAVC advertisement for subsidized
services. The Independent Film & Video, 1986.
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BAVC and the Workforce

To further expand its income, BAVC created a job center in 1980 to encourage “students,
job seekers, and industry professionals to network and share work opportunities” (BAVC,
2016b). Soon they began to offer classes geared specifically towards the job market in
nonbroadcast video production such as “Camera Techniques for Documentary & Industrial
Video” and “Creative Problem Solving for the Corporate Videotape” (BAVC, 1986a).
These programs served as the basis for BAVC's transition to digital literacy and
workforce training during the tech boom in San Francisco in late 1990s. During that time they
partnered with tech companies such as Wired Digital, Ziff Davis and NetNoir to create training
programs like JobLink and Medialink that more succinctly oriented BAVC towards workforce
training. Both programs proposed to address a “digital divide” in terms of access to digital tools
and workforce training for low-income teens and adults, and between the low-income and
minority communities of San Francisco and the growing tide of mostly white male tech workers
spilling into the Bay Area. “If the Bay Area Video Coalition has anything to say about it,”
reported the SFGate in 1998, “impoverished San Franciscans will get the same shot at landing
entry-level positions in multimedia as snot-nosed college kids just off the boat from points due
east” (Moon, 1998). By 1999, BAVC offered over 500 workshops per year, and the Joblinks
program won a Best Practices Award from the U.S. Department of Housing and Urban
Development (BAVC, 2016b; American Arts Alliance, 1999, p.38).
In order to respond to regional employment demands for high tech workers in 1999, the
San Francisco Department of Human Services began to develop digital and web-based training
programs as a way to improve the job placement in their welfare-to- work programs. It
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coordinated area community colleges and community based organizations, including BAVC, into
a tiered training network called the San Francisco Information Technology Consortium (SFITC).
With funds from the James Irving Foundation, the California Labor and Workforce Development
Agency and the U.S Department of Labor HB-1 technology-training program, the basic strategy
of the consortium was to “upgrade and backfill.”31 This meant the program would “train and
promote incumbent workers so that entry-level slots become available for SFITC graduates”
(Giloth &Austin, 2010, p. 81).32 The tiered program catered to different levels of experience and
education. The more “disadvantaged clientele” started at the first rung of the program learning
basic computer and literacy skills like Microsoft Office, and then would transfer up to the next
program in the consortium's network. Because BAVC had already established a broad network of
relationships with the high-tech sector in the city and had developed media and technology
literacy programs since the late 1970s, they became part of the top tier. BAVC's programs
provided sixteen-week courses in web programming, data analysis and project managing. City
College represented the peak of the tier because it provided the necessary credits for a
programming and computer science degree (Chapple, 20005).
When the tech boom crashed in 2000-2001 the Bay Area lost approximately 300,000 jobs
(Levy, 2012). The rapid pace of growth and labor shortages that comprised the early tech boom
had promised that “all it took for some people to go from a homeless shelter to a $60,000-a-year
Web developer job was a few months of classes in HTML” (Kirby, 2001). Yet now many of
BAVC's graduates competed for entry-level positions with newly laid off, yet experienced tech
workers. Despite the criticism, Sally Fifer, BAVC's executive director at the time, claimed that
during the Dotcom crash the JobLink program placed sixty-eight percent of their graduates in
31

In 2002, the federal H1B grant to the SFTIC was 3 million dollars (Chapple, 2005, p.33).
32 An “incumbent worker” is someone who is already employed and would be seeking out training in order to avoid
being laid off.
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positions paying over eighteen dollars an hour (Fifer, 2001). Unfortunately there is little
information about who the graduates were and where they came from. While JobLink and
MediaLink proposed to help San Francisco’s disadvantaged, BAVC's programs tended to accept
applicants with higher than average education and job experience (Chapple, 2005; Giloth
&Austin, 2010).
Before funding problems dissolved the SFTIC in 2005, the program had placed about
eight hundred “mostly low-income, often minority” graduates in jobs or in other training
programs (Giloth & Austin, 2010, p. 82). BAVC however was able to retain a large portion of its
funding through its prior relationships with business and high-tech employers who were more
willing to hire graduates from their programs. They also combined foundation funding and
money from state employment training funds to specialize in training incumbents workers
employed by their broad network of private sector companies in the Bay Area (Chapple, 2005,
p.68). In 2010, BAVC partnered with the city’s Department of Children, Youth, and Families for
Digital Pathways, a program that trains fourteen to eighteen year-olds video production/digital
media skills. In 2012, Mayor Ed Lee announced an eight million dollar “TechSF” workforce
training initiative through the Office of Economic and Workforce Development (SFOEWD) and
the U.S. Department of Labor (HB-1 funds) for job skills training of unemployed or
underemployed tech workers (Office of the Mayor, 2012). Essentially a revamped SFTIC
program, TechSF's main community based organization today continues to be BAVC.
The transition from the independent video producer of the alternative television
movement in the 1970s, to a high tech, incumbent worker training program today is based on
necessity, both in terms of generating funding to sustain itself and its other programs like video
archiving and preservation and youth media programs, and to remain relevant in the changing
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multi-media ecology of San Francisco. Over the years BAVC has developed a broad and
sophisticated network of relationships with both private and non-profit organizations and
continues to secure city, state, and federal funding to accommodate its roughly five million dollar
a year operating budget. This has come at the expense of catering to the needs of the high-tech
and multi-media economy and to a demand for market actors with a particular and changing set
of technical skills.
“By 2020, 40% of the workforce [in San Francisco] will be freelancers,” claims a BAVC
post on their website for a free symposium they sponsored in 2015 on contract work and
freelance labor called WorkShift 2020 (BAVC, 2015a). BAVC’s Director of Training, Mindy
Aronoff, claimed that “Freelancers are the future of work, especially in the tech sector. We are
thrilled to be leading the conversation about the biggest change in labor since the Industrial
Revolution” (BAVC, 2015a). The symposium brought together a myriad of private businesses,
non-profit professionals and the SFOEWD to discuss the importance of developing
entrepreneurial programs catering to Bay Area media and high tech workers. To compliment the
TechSF program, BAVC created GigUnion in 2012 in a partnership with the city and funds from
the U.S. Department of Labor to train freelancers. “Freelancers” BAVC describes, are “creative
technologists and independent media makers [that] are self-driven, hardworking, resourceful, and
motivated. They want the flexibility that comes from working outside of a traditional office
setting, and they will do what it takes to make that life – and the personal creative projects they
love – possible” (BAVC, 2015b, p.1). The type of media makers in this new entrepreneurial
economy is typified by its membership. Of GigUnion's six hundred plus membership, 80% are in
their 30s and 40s, with approximately 80% having a four year college (53%) or graduates school
education (25%) – 61% percent of the members are white, 49%) male, and 46% female (p.3).
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BAVC provides freelancers with strategies for how they should value their work, how to
create networks of clients, and how to articulate their resume of projects into a legible skill set or
portfolio. Because freelancing is generally short term contract work BAVC found that
approximately 83% of GigUnion members did not have a consistent clientele base and 30%
reported that their typical contract lasts only a week (BAVC, 2015b, p.2) This was in part
because of the way new media labor environment works. While deregulation and technological
development changed the way the film and television industry works (outsourcing traditional inhouse labor) the industry has maintained a fairly stable labor infrastructure developed by a long
history of market regulation and active labor unions (Christopherson, 2002). High-tech freelance
typically does not have a comparable infrastructure or employment resources that freelancers can
draw on to help them navigate things like taxes, healthcare, and benefit plans (BAVC, 2015b, p.
5).
Much like the influx of tech workers to the Bay Area during the tech-boom in the late
1990s, the absence of a supportive labor infrastructure has particular effects on the geography.
“Although all project workers are dependent on networks and, therefore, are attached to specific
regions, the absence of an industrial or occupational infrastructure means that new-media
workers are unusually ‘fixed’ in particular regional economies” (Christopherson, 2002, p.2004).
This means that contrary to the idea of freelance as “boundryless work,” (Tams & Arthur, 2010)
or work not tied to one corporation fixed in one city, the instability of contract work demands
freelancers live close to the sectors that hire them. The steady growth of the tech industry in the
Bay Area in the mid-2000s and the increased flexibility of new media labor means that overtime,
San Francisco and the Bay Area in general has experienced an acute concentration of freelance
workers.
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Who is not represented in GigUnion membership are communities of color, the working
class, the transgender and non binary. BAVC suggests GigUnion demographics mirror the
demographics of San Francisco, but this should not necessarily be a positive claim given that the
workforce initiatives where originally geared toward “disadvantaged” communities. According
to data compiled by the San Francisco Center for Economic Development (SFCED) between
2010-2015, the median age of San Franciscans is 38.5, and data shows that the split between
male and female residents accurately resembles GigUnion membership. However the SFCED
data also reveals that only 32.24% hold a four-year college degree and only 19.23% have
graduate degrees. White residents make up 48.7% of the population. There are almost half as
many Asian (16% opposed to 33.8% citywide) and Latino (8% opposed to 15.3% citywide)
members of GigUnion then represented in the population of San Francisco. African Americans,
however, represent 10% of the membership of GigUnion yet amount to only 6% of the city's
residents.33 Nevertheless, GigUnion membership is more educated and more white than San
Francisco in general.34 If, as BAVC suggests, freelancers will make up 40% of SF's workforce by
2020, then the representation of alternative communities in San Francisco's workforce will
drastically decrease in a very short time.
The significance of BAVC's workforce history with SFITC, SFTech, and GigUnion is the
construction of a model for how knowledge, training and information is transmitted via city and
non-profit collaborations in SF's tech/info economic ecology. The ladder or tier structure of
training and the “upgrade and backfill” strategy for promoting incumbent workers increasingly

33 This factor is unattributed in BAVC's literature, however the Bayview Hunters Point Center for the Arts &
Technology, located in the large black communities of Bayview and Hunters Point, has been involve in SFTech
and GigUnion since 2013. There presence and activism in the community may be part of this trend.
34 A recent Bloomberg report suggested the the tech/info sector of San Francisco in 2014 made up 11% of the city's
workforce (Mandel, 2014). If, as BAVC suggests, freelancers will make up 40% of SF's workforce in 2020, then
underrepresentation of alternative communities in San Francisco's workforce will drastically decrease.
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focused on the supply side of labor market (Chapple 2005, p.57; Golith & Austin, 2010, p.81)
This means the programs concentrated on the quantity and quality of the supply of workers
rather than the quantity and quality of demand for workers (Jacobs, 2013. p.5). Large amounts of
both public and private resources are invested in the higher tiered programs in terms of the
necessary expertise, equipment and curriculum to train and promote incumbents in order to move
lower tiered participant in to the workforce. Criticism against SFITC was that the organization
did not collaborate with employers needs and was far more interested in securing funds
(Chapple, 2005, p.13). BAVC contends that GigUnion is an effort to address both the demand
and supply side of the workforce. However, as I have suggested, the program focuses is on a
very narrow economic actor.
The discussion here is not to understand the political economy or culture of freelance
work in San Francisco. It is only to characterize BAVC's organizational priorities, its model for
the distribution of knowledge and expertise – to understand how BAVC organizes the interaction
of skills, knowledges, spaces and actors. To be clear, BAVC's culture of entrepreneurialism is not
necessarily a bad thing in and of itself. It caters to the needs of their broader network of public
and private relationships in the economic development of San Francisco. In many instances the
funds BAVC receives from contract work with private industry subsidizes their other non-profit
programs including the administration of public access television. Nevertheless, the question
here is whether this ladder-type, tiered structure of knowledge and practice includes the people
and practices of SF Commons. This last section will discuss BAVC's attempt to transform San
Francisco's public access television operation and community into a contemporary community
media center.
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SF Commons
“The name 'SF Commons' is derived from the notion of a public commons a
physical gathering place for community debate and celebration—and also a set of
shared community assets and knowledge. We intend to honor the broad notion of a
community’s stories and experiences for sharing, but in our efforts to reimagine
public access, we also imagine a future in which commons refers to the pooling of
assets, expertise, and the deepening of civic engagement to collectively address
social challenges” (BAVC, 2011).

Other than a SF Commons poster outside the second story suite, I could not tell where to
go for public access, where it “took place”. There were no signs pointing to where SF Commons
was, no non-professional types walking around, or any noise at all. Paula Fiscal, host of the The
Paula Fiscal Show, and one of the only Latina producers at SF Commons had a similar
experience when she first walked into BAVC. She waited nearly four hours for someone to help
her because she did not feel comfortable walking into one of the anonymous labs and sitting
down to a computer, or even asking someone for help. “People walked around and you don't
know if they're with SF Commons and can help you. Who's involved in public access and who is
not? Is this where I'm supposed to be?” (Fiscal, 2016, personal communication).
The Paula Fiscal Show is an informative talk show that address politics, fashion, books,
technology, housing and she uses a network of contacts she established through her career at City
Hall to bring different guests on to talk about San Francisco. As one of the few Latino producers
at SF Commons, Paula is particularly aware of the fact that the Latino community does not
participate in access TV even though the facilities are located in the Mission District where the
largest portion of the population has traditionally been immigrants from Mexico, Central, and
South America. Fiscal suggested that this was because there is a high percentage of
undocumented people living in the Mission who would not dare sign up for something so
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Image 5.8. Signs at the entrance to BAVC. Photo by
author, 2016.

connected to the city and would never want to be on TV. “There is little to no Latino middle
class, and those that are have left the city or have positions they wouldn't want to jeopardize
through affiliations with access TV.” Born is the US, Fiscal said she is an exception because of
her career at City Hall.
In my conversation with Fiscal about SF Commons facilities I recalled the history of
marginalization through forces of urban redevelopment and gentrification in the neighborhood
we were in—forces that historically created a strong sense of activism in Mission District
residents to use TV as a community resource to battle redevelopment. The increased
demonization of immigrants and the undocumented by the Trump administration today, seems to
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place even broader limitations to how community media projects like public access television
can negotiate issues of citizenship. I wondered how the ambiguous spaces and individualized
practices at SF Commons negotiated these issues that were so clearly part of their neighborhood.
I asked Fiscal about whether she perceived the history of racial tensions in SF in the
access community at BAVC. Minority representation in the decision- making process has always
been an issue for public access television in San Francisco. There were accusation of racial
discrimination at AccessSF particularly when producer Ace Washington's show Ace in Your Face
was removed from the channel lineup and board member David Miles Jr., “The Godfather of
Skating” was kicked off the board for insubordination. Both Washington and Miles, Jr. are
African American and long time activists and access producers in the community. Fiscal
suggested that the type of political and cultural problems that exist between races in San
Francisco are prevalent in all organizations and the access culture of producers is no different.
Many of the white producers she has come across while using the facilities are rather intolerant
of anyone. She said that some of the black producers are somewhat weary of other producers
because they don't want to get pushed out. “There is a threshold, between producer and staff”
Paula suggested, “anymore producers and the staff won't be able to keep up.” This is because
producers usually go to SF Common staff for issues with production and editing rather than each
other. This dynamic has exacerbated by the distinction between older veteran producers and new
ones, contextualized in Chapter 4, that evolved through the history of access policies about the
allocation of resources and time slots at Folsom and AccessSF. New producers are a threat, Paula
suggests, because they can potentially take away the staffs attention and resources.
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Space at SF Commons

Being able to address racial tension, issues of citizenship, and the allocation of public
resources through the construction of space is difficult for any organization. Yet this is exactly
what Lefebvre meant by our social relationships to space and what Smith suggests we must make
coherent as a “place” in order to scale jump or interest to the next level in the series of struggle.
The ambiguity of space at BAVC physically and symbolically dissolved public access television
into BAVC's space. It was the expression of a rather drastic reconceptualization of public access
from a standalone community television organization, as Ikeda explained, into an integrated
transmedia community center. Though the integration was meant to expand the capacities a
public access operation could provide, the people who use SF Commons experience a different
sense of usable and discernible space than the rest of BAVC. The two main production spaces for
SF Commons, the Access Lab off the lobby and the single operator flash studio (SOS), are the
technical production spaces for SF Common. In contrast to the floor plans for the public access
stations in the late 1990s, neither the Access Lab, nor the SOS serves as an anchoring feature for
the organization of BAVC's production space.
The SF Commons’ space are different than the rest of BAVC primarily because SF
Commons spaces are essentially single use – they are primarily dedicated for access TV
production. Other BAVC members (non SF Commons producers) can use the Access Lab and the
SOS when SF Commons producers are not using them. Alternatively, BAVC's other spaces are
more transient – they are labeled yellow, green, blue an magenta and are used by different
programs like Next Gen and Bump records youth programs, workforce training spaces for their
TechSF programs, BAVC's video preservation work, and its administration offices. These spaces
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have different goals, qualifications, and funding objectives than SF Commons. The multipurpose room and computer labs can be rented out by commercial and non-profit organizations
that can also pay BAVC to run seminars and training workshops for their employees. In general,
the difference between SF Commons spaces and BAVC's other production spaces is the fact that
SF Commons spaces are not necessarily revenue-generating spaces. BAVC's labs can reorganize
to accommodate different users and programs that do generate revenue. This spatial difference
works against integrating SF Commons into BAVC's broader organizational fluidity, reinforced
by the fact that there is very little crossover between SF Commons and BAVC's other programs.
Many of the programs BAVC offers also work through a different time register. A
workshop may last anywhere from a three hour workshop on the weekend, to a sixteen week full
immersion certification course. This means that many people come in and out of BAVC– they
start and complete a workshop and move on. Someone walking down the hall could be part of an
afternoon workshop, a corporate luncheon, a TechSF participant, a consultant, or a new staff
member. In contrast, the SF Commons producers I talked to inhabit the SF Commons spaces and
BAVC's shared spaces like the lobby, hallways and break room for significantly longer periods of
time. Idell Wilson and Ken Johnson for instance have been at SF Commons every week, or every
other week, since it began in 2009. Long time producer's like Jennifer Glee (Glee TV), and
newer producers like George Bracey (Transworld) and William (VZ up TV) use the Access lab at
least twice a week. The longevity and habitation of access producers contradict the transience
and turnover that characterize the use of the BAVC's facilities by other program participants.
Wilson's feelings of dislocation, of wanting a public access station to call home, expresses a need
for a place, a home, in a transient environment where contracts and affiliations continually begin
and end.
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Figure 5.9. SF Commons production spaces at BAVC. Courtesy of BAVC.

Anne Simmons, director of SF Commons, said the placelessness of SF Commons was
something BAVC had been working to fix for past few years (personal communication, 2016).
One of the ways they addressed it was to turn the large office space directly off the lobby into the
Access Lab in 2014 with an SF Commons sign on the wall next to the door. There are six
computers for producers to edit their video projects, couches in the corner as you walk in the
Access Lab, and a large monitor that plays SF Commons programming on the two cable
channels 29 and 76. In the lobby there's a “Producers Only” computer, which both claims visible
BAVC space for SF Commons and contradicts integration between BAVC and public access
(image 5.9), and the “producer portrait wall” directly across the hall from the Access Lab
discussed in the introduction. Both the “producer only” computer and the portrait wall
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Image 5.9. SF Commons Access Lab at BAVC. Photo by author 2014.

are ways BAVC has allowed SF Commons and its producers to claim physical and
representational space at BAVC, but none of them seem to be able to replicate the experience of
home that Wilson is looking for. They are like large rocks in a river you have to jump to one at a
time in order to get to the other side across without getting your feet wet. There is nowhere to
congregate in the middle.

The Ideology and Practice of the Single Operator Studio (SOS)

The elimination of the large three-camera television studio was perhaps the biggest blow
to the access community. Many producers like Laughridge simply quit public access TV. BAVC's
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replacement was a “single operator studio” (SOS) with three wall mounted remote controlled
cameras. Neither the idea nor the system are new. AccessSF built a single user studio at the
Market St. station to give producers more production options. It catered to producers who did not
want to (or perhaps were unable to) organize a crew, and it took some of the pressure off the
scheduling and maintenance of the large studio. The context of BAVC's use of the SOS is
different than a supplemental or additional mode of production. Its minimal use of space

Image 5.10. SF Commons’ single user studio at BAVC photographed from the hallway. Photo by author, 2015.

and single user capability became a easy scalar fix—it accommodated both the loss of PEG
funds as a result of DIVCA, and BAVC's proposal to transform public access in to a “transmedia
community media center” minimizing television and promoting a broader “suite of integrated
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Image 5.11. Video switcher is built into the desk to allow producer to become host and crew simultaneously. Photo
by author, 2015.

services and platforms” (BAVC, 2009). Currently there are nineteen live programs that occur at
least twice monthly from 5-7pm, Tuesday through Friday on SF Commons Channel 76.
Technically all the pieces of the traditional television studio are present. The cameras,
lights, audio board, video switcher, character generator and the set (a desk chairs and a backdrop)
are all there in one compact room. To use the studio access producers pay ten dollars to take a
training class and BAVC requires that they pass a written fourteen-question assessment as well as
a skills test demonstrating their ability to use the system. The studio uses a NewTek TriCaster
455 video switcher – basically a box that connects three remote controlled cameras, the audio
board and any number of different media players together in a single system. BAVC connects a
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Image 5.12. SOS equipment: two cameras on tripods, a third mounted to the wall, speakers, light arrays, and monitor
so producer’s can see what cablecast looks like as they go. Photo by author, 2015.

Mac Mini to the TriCaster that allows producers to display web pages, YouTube videos, or
Skype. An Elmo document camera for displaying physical objects is also connected and the
system is equipped with a phone line and console to for live call-in shows. The TriCaster
software contains a variety of titling and graphic formats that can be utilized, though there is a
standard template created by BAVC that is generally used (image 5.3.). Producer's can also
create and upload their own graphics as well as video clips they want to play during their
program through a digital disk recorder (DDR) connected to the TriCaster system. The TriCaster
has a pro bus, or an elaborate keyboard used as a video switcher, that sits on the desk in front of
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the producer/host. The pro bus enables producers to switch between the three remote cameras
and other connected feeds by pressing correlated buttons (see image 5.11).
There are different ways producers use the SOS. A basic production uses a single
stationary wide shot that does not utilize the other cameras or switch to another video feed. The
titles and graphics are inserted and left on screen for the entire length of the program. This
format is best used when there are multiple guests and it is impossible to switch the camera shots
to keep up with the flow of dialog. Producers who tend to want to engage with the conversation
rather than worry about the program's aesthetics are more likely to keep the single static shot.
Wilson, for instance, is far more interested in conversation, guests, and calls from viewers on her
show than switching between cameras.
The more complex programs utilize the three-cameras and other video feeds like websites
or YouTube. Camera shots usually include a wide shot of the host and guests, a close up shot of
the producer/host and a close up of the guest. In the course of the show, the producer engages the
guest with questions and comments while simultaneously switching between the two close ups
and the wide shot. They can also switch back and forth from, for instance, a photograph or video
feed from YouTube, or utilize Skype with an additional guest. Sitting at the desk facing the
equipment, cameras and a monitor that displays the timecode and the live cable feed can be a bit
intimidating. The single user approach means that the entire production, the technical and
situated knowledges and experiences traditionally distributed between numerous volunteers at
Market St or Folsom, is collapsed into the individual through the TriCaster.
George Bracey had only been a producer for a few months when I met her in the summer
of 2016 at SF Commons editing one of her earlier programs to post on YouTube. She was
prompted to become an access producer to address what she believed was an increasingly visible
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apathy towards violence against the transgender community. As an older transgender African
American, Bracey wanted to use her experiences as a “Tenderloin throw away” to create a
program centered around the idea of “transition” as a constant part of everyday life (Bracey,
n.d.). As soon as we met she asked me to watch some of her episodes on YouTube and give her
feedback. Bracey's first couple of programs demonstrated some fairly common problems that
producers have navigating the SOS especially early on. For the most part Bracey was visibly
concentrating on the process of switching back and forth between cameras at the pace of the
conversation. This produced prolonged moments of silence as she tried to respond to her guest,
ask the next question, switch to the appropriate camera, and utilize websites that played video or
music that pertained to her show. Instead of looking at the guest when she asked a question or
addressing the audience by looking at the camera, Bracey would watch the monitor in order to
make sure the correct shot was on air. In some instances the music would play too long or the
name titles would remain after the shot had switched from the guest. These are aesthetic issues
that can be resolved over time and with practice. Bracey's later programs demonstrate a marked
progression and ease in the use of the TriCaster. But the miscues are also embedded in both the
centralized technological infrastructure of the TriCaster and practice of the SOS. For Idell
Wilson, whose program regularly has three or four guests, and may switch between two wide
shots once or twice in an hour program—the interaction between her and the TriCaster is
minimal. Wilson is as a television host and not necessarily a technician. Bracey's program
utilizes the TriCaster in a manner that inevitably splits her focus between the content and the
construction of dialog in her show and its overall technical production.
The SOS does make television. It certainly allows someone to create programming that
for many of the producers I met could not be made without the opportunity SF Commons
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provides. It replicates the same scale of citywide distribution cable TV. Yet beyond merely an
outlet, there is a broad range of skills and practices embodied in the traditional three-camera
studio that are not present in the SOS production practice. Learning how to use a studio camera
and to set lights broadens a technical understanding of the production process that can improve
the overall quality of the program. As Higgins (1999) and Kellner & Share (2007) have argued,
learning to create television demystifies the idea that professionals and large corporations can
only produce television. However, the more significant skill set is not technical. The processes of
coordination and cooperation with volunteers and staff involved in studio television production
are just as significant to public access television practice as the programming. For new producers
like Bracey, the SOS production style provides few chances to receive feedback from other
producers at the moment of production that could help her improve her program. There are few
chances for her to meet, engage, and create working relationships with other producers in the
moment of production. In much the same way Bensinger collapsed the TV studio into the Sony
PortaPak, the SF Common’s SOS collapses the technical/spatial coordination between the control
room and the activity of the studio—between directors and floor managers, the camera operators
and the talent—that characterize traditional television production studio practice.
Also embedded in the SOS is a limited set of aesthetic choices for programming. The
small space limits the type of programming that can be created because it limits the number of
participants. In the past, the access TV studios could accommodate large performances, live
music, multi-set productions, and producer supported events like telethons, Christmas parties, or
multiple producer programs like Laughridge's Newsroom. Because the SOS collapses the
different roles traditionally involved in producing access studio television in SF, it limits the
participation of producers that may simply be interested in volunteering their time to working
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behind a camera or audio board. By limiting the participation of producers, SF Commons is
unable to cultivate a producer community in the same way Potrero Ave., Folsom St. and Market
St. did.
Just as the large studio spaces at CBS's Television City expressed modernism and fluidity
through the mobility of equipment and labor, and AccessSF's professional television production
studio on Market St. expressed a shift in the function and priority of access TV towards public
service and outreach, the SOS at BAVC reveals a very individualized and independent version of
community television production. It breaks from public access production practices in San
Francisco in the past, and aligns more succinctly with the individual entrepreneurial subjectivity
of the freelance worker BAVC now trains. The SOS creates a rather complicated understanding
of what community practice, or communities of practice, means in this social context. Is a
community practice one where individuals work singularly to produce programming that
expresses their own vision or perspective, or a more collective effort towards perhaps the same
individual vision, but embedded in practices that are distributed among members? Neither
orientation necessarily excludes the other. The significant difference only becomes apparent in a
transformation of practices, like the one from a three-camera studio to a single operator studio.
The SOS in this sense is the culmination of a historical discourse about the way cable TV
rescaled the spaces of access open to residents of the city. It reveals the shift in cable authority
from the city to the state by market forces, and the rise of an economy in San Francisco
increasingly shaped by freelance entrepreneurialism.
My intention here is not to demonize BAVC for choices they made trying to
reconceptualize public access TV into a more modern community media center. In fact they
learned early on that online applications that scheduled reservations, uploaded programming, and
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allowed the public to vote for programs—applications using Drupal software that other public
access centers like Denver Open Media adopted—did not work for the community of access
producers they inherited. It would have taken a more significant reconceptualization of BAVC's
own production and spatial priorities to make the transition more successful. Understanding the
history of public access TV in San Francisco itself, its obstacles and challenges, who the
producer community is and where they are from, and the history of divisive access policies
would have perhaps provided far more insight into ways to integrate public access TV with the
important programs and expertise BAVC embodies. In this history what comes together to make
access TV is not simply an expansive and contemporary technological infrastructure, nor
expertise. It is more illustrative of Lisa Parks' notion of affective infrastructures, an infrastructure
that functions as much through lived experience as it does technology. Without a certain level of
organizational reflexivity and an understanding of the people who used access TV, BAVC was
unable to remake access TV in a way the benefitted producers. Instead SF Commons has become
a reflection of BAVC and not the SF public access TV community. Wilson's lament for an access
station that is “home” is not nostalgia, but a very complex understanding of what an accessible
community communication infrastructure feels like.
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Conclusion:

SF Commons is Important to Vallainyous

Eliminating the large traditional three-camera studio space in 2009 almost decimated a
very active producer community that BAVC and SF Commons have struggled to try to rebuild
since. However this does not mean that SF Commons has not attracted new users. In fact its
continued use attests to the importance of having permanent, physical community media spaces
that can be part of a broader public service infrastructure. I would like to conclude with one such
story and final thoughts about where this work can expand.
William, aka “Vallainyous” is from Seattle. He lived in a car outside his partner’s parents’
house to be next to his children because he wasn't allowed in their house. He decided to move to
Oakland to find a better job but end up getting arrested and spent time in jail. After being
incarcerated for a time, he moved to San Francisco to start a new life. He didn't know anyone
and had no money so he lived in a shelter and tried to concentrate on making music and videos.
He first experienced public access television when he went to SF Commons with a friend. He
met Jeremiah there who produced a sports show and Jeremiah asked him if wanted to be on TV.
William does not follow sports, “music is my sport”, he told me, but he agreed to go on anyway.
The show was about the Mayweather/Paciao fight and according to William it did not go very
well. When Jeremiah told him he did a good job it got William thinking. “If this is all it takes,
how can I get a show?” William's VZ up TV is a program that features his hip-hop music videos
and other artists he has performed with. While lots of the videos he airs were shot previously, he
is looking to do more training and for people to shoot with to make his show more about his
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vision and music. “I look at it like this is my channel,” he continued to explain. I found this sense
of ownership in many of the producers I talked to over the years and it relates to the way in
which, unlike YouTube, when you turn on Channel 29 you have to watch what is on. When your
show is on, you are the only show on. Of course, one can always turn the channel but that's not
the point. Not everyone can actually do public access television in the same way they do
YouTube and no other distribution by a mass communications infrastructure like cable TV is so
strategically focused or bound to a specific geography.
It is a short walk from the shelter to Cyril Magnon and Market where the #27 bus goes
right past BAVC at 2727 Mariposa and Bryant. “I try to separate myself from all the stuff going
on at the shelter,” he tells me. His trips to SF Commons are part of getting back to who he wants
to be. “I come here and I do my own work, my own stuff.” William has met people while
working on his show at SF Commons who are giving him references for jobs he is applying for
and for assisted housing. In this sense, SF Commons has become a significant part of the city’s
broader public service infrastructure that he utilizes. There are parts of his infrastructure he is
forced to traverse—the probation office, the shelter, the employment and housing offices. These
are all spaces he enters into on terms already determined by a system of incarceration and
welfare. And historically, as a black, homeless ex-con, many of these programs become a
coordination of attrition and a cyclical movement of black bodies through a broader disciplinary
system. SF Commons is the other part of his infrastructure he engages in on his own terms to get
himself on his feet, both emotionally and economically. Other than the production classes he has
to take, he works and creates the way he wants to.
We talked about different ideas he had for shows and I asked him why he didn't simply
work the social media angle to get his music and videos out. “Anyone can upload to YouTube,
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they got phones with apps that you can just shoot something and put up. But not everyone can
make it work on cable.” William's opposition between the ease of YouTube and the work of
public access television was interesting for the way it countered most discussion about the
shrinking of time and space by digital technologies and the proliferation of distribution by online
video services. There are people who put quite a bit of effort and money into their YouTube
videos but the structure of incentives through subscriptions and advertising on YouTube is
entirely different than non-commercial public access TV. William had another reason he wanted
to be on local cable. While incarcerated he and the other inmates would watch the California
Music Channel (CMC). The CMC is on KFTL-CD channel 28, one of the Bay Areas Class A,
low-powered television stations. From 4 to 5pm the channel features music videos from mainly
local artists. “No matter what was on... at 4 o'clock it was the CMC.” Even though it is literally a
captive audience, Williams wants his show to evoke a similar viewing ritual. “My show is going
to be on at 5:30pm on Fridays now, so when the CMC is over and all there is is news on, my
show comes on.” His show is purposely intermixed with a particular community, geography,
time and space. Much like his music (and hip hop in general) which is fused with references to
geographic space—about spaces that can and cannot be trespassed—his experience with
television as a ritual and as a geographically proximate experience speaks to a far more material
understanding of why local community television production through spaces like public access
television are important infrastructures for understanding one’s sense of political agency.
A community infrastructure is also the way William's friend Jeremiah Khaleq, who first
introduced William to live TV, talked about his experience doing public access TV. Khaleq does
a sports oriented show, Let's Talk Sports Nation, and he said he uses the station because it's a
resource for people that don't have money. He was quick to clarify that by “resource” he didn't
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mean just equipment, but people too. His show connects sports with broader social issues that
concern the black community in the Bay Area. He gets local rappers, athletes, student athletes
and regular people to talk, not only about sports, but about the social context of sports and
athletics in the community and beyond. Khaleq is also conscious of the fact that he himself,
through his show, is a resource for others and he spends a lot of time and effort crafting each
episode so that the people who come on get a chance to say what they want to say.
The experiences of both William and Jeremiah reveal the continuing importance of
community television in ways that are just as complex and significant as discourses about the
First Amendment. Their programs are not just about the act of speech, an utterance, but the
material context and circumstance that enables speech. For William, SF Commons is part of how
he traverses the city—his daily geography. It has become an important physical space of
production where he learns technical skills and has created relationships he believes are making
him whole again. Khaleq understands SF Commons as a mediation of race, class and gender with
people in his proximity—the people he interacts with and are part of his community. While
William and Khaleq were not producers at Market St. and have not used a large three-camera
studio for their productions, the experience of public access television at SF Commons is
nonetheless inherently spatial in the way they use the station to negotiate their relationship with
the city itself. Their experiences are one reason for understanding public access television as a
community infrastructure rather than simply a community media outlet.
The idea for this dissertation began by trying to understand why public access producers
would not want a professional production house with expertise like BAVC to run their public
access station. What I found is that none of the traditional discourses about or approaches to
understanding public access television could explain their protest. I began to look into the history
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of public access television in San Francisco in order to contextualize the events of 2009 and
found a history of embattlement over resources and space that was intimately tied to the city's
efforts to control the development of citywide telecommunications infrastructure and the
movement and sequestering of marginalized communities. It is through this history that many
access producers formed opinions about what BAVC represented—control over public resources
by the high-tech, multi-media freelance economy and culture in San Francisco. The expression
of this control was the closing the dismantling of the large three camera studio on Market St. and
its replacement by a single users studio in a neighborhood that was at the ground floor of
gentrification by tech companies in the late 1990s. While SF Commons and BAVC remained
true to the general mission of public access TV, they eliminated what made public access
television work in San Francisco through the construction of space.
I used this case study of the history of public access television in San Francisco and an
analysis using concepts of space and scale shifting, material and affective infrastructures, and
extensibility to try to understand the significance of public access television in today's media
ecology. Together the concepts revealed three multi-dimensional scales that public access
television negotiates. These three scales intersect, federal law, municipal policy, and community
practices. They are broadly historical and highlight significant changes and conflicts in public
access television in San Francisco since the mid-1960s. Together they reveal particular ways in
which technology, politics, and geography intersect through public access television. It is in this
intersecting that public access television should be understood as an important negotiation of
physical, political, and cultural space in a community's communications infrastructure.
The slow shift of cable franchise authority, the relocations of the public access studios,
and the transformation of access television production practices, have all constructed political,
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economic, and cultural barriers to the use of access television by residents to influence the
development of the city's telecommunication infrastructure in ways that benefit them and their
community. These barriers are steeped in the histories of marginalization, specifically by local
and national telecommunication policies and urban redevelopment—forces that have drastically
reshaped the San Francisco for decades. In general then, the significant of public access
television is as a physical and symbolic place that organizes, and is organized by, both local
municipal politics and the spaces producers inhabit that provide opportunities to scale jump their
individual and group interests within a city's power structure. This includes producer
communities, access TV board meetings, city commissions, committees, and advocacy groups,
the myriad of city departments involved in the cable franchise, and a network of non-profit and
professional organizations that contribute time, support, or membership. Outlets like YouTube do
not share these types of local relationships.
Recent 'cord cutting' campaigns that propose dropping cable TV services in favor of
video services through the internet like YouTube, Hulu, Netflix and Amazon Video potentially
have devastating effects on the franchise fees that provide funds for access TV. In places like
San Francisco, considered a global center of high-tech, software, and Internet development,
efforts to expand broadband became far more important to the city's economic development than
cable services alone. Narrowly thinking about public access TV as a media outlet, or as one
technology among many others, makes it easier for city, state, federal, and corporate interests to
simply propose to shut public access television stations down. Using space and scale moves our
critical lens away from what public access should ideally be, what technologies and
programming it should encompass, and instead pushes us to ask questions about what types of
opportunities for political extensibility our local telecommunications infrastructures offer, who
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controls the development of them, and who is benefitting from them.. In San Francisco, BAVC's
dominant interest in playing a supportive role for the development of the multi-media economy
have guided their transformation of public access television spaces from a collective production
practice to and individualize one. This transformation becomes problematic when we
contextualize it in the political history of San Francisco's telecommunications and urban
redevelopment history and not in the context of new technology, free speech, alternative
television, or media literacy.

Contemporary Developments

In a February article in weekly alternative newspaper The Villager, in NYC, journalist
Dennis Lynch (2017) highlighted a Soho-based non-profit 8 Ball Community, Inc. that recently
created 8 Ball TV, an online open platform for any kind of content based on the spirit of public
access television. 8 Ball TV is an artist collective whose main work has been DIY zines, radio,
and public performances. “We want to give people a space exactly like public access, in that
anyone can go there and speak their mind publicly online” (Lynch, 2017). “Instead of swimming
through the red tides of Netflix for an hour and a half before you settle on something to watch”
remarked a volunteer, on 8 Ball TV there is no video on demand feature or categories based on
genre – what is streaming on the channel is what you watch (Lynch, 2017), They have equipment
people can check out and a studio space where they have started to shoot weekly in-studio
programs. On their website they promote 8Ball TV as a global public access station “a free
platform for, of, and by the people” (8ballcommunity.club). Though most of their programming
is art-based they are contacting people to do “how-to videos, their own shows, cooking shows,
news reports every week — nothing to do with art, necessarily. We want something truly like a
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public-access station. A show on chess, for example, is not art in any way, but it’s very
interesting. It may be a more artistic crowd in the beginning, but that’s not all we want” (Lynch,
2017).
The spirit of artists and access in 8 Ball TV definitely resides in BAVC and SF
Commons. They both stream non-commercial content without on demand services, provide
equipment and a production studio space (though at different scales), and are available to anyone
to produce a program. Yet they could not be farther apart in terms BAVC's effort to reinvent
public access TV as a transmedia training center. 8 Ball TV promotes and maintains a more DIY
culture and aesthetic than BAVC which tried to transform its culture through professionalization.
Yet the fact that 8 Ball TV is doing public access television without a cable channel or a cable
franchise agreement may be unsettling to public access advocates who continue to fight cable
providers and their city governments for funding.
The timing of 8 Ball TV is also significant. Just recently in December of 2016, the district
court in, Halleck, et al. v. City of New York, et al. (2016, 2017), concluded that the Manhattan
Neighborhood Network (MNN), one of the first and most heavily funded public access television
stations in the country, is not an extension of the state's obligations to uphold free speech.
Halleck sued MNN after they banned her without a hearing for airing a program that criticized
MNN CEO Dan Coughlin. Other producers were also banned when they formed a producer
union in support of Halleck. Halleck's attorney contended that MNN is in violation of its contract
with the city to provide public access to the city's cable channels on a first-come, first-served,
non-discriminatory basis. This access clause is also federally mandated in the FCC's 1972 Letter
of Intent. The attorney suggests that even though MNN is a private entity offering access to
television channels, it does not preclude them from a public forum analysis (Perry, 2017). A
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public forum analysis traditionally looks at the context, history of practices, and the laws
governing a particular space to determine whether it is an open, limited, or closed forum for
speech. The court’s decision essentially means that MNN, and potentially other public access
organizations around the nation, can indiscriminately censor programming they do not like or
disagree with by restricting access to their channel and facilities. Public access television has
restrictions on programming that incites violence against individuals or groups, and has generally
programmed shows with questionable obscenity in late night time slots. However, if Halleck, et
al. lose in their appeal filed on June 19, 2017, the decision could dissolve public access
television’s historical relationship to free speech.
8 Ball TV and Halleck v. City of New York, reveal important questions about the
continued relevance of cable TV based public access television operations. If 8 Ball TV’s webbased channel is successful, does that mean there is no longer a need for cities to use cable
access channels? If public access television is no longer a public forum, will cable companies no
longer be required to provide them for free? What the research in this dissertation suggests is that
an important part of the public access infrastructure is its relationship through advocacy groups,
city mandated committees and commissions, public hearings and cable franchise negotiations
that created arenas for public debate. This is not part of 8 Ball TV’s infrastructure and it is being
threatened in Halleck v. City of New York.
At the core of Halleck v. City of New York, the ability to restrict access fundamentally
contradicts the justification the federal government used to require cable operators to provide
access channels. Restricting access dissolves the opposition between public and private property
and, like property in a commercial system, restricting access tends to mark or increase the value
of the property (Netz, 2004), and therefore leave open the possibility that cable TV operators
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may no longer be required to provide free cable access channels. In this dissertation I have
suggested that public access television's traditions as an outlet for the “people”—as access to
technology, as a free speech forum, or as alternative TV, are not strong enough arguments today
to maintain public participation and funding. In general I've used concepts of space, scale,
extensibility, and the affective nature of infrastructures to illustrate how public access television
is a materialization of the scalarity of technology and urban policy—how technology, municipal
telecommunication policies and urban redevelopment create spaces of political and cultural
extensibility that can shift jurisdictional and geographic scales. I demonstrate how many public
access producers in SF, as actors in SF's urban communications infrastructure, became
disempowered by an intersection of city policy and cable policy over the years despite the
unvarying discourses of free speech, alternative television, and empowerment. The high stakes of
Halleck v. City of New York are not necessarily the restriction of speech because there is
arguably an entire global media ecology devoted to expressing opinions and individuality. Rather
its is the elimination of local material spaces and arenas within the cities power structure that are
conspicuous and comprehensible to community members that pose the biggest threat.

Why not just use YouTube?

Many public access producers I have talked to post their programs on their own YouTube
channels. They also direct viewers during their cablecasts to their YouTube channels so viewers
can watch older programs. In this sense YouTube and public access television work together to
promote the producer’s programming. For William the difference between producing a cable TV
show and simply having a YouTube channel was the impression that it took more work to create
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and maintain a cable show. The idea that one could just upload a video from a cell phone and
become part of the three hundred hours of video uploaded every minute, did not carry the same
weight as his effort at SF Commons did (YouTube Company Statistics, 2016). There is,
however, a lot of high quality, time intensive productions on YouTube, in fact it is full of them.
YouTube is a commercial space that sells subscribers to advertisers. This means that its
distribution scale focuses on the global rather than on a local neighborhood. William didn’t have
time, money, or training to sell subscribers for YouTube, in a way that would separate his show
from the 4.95 billion videos viewed everyday (YouTube Company Statistics, 2016).
“In a sea of viral content its hard to find something with substance” remarked Kareem
Ahmed co-founder of NYC.TV, an open access web channel started in 2015 (Novellino, 2015).
“'Why are we watching stuff like this,' gesturing to a cat playing a keyboard video, 'when we
could be watching something that’s made by a friend or a neighbor'”(Novellino, 2015). 8 Ball TV
volunteer Emerson Rosenthal also expressed dismay at the lack of good content on today’s video
outlets “Even with all those [cable] stations, and now Netflix, YouTube and countless other
online content portals, it can still seem like there’s nothing to watch” (Lynch, 2017). 8 Ball TV's
solution is to contact people they know and those who might be interested and help them make
content for the channel. But in lamenting the loss of substantive content from local people they
know, both NYC.TV and 8 Ball TV are focused on becoming a global network and attracting
global content that complicates their claims that a local outlet will provide relevant programming
missing from sites like Netflix and YouTube. Neither does YouTube have an infrastructure for
the poor or working class to receive training, reserve and check out equipment, and have a
timeslot on actual television. William could post videos to YouTube that he had already created,
but he could not edit those videos into a TV program. And there is not an application yet that
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produces a TV show for you. Postproduction takes time, training, hardware and software, and the
coordination of bodies bound by structures of uneven access to resources—all of which require
the context of space and place.
A significant difference between sites like YouTube and public access television is that
YouTube has been strictly an online video distribution and library. They did not offer equipment
to check out or provide production training like public access television organizations do. As
member, access producers take training classes to be able to use the equipment and production
spaces the access station provides to make programming for the cable channel. But in 2013
YouTube opened a 41,000 square foot production studio in Los Angeles, YouTube Space, for
creating content distributed online. They have also opened locations globally in New York,
Berlin, London, Mumbai, Paris, Rio, São Paulo, Tokyo, and Toronto (YouTube Space, 2017).
YouTube Space offers free use of both production and post production facilities as well as events
spaces for YouTubers that have ten thousand or more subscribers to their own channel (YouTube
Spaces, 2017). YouTube does not make money directly off the productions but benefits in the
end by the increased production quality of the content that attracts subscribers on YouTube. The
production space is essentially and exclusive, commercial version of public access television.
While access TV has spent the last ten years since YouTube began repositioning itself within the
digital distribution environment YouTube exploited, the YouTube is now providing physical
production spaces and equipment for exclusive users.
In beginning to understand the transformation of YouTube from a decentralized,
deterritorialized, online distribution platform to centralized physical production facilities—or
community media project in general—an analysis using space and scale attempts to look at
broader questions about the materiality of YouTube, about who uses the spaces, and who cannot
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and why. It pushes questions about location and proximity (why are YouTube Spaces only in
major global cities?) about the significance of the historical moment that make moving towards
physical spaces is an important economic venture (why now?) and what social, political, or
economic problems YouTube believes physical productions studios will solve. There are
material contexts to all video production and an analysis using the concepts of space, scale, and
extensibility can help us avoid thinking about technologies in terms of liberation, and instead,
anchored in the social relationships to geography and space.
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